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Introduction

This Book is devoted to the fast evolving field of nanoelectronics, and more
particularly to the physics and technology of nanoelectronic devices built on
semiconductor-on-insulator (SemOI) substrates. It compiles the results of research
work from leading companies and universities in Europe, Russia, Brazil and
Ukraine. Main of the Authors are involved in the NANOSIL Network of
Excellence and the Thematic Network on Silicon on Insulator Technology,
Devices and Circuits EUROSOI+ , both of which are funded by the European
Commission under the 7th Framework Program of the European Community.
This Book describes different technologies and approaches used to fabricate
Semiconductor-On-Insulator materials, devices and systems. The contributed
papers are articulated around four main themes:
1.
2.
3.
4

Fabrication of new semiconductor-on-insulator materials
Physics of modern SemOI devices
Advanced characterization of SemOI devices
Sensors and MEMS on SOI.

The first chapter is focused on techniques for producing new SemOI materials.
The formation of thin germanium-on-insulator films allows one to fabricate a wide
variety of devices and constitutes a fundamental step towards the design of
monolithic hybrid Si–Ge systems and integrated circuits. SOI wafers on highresistivity substrates can be used for RF and mixed-signal system-on-a chip (SoC)
applications. Special substrates employing porous silicon technology allows one to
fabricate III–V and column-IV alloy semiconductor films on dielectric substrates.
Confined and guided growth of silicon nanoribbons creates new technological
opportunities for the fabrication of field-effect transistors and ICs.
The second Chapter is devoted to the physics and electrical properties of novel
SemOI devices such as ultrathin-body, fully depleted SOIMOSFETS scaled down
to 22 nm and beyond, multigateFinFET devices, nanowire transistors using either
lightly doped or highly doped silicon (junctionlessMOSFETs), carbon nanotubes
(CNTMOSFETs) and single-electron devices. Novel phenomena such as quantum
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effects and Coulomb blockade effect occurring in nanoscale devices are described
as well.
The third part of the Book focuses on advanced electrical characterization
techniques for nanoelectronic devices, such as novel methods for extracting
mobility, transconductance and noise.
Finally, the fourth Chapter is devoted to application of SemOI materials for
biosensors, chemical sensors and MEMS. The use of SemOI substrates allow for
considerable increase of sensitivity of the sensors, as well as for the fabrications of
MEMS compatible with CMOS technology.
This Book will be useful not only to specialists in nano- and microelectronics
but also to students and to the wider audience of readers who are interested by new
directions in modern electronics and optoelectronics.
The editors would like to express their gratitude to SergeyGordienko for his help
collating and formatting the different manuscripts and, of course, to the Springer
Editor Dr. Mayra Castro for her highly appreciated assistance throughout the
editing process.
Alexei Nazarov
J.-P. Colinge
Francis Balestra
Jean-Pierre Raskin
Francisco Gamiz
V.S. Lysenko
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Part I

New Semiconductor-On-Insulator
Materials

Germanium Processing
H. Gamble, B. M. Armstrong, P. T. Baine, Y. H. Low, P. V. Rainey,
S. J. N. Mitchell and D. W. McNeill

Abstract This paper reviews the development of germanium technology for
applications in high performance CMOS ICs, rf and MMICs. The paper covers the
development of MOSFET technology with respect to source/drain doping and gate
dielectrics. Germanium has higher junction leakage currents than silicon on account
of its lower energy bandgap. It is a scarce material, expensive and the wafer size is
limited. To minimize these disadvantages germanium will be employed as a thin
layer on an insulator substrate. Various methods of producing germanium-oninsulator (GeOI) substrates are outlined. These include the Smart-cut process, the
condensation process starting with SOI wafers and the epitaxial growth of germanium on lattice matched crystalline oxides grown on silicon substrates. Partial
GeOI layer techniques reviewed are dislocation necking of solid phase epitaxial
layers grown in narrow high aspect ratio trenches and liquid phase epitaxy from
rapid melt germanium confined in micro-crucibles. The fabrication of germanium
on dielectric substrates such as quartz, sapphire and alumina are also discussed.

1 Introduction
Germanium is a single element semiconductor from group IV of the Periodic Table
like silicon and also has a diamond like crystal structure. While the first transistors
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were fabricated in germanium, it was superceded by silicon largely on account of
the latter having a stable native oxide. The silicon dioxide can simply be produced
by heating the silicon in oxygen. The electrical properties of the silicon dioxide to
silicon interface are very good and this has led to the all pervasive CMOS technology over the last 40–50 years. However, as the lateral and vertical dimensions
of the MOS transistors were reduced to improve performance and packing density,
the silicon dioxide layer thickness needs to be scaled below 2 nm. At this thickness, tunnelling currents through the silicon dioxide layer became intolerable. To
meet the charge requirements of state-of-the-art devices it was necessary to replace
the silicon dioxide for the gate dielectric with a material of higher permittivity.
Thus the relationship between a thermally grown silicon dioxide layer on silicon was broken and replaced by a deposited higher permittivity (high-k) material.
If a deposited high k dielectric could be satisfactory for silicon devices then there
was the possibility that it could provide a satisfactory interface with other semiconductors. This brought germanium back into focus as it has the highest mobility
for holes and a higher mobility for electrons than silicon. Thus germanium offers
the promise of high performance CMOS. Germanium is lattice matched to gallium
arsenide (GaAs), and has been used for several years as a substrate for epitaxially
grown GaAs solar cells. Germanium substrates with epitaxial layers of GaAs are
very attractive for very high performance MOS with p-channel Ge MOSTs and
n-channel GaAs MOSTs exploiting both the high mobility holes in germanium and
the high electron mobility in GaAs. Epitaxially grown GaAs layers on germanium
offers the possibility of integrating optical and electronic circuits. It is a very
suitable substrate for circuits employing mixed semiconductor devices.

2 Gate Dielectrics for Ge MOSTs
In the 1960s MOS transistors were fabricated using chemical vapour deposited
SiO2 as the gate dielectric. LL Chang et al. fabricated enclosed geometry nchannel MOSTs with diffused antimony source/drain, a 450 nm SiO2 gate
dielectric and a 24 lm long gate which had an effective electron mobility of
540 cm2/V-s. Since this date n-channel MOSTs have had disappointing carrier
mobility values. A similar device was recently produced by the present authors
with a 100 nm APCVD SiO2 gate dielectric and phosphorus implanted source/
drains, Fig 1. The peak low field mobility was 1,200 cm2/V-s and shows that for
thick gate dielectrics there is no fundamental obstacle in producing n-MOSTs with
high carrier mobility. The repeatability of employing a deposited oxide was not
universally accepted and considerable effort was expended in investigating the
growth of a suitable native oxide of GeO2. For thermal oxidation of Ge in oxygen
Cresman [1] concluded that there was a strong dependence of oxidation rate on
oxygen pressure and that germanium atom diffusion was not the rate controlling
process. For sub-atmosphere pressure the reaction rate is governed by the sublimation rate of GeO and the conversion of GeO to GeO2. Below 525°C an
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Fig. 1 A non self aligned aluminium gate circular enclosed geometry n-channel Ge MOST with
100 nm LTO gate dielectric and phosphorus implanted source/drains. The gate length was 30 lm
and the width 460 lm

orientation dependence was found with (111) orientation oxidising faster than
(100). Above 600°C, layer growth rate was limited by sublimation of GeO from
the surface before it could be oxidised to GeO2. The refractive index of the
oxidised layers increased with oxygen pressure, but the layers were soluble in
deionised water.
To overcome the water solubility problem Hymes and Rosenburg [2] nitrided
GeO2 layers by annealing in ammonia. For long time anneals the layers were
converted to Ge2N2O with a refractive index of 1.8. However, shorter anneals
produced better electrical interfaces with fast state densities below
1011 cm-2 eV-1. Employing a gate last process they fabricated n-MOSTs with
25 nm thermally grown Ge2N2O gate dielectric, arsenic implanted source/drains
and obtained low-field electron mobilities in the range 940–1,200 cm2/V-s [3].
P-channel MOSTs were also produced with BF2 implanted source/drains, which
had peak low field hole mobility of 770 cm2/V-s [4]. Jackson et al. [5] produced
self-aligned aluminium gate p-MOSTs using only a 5 min 350°C anneal of boron
implanted source/drains and obtained a hole mobility of 640 cm2/V-s.
An alternative approach of obtaining a good electrical interface between a
dielectric and germanium was taken by Vitkavage et al. [6]. A thin layer of silicon
is deposited on the germanium surface prior to the deposition of a silicon dioxide
layer by remote plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition in an ultra high
vacuum system. The 1 nm Si layer protects the germanium surface from oxidation
and forms an excellent interface with both SiO2 and germanium. The silicon layer
deposited at 350°C is thick enough to contain the oxidation during the SiO2
deposition at 300°C but thin enough to minimise its effect on channel transport.
Optimising the technology, the midgap interface state density was reduced to
5 9 1010 cm-2 eV-1 [7].
This work of employing a silicon interface has more recently been investigated
by Reinking et al. [8] employing Ge layers with 2 9 1016 cm-2 Sb epitaxially
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grown on silicon substrates. Silicon layers 0 –10 nm thick were deposited at
680°C before 30 nm of SiO2 was deposited at 425°C by LPCVD. P-MOSTs were
fabricated with self-aligned tungsten gates and BF2 source/drain implants which
were activated by rapid thermal annealing at 550°C. Hole mobility was found to
increase as the silicon layer thickness decreased, giving an optimum value of
310 cm2/V-s.
Shang et al. [9] employed a composite gate dielectric consisting of a 6 nm
Ge2N2O layer beneath a 3 nm low temperature deposited SiO2 layer to give an
effective oxide thickness of 8 nm. Employing a self-aligned tungsten gate process
and phosphorus implanted source/drains in an enclosed geometry 100 lm gate
length n-channel MOST on a 5 9 1017 cm-3 gallium doped substrate, they obtained
Ion/Ioff ratio of 104, a sub-threshold slope of 150 mV/dec and an electron mobility of
100 cm2/V-s. The use of high permittivity hafnium based dielectrics with silicon,
encouraged researchers to investigate its properties with germanium. To minimise
the formation of GeO2 during the deposition and annealing of sputtered HfO2, Kita
et al. [10] first deposited a 1–5 nm metallic Hf layer before reactive sputtering of
HfO2. The thin metallic hafnium layer was expected to oxidise during the reactive
sputtering of HfO2, but it would minimise the formation of GeOx at the germanium
surface. While GeO2 is not volatile up to 700°C in the absence of germanium they
found volatilization of Hf–Ge–O during the reactive deposition of HfO2.
The main difficulty in obtaining n-channel germanium MOSTs with electron
mobility values greater than those in silicon has been attributed to the high density
of interface states Dit present near the conduction band edge in the energy band gap.
These interface states are considered to arise due to desorption of GeO during
thermal processing. Saito et al. [11] determined from first-principles total energy
calculations that the defect density at the Ge/GeO2 interface should be low. Thus
suppression of Ge-atom emission during the oxidation process is crucial to the
quality of the GeO2/Ge electrical interface. Lee et al. [12] have confirmed the
earlier work by Cresman [1] that the GeO2 interface was improved by high pressure
oxidation at 70 atm. Thermodynamic calculations for oxidation at 550°C shows
that the interface pressure of GeO decreases as the oxygen pressure increases. Since
GeO formed at the GeO2/Ge interface diffuses through the GeO2 layer to desorb at
the surface, the desorption rate is decreased at higher oxidation pressure.
Germanium monoxide is formed at the dielectric/germanium interface by the
reduction of GeO2. Nitridation of the GeO2/Ge interface after GeO2 growth can be
used to inhibit GeO formation for a limited time. Germanium nitride itself is not
thermodynamically stable at temperatures above 550°C. The deposition of a thin
silicon nitride layer on the germanium surface before GeO2 deposition can retard
the diffusion of Ge to the GeO2, but eventually it will diffuse through the nitride
layer. The deposition of an ultra-thin silicon layer on Ge surface before GeO2
deposition also succeeds in retarding the formation of germanium monoxide until
the germanium diffuses through the silicon barrier. Hafnium dioxide deposited on
germanium does not prevent GeO desorption. Hafnium dioxide crystallises at
temperatures above 500°C allowing the diffusion of GeO through the grain
boundaries. However, a silicon cap layer on GeO2 has been shown to be
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successful. Similarly a Ni3Si cap layer suppresses GeO for temperatures up to
600°C, giving good MOSC characteristics.
Another approach to stop the desorption of GeO is to employ a high-k material
that reacts with germanium to form an amorphous layer thus blocking GeO outdiffusion. Yttrium oxide (Y2O3) with a dielectric constant of 14 was found to react
with germanium to form an amorphous layer YGeOx [13]. While germanium does
diffuse in Y2O3 it does not degrade the C–V characteristics. Lanthanum oxide
La2O3 has a higher dielectric constant, but is hygroscopic [14]. This can be
overcome by combining the Lanthanum oxide with Yttrium oxide in a 1:1 ratio,
which gives a dielectric constant k = 29. To minimise GeO desorption a silicon
cap can be added.

3 Source/Drains
A key issue in germanium MOST technology is the reduction of junction leakage
while minimizing the specific contact resistance to the metal interconnects. The
diffusivity of acceptor dopants in germanium is very slow, so p+–n junctions are
formed either by ion implantation or in-situ doped epitaxial layers. Spann et al.
[15] determined the specific contact resistivity of NiGe films to boron doped
germanium as a function of the boron dopant concentration. They found that for
in-situ doped germanium epitaxial layers the relationship between specific contact
resistance and dopant concentration could be represented by qc & 6 9 106 9
X cm2. Thus for maximum boron concentration of 5 9 1020 cm-3 the
N-0.62
A
specific contact resistivity is 9 9 10-7 X cm.
However, the solid solubility of boron in germanium was determined by
Hellberg et al. [16] to be about 1 9 1018 cm-3 at 800–900°C. Implanting boron
into crystalline germanium and curve fitting with SIMS profiles, Uppal et al. [17]
calculated the solid solubility to be 5.5 9 1018 cm-3. Satta et al. [18] achieved a
maximum active boron concentration of 1.2 9 1019 cm-3 after furnace annealing.
Impellizzeri et al. [19] found that a continuous amorphous layer is never formed
with high dose boron implants into crystalline germanium. Instead two defective
regions are observed one near the surface the other near projected range RP when
the dose is greater than 7.6 9 1015 cm-2. The activation energy for recombination
of point defects is small, thus the presence of implanted B mostly around Rp
enhances the recombination velocity favouring the damage annealing. The surface
acts as a nucleation seed for the amorphous phase because the native oxide
enhances the damage stability. They suggest that large inactive B–Ge complexes
form during the room temperature implantation and once formed these complexes
are stable at least up to 550°C. RBS shows residual damage in the lattice, which
could be in the form of off-lattice Ge bonded into inactive B–Ge complexes. They
plotted density of displaced Ge atoms to density of inactive boron and found a
ratio of 8:1. They speculated that inactive boron B-Ge complexes with a 1:8
stoichiometry formed and are stable.
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Chao et al. [20] found that the active concentration of B in Ge well above the
solid solubility limit of 1 9 1019 cm-3 could be achieved by implantation into
previously amorphized germanium. During the subsequent B implantation,
dynamic annealing or ion beam induced epitaxial crystallisation occurred. This
did not completely annihilate all of the implant induced defects and a rapid
thermal anneal at 650°C was required to achieve a maximum activation of
4.7 9 1020 cm-3.
Mirabella et al. preamorphized Ge to a depth of 275 nm by implanting at
300 keV, a dose of 3 9 1015 cm-2 Ge ions at room temperature [21]. Boron was
then implanted at 35 keV so that the boron profile was entirely contained within
the a-layer. The boron was activated by SPE at 360°C for 1 h in N2. The maximum
active boron concentration Bmax = 5.7 9 1020 cm-3 is two to three times higher
than in silicon. Thus as well as the higher hole mobility, the Ge can host more
substitutional boron atoms than Si so p+ germanium can have a lower sheet
resistance than silicon. They found that the total hole carriers per surface area
increases linearly with boron dose until Bmax is exceeded. If Bmax is exceeded,
dopant precipitation occurs. Further annealing for 1 h at temperatures up to 550°C
did not change the sheet resistance. Hole mobility for Ge was found to undergo a
severe reduction with doping concentration, going from 300 cm2V-1s-1 for
2.5 9 1019 cm-3 to 50 cm2V-1s-1 for 5.8 9 1020 cm-3.
To prevent dynamic annealing during the implantation, Impellizzeri et al. [19]
carried out the implantation of boron into crystalline germanium at liquid nitrogen
temperature (LNT). The boron was implanted at 35 keV to give RP = 100 nm
with a current density of 0.1 lA/cm2. The ion damage was accumulated in the
form of an extended amorphous layer ranging from the surface to a depth of
*185 nm for a dose of 2.8 9 1015 cm-2 and up to *205 nm for a dose of
7.6 9 1015 cm-2. After annealing at 360°C in N2 for 1 h the residual damage was
below the detection limit of RBS showing complete recrystallization of the Ge.
The damage induced by the ion implantation of boron at LNT easily dissolves with
360°C thermal annealing unlike the case for RT implanted samples where more
complex defects exist. Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA) showed that more than
85% of boron atoms are substitutionally positioned in the samples implanted with
up to 7.6 9 1015 cm-2 giving similar maximum boron concentration of
5.8 9 1020 cm-3 as for pre-amorphized implants.
In summary implantation of boron into crystalline germanium does not yield a
continuous amorphous layer even for high doses. Inactive B–Ge complexes with a
1:8 stoichiometry are formed during the implantation, which are stable with
activation anneals up to 550°C. Thus the density of active boron is well below the
solid solubility limit. High activation levels of boron of 4–6 9 1020 cm-3 can be
facilitated by the presence of amorphous Ge produced either by pre-amorphization
or during implantation at LN temperature.
Chui et al. [22] determined that during RTA of implanted phosphorus, diffusion
takes place through double negatively charged vacancies. The maximum equilibrium solid solubility of phosphorus in germanium is approximately 2 9 1020 cm-3
[23]. The phosphorus diffusion is strongly concentration dependent and gives
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impurity profiles with an abrupt drop in concentration levels at 2 9 1019 cm-3.
This is also the case for solid source Phosphorus diffusion. A significant out diffusion towards the surface takes place both with uncapped and capped germanium.
Maximum phosphorus activation level was limited to 5–6 9 1019 cm-3. RBS
analysis shows that 450–500°C anneals are required for full re-crystallisation.
Satta et al. [24] implanted a 15 keV phosphorus dose of 5 9 1015 cm-3 to give
an amorphous layer of 37 nm and a maximum dopant concentration higher than
the solid solubility limit. After 1 s anneal at 500°C the SIMS plot displays a
chopped portion starting at the boundary of the original amorphous/crystalline
interface. They concluded that initially during SPE, the moving amorphous/crystalline boundary pushes excess phosphorus in front of it and phosphorus is substitutionally incorporated into the crystalline Ge to a level of 4 9 1020 cm-3.
However, as the moving boundary accelerates with increasing phosphorus concentration the diffusion rate in the a-Ge is exceeded at a concentration of
*191021 cm-3. The phosphorus no longer can be pushed forward fast enough
and phosphorus becomes trapped in non-substitutional sites. The phosphorus
precipitates do not dissolve with long anneals at 500°C, but the substitutional
phosphorus diffuses giving a BOX profile with a knee at 1–2 9 1019 cm-3.
Carroll and Koudelka developed a diffusion model incorporating an extrinsic
diffusivity coefficient combined with a segregation component at the oxide germanium interface to account for the significant dopant loss at the surface [25]. For
long anneals they found that a doubly charged diffusivity D to be sufficient to
match the experimental results. The diffusivity coefficient showed Arrhenius
behaviour with an activation energy Ea = 2.3 eV which is slightly higher than the
2.07 eV determined by Chui. However the diffusivity values determined for these
long diffusion times do not fit the results for implants subjected to RTA. Thus it is
considered that the damage from the implant or possibly the rapid SPE could result
in transient enhanced diffusion (TED).
Before implanting phosphorus, Posselt et al. [26] amorphized the germanium
surface by implanting Ge ions. The phosphorus dose of 3 9 1015 cm-2 was then
implanted into this pre-amorphized surface to give a peak concentration of
8 9 1020 cm-3. This peak concentration is less than that found by Satta et al. [24]
to make the amorphous/crystalline boundary movement comparable to the phosphorus diffusion rate in the amorphous germanium at 500°C. The solid phase
epitaxial
growth was found to proceed at a rate of V ¼ 5:895  1014 exp 

1:926
nms-1. Thus 60 s at 400°C is capable of re-crystallising 135 nm of
kT
amorphous germanium. During the SPE a very fast redistribution of phosphorus
takes place with the excess above 4 9 1020 cm-3 being pushed ahead of the
amorphous/crystalline interface leading to phosphorus loss to the SiO2 covering
layer. This all happens in the time required for the SPE to reach the surface.
Further annealing results in concentration dependent diffusion in crystalline ger 2
manium giving a box like profile with D ¼ DO nni : Further annealing can lead to
phosphorus deactivation either through phosphorus—vacancy centre acceptors or
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precipitate clusters reducing to 3–7 9 1019 cm-3 after high temperature flash
lamp annealing. Koffel et al. [27] suggest that with ion implantation the excess
interstitials created also affects the diffusivity. They concluded that the fraction of
phosphorus that moves by interstitials is 0.05. For extrinsic diffusion at 535°C
 2
Canneaux et al. [28] found the diffusivity D ¼ 1:2  1018 nni suitable for up
to 1 h.
Kim et al. [29] considered that part of the apparent non activation of the higher
dose phosphorus implants was due to the incurable damage in the germanium after
the implant anneal acting as acceptors. They reasoned that minimizing implantation damage could increase the effective solid solubility of n-type dopant atoms.
The phosphorus atomic radius is 10% smaller than that of germanium so a
localized tensile strain is created in the vicinity of a phosphorus atom. Since the
atomic radius of antimony is 16% greater than that of germanium it would create a
localized compressive strain. Thus co-implantation of phosphorus and antimony
could minimize the local strain, reducing the defect density and increasing the
effective activation of the dopants. A dopant activation of over 1 9 1020 cm-3 was
achieved after a 60 s RTA at 500°C of co-implanted phosphorus and antimony.
Raman spectra show that with single type implants, damage remains in the germanium after annealing, but after co-implantation of phosphorus and antimony the
spectra is as for un-implanted germanium.
To avoid ion implantation damage and the fast phosphorus diffusion during the
recrystallisation step, researchers sought to avoid the implantation step. Yu [30]
in-situ doped epitaxial germanium layers grown at 400–600°C. A 1 min growth at
600°C had a peak concentration of 2 9 1019 cm-3 with 100% activation. On/off
ratio of n+p diodes at ±1 V was 1.1 9 104 and forward current density was 120 A/
cm2. They concluded that the high forward current was achieved due to the
absence of implant damage.
Scappucci et al. [31] adsorbed PH3 molecules onto the surface of germanium
before depositing 2 nm of undoped germanium. Peak concentration as given by
SIMS was 1 9 1021 cm-3 but only about 20% of the total phosphorus was
activated.
Morii et al. [32] employed MOCVD based gas phase doping from tertialybutylarsine (TBA) at 600°C for 60 min to produce a surface doping concentration
Cs = 1 9 1019 cm-3 with nearly 100% activation for (110) Ge. Cmax for (100) Ge
was 5 9 1018 cm-3. The diffusivity of the phosphorus was slow compared to that
obtained during post implant anneals. For 14 min 600°C diffusions the junction
depth in 1 9 1016 cm-3 p-Ge was 300 nm and the diode on/off ratio was
4 9 105 at ± 1 V. The ideality factor was 1.2 compared to n = 1.77 for a reference implanted diode. The reverse current decreased with decreasing temperature with an activation energy of Ea = 0.35 eV (Eg/2) for the diffused diodes,
suggesting that generation current dominates the reverse bias. For the implanted
diode, Ea is reduced suggesting defect-assisted tunneling current.
Posthuma et al. [33] diffused phosphorus from a spin-on–dopant (SOD) source
to produce n+–p junctions for solar cells. When the phosphorus concentration in
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the SOD was greater than the solid solubility of phosphorus in germanium of
2 9 1020 cm-3, concentration dependant diffusion took place. A 10 min diffusion
at 580°C gave a junction depth of 0.5 lm. Due to the high phosphorus concentration in the SOD, germanium atoms are displaced, forming interstitial pairs with
phosphorus atoms (PI)s. When the surface concentration of phosphorus falls below
the solid solubility, the generation of interstitials is reduced and the diffusion rate
falls. Thus box like profiles are formed with a flat concentration of
*391019 cm-3 followed by a sharp drop. 100% activation of the Phosphorus is
achieved.

4 Germanium on Insulator (GeOI)
There is a limited supply of the element germanium. It is expensive, heavy, fragile
and susceptible to chemical attack. The low energy band gap results in higher
junction leakage currents and the higher dielectric constant increases the shortchannel effects. Employing a thin layer of germanium on an insulating (GeOI)
substrate reduces these negatives. GeOI substrates can be produced by bonding
either a germanium layer grown on silicon, or a bulk germanium wafer to an
oxidised silicon wafer. The excess donor substrate material can then be removed
by grinding and polishing to give a [2 lm thick GeOI layer. The use of a bulk
germanium wafer gives better quality material, but limited to 200 mm diameter.
The Smart-cut technology that has been so successful for silicon on insulator (SOI)
wafers can also be applied to germanium. The technology developed by Bruel [34]
consists of implanting hydrogen ions into the donor wafer before bonding it to a
handle wafer. A post bond anneal at 400°C liberates bonded hydrogen which
increases the hydrogen pressure in the platelets forcing them to increase laterally
splitting the wafer near the project hydrogen range. It has been found that in the
case of silicon the total implant dose required for splitting is reduced by factor of
three when co-implantation of hydrogen and helium is used [35] If the donor wafer
was not bonded to a handle wafer the hydrogen would cause blisters to form on the
wafer surface. There is a strong relationship between the thermal budget required
to form blisters on unbonded wafers with that required to cause splitting of a
bonded wafer. In the case of germanium bonded to oxidised silicon substrates
there is a mismatch in the thermal coefficients of expansion (TCE) of the germanium and silicon wafers. The mismatch in TCEs causes sufficient stress that the
germanium wafer will craze if the bonded pair is heated above 300°C.
To determine the hydrogen implant dose required to split germanium at or
below 300°C the time at temperature required to form optically detectable blisters
in hydrogen and co-implanted hydrogen and helium was determined for different
anneal temperatures. Blisters in the germanium surface after 350°C 30 min
annealing of hydrogen implanted wafers as revealed by a Talysurf optical interference system are shown in Fig. 2. A comparison of blister formation for silicon
and germanium under similar conditions is shown in the Arrhenius plot of
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Fig. 2 A Talysurf CCL 6000
image of blisters formed at
35°C 30 min on a
250 lm 9 250 lm scanned
area
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Fig. 3 Time for blister detection at various annealing temperatures for Ge and for Si processed
under similar conditions

ln (t) against temperature in Fig. 3 [36]. It can be seen that for a given implant
dose the germanium will split at a lower temperature than silicon. The two plots
follow the same three region profiles indicating that similar processes are involved.
After splitting, the germanium surface has an RMS roughness of 11 nm [37]. The
lower the implant dose employed for the splitting of the germanium the rougher
the resulting surface after splitting. For transfer of germanium to silicon handle
wafers B at temperatures B300°C a hydrogen dose C6 9 1016 cm-2 is required. It
was shown by Sedgwick [38] that hydrogen in contact with germanium produces a
high density of surface states. Ruddell et al. [39] found a significant shift along the
voltage axis in capacitance–voltage of MOS capacitors after a forming gas anneal.
Using density-functional theory calculations Van de Walle and Neugebauer [40]
developed a universal alignment of hydrogen levels in a range of materials. They
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Fig. 4 Carrier concentration of Hydrogen implanted Germanium as determined by spreading
resistance probe. The H dose was 3 9 1016 cm-2 and the anneal was at 400°C for 2 h

showed that the transition level between the charge states of H+ and H- was
approximately 4.5 eV below the vacuum level. For most semiconductors the
transition energy level lies within the energy bandgap. Thus for silicon the charge
on hydrogen atoms will be positive when the Fermi level is in p-type material and
negative in n-type material. The hydrogen in silicon is amphoteric acting as a
donor in p-type material and an acceptor in n-type silicon reducing the conductivity in either case. However in germanium the transition energy level is just
0.04 eV below the valence band maximum. The hydrogen takes up a tetrahedral
interstitial position and will be negatively charged independent of the dopant type
and concentration. Thus hydrogen in germanium will always act as an acceptor
state. Omachi et al. [41] found that epitaxial germanium layers grown on silicon by
an evaporation technique were p-type. The acceptor concentration decreased and
hole mobility increased with germanium layer thickness and with deposition
temperature. The acceptor concentration was closely associated with the structural
imperfections of the layer.
The Smart-cut process introduces both hydrogen and implant damage to the
surface germanium layer being transferred. Low et al. [37] study the effect of the
process on acceptor formation by the hydrogen implant and the residual acceptors
in the transferred layer. An n-type germanium wafer containing 7 9 1014 cm-3 Sb
atoms was subjected to a hydrogen implant dose 3 9 1016 cm-2 and was annealed
at 400°C in N2 for 2 h. The dose was insufficient to cause blistering and the anneal
corresponds to that which might be used in a Smart-cut process. Spreading
resistance analysis (SRP) gave an acceptor profile corresponding to the hydrogen
implantation with a peak acceptor concentration of 1 9 1017 cm-3 (Fig. 4).
Employing a hydrogen implant dose of 6 9 1016 cm-2, a germanium layer containing 2 9 1016 cm-3 Sb was transferred to an oxidised silicon wafer. After
transfer portions of the GeOI wafer were annealed at 600 or 800°C for 2 h to
restore the crystallinity of the transferred layer. SRP showed that the 600°C
annealed layer had a net uniform donor concentration of 1–2 9 1016 cm-3. The
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GeOI layer annealed at 800°C was p-type with a net uniform acceptor concentration of 7 9 1015 cm-3 at a depth below 0.2 lm. The acceptor concentration fell
rapidly towards the surface to value of *391011 cm-3. Allowing for compensation by the Sb concentration this again indicates that the Smart-cut process has
introduced an acceptor concentration of the order of 1016 cm-3. For reasons of
cost, and layer quality several alternative methods for producing GeOI are being
investigated.

5 Ge on Crystalline Dielectric
Bojarczuk et al. [42] advanced the opinion that the most convenient way of producing ultra thin germanium layers on an insulating substrate was by epitaxially
growing both the buried insulator and the germanium on a silicon substrate. On the
\111[ silicon substrate they initially grew an epitaxial layer of (La0.27 Y0.73)2 O3
which has a lattice constant twice that of silicon. An amorphous layer of Ge,
4–20 nm thick, was deposited to avoid 3D Volmer–Weber type growth. The layer
was annealed at 450°C to achieve solid phase epitaxial growth seeded by the
crystalline oxide. To avoid roughening of the germanium surface during the SPE, a
flux of 1015 cm-3 of antimony atoms was applied. After the crystallization the
antimony was confined to the top 0.4 nm of the germanium layer. Employing the
silicon substrate as the gate electrode, circular geometry p-MOS FETs were fabricated with a 38 nm (La0.27 Y0.73)2O3 gate dielectric and boron source/drain
implants. These back gate devices yielded a square-law I–V characteristic and a
gate leakage across the crystalline oxide in the order of 1 9 10-8 A/cm2.
To obtain (001) oriented germanium on silicon Seo et al. [43] employed MBE
grown perovskite oxides of SrHfx Tix-1O3 (SHTO) and SrHfO3 (SHO). Strontium
titanium which is nearly lattice matched to (001) Si is grown first followed by
strontium hafnium titanium oxide to increase the lattice spacing. The hafnium
fraction is gradually increased until Sr(Hf0.5, Ti0.5)O3 is obtained. Germanium
growth on the SHTO layer was 3-D Volmer–Weber type. Growth in the presence
of a surfactant did not improve the situation. To overcome this 3-D growth
problem, (001) oriented islands were seeded at 610°C. This was followed by
germanium growth at the lower temperature of 350°C which promoted homogenous coverage of the oxide. The roughness of the layers was correlated with the
coalescence of islands formed during the film growth. The layers were p-type with
an acceptor concentration of *1017 cm-3. Hall mobility was in the range
100–300 cm2/V-s. Defects in the layer are the most likely cause of the p-type
conductivity. Similar results were obtained with a crystalline oxide of
(Ba0.5Sr0.5)TiO3 in place of the Sr(Hf0.5, Ti0.5)O3 layer.
Recently Guissani et al. [44] have investigated the use of praseodymium
dioxide (PrO2) as a buried insulator/seed layer for the growth of germanium on
insulator substrate. The type-B oriented PrO2 (111) layers were produced by MBE
followed by ex-situ oxygen annealing. The cubic lattice structure of the oxide
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transfers the stacking information enabling twin free growth of the FCC germanium. During the initial germanium deposition the PrO2 reacts with the germanium
to form volatile GeO and cubic Pr2O3. Thus a clean surface is presented for
germanium epitaxial growth. Since the cubic Pr2O3 has a lattice spacing between
that of silicon and germanium it effectively reduces the lattice mismatch between
the two semiconductors. No silicon or praseodymium was found in the germanium
even after a post deposition anneal at 825°C for 30 min.
The growth of germanium on single crystal dielectrics, epitaxially grown on
silicon, offers potential for high quality ultra thin germanium layers. The layers
can be transferred to oxidised silicon substrates to give GeOI substrates. The
technique is free from hydrogen implantation and selective etches avoids the need
for polishing of transferred layers. GeOI layer thickness down to 15 nm with ±5%
uniformity can be obtained [45]. It also promises a means of obtaining germanium
layers on non-silicon substrates such as glass or quartz through layer transfer.

6 The Condensation Process
Tezuka et al. [46] proposed a technique for producing relaxed Ge rich SiGe layers
on a buried oxide for (SGOI). A SiGe layer with a low Ge content is grown
epitaxially on a SIMOX wafer Fig. 5. When the wafer is subjected to a high
temperature oxidation, the Ge is rejected by the growing SiO2 layer and condenses
into the underlying silicon layer to form SGOI. As the oxidation proceeds the
SGOI layer reduces in thickness and the germanium fraction increases. The total
amount of germanium is conserved in the process so the final germanium fraction
depends on the initial germanium incorporated and the final SGOI layer thickness.
While the technique was originally developed as a virtual substrate for the epitaxial growth of tensile stressed silicon for MOSFETs, it has subsequently been
used for the selective formation of very high germanium content regions for
PMOSFETs [47]. The almost pure germanium in the recessed channels can be as
thin as 5 nm. The layers have compressive strain which should boost the hole
mobility to 109 that of silicon SOI-MOSFETs. A maximum hole mobility of
Fig. 5 The condensation
process for producing GeOI
substrates
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1,590 cm2/Vs was obtained. For a blanket GeOI layer, 7 nm thick, prepared by the
condensation process, Raman spectroscopy was used to determine the silicon
fraction and the strain in the layer. The silicon fraction was less than 0.5% and the
strain was 1.1% compressive. A cross-hatch pattern is observed in the Ge surface
giving an RMS roughness of 0.4 nm in a 10 lm square [48]. However, MOSFETs
fabricated on GeOI substrates produced by the condensation process exhibited a
large off state current which could be attributed to crystal defects in the germanium
layer. Vincent et al. [49] found that stacking faults were generated within the SGOI
layers fabricated by the condensation process. Transmission Electron Microscopy
analysis showed that for Ge enrichment above 82%, strain relaxation led to the
formation of stacking faults. The highest critical enrichment was achieved with the
highest initial Ge content and SiGe thickness.
Nakaharai et al [50] found that there was a rapid increase in the line density as
the % Ge increased above 50%. For low Ge fractions, stacking faults were
dominant but for high Ge fractions, microtwins were dominant. They found that
the density of planar defects decreased significantly as the Ge fraction exceeded
96%. The threading dislocation density in GeOI layers was of the order of
108 cm-2. They concluded that the relaxation of the compressive strain in the
GeOI layer was caused by glide of 60° perfect dislocation lines on (111) planes.
They are not revealed in plan-view TEM-images, because the strain field associated with these dislocations is relaxed by deformation of the buried oxide layer.
Misfit dislocations are generated during the initial stage of the condensation at the
interface between the SiGe layer and the SOI substrate [51] due to relaxation of the
SiGe layer. As the condensation process proceeds the misfit dislocations fragment
and then disappear as threading dislocations appear. The density of the threading
dislocations significantly increases during the temperature ramping up to 1,100°C.
To minimise the generation of threading dislocations during the ramping up a two
step oxidation/condensation method can be used [52]. Since the oxidation of the
surface layer introduces stress and creates interstitials, a ramp up in an inert
atmosphere would reduce these parameters. To protect the surface layer from
roughening during the high temperature oxidation, a 15 nm protective oxide layer
was formed at 900°C. The temperature is then ramped up to 1,200°C in an inert
atmosphere before the condensation oxidation is commenced. After the 900°C
initial oxidation, misfit dislocations are formed as the SiGe layer relaxed. After the
1,200°C oxidation misfit fragments remain around the initial SiGe/SOI interface.
However, the rising of the misfit fragments and the threading dislocations observed
for a ramp up in oxygen are absent. Seeco-etching shows that the etch pit density
of a 20% Ge SGOI layer was as low as 103 cm-2 compared to 108 cm-2 for the
conventional process.
To prevent loss of Ge during the initial oxidation stage a 2 nm silicon cap layer
can be deposited in-situ after the epitaxial growth of the Si1-xGex layer. The
Si1-xGex layer thickness and composition is chosen to be lower than the critical
thickness for plastic relaxation. During the condensation processing, relaxation
occurs through perfect dislocations (60° dislocations). These then dissociate into
partial dislocations (30° and 90°). Nguyen obtained 10 nm GeOI layers with a
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threading dislocation density of less than 105 cm-2 [53]. The GeOI layers were
p-type with a resistivity of 1.7 9 10-2 X-cm. This low resistivity is attributed to
defects induced from the condensation process. Maida et al. [54] found a Hall
mobility for holes of 410 cm2/V-s and an acceptor concentration of
1.3 9 1017 cm-3. Hole and electron mobilities in the 10 nm GeOI layer obtained
using the Pseudo-MOSFET technique were 180 and 20 cm2/V-s, respectively. The
density of interface states at the BOX–Si1-xGex interface was found to increase as
the germanium fraction increased, degrading the sub-threshold slope. The GeOI
layer takes up the orientation of the original SOI layer and so is compatible with
the fabrication of (110) GeOI substrates. Dissanazake et al. [55] found a 2.3 times
improvement in hole mobility for (110) GeOI as compared to (100) GeOI, both
produced by the condensation process. The condensation process is compatible
with ultra thin GeOI layers required for fully depleted MOSFETs. It is also suitable for localised GeOI regions and for producing SGOI substrate for tensile
strained silicon and compressively strained germanium for n-MOSFETs and
p-MOSFETs, respectively. Only CMOS compatible processes such as SiGe
epitaxial growth and oxidation are needed to form the GeOI substrates.

7 Liquid Phase Epitaxy
The potential of GeOI substrates and the low melting point of germanium had led
researchers to investigate the growth of crystalline germanium from the liquid
state. The basic idea was to pattern a deposited layer of germanium so that on one
side it had a fine point. A line beam of sufficient energy to melt the germanium
would scan across the wafer from the pointed side of the patterns. The solidifying
grain at the point would then act as a seed for epitaxial growth as the molten
germanium progressively solidified away from the point [56, 57]. The need for the
energy beam scanner was removed by a new technique based on defect necking
proposed by Liu et al. at Stanford [58, 59]. Seed windows are patterned through a
silicon nitride layer deposited on a silicon substrate. A blanket layer of germanium
is deposited by evaporation, sputtering, or PECVD and then patterned into rectangular islands a few microns wide and a few tens of microns long. These islands
are then encapsulated in a thick layer of PECVD SiO2. The whole wafer is then
subjected to an RTA C940°C for a few seconds and then allowed to cool naturally.
Since the germanium melting point is 937°C, the germanium melts, but is held in
the SiO2 crucibles. The germanium in contact with the silicon solidifies first taking
up the crystal structure of the silicon. As the solid germanium layer thickens in the
seed window it relaxes through the formation of threading dislocations which
propagate along (111) planes. The dislocations terminate on the covering SiO2
layer and the lateral cooling germanium takes up the germanium crystal structure
to give dislocation free strips (Fig. 6). Thus while there is a very high density of
defects due to the lattice mismatch between germanium and silicon and intermixing in the seed window they terminate over a very short distance. The length
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over which crystalline germanium can be sustained is a balance between the rate of
lateral solidification and random nucleation. Single crystal germanium strips up to
80 lm long have been achieved. The orientation of the LPE germanium strips
follows that of the silicon seed windows [58]. In the case of germanium deposition
by LPCVD, an initial 4 nm of silicon was deposited in-situ over the seed windows
and the insulator. This avoids the selective deposition of the germanium in the
silicon seed windows with respect to the insulator. The LPE germanium layer will
then contain a small percentage of silicon. Etch pit density was found to be lower
than 5 9 105 cm-2. The surface roughness of the LPE germanium is similar to
that of the initial germanium deposit as the molten germanium is restrained by the
oxide crucibles. Typical RMS values being 1.98 nm as deposited and 2.11 nm
after crystallisation. GeOI layers down to 22 nm have been produced by this LPE
technique.
P-channel MOSTs employing a LTO SiO2 layer on a nitrided germanium
surface were fabricated in the LPE GeOI layers [59]. Low field hole mobilities of
120 cm2/V-s were obtained for 2 lm wide devices with gate lengths of 1.5 lm.
The values are similar to those obtained on bulk germanium with the same gate
stack. However, the LPE devices did have some source–drain leakage attributed to
pinning at the germanium-buried insulator interface. GeOI photodetectors were
also fabricated consisting of an array of 1 lm 9 5 lm parallel P-i-n diodes. Photo
responsivity values exceeded 160 mA/W and FWHM impulse response was less
than 100 ps. Tweet et al. [60] found that the crystallised germanium had a tendency to exhibit twist about the long axis. In 2 lm wide strips they found that a
twist of *10° could result if the germanium had been heated well above the
germanium melting point. The twist, was minimised by heating just above the
melting point and employing thicker layers. Despite the twist, the germanium on
top of the buried Si3N4 layer was observed to be free of dislocations and stacking
faults.
The technology allows the integration of P-channel MOSFETs in GeOI with
n-channel MOSFETs in silicon as demonstrated by Feng et al. [61]. The n-channel
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devices are fabricated first since their source/drain implants are annealed at temperatures above the melting point of germanium. The GeOI layers were formed by
crystallising a deposited germanium layer with an RTP at 945°C for 1 s. This, and
the subsequent germanium MOSFET processing added little to the thermal budget
of the silicon n-MOSFET. The P-channel germanium MOSFETs suffered from
drain leakage which could be due to inversion or drain leakage at the back
interface. Negative charges trapped in the buried oxide and/or interface states
could result in a conducting back-channel.
The GeOI layers grown by rapid melt LPE were also used to implement
P-channel FinFETs [62]. The FinFETs height was 0.95 lm and both partially and
fully depleted devices were fabricated. The (110) channel enhanced the effective
mobility by 60% at an effective field of 0.4 MV/cm as compared to the silicon
universal hole mobility.
The integrity of the encapsulating dielectric during the melt period is critical.
Balakumar et al. [63] found that if the SiO2 layer delaminated the germanium
segregated into balls. They employed an undercut of the bottom insulator to
produce stable single-crystal growth of germanium without melting by annealing
at a temperature of 925°C. They achieved single crystal germanium strips up to
60 lm long. Raman spectroscopy analysis showed that the strips had a tensile
strain. Hashimota et al. [64] discovered that in 100 lm wide strips the germanium had aggregated into columns. They were employing a 1 min insertion into
a furnace at 1,035°C for the LPE. The conclusion was that the thin germanium
layer balled up due to the high interface energy at the germanium-silicon dioxide
and pushed up the softened SiO2 capping layer. In narrower strips the capping
oxide area to germanium volume is increased thereby decreasing the pressure
exerted by the molten germanium. In an effort to minimise the interface energy
between liquid germanium and the buried dielectric they replaced the SiO2 layer
by HfO2 or La2O3. The former produced results similar to those of SiO2, but the
La2O3 produced a significant improvement in the germanium layer quality. The
wetability of La2O3 with molten germanium was found to be greater than that of
SiO2. There was thus a lower interface energy between germanium and La2O3
and a reduced drive to agglomerate. This also increases the nucleation time,
decreasing random grain growth, resulting in longer and wider single crystal
germanium strips.
The lateral diffusion of silicon atoms from the seed window along the germanium LPE strip was investigated by Miyao et al. [65] using Raman spectroscopy.
For the case of LPE carried out at 1,000°C for 1 s they found that the silicon
percentage varied from 4% at the seed window edge down to zero at 70 lm. The
3 lm wide stripes were single crystal germanium over a length of 400 lm.
Employing (100), (110) and (111) silicon substrates they verified that the germanium orientation was governed by the silicon seed.
To determine whether the germanium solidification proceeded from the silicon
seed window due to the thermal dissipation through the seed window, or from the
spatial gradient of the solidification temperature of the SixGe1-x in the seed
windows, they employed a quartz substrate and polycrystalline silicon seed islands.
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The poor thermal conductivity of the quartz would suppress heat flow from the
seed windows. After germanium deposition, patterning, encapsulation and rapid
thermal annealing, as for LPE on silicon substrates, the germanium strips were
found to be single crystal over the 400 lm length. The crystal orientations were
either (100) or (110) consistent with the polysilicon seeds used. These results show
that thermal dissipation from the seed window is not the crucial process, but that
silicon–germanium mixing at the seeding window is a key initial driving force.
The melting point decreasing as the silicon fraction decreases. However, far from
the seed window the silicon fraction is zero, but the lateral crystallisation proceeds.
The latent heat of solidification at the solid–liquid interface is thus a main driving
force in the process. The direct growth of single crystal germanium stripes on
quartz opens new avenues for germanium technology. The GeOI layers are p-type
with an acceptor concentration of 6 9 1016 cm-3 and a hole mobility of
1,040 cm2/V–S [66]. For the case of thin polycrystalline seeds the silicon concentration in the GeOI layer falls to zero within 5 lm of the seed window. The rest
of the 400 lm stripe is pure single crystal germanium. GeOI stripes that nucleate
with (101) or (111) orientation were found to propagate laterally by rotating the
crystal orientation. As a result greater than 75% of the stripes more than 200 lm
away from the seed edge were (100).

8 Epitaxial Necking/Aspect Ratio Trapping
To reduce threading dislocations in GaAs grown on silicon, Fitzgerald and
Chand [67] investigated the use of patterned substrates. On 40 lm wide mesas,
the GaAs layers had a cathodoluminescence equal to that of control GaAs/GaAs
grown layers. The small diameter mesas allowed the mismatch generated dislocations to grow out to the mesa edge. Langdo et al. exploited this necking of
dislocations to produce defect free germanium surfaces on silicon [68]. They
employed selective epitaxial growth of germanium grown on exposed (100)
silicon areas at the bottom of narrow holes etched in a silicon dioxide layer,
Fig. 7. Threading segments of dislocations, caused by plastic relaxation of the
germanium on the lattice mismatched silicon, propagate in \100[ directions on
the (111) planes make a 45° angle to the underlying silicon (100) substrate.
Thus if the aspect ratio of the holes in the oxide is greater than unity the
threading dislocations will be blocked by the oxide sidewall and the top germanium surface will be dislocation free. The thickness of the germanium layer
required before it becomes defect free can be quite small when submicron holes
in the oxide are used.
Langdo et al. employed a hot-walled UHV CVD reactor to selectively deposit
germanium at 650°C from a germane/hydrogen atmosphere. Epitaxial lateral
overflow was continued until coalescence from neighbouring seed windows.
Microtwins and stacking faults were found at half of the coalescence boundaries
since the hole spacing is not necessarily an exact multiple of the germanium
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lattice. The defect morphology for germanium grown in 100 nm holes through
a120 nm oxide was confined to the initial 25 nm.
Selective growth of germanium through vias in SiO2 was achieved using solid
source MBE by Li et al. [69]. After germanium deposition at 0.7 monolayers (ML)
per min at 650°C they observed that germanium had diffused into the silicon seed
during the deposition. They reasoned that the intermixing of the germanium with
the silicon resulted in a graded region which effectively reduced the lattice mismatch and aided the formation of a low defect density growth. Cross-section TEM
showed that stacking faults were generated within the seed window, but terminated
within 70 nm of the germanium–silicon interface. This is consistent with the
theory of Lunyi and Suhir [70] that strain energy density decays exponentially
from the heterojunction and that the characteristic length of decay is comparable to
the dimension of the heterojunction which were 200 nm wide in this case.
Park et al. [71, 72] extended the necking technique from small area template
windows to long narrow trenches. The trenches in a 500 nm SiO2 layer were
aligned along [110] and the two temperature process was used to selectively
deposit the germanium. They found that the dislocations were trapped in a layer at
the silicon seed of a thickness similar to trench width. Above this defect layer the
germanium was defect free. Thus germanium stripes 400 nm wide and free from
near-surface defects were obtained from 450 nm thick germanium deposits. The
germanium within the trenches was (311) faceted but in epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELO) the growth changed to (001) starting at the layer valley where two
growths first met.
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9 Germanium on Non-silicon Handles
Germanium on oxidised silicon substrates has advantages in that the equipment
and procedures for handling of silicon substrates are well established. However,
the use of other insulating substrates could be advantageous in optical, rf and
sensor systems on a chip. Germanium on Quartz (GOQ) can be achieved by direct
wafer bonding as can germanium to TCE matched glass. Miyao [73] has produced
single crystal germanium stripes on quartz from sputtered germanium using
polycrystalline silicon seeds. Quartz is a very good thermal insulator and so has
heat transfer limitations. The thermal coefficient of expansion (TCE) of quartz is
very much less than that for germanium. This can lead to processing problems and/
or in the operation of the germanium devices at cryogenic temperatures. Gamble
et al. [74] have proposed the use of germanium on sapphire (GeOS) to overcome
these problems.
Sapphire (crystalline alumina) has long been used as the substrate in silicon-onsapphire (SOS) wafers. Cut along certain crystallographic planes it has a lattice
constant which is approximately matched to silicon. However, the mismatch can be
up to 12% and gives rise to dislocations, twinning and stacking faults in epitaxially
grown silicon layers. A double solid phase epitaxial process has been developed by
Peregrine [75], which results in device quality layers. The technology was first
used for providing radiation hardness for MOS transistors for military and aerospace applications. Sapphire is an ideal dielectric with a loss tangent tan d less than
10-3 at 3 GHz. It is thus proven to be an ideal substrate for the integration of
passive and active devices in rf applications. SOS substrates have found applications in patch clamped amplifiers, CMOS image sensors, energy harvesting devices
and nanowatt ADCs. A disadvantage of SOS is that the silicon layer has a TCE
much lower than that of sapphire. This means that SOS devices require special
processing and are thus limited to specialist production laboratories.
Germanium devices are mainly targeted at operating frequencies higher than
those achievable by silicon devices. Thus the use of a low loss substrate like
sapphire should enhance performance. Sapphire has a thermal conductivity of
25–46 W/cm°K while being only three to six times less than that of silicon it is 25
to 46 times greater than that of quartz. The TCE of sapphire is similar to that of
germanium and GaAs. Thus GeOS substrates could be suitable for the integration
of optical and electronic circuits on a transparent substrate. With similar TCEs
there should be no temperature processing difficulties with GeOS.
GeOS substrates can be fabricated by the bonding of germanium wafers directly
to sapphire. Good bond strength has been achieved with low temperature post bond
anneals. To minimise the generation of microvoids at the bonded interface during
post bond thermal processing, Baine et al. [76] introduced a LTO SiO2 layer on the
sapphire surface before bonding Fig. 8. They found it necessary to anneal the LTO
SiO2 layer at the maximum subsequent process temperature to be used to avoid
thermal voids. The interfacial oxide layer absorbs any annealing by-products
Fig. 9a. However, a good electrical interface is required between the germanium
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Fig. 8 Germanium on Sapphire fabrication sequence

Fig. 9 a Germanium wafer bonded to sapphire, b Germanium wafer bonded to an alumina wafer

layer and the interface (BOX) layer. Layers of HfO2, Ge2N2O and LTO SiO2 were
investigated. After bonding, this interface has to be stable during post bond anneal
and all subsequent device processing. LTO SiO2 was found to provide acceptable
results. For GeOS layers greater than 2 lm the grind and polish back process
produces the best electrical results.
For sub-micron thick germanium layers on sapphire the Smart-cut process can
be employed. The process is the same as for GeOI with silicon handle, but the
splitting can be carried out with a lower hydrogen dose and at a higher temperature
if desired. There are no constraints due to mismatch of TCEs. Self-aligned polysilicon p-channel MOSTs fabricated on Smart-cut GeOS suffered from high
source/drain resistance and back channel conduction. P-MOS TFTs fabricated on
0.5 lm GeOI produced by bond and polish back gave low field peak mobilities of
*300 cm2V-1s-1. It was concluded that high source/drain resistance was again
degrading the performance. However, enclosed geometry devices with large
central drain contacts, yielded a low field maximum mobility of 500 cm2/V-s. The
main difference is attributed to the comparatively small contact windows used in
the TFT design.
Since the GeOS wafers are prepared by wafer bonding and not by epitaxial
growth there is no need for the sapphire substrate to be single crystalline. The
requirements for the handle wafer are that it is smooth, flat, has a TCE similar to
germanium, is a good dielectric, is chemically resistant, has a good thermal conductance, is low cost and is available in suitable wafer sizes. Polycrystalline
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alumina substrates have also been studied for this process. Corstek Superstrate 996
wafers, 4inches in diameter, have a specified roughness of less than 25 nm and are
about half the cost of sapphire wafers. The surface is too rough for direct bonding so
an 800 nm polycrystalline silicon layer was deposited by LPCVD. The polycrystalline silicon was polished down to 300 nm. These substrates were then bonded to
the germanium wafers Fig. 9b [77]. After bonding the germanium was ground back
to 80 lm. P-channel MOSTs were fabricated on these thick GeOI wafers employing
a 100 lm gate enclosed geometry structure. The source/drains were boron
implanted and the W/L ratio was 9. These tungsten gate MOS transistors have a subthreshold slope of 140 mV/dec and a low field peak mobility of 650 cm2/V-s. These
results are close to those on bulk germanium, suggesting that the germanium layer is
of device quality. Measurements were also carried out at low temperature to verify
that because of the matched TCEs there would be no increased stress problems
introduced by varying the temperature. The effect of germanium surface roughness
on transistor performance was determined by using one GeOS wafer with an RMS
roughness of 0.9 nm and another with RMS of 2.5 m. For the latter the effective
hole mobility was found to decrease with decreasing temperature. The transistor
hole mobility on the wafer with an RMS roughness of 0.9 nm was found to increase
from 410 cm2/V-s at 20°C to 510 cm2/V-s at -150°C. The sub-threshold slope
decreased with decreasing temperature for devices on both wafers, but the rougher
surface had an order of magnitude greater sub-threshold slope.

10 Conclusions
Germanium continues to be an attractive semiconductor for future devices in a
range of applications. However, much work still needs to be done to optimise
nearly all aspects of the technology. GeO2 gives the best electrical interface with
both p-type ad n-type germanium. It has been shown recently that n-channel
MOSTs with high electron mobility can be achieved if the thermal budget after the
growth of the GeO2 is minimised. In a gate first process the dielectric has to endure
the source/drain activation implant anneals. The generation of a high density of
states at the dielectric–germanium interface has been adjudged to be due to the
generation of GeO by the reduction of GeO2 by germanium at the oxide germanium interface, its diffusion through the oxide and desorption at the surface. High k
dielectrics such as HfO2 crystallise into polycrystalline material enabling the GeO
to diffuse out through the grain boundaries during the implant anneals. The
practice of employing a few monolayers of silicon to passivate the germanium
surface works reasonably well on n-type germanium, but has not been so effective
on p-type germanium. Some researchers have turned to Schottky barrier diodes in
an effort to reduce the thermal budget and to minimise source/drain series resistance. The problem of low levels of activation of implanted dopant has only
partially been solved with pre-amorphization implants. Since several major
manufacturers of silicon ICs employing high-k gate dielectrics have gone over to a
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gate last process, this might also be a solution for germanium. The requirement for
small equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) may not be satisfied if GeO2 is used as an
interface layer below a high-k dielectric. To block the formation and diffusion of
GeO, yttrium oxide which reacts with germanium to form an amorphous layer of
YGeOx has been used. A composite dielectric of lanthanum oxide and yttrium
oxide has a dielectric constant k = 29 and is fairly chemically stable.
It is accepted that for most applications germanium will be used in the form of
GeOI. For optimum MOS performance, the GeOI layer will be sub -10 nm and
the electrical properties of the back interface are practically as important as those
of the front interface. Several ways of producing ultra thin germanium layers on
oxidised silicon substrates are being investigated. For blanket GeOI layers the
main technique is still Smart-cut, but the process is not easy and wafer supply is at
a premium. For the large wafer market the starting material will be epitaxial
germanium grown on either virtual substrates or by a low temperature, high
temperature process. An alternative process favoured by many laboratories is the
condensation process. The starting material is SOI substrates with a thin silicon
layer. Epitaxial Si1-xGex layers are grown on the SOI substrates. The germanium
diffuses into the SOI layer as the wafer is oxidised. For high fraction germanium
layers, strain relaxation leads to the formation of stacking faults. Defects in germanium act as acceptor states giving the layer an equivalent p-type dopant concentration [1017 cm3. This, together with interface states at the germanium–BOX
interface, leads to a back gate conduction channel from source to drain. While this
can be overcome with a deep arsenic implant it is not an ideal solution.
A third technique for producing blanket GeOI is the use of a single crystal oxide
layer on silicon as the seed for the epitaxial growth of germanium. The germanium
layer is then bonded to an oxidised silicon wafer or other appropriate insulator
wafer. The silicon wafer is then removed to leave the GeOI substrate. This is a
relatively new process and the quality of the germanium layers has still to be
revealed. The crystalline oxide and germanium layers are grown by MBE.
The cost of GeOI substrates produced by the above processes will be greater
than that of the equivalent SOI wafers. There is also likely to be a supply problem
and preferred customers. This has caused other researchers to investigate alternatives to blanket transfer processes. If the industry does not insist on the total
freedom of blanket GeOI layers then the technologies based on dislocation
removal by necking could play a prominent role. Device quality stripes or islands
can be achieved at a much lower cost. There are two different technologies
employing dislocation necking (i) Solid Phase Epitaxy (SPE) within narrow
cavities and (ii) Liquid Phase Epitaxy with rapid melt.
In the SPE technology germanium is selectively epitaxially grown in narrow
cavities or trenches in a silicon dioxide layer on the silicon surface. The germanium
grows with 311 facets until the oxide surface is reached. Epitaxial overgrowth of
defect free germanium proceeds until adjacent layers coalesce where defects may
occur. The misfit dislocations are confined to a layer whose thickness at the bottom
of the trenches is approximately equal to the trench width. Such substrates could be
purchased with an array of stripes or could be produced in-house. Selective epitaxial
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germanium deposition is the only non-standard process. The constraints imposed on
circuit designers do not appear to be insurmountable.
For applications where a high areal density of transistors is not required the
liquid phase epitaxial growth from rapid melt germanium offers exciting prospects
of cheap GeOI substrates. The process starts with standard silicon wafers and
requires only standard processing equipment. The germanium can be deposited by
sputtering, PECVD or CVD in the amorphous form. It is very suitable for mixed
semiconductor circuits including silicon, germanium and III-Vs to provide maximum flexibility in circuit integration.
Germanium on sapphire offers an ideal substrate for rf and mm integrated
circuits with integrated passives, for the integration of optical and electronic circuits and for cryogenic application. For system on a chip (SOC) applications
where continuous semiconductor layers are not required, the rapid thermal LPE of
GeOS could be a very cost effective substrate. The rapid melt LPE process with
subsequent low temperature processes could be a very cost effective way of producing integrated active electronic circuits not requiring state of the art lithographic processes.
The growth of germanium on a single crystal dielectric epitaxially grown on
silicon offers potential for cheap ultra-thin germanium layers on silicon. It also
promises a means of obtaining germanium layers on non-silicon substrates such as
glass or quartz through layer transfer.
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Low-Temperature Fabrication
of Germanium-on-Insulator Using Remote
Plasma Activation Bonding and Hydrogen
Exfoliation
C. A. Colinge, K. Y. Byun, I. P. Ferain, R. Yu and M. Goorsky

Abstract Low-temperature germanium to silicon wafer bonding was demonstrated by in situ radical activation and bonding in vacuum. After low temperature
direct bonding of Ge to Si followed by annealing at 200 and 300C, advanced
imaging techniques were used to characterize the bonded interface. The feasibility
of transferring hydrogen-implanted germanium to silicon with a reduced thermal
budget is also demonstrated. Germanium samples were implanted with hydrogen
and a two-step anneal was performed. The first anneal performed at low temperature (B150C for 22 h) to enhance the nucleation of hydrogen platelets. The
second anneal is performed at 300C for 5 min and is shown to complete the
exfoliation process by triggering the formation of extended platelets.

1 Introduction
Germanium is gaining interest as a semiconductor material because bulk germanium has the highest hole mobility of all semiconductors (maximum lp = 1,900
cm2V-1s-1 and an electron mobility that is potentially twice that of silicon
(maximum lp = 3,900 cm2V-1s-1). Since germanium is a much rarer element
than silicon, it is impractical (unpractical means impossible—remember that one
form aa picky HS teacher…) to use bulk germanium wafers. More suitable is the
formation of thin germanium layers directly deposited on silicon or on oxidized
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silicon. It is also possible to produce mixed substrates in which n-channel devices
are made in a thin silicon-on-insulator (SOI) layer and germanium p-channel
transistors are made in a thin germanium-on-insulator (GeOI) film [1]. GeOI can
be produced by the germanium condensation technique. In this technique a
Si0.9Ge0.1 layer is first epitaxially grown on SOI. Oxidation is performed to produce a SiO2 layer and a Ge-enriched layer (Si0.25Ge0.75). Pure germanium is
subsequently grown on the Si0.25Ge0.75 layer [2]. The epitaxial approach has the
drawback of being carried out at a relatively high temperature ([650C). Since
silicon and germanium have very different thermal expansion coefficients, use (or
‘the use’) of any high-temperature processing step results in the formation a high
density of thermal mismatch defects in the germanium epilayer [3, 4].

2 Low-Temperature Bonding Mechanisms
Low-temperature direct wafer bonding eliminates the aforementioned problems
associated with the epitaxial and condensation techniques. Low defect density is of
prime importance for heterogeneous integration of dissimilar materials such as III–
V on silicon. Low-temperature bonding eliminates the severe thermal stress that
can be induced by high-temperature annealing [5]. Ge to Si direct wafer bonding
has been studied for use in high-performance photodetectors as well as highquality epitaxial templates for GaAs growth [6, 7].
Radical activation of the wafers is a key factor for the success of low-temperature bonding. The effects of free radical activation for Si to Si bonding have
been previously reported in the literature [8]. In that study, a comparison of
different surface treatments for direct Si to Si wafer bonding was made. Hydrophilic and hydrophobic Si wafers were exposed to a range of pretreatments,
involving oxygen and nitrogen radical activation before in situ wafer bonding in a
vacuum. After low-temperature annealing at 200 and 300C, the formation of
voids was observed by using scanning acoustic microscope inspection. A comparison of the bonding energy was conducted and analyzed as a function of the
surface treatments, which demonstrated that the remote plasma pretreatment is a
very suitable process for surface modification of hydrophilic and hydrophobic Si to
Si direct wafer bonding.
Here, we will focus on the characterization of activated Ge surfaces using
oxygen and nitrogen radicals and show successful low temperature Ge to Si direct
bonding using radical activation and degassing channels. The chemical species on
the activated Ge surfaces were investigated using angle-resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS), while structural analysis was performed by
scanning acoustic microscopy (SAM) and high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HR-TEM).
In a first experiment, 100-mm, \100[ oriented p-type Ge wafers (Ga doped
with a resistivity of 0.016 X cm) were selected. The oxygen and nitrogen radical
activated Ge surfaces were studied in a Vacuum Science Workshop Atomtech
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ESCA system using Al Ka radiation (hv = 1,486.6 eV). The Ge wafers were
cleaned in an SC1-equivalent solution without ozone using a Semitool Spray Acid
Tool (SAT) prior to surface activation. Wafers were then loaded into an Applied
Microengineering Limited (AML) AW04 aligner bonder and vacuum was applied.
The wafers were then exposed for 10 min to either oxygen or nitrogen free radicals
at a pressure of 1 mbar and a plasma power of 100 W. The radicals were generated
by a remote plasma ring. A reference sample of Ge cleaned and bonded without
exposure was also prepared. Wafers were bonded under a pressure of 1 kN applied
for 5 min and immediately transferred for XPS analysis. The three bonded Ge to
Ge samples were then de-bonded using a razor blade, cleaved into 2 9 2 cm size
samples and loaded into a high-vacuum sample holder of the XPS tool. The total
exposure to ambient air was kept \1 min. The photoelectron peaks and chemical
composition of the Ge surface were analyzed at various take-off angles.
In addition, blank Ge wafers were bonded directly to Si using the same recipe
and bonder used for the Ge bonded to Ge, i.e. 10 min oxygen or nitrogen radical
activation at low temperature. (100)-oriented n-type Czochralski grown prime
grade bare Si wafers with a diameter of 100 mm were bonded with the Ge wafers.
Prior to bonding, the Ge and Si wafers were cleaned in an SC1-equivalent solution
with ozone for Si and without ozone for Ge. After loading into the AML wafers
were activated and bonded in situ under a pressure of 1kN applied for 5 min at a
chamber pressure ranging from 5 to 10 m bars. The wafers were annealed in situ at
100C for 1 h with an applied pressure of 500 N in vacuum followed by an ex-situ
anneal at 200C for 24 h in order to increase bond strength. The bonded pairs were
then annealed again at 300C for 24 h. The ramp-up rate was set to 0.5C/min in
both cases. After the anneal, Ge-Si bonded pairs remained intact despite their
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch, owing to the slow ramp-up rate.
Bonded interfaces were imaged by SAM. Then Ge was directly bonded to a
patterned Si wafer with 2-lm deep channels at a pitch of 400 lm using oxygen
radical activation. The bond strength of the patterned Ge-Si wafer pair was
Fig. 1 Ge 2p3/2 and Ge 3d
photoelectron features (takeoff angle = 75): a reference
cleaned sample b oxygen
radical activated sample
c nitrogen radical activated
sample
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measured using the crack opening method. Structural analysis of buried interfaces
was studied by SAM and HR-TEM inspection.
Binding state configurations of germanium atoms at the activated surfaces were
evaluated by ARXPS using the de-bonded cleaved samples. Figure 1 shows the Ge
2p3/2, Ge 3d photoelectron features (take-off angle = 75). As expected the Ge
2p3/2 signal shows two binding energy contributions at 1,218.5 and 1,221.0 (±0.2)
eV [9]. These can be assigned to zero- and quadra-valent germanium, respectively.
Zero-valent corresponds to bulk Ge while quadra-valent indicates the presence of a
GeO2 layer. The Ge 3d peaks exhibit similar information. Two features can be
resolved at 29.8 and 32.5 eV that once again are attributed to zero- and quadravalent Ge respectively [10–12]. There was no evidence in this work of the formation of detectable quantities of sub-stoichiometric oxides, which agrees with the
Ge 3d signal (which is bulk sensitive) and Ge 2p signal (which is surface
sensitive).
Quantitative relative contributions of the oxygen and germanium features are
found by curve-fitting the XPS data. These data are reported in Table 1 as peak
area ratios and are used to derive stoichiometric amounts using known sensitivity
factors. The data collected at 75 are the most accurate representation of the actual
stoichiometry close to the Ge surfaces. Curve fitting reveals a peak indicating the
presence of OH– which is located at a binding energy which is higher than the
binding energy of GeO2 [17]. This data is shown in the first column of Table 1
where the ratio of OH– to GeO2 (labeled O-/O2-) is represented. In the second
column we have derived the O/Ge ratio which is the total O 1 s peak area divided
by total Ge 2p3/2 peak area. From the second column of Table 1, it is clear that
exposure of hydrophilic cleaned Ge substrates to free radicals produces some
oxidation.
For samples exposed to either nitrogen or oxygen radicals, the quantification
shown in Table 1 shows higher values of O/Ge ratio, which is more likely due to a
Table 1 ARXPS peak area ratio
Sample/take-off angle
Reference substrate

Post oxygen radical

Post nitrogen radical

0
25
50
75
0
25
50
75
0
25
50
75

O-/O2-

O/Ge total

0.34
0.24
0.09
0.00
0.11
0.11
0.02
0.00
0.07
0.09
0.06
0.00

0.04
0.04
0.08
0.25
0.06
0.07
0.12
0.40
0.05
0.06
0.11
0.35

O- /O2- is the O- signal area divided by O2- signal area in O 1 s spectra. O/Ge is the total O
1 s peak area divided by total Ge 2p3/2 peak area
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thicker oxide film compared to the reference Ge sample. The nitrogen radical
exposed Ge also shows a significant GeO2 formation; this is similar to previous
studies where Ge exposed to nitrogen plasma resulted in a more hydrophilic
surface signifying formation of an oxide [13]. These quantifiable XPS data were
used to estimate the film thickness as 0.39, 0.58 and 0.72 nm for the reference,
nitrogen radical activated and oxygen radical activated samples, respectively.
Most extensive hydroxylation, which is indicated in the first column (O-/O2-)
of Table 1, was observed for the reference samples. Nitrogen radical activated
samples gave the lowest –OH concentration and oxygen radical activated samples
an intermediate value. The presence of hydroxyl species is important because
increased hydroxyl groups can give rise to more hydrophilic reactions at bonded
interfaces, which can then induce intrinsic void generation due to trapped reaction
by-product. The signal due to O- (OH-) decreases towards grazing emission for
all samples, which is due to a sub-surface hydroxide or sub-stoichimetric GeOx.
The buried interfaces of bonded pairs were inspected using SAM after
annealing at 200C 24 h and additionally at 300C for 24 h. Figure 2 shows
scanning acoustic microscope images of bonded pairs: (a) pre-cleaned by SC1equivalent solution, (b) post oxygen radical exposure, and (c) post nitrogen radical
exposure. The hydrophilic reaction at the interfaces can be described the following
equations:

Fig. 2 Scanning acoustic images of Ge/Si bonded wafer pairs after annealing at 200C for 24 h,
and additionally at 300C for 24 h: a cleaned in an SC1-equivalent solution, followed by b O2
radical 10 min exposure, c N2 radical 10 min exposure, and d formed 2 lm depth channel in Si
wafer prior to oxygen radical activated (10 min) bonding creates an exhaust path for trapped gas
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GeOH þ OHSi ¼ GeOSi þ H2 O

ð1Þ

GeðSiÞ + 2H2 O = GeO2 ðSiO2 Þ + 2H2

ð2Þ

Figure 2 shows that hydrophilic reactions (Eqs. 1 and 2) at the interfaces may
create trapped gas like water vapor or hydrogen following the hydrophilic
chemical reaction, which appears as a different contrast in the SAM images. Some
of the water molecules resulting in covalent bonding of Ge–O–Si of oxygen and
nitrogen exposed samples can diffuse through the nanometer range oxide layer and
react with the bulk germanium and silicon to form dioxide and hydrogen. In
Fig. 2a, however, the buried oxide is so thin that the reactants and by-products
cannot diffuse through the interface. Radical activated samples in Fig. 2b, c, shows
minimal intrinsic voids formed due to ability of the relatively thick oxide interface,
which enhances by-product diffusion. For nitrogen radical activated sample in
Fig. 2c, which has a thinner oxide than Fig. 2b, we can clearly see the initiation of
void generation of by-products near the wafer edge area. The formation of interface voids during low temperature anneal depends on the thickness of the stoichiometric oxide film, which is coincident with silicon wafer bonding [14]. Thus,
the SAM result agrees with the oxide thickness extracted from ARXPS.
In Fig. 2d, we can clearly see that the 2 lm-deep channels formed at the surface
of the Si wafer prior to oxygen radical activated bonding and anneal creates an
escape path for trapped gas or moisture allowing high bond strength to be
achieved. Additionally, the SAM image does show a uniformly colored SAM
image indicative of a well bonded sample. The SAM image suggests that hydrophilic reaction at interface generate gas phase by-product, which can be diffused
out by the channel which is similar to the result of Ge bonded to sapphire with
patterned channels [15].
In Fig. 3, after low temperature anneal at 200 and 300C, the bonding energy is
so high that insertion of a razor blade results in bulk fracture of the germanium,
which is consistent with the respective fracture stress of single crystal Si (62 MPa)
Fig. 3 Optical microscope
observation of razor blade
tested sample after annealing
at 200C for 24 h and
additional 300C for 24 h.
After crack opening test, bulk
of the germanium crack (no
de-bonding), revealing pieces
of germanium strongly
bonded to the thin buried
oxide
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Fig. 4 HR-TEM observation
of buried interfaces after
annealing at 200C for 24 h
and additional 300C for 24 h

and Ge (49 MPa) [16]. The full bond strength is attributed to the oxygen radical
activation.
Figure 4 shows cross-sectional HR-TEM image of buried interfaces using
oxygen radical activation after 200C and an additional 300C 24 h anneal. The
2 nm-thick buried interface appears defect-free and a smooth bonded interface is
visible. It corresponds with the calculated thickness (0.7 nm) by ARXPS of Ge
exposed to oxygen and our previous TEM result which showed 1 nm-thick SiO2
on oxygen radical activated Si. Additionally, compared to the Ge condensation
technique [2], the TEM image shows no over oxidation or stacking faults generated during the low thermal budget (B300C) anneal. This low temperature process using oxygen radical activation is the way to achieve high quality interfaces
without generating stacking fault or inducing surface damage by direct plasma
activation.
Chemical and structural analyses show that remote plasma treatment using
oxygen and nitrogen radical facilitates oxidation on Ge surface to increase
chemical reaction. Thus radical activation can enhance the bonding reaction
allowing strong bond strength at low temperature while preserving the crystalline
quality of the Ge. The radical activated bonding process is very suitable for a low
temperature process as needed for thermally mismatched materials such as those
used for photonic devices.

3 Low-Temperature Exfoliation of Germanium Layers
Transfer of thin semiconductor layers by exfoliation has received a lot of attention
since its first use for the fabrication of Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) substrates [17].
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The implantation of hydrogen or inert gas into single crystalline semiconductor
substrates leads to formation of a defective region below the surface. Under hightemperature treatment, usually in the range of 400–500C, hydrogen molecules
tend to be trapped in these defects and form pockets of gas at the projected range,
commonly referred to as ‘bubbles’. As temperature and/or anneal time increase,
the internal pressure inside the bubbles increases and results in the formation of
micro-cracks which triggers the splitting of a thin semiconductor layer [18, 19].
The mechanisms which govern defect formation in H-implanted semiconductors
and the creation of micro-cracks has already been extensively characterized in
silicon, germanium [20] and III–V compounds [21]. It is often addressed from a
wafer bonding perspective and targets a range of applications varying from the
fabrication of low defective substrates for CMOS compatible applications (SOI
and Germanium on Insulator substrates ‘GeOI’. The thermal budget required to
generate micro-cracks is a sensitive matter for direct wafer bonding. The temperature range that is commonly considered lies above 400C. However, such a
high temperature is expected to induce significant modification of the bonded
interface in heterogeneous substrates due to thermal expansion mismatch. This
may result in poor bond strength and in degraded quality of the bonded interface
[6, 22].
Here, we investigate the feasibility of transferring hydrogen-implanted germanium to silicon with a reduced thermal budget. Recently, co-implantation of
hydrogen and helium for low-temperature (300C) exfoliation of germanium has
been successfully demonstrated [23]. That approach presents a relatively long
time-to-blister anneal (40 min) at a temperature of 300C. In this paper, an exfoliation process which does not require any helium co-implant is investigated
which significantly reduces the time required for exfoliation at temperatures near
300C. This process is based on a long defect nucleation step at low temperature
(B150C), followed by a very short time anneal (STA) at higher temperature
(300C). With this technique, complete exfoliation has been successfully demonstrated for hydrogen-implanted III-V materials such as InP and InAs [24, 25].
The benefits expected from this two-step process for direct wafer bonding are
twofold: the low defect nucleation anneal enhances bond strength without
degrading the bonded interface morphology; and the STA minimizes the impact of
the dissimilar thermal expansion coefficients between the bonded pair.
\100[-orientated n-type germanium wafers with a diameter of 100 mm (Sb
doped, 0.03 X cm) were used for this experiment. Prior to hydrogen implant, a
100 nm thick layer of PECVD silicon dioxide was deposited and densified at
600C. Germanium substrates were implanted at room temperature with H2+ at a
dose of 5 9 1016 cm-2 at 180 keV without active chuck cooling. The projected
ion and germanium vacancy ranges that are expected are 650 and 590 nm below
the germanium surface, respectively. Following the implant, the silicon dioxide
layer was completely removed in a dilute HF solution. One of the implanted
substrate was diced in small samples (1 cm 9 1 cm) prior to anneal. Strain profile
within as-implanted germanium samples has been assessed by high resolution Xray Diffraction (XRD) measurements. The x/2h diffraction patterns provide
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information about strain introduced by the H+2 implant [26, 27]. Negligible strain
profile variation was observed across the wafer, which suggests excellent implant
uniformity among the 1 cm2 samples. In addition, XRD measurements suggest that
nucleation is already initialized during hydrogen implantation due to lack of wafer
cooling during hydrogen implantation [27].
Following XRD measurements, a set of different anneal conditions was then
considered in order to estimate the optimum thermal process to induce exfoliation.
Implanted samples were encapsulated and sequentially annealed according to
conditions described in Table 2. The onset of blistering was determined by tapping
mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) and by optical microscopy. Prior to surface
morphology characterisation, samples were cleaned in de-ionized (DI) water.
Cross-sectional Transmission Electron Microscopy (X-TEM) was performed to
characterise the evolution of cracks created by hydrogen implant, as a function of
thermal budget.
In addition to blister tests, germanium exfoliation was tested after direct
bonding of an H+2 implanted germanium wafer to a single side polished 100-mm ptype (100) silicon wafer. Prior to direct bonding, 100 nm of PECVD SiO2 was
deposited on the silicon wafer. After oxide densification, 2 lm-deep channels were
patterned through the oxide and the silicon in order to facilitate the release of byproducts generated during wafer bonding and annealing. The Si wafer was cleaned
in a Standard Clean 1-equivalent solution. The germanium wafer involved in the
direct bonding experiment was implanted with implant conditions comparable to
those used for blister tests. The implanted germanium wafer was cleaned in a 1:1
NH4:H2O solution dispended in a Spray Acid tool followed by four cycles alternating 1,200:1 HF:H2O and DI water cleans. Both wafers were then subjected to a
Megasonic clean with DI water. Their surfaces are hydrophilic prior to the
bonding. Wafers were loaded in an AML bonding chamber which was pumped
down to 10-5 mbars. The wafers were exposed for 10 min to free oxygen radicals
generated by a plasma ring [8]. Wafers were bonded under a pressure of 1,000 N
applied for 5 min. The wafers were annealed in situ at 100C for 1 h with an
applied pressure of 500 N followed by an ex situ anneal at 130C for 24 h in order
to enhance bond strength and induce hydrogen platelet nucleation. The ramp-up
rate was set to 0.5C/min in both cases in order to minimize the formation of
thermally generated voids at the bonded interface [28]. The exfoliation was triggered by a 5 min STA at 300C.

Table 2 Germanium surface roughness, as measured by Atomic Force Microscopy, following
long-time anneals at low temperature (B200C)
RMS roughness (nm)
Scan area
As implanted
After 100C anneal—22 h
After 130C anneal—22 h
After 150C anneal—22 h

1.5
0.4
1.7
0.4

50
10
50
10

lm
lm
lm
lm

9
9
9
9

50
10
50
10

lm
lm
lm
lm
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3.1 Defect Nucleation and Oswald Ripening Mechanism
Defect nucleation and hydrogen coalescence in implant-generated defects lead to
the formation of hydrogen platelets and cracks in the bulk of the implanted
semiconductor. These hydrogen-filled cavities have been reported to be located at
a depth between the hydrogen projected range and the germanium vacancy range
below the germanium surface [20]. Lattice deformation induced by these cavities
generates surface blisters which are clearly visible (Fig. 5). The evolution of the
nucleation process can thus be monitored using Atomic Force Microscopy or
optical microscopy (image shows an optical micrograph).
Significant hydrogen coalescence in III-V materials such as InP and GaAs has
already been reported after long anneals at 150C [24, 25]. In addition, dependence
between the lowest temperature required to trigger the nucleation process and the
melting point of the implanted material has also been highlighted in previous work
[21]. Since the melting point of germanium (937C) is close to the melting point of
InP (1,060C), defect nucleation would be expected to occur in hydrogenimplanted germanium at 150C or below the nucleation temperature in InP.
To study this effect, surface roughness measurements after long (22 h) anneal at
100, 130 or 150C have been performed. RMS roughness values are detailed in
Table 2. As compared to as implanted germanium, these long anneals at 100, 130
and 150C do not modify surface roughness significantly. However these anneals
promote some migration of the hydrogen, as shown by cross-sectional TEM and
XRD. X-TEM micrographs confirm that low temperature annealing promotes the
nucleation of small platelet defects. These nano-cracks are parallel to the substrate
surface and are located close to the implant projected range (Fig. 6). The formation of these nano-cracks is known to be limited by the breaking of Ge–H lattice
bonds and by hydrogen diffusion. The length of most of these cracks does not
exceed 50 nm and their propagation causes minor lattice deformation.

Fig. 5 Optical micrograph
showing the formation of
blisters
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Consequently, these nano-cracks do not modify the surface morphology significantly, as compared to as implanted germanium. It must be noted that this result
does not hold for implanted germanium annealed at 200C for 19 h suggesting that
the minimum thermal budget needed to trigger germanium exfoliation lies
between 150 and 200C. This result is in agreement with previously reported timeto-blister for H2+-implanted germanium samples (implant energy and dose are
160 keV and 5 9 1016 cm-2, respectively): at a temperature equal to 200C, the
time-to-blister is estimated at 12 h [18].
The sample subjected to the long temperature anneal at 100C was subsequently annealed at 200C for 5 min. RMS roughness of this sample is not
impacted by this STA. Consistently, x - 2h diffraction patterns measured on this
sample indicates very little relaxation of the strain created by the hydrogen implant
(minor reduction of diffraction fringes), as compared to as-implanted germanium
(Fig. 7a). This result points towards a limited hydrogen diffusion in the implanted
region and insufficiently high temperature to trigger the blistering.
Additional samples annealed at 100, 130 and 150C for 22 h were subjected to
a STA at 300C for 5 min. Surface roughness measurements suggest the formation
of large hydrogen-filled cavities along the cracks and subsequent germanium exfoliation (Table 3).
Fig. 6 a TEM picture of the
defective region created by
H2+ implant, in as-implanted
germanium. A 5 9 1016
cm-2 H2+ dose implanted at
180 keV generates a 600 nm
thick implant-damaged
region (region II) below a
damage-free 150 nm thick
region under the germanium
surface (region I). b TEM
picture of hydrogenimplanted germanium
following a 22 h-anneal at
150C 0C showing the
formation of nano-cracks at a
depth close to the projected
range, parallel to the substrate
surface. c TEM picture of
hydrogen-implanted
germanium following a
22 h-anneal at 150C 0C and
a 5 min anneal at 300C 0C
showing the transformation
of nano-cracks in an almost
continuous and thick microcrack line at 645 nm below
the germanium surface
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Fig. 7 X-ray diffraction (x-2h) patterns: a impact of STA on strain relaxation in hydrogen
implanted germanium after long anneals at 100C; b impact of thermal budget during the
nucleation process on implant-induced strain after STA at 300C

Table 3 Germanium surface roughness, as measured by Atomic Force Microscopy, following
long time anneals at low temperature (B200C) and STA at 200 or 300C
Anneal sequence
RMS
Scan area
roughness
(nm)
After
After
After
After

100C
100C
130C
150C

anneal—22
anneal—22
anneal—22
anneal—22

h,
h,
h,
h,

followed
followed
followed
followed

by
by
by
by

200C
300C
300C
300C

anneal—5
anneal—5
anneal—5
anneal—5

min
min
min
min

0.4
7.6
14.6
28.1

10 lm 9 10 lm
50 lm 9 50 lm
50 lm 9 50 lm

Scan area is 50 lm 9 50 lm unless specified

It should be noted that the height of surface blisters correlates well with thermal
budget of the defect nucleation process: the higher the nucleation temperature, the
larger the blisters. x - 2h diffraction patterns for these samples confirm this
enhanced hydrogen diffusion after completion of such two-step anneals, as most of
the diffraction fringes induced by the hydrogen implant are strongly reduced as
compared to x - 2h diffraction patterns prior to STA at 300C (Fig. 7b). Such
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modification of the diffraction pattern suggests that significant hydrogen diffusion
occurs after a combined long time anneal at a temperature as low as 100C and a
short time anneal at 300C.
In addition, the broadening of the germanium feature on triple-axis x diffraction patterns suggests an increase of local deformation (Fig. 8a). The Full Width at
0.001 Height (FW0.001 M) increases from 240 arcsec. in as-implanted germanium
to 600 arcsec. After a long time anneal at 100C and a short time anneal at 300C.
This increase is attributed to local lattice deformations due to hydrogen Oswald
ripening [27]. The latter is observed after the STA at 300C, irrespective of the
anneal temperature considered for completing the defect nucleation (Fig. 8b). This
is a key result since it shows that a long time anneal at a temperature as low as
100C reduces significantly the time-to-blister at 300C, as compared to state-ofthe-art data [18, 23].
Roughness measurements show evidence of blistering, which is confirmed by
X-TEM analysis and suggested by X-ray diffraction patterns. On the sample
annealed at 150C for 22 h and subsequently annealed at 300C for 5 min, the
formation of micro-cracks is observed. The latter result from the merger of nanocracks created at low temperature, which form longer cracks and cause germanium
exfoliation (Fig. 6c). The formation of these micro-cracks proceeds in a similar
way to silicon: during STA, hydrogen diffuses along the defect lines and forms
large gas pockets (diameter [ 5 nm) at the expense of smaller ones [28]. The
internal pressure in large gas pockets increases and ultimately leads to the
extension of small cracks into micro-cracks.

Fig. 8 X-ray diffraction (x)
patterns: a impact of STA on
lattice deformation in
hydrogen implanted
germanium after long time
anneals at 100C; b impact of
thermal budget during the
nucleation process on the
lattice deformation caused by
the STA at 300C
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Fig. 9 Scanning electron
microscopy graphs of the
Germanium-on-insulator
sample resulting from an
exfoliation carried out after a
24 h-long anneal at 130C
and a short time anneal at
300C for 5 min: top-down
tilted view of the germanium
surface exposed after
complete exfoliation

3.2 Low-Temperature Formation of Ge-on-Insulator
A bonded sample made of a hydrogen-implanted germanium wafer directly bonded to a silicon wafer was processed in order to demonstrate the feasibility of
transferring a thin germanium layer at low temperature. The thermal treatment
which was considered starts with a long (24 h) anneal at 130C and ends with a
5-min anneal at 300C. The purpose of the initial long time, low temperature
anneal is twofold: it strengthens the bonds created at the germanium/oxide interface during the bonding operation; and promotes hydrogen platelet nucleation
within the germanium substrate without modifying its morphology at the bonded
interface. A 680 nm-thick layer of germanium was transferred onto 100 nm of
SiO2 deposited on the host silicon wafer. High bond strength was achieved, as
suggested by the fact that the transferred germanium layer follows closely the
pattern printed in the oxide layer prior to bonding. The germanium surface
roughness as measured by AFM is 15 nm (germanium surface roughness after
exfoliation is illustrated in Fig. 9). This value is consistent with the surface
roughness value (14.6 nm) measured on bare implanted germanium after 22 h long
anneal at 130C (Table 3).

4 Conclusion
A low-temperature process for bonding and exfoliation of germanium has been
developed using hydrogen-implanted germanium layers and surface plasma activation prior to bonding. It has been demonstrated proper engineering of the
annealing sequence can promote hydrogen platelet formation and allow for
bonding and complete germanium exfoliation after annealing at at temperatures no
higher than 300C. Our results demonstrates also that the lowest thermal budget
required for defect nucleation is similar for germanium and III-V materials such as
InP. Enhanced bond strength in directly bonded hetero-junctions -like GeOI or
bonded III-V material for photonics- is the main benefit expected from such low
temperature exfoliation process.
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Engineering Pseudosubstrates
with Porous Silicon Technology
N. P. Blanchard, A. Boucherif, Ph. Regreny, A. Danescu, H. Magoariec,
J. Penuelas, V. Lysenko, J.-M. Bluet, O. Marty, G. Guillot and G. Grenet

Abstract In this work, we use a controlled oxidation of a mesoporous silicon
substrate as a tool for extending and adjusting the Si lattice parameter to other
materials such as SixGe1-x. Our approach involves four steps. First, a seed film is
epitaxially grown on a single-crystal Si(100) wafer by Molecular Beam Epitaxy(MBE). Second, porosification is performed according to a standard electrochemical etching procedure but using a ‘‘two wafers technique’’. Third, the porous
part of the sample is oxidized at mild temperatures (300–500C) in a dry O2
atmosphere, inducing a substantial in-plane expansion of the seed film. Fourth, an
overgrowth by MBE of an epilayer is done to test the thus-obtained pseudosubstrate.
The challenging task in this last step is to deoxidize the seed film surface at *900C
without losing the strain induced by oxidation of the porous part of the sample.

1 Introduction
Because of large lattice mismatches and big differences in thermal expansion
coefficients between III–V materials and silicon, the integration of high-quality
III–V based optical devices with low-cost Si based electronic devices remains a
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difficult technological task. Whilst GaAs or InP can be grown on Si, threading
dislocations, which cannot be completely avoided, deteriorate the electrical and
optical performance of the optoelectronic devices. Therefore, engineering a
‘‘universal’’ substrate, i.e., ‘‘compliant’’ with any kind of epitaxial growth (even a
strongly mismatched one), is presently a key requirement in materials research for
optoelectronics [1, 2]. Moreover, if this ‘‘compliant’’ substrate could be made of
silicon—the dominant material in the microelectronic industry—it would be a real
breakthrough towards the monolithic integration of III–V optical devices with Si
integrated circuits.
By way of general background, when a material is grown epitaxially on a
substrate with a lattice parameter mismatch, it adapts to the in-plane substrate
lattice at the interface, but as a result it must distort its lattice-cell in the perpendicular direction. During this so called ‘‘pseudomorphic’’ growth, elastic stress
gradually increases with layer thickness, up to a point at which it has to be
released. This relaxation process can be either:
• elastic (buckling, curving, islanding,…): This process has been addressed in
many works dealing with either the Grinfeld effect [3–6] or self-autoorganised
quantum dots [7–11] depending on the chosen continuous or discrete point of
view.
• plastic (dislocations, cracks,…): the relaxation process [12, 13] is performed via
extended crystallographic defects such as misfit dislocations and associated
threading dislocations. These defects are responsible for most of the deterioration of the optoelectronic device properties.
In the past, many attempts have been made to overcome the problem. One of
them—known as ‘‘metamorphic growth’’—consists of growing a compositiongraded buffer or a super lattice between the substrate and the layer in order to
smooth-out the misfit effect or to confine dislocations within it. In both cases, the
result is rather disappointing even though the threshold for the dislocation
appearance is usually delayed [14–16].
In 1991, a new concept known as the ‘‘compliance approach’’ has been suggested by Lo [17] starting with the following idea: It is because the film is much
thinner than the substrate that it bears most of the strain effect. This statement can
be inverted, in other words if the substrate is thinner than the film, the substrate
will be strained instead of the film and sustain elastic or plastic relaxation. Such a
thin substrate can be a thin layer freed from its substrate, for example, by the
chemical etching of a sacrificial layer. This ‘‘free standing’’ layer is then converted
into a seed layer for a subsequent lattice-mismatched overgrowth [18, 19]. If this
layer is a pseudomorphic layer which has relaxed its elastic stress energy completely before being used as a seed layer the technique is known as the ‘‘paramorphic approach’’ [20]. However, in both cases, the intrinsic weak point of these
techniques lies specifically on the mechanical handling of such ultra-thin membranes. The lateral dimensions can barely be more than 300 lm.
This limitation could be managed by sticking the seed layer weakly on a thick
host substrate but the bonding ought to allow in-plane gliding and no curvature.
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Numerous solutions [1, 21–23] have been proposed to weaken this interface.
Among them, let us mention Carter-Coman et al. [24] who have tried patterning in
order to reduce the contact between the film and the host substrate. Lo et al. [25]
have suggested to weaken the interface by a misorientation of the film/substrate
relative crystallographic axes [16, 26–29]. The major inconvenience of all these
solutions is that such structured interfaces generate a non-uniform strain field
extremely favorable to island formation [30, 31].
A variant is to insert a thick amorphous viscous layer such as silicon dioxide
(SiO2) or borophosphorosilicate (BPSG) between a thin seed film strained in
compression and its host substrate [32, 33]. The objective in this case is to favor
either irreversible plastic (SiO2) or reversible elastic (BPSG) processes into this
amorphous layer rather than in the seed layer and by consequence in the overgrown layer. The main drawback of the technique is a wrinkling of the seed layer
when it relaxes [34–36].
In this chapter, we will present and discuss an alternative method which
employs controlled porous silicon (PS) oxidation as a means of extending and
adjusting the Si lattice parameter to other materials such as SixGe1-x [37]. This
technique has alreadybeen used successfully by Kim and co-workers [38–39] in
order to obtain strained Si films in a Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) context. We have
subsequently improved the method for heteroepitaxy pseudosubstrate purposes
[40– 41].

2 The Approach
Rather than relaxing a thin film strained in compression as in the previous
approaches the idea is to strain a thin film in tension by homogeneously extending
a thick substrate. First, the thin film being in tension cannot wrinkle. If the strain is
too great, the only possible way of relaxation is plastic. Second, the new aspect
ratio and the new stress repartition, i.e., a thick straining layer versus a thin
strained layer provide good strain uniformity into the heterostructure.
The approach, summarized in Fig. 1, is divided in four steps.

Growth of a IV-IV layer
(Si or SiGe)

Electrochemical
etching

Oxidation
of the porous part

Seed film

Seed film

Seed film

Substrate Si

Porous Si

Porous Si

MBE regrowth of
IV-IV (SiGe)
or III-V (GaAs)

Porous Si

Fig. 1 Controlled porous silicon oxidation as a means of extending and adjusting the Si lattice
parameter to other materials
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To be appropriate for engineering a pseudosubstrate, the seed layer must be an
ultra-thin (50–100 nm) single crystal of large lateral dimension (at least 200 ) free of
any extended defects such as dislocations. Its thickness must be strictly constant
(variation \l%) since after being elongated, the film must not present an inhomogeneous strain field which may induce preferential nucleation sites during
overgrowth. Its surface must have a minimal roughness (RMS \ 1 nm) and be
perfectly clean without oxides, metals or any other contaminants.

2.1 Preliminaries
However, a challenge in meeting the requirements for engineering a pseudosubstrate is to avoid any significant curvature of the pseudosubstrate which can be
detrimental during the overgrowth step. If a film with a finite thickness hf is
coherently grown on a substrate with finite thickness hs, the whole system will
bend with a curvature q given by

q ¼ ½6Es Ef hs hf ðhs þ hf Þe=½4Es Ef hs hf h2s þ h2f þ 6Es Ef h2s h2f þ E2s h4s þ E2f h4f 
where e is the mismatch, Ef and Es are the biaxial Young modulus (given by
E = Y/(1 - m) where Y and m are the film Young modulus and Poisson ratio) for
the film and the substrate, respectively.
In this respect, the knowledge of the Young modulus Es, Poisson ratio ms and
shear modulus ls of porous silicon is crucial. It has been shown [42] that the
Young modulus as a function of porosity can vary over two orders of magnitude.
In order to investigate these variations, we have implemented an extension to
super-cells of a classical result of Keating [43]. The elastic energy of the super-cell
is assumed to be the sum of all nearest neighbor interaction terms accounting for
changes of the reference lengths and all next nearest neighbor interaction terms
accounting for the distortions of reference angles (under periodic boundary conditions). The next step is the minimization of the total elastic energy of the supercell with respect to the ‘‘internal’’ degrees of freedom and identification of the
obtained result with the classical elastic energy (quadratic form with respect to
strain components). Due to the minimization step in the above procedure the
resulting macroscopic law may not have cubic symmetry, unless the pore and the
super-cell also possess (geometric) cubic symmetry. In this later case we have
explored several (parametric) geometries and we have computed the numerical
values of the ‘‘macroscopic’’ Young modulus, Poisson ratio, and Coulomb coefficient. The obtained results agree very well with the available experimental data
as shown in Fig. 2 and confirm that the empirical rule, Es(p) = A(1 - p)2, based
on the model of Gibson and Ashby [44] holds for A = 120. In this equation p is
the porosity, viz, the fraction of the volume of voids over the total volume.
For the Coulomb coefficient and the Poisson ratio, our numerical results [44]
lead us to propose the following empirical rules: G(p) = Gbulk(1 - p)4 and
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Fig. 2 Numerical results for
the PS Young modulus
obtained for various
porosities compared with
experimental data from [41]

m(p) = mbulk(1 - p). The developed method also allows computing elasticities of
cells with complex pore shapes exhibiting less than cubic symmetry, which is of
particular interest to model the oriented electrochemical etching process.
In addition, we have extended the method to account for modification of
structural changes at the free-surface of the pores during the oxidation process, i.e.,
to account for back-bond oxidation of porous silicon [45]. This consists in modifying physical characteristics of Si–Si bonds which contains at least one Si atom
at the surface of the pore and introduces a pre-strain in the silicon network, which
can be computed as well as the elasticities. Once more, the computed value of prestrain is in good agreement with the experimental results based on Raman spectroscopy [46].
These theoretical preliminaries concerning the PS mechanical behavior are
essential to determine the relative thickness of the monocrystalline and porous
parts of pseudosubstrates. Let us now consider the sequence of steps to be
addressed to engineer pseudosubstrates using PS silicon.

2.2 Step1: Growth of the IV–IV Seed Layer and Back Plate
The first step is to grow a nid-type IV–IV thin film by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
on a p-type Si substrate. This thin film will be referred to as the seed layer in the
following. In the anodization process, the interface between the p-type and nid Si acts
as a barrier for the anodization front. Using this method, the thin film thickness and its
surfaces can be controlled at the atomic scale right from the initial epitaxial stage.
The quality of the initial wafers (highly doped p-type : 0.01 X cm, 2-inch, 200 lm
thick) is of paramount importance: they must be highly crystalline with front and
back sides strictly parallel to each other and perfectly polished. The n-type IV–IV
semiconductor can be either Si (homoepitaxy) or SiGe (heteroepitaxy). In this latter
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case, the seed layer thickness must be less than the critical thickness for plastic
relaxation, which means that at 500C, less than 100 nm for Si0.75Ge0.25 (1% in
compression) and less than 20 nm for Si0.5Ge0.5 (2% in compression). Our equipment is a Riber 2300 MBE system equipped with Si e-beam evaporator and a Ge
effusion cell.
In fact, two IV–IV semiconductor films have to be grown because the porosification is done using ‘‘the two wafers technique’’: one (labeled wafer I): *50 nm
thick will be the seed layer, the other (labeled wafer II): *150 nm thick will
operate as a back plate. The role of this back plate is not only to increase the
thickness of the n-type region artificially but also to protect the seed layer surface
during the etching process [40]. It has been shown that when the thickness of the ntype barrier is less than 150 nm, it can be tunneled, resulting in a seed layer with
pores and a rough surface. On the other hand, the thinner the seed layer is, the
easier it is to strain.

2.3 Step 2: Anodization: ‘‘The Two Wafers Technique’’
The wafers I and II are placed into contact, seed layer face to face with back plate
layer, after the necessary HF-cleaning of their surfaces. These wafers must be
stuck only by attractive van der Waals interactions without any extra reinforcement because they will have to be separated after the anodization process.
The anodization is carried out in a double bath cell as shown in Fig. 3 for 3.2 h
with a current density of 90 mA/cm2. The electrochemical solution is 1:1 volume
of concentrated aqueous hydrofluoric acid (48%) and ethanol (100%). The anodization front progresses inside the wafer I from its back-side until it slows down
considerably and stops at the interface between the thin intrinsic MBE-grown seed
layer and the p-type wafer.
After the separation of the two wafers, wafer I with the seed layer is ready for a
low temperature oxidation. This sticking/unsticking method does pose a serious

Fig. 3 Schematic of the engineering of ultra-thin monocrystalline Si films by the two wafers
technique [40]
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Fig. 4 Typical 5 9 5 lm
AFM image of the seed layer
surface

Fig. 5 Cross-sectional TEM image of a 60 nm thick monocrystalline Si film on porous silicon
substrate, b 50 nm monocrystalline SiGe film on porous silicon substrate

drawback: the wafer could break due to the mechanical contact between the two
wafers and therefore thorough wafer bonding preparation is required. Note that a
III–V semiconductor cap layer that can be removed by selective etching could
circumvent the need for wafer bonding and should better protect the surface of the
seed film.
At this point, the seed layer on its porous substrate is characterized by cross
sectional transmission electron microscopy (X-TEM), Raman spectroscopy, X-ray
diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoemission and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
A typical 5 9 5 lm AFM image of the seed layer surface is shown in Fig. 4. The
root mean square (RMS) is 0.2 nm whereas it is 1.3 nm if no back plate is
used.
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measured at UV excitation
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Representative TEM cross sections are shown in Fig. 5. For these samples, the
seed layer thicknesses—60 nm in Si layer and 50 nm in SiGe layer—were in
good agreement with what was expected from the MBE growth point of view and
with spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements. No structural defects were
detected.
Raman spectroscopy and X-ray measurements are systematically done and
compared to check the seed layer single crystal quality and to evaluate its strain.
Raman spectroscopy shows a slight extension of seed layer due to an increase of
silicon substrate volume induced by its porosification [47]. Figure 6 exemplifies
this effect: the Raman peak position, which corresponds to the Si seed layer, is
shifted to lower frequencies with respect to that of a bulk Si wafer.
X-ray diffraction is a technique which allows precise measurements of the
lattice parameters (in and out of plane), strain, and alloy composition [48–50].
However, there are few reported XRD studies focused on Si or SiGe thin films on
PS heterostructures (see Bellet and Dolino [51], for a review). X-ray measurements shown in Fig. 7 were performed with a Rigaku four-circle diffractometer.
The X-ray source is a rotating anode operating at 9 kW, monochromatized with a
two-reflection Ge(400) crystal which selects the Cu Ka1 radiation (wavelength = 0.15406 nm). The detection unit includes a Ge (400) analyzer.
Figure 7 compares the reciprocal space mapping around the Si and SiGe Bragg
peaks (004) and (-2 -2 4) for a Si0.72Ge0.28 50 nm thick film on PS substrate, before
and after low temperature oxidation. After anodisation the mapping exhibits a
broad component due to the formation of small Si crystallites and a narrow Bragg
peak attributed to bulk-like PS. The PS in and out of plane lattice parameters were
measured at 5.442 Å, which corresponds to a lattice expansion of Da/
a = 2 9 10-3 with respect to bulk silicon. This effect has already been observed
by other groups [52]. The expansion was explained as due to the formation of a
native oxide layer inside the pores due to aging in air [53]. An interesting feature
in Fig. 7b is that the in-plane lattice parameter of the SiGe film is the same as that
of the porous Si. At this stage the SiGe film is in compression.
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Fig. 7 Bragg peaks (004) and (-2 -2 4) for the Si and SiGe in the case of a 60 nm thick
Si0.75Ge0.25 film on Si before and after oxidation

2.4 Step 3: Low Temperature Oxidation
The oxidation of porous silicon is performed in a dry O2 atmosphere at different
low temperatures (400–500C) and for different exposure times. The seed layer
strain is evaluated by Raman backscattered spectroscopy (He-Cd lasers with a
wavelength of 325 nm) at room temperature via the following formula e = 0.134
(xs - x0) where e is the lattice strain, x0 the LO phonon wave number for a
strain-free Si substrate and xs the wave number for the strained Si films. The result
for a 60 nm thick Si seed layer before and after an oxidation at T = 400C and
T = 500C for 5, 30, 55 and 80 min is shown in Fig. 8.
The seed film surface is monitored by optical microscopy. The images for the
measurements labeled (a–d) in Fig. 8 are collected in Fig. 9. Clearly, for a 60 nm
seed film, the achievable strain is only just over 1%, which is far below the 4%
required for Ge or GaAs on Si. Above 1% strain, plastic relaxation by cracking
becomes visible by optical microscopy.
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Fig. 8 Raman spectra of the strained Si films measured at UV excitation wavelength 325 nm and
deduced strain from Raman peak position as function of oxidation time and temperature [40]

To get round this difficulty, the starting point could be a 50 nm Si0.72Ge0.28 seed
layer strained on Si(100) substrate in compression (e = -1.17%) according to
Raman spectroscopy [54]. After porosification, the seed layer is still in compression even if slightly relaxed (e = -1%). When the sample is oxidized at
375C, as expected, the seed layer has almost its relaxed lattice parameter due to
the PS substrate expansion induce by oxidation. A further increase of the oxidation
temperature implies a tensile strain of the Si0.72Ge0.28 thin film, which increases as
temperature increases until reaching saturation at 600C as shown in Fig. 10.
To be a proper pseudosubstrate, the seed film must support annealing at high
temperature in vacuum in order to first desoxidize the surface (*900C) and then
grow SiGe material (growth temperature *500–600C). Therefore, a 50 nm-thick
film of Si0.78Ge0.22 on PS substrate with 0.43% tensile strain was fabricated with
the previous procedure and annealed in vacuum (base pressure *10-8 Pa). Below
500C, the annealing has no influence on the measured strain. However, for
annealing temperatures [500C the seed layer progressively returns to a relaxed
state before recovering its original compressed state as one can see in Fig. 11. The
reason is simple: when the porous silicon is heated above the oxidation temperature, the oxidation being reversible, the process reverses, first by a deoxidization
of the porous silicon and then by its recrystallization.
After oxidation, a broadening of the Bragg peak in XRD mapping is observed
and it becomes difficult to distinguish between SiGe and Si. The same lattice
parameter is obtained in and out of plane, viz, 5.476 and 5.474 Å, respectively,
which indicates that the film has recovered its natural lattice parameter.
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The expansion Da/a is 8 9 10-3 and the PS substrate has a lattice parameter
equivalent to that of the relaxed thin SiGe film. These results confirm the ability of
the PS substrate to tune the lattice mismatch between the substrate and the epitaxially deposited material.
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2.5 Step 4: Overgrowth of an Epilayer
As mentioned earlier in the text, the preparation of the initial Si(001) wafer is of
utmost importance in order to avoid consequent strain inhomogeneity or surface
roughness. This necessitates preparing a clean, flat and oxide free (2 9 1)
reconstructed Si surface upon which the seed layer can been epitaxially grown. To
accomplish this, an empirical study, using RHEED and ex post facto AFM, was
carried out to find the optimum ex-situ and in situ preparation methods.
Typically, the sample surface is deoxidized ex-situ by HF etching followed by
in situ annealing at 680C. However, RHEED patterns revealed signs of carbon at
the surface and the AFM images did not exhibit atomic steps (Fig. 12a). Increasing
the in situ annealing temperature to 900C resulted in an improved RHEED pattern, however, AFM revealed the presence of pitting. With the addition of a final
ex-situ UV/O3 treatment followed by an in situ annealing at 900C, RHEED
patterns were free of additional spots often attributed to the presence of carbon and
atomic steps were resolved in AFM images (Fig. 12b). The conclusion of these
studies is that a UV/O3 controlled oxidation is required before introducing the
wafer into the MBE chamber. Consequently, this method has been used to prepare
the seed layer surface of the Si/PS and Si1-xGex/PS pseudo-substrates.
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Fig. 12 RHEED pattern along [110] and 5 9 5 lm AFM images for a HF oxide etching plus
annealing at 680C. b UV/O3 controlled oxidation plus in situ annealing at 900C

Fig. 13 RHEED pattern along [110] for a Si/PS surface at 600C, b SiGe/PS surface at 500C

Homo and heteroepitaxial growths were performed on tensile strained Si/PS
and relaxed Si0.85Ge0.15/PS pseudosubstrates at high growth temperatures (600 and
500C, respectively). In all cases the in situ RHEED patterns show [2 9 1]
reconstruction (Fig. 13) synonymous with two dimensional epitaxial growth both
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Fig. 14 Cross-sectional TEM image of a a 160 nm SiGe regrown on Si/PS pseudosubstrate,
b Twin originating from a defect on the seed film surface

after in situ annealing and during the overgrowth. However, the remaining spots on
the pattern indicated some residual roughness induced by the processing and
annealing.
Cross-sectional TEM images (Fig. 14) confirmed the quality of the grown
layers but also revealed the presence of twins related to defects or particles coming
from the anodization process. However, post growth Raman measurements performed on the films showed the same trend as the in situ annealing experiments
presented in Fig. 10. This is clearly due to a deoxidation/recrystallization of the
porous silicon during in situ heating. Evidently, conventional back-side heating of
these particular pseudo-substrates (which are very poor thermal conductors) during
the high temperature deoxidation of the seed layer surface is poorly suited. This
particular reversible behavior of the porous substrate is a great limitation for
epitaxy and special method using low temperature or rapid thermal process should
be envisaged in order to get around this problem.
An in situ heating system permitting high temperature flashing of the seed layer
surface to drive off the controlled UV/O3 surface oxide could circumvent the
problem of PS deoxidation/recrystallization, thus allowing 2D growth on the
tensile strained (Si) or relaxed (Si1-xGex) seed film.

3 Conclusion and Miscellaneous
The aim of this work was to engineer a new type of pseudosubstrates for heteroepitaxial purposes with an adaptable lattice parameter. We used a thick porous
silicon substrate as mechanical stressor: its bulk extension when oxidised is a very
effective tool for extending and thus adjusting the lattice parameter of a thin
standard Si layer.
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Our approach involves four steps. The first step is the growth by MBE of an ntype IV–IV semiconductor film on a single-crystal highly doped p-type Si(100)
wafer. The second step is the porosification of the p-type Si(100) wafer using ‘‘the
two wafers technique’’. The role of the second wafer, the ‘‘back plate’’, is not only
to increase the thickness of the n-type region artificially but also to protect the seed
layer surface during the etching process. The third step, the oxidation of porous
silicon, is performed in a dry O2 atmosphere at low temperature (400–500C) and
for a given exposure time. At this point the thin film lattice parameter is tuned to
the desired value. The pseudosubstrate is now ready for a lattice-matched or a
mismatched overgrowth. Typically, it is deoxidized ex-situ by HF etching (with
the addition of a final ex-situ UV/O3 treatment) followed by an in situ annealing at
900C. Homo and heteroepitaxial growths were performed on tensile strained Si/
PS and relaxed Si0.85Ge0.15/PS pseudosubstrates at high growth temperatures (600
and 500C, respectively). However, post growth Raman measurements performed
on the films showed that a deoxidation/recrystallization of the porous silicon
occurs during in situ heating. Evidently, the conventional back-side heating of our
MBE reactor has induced the deoxidation/recrystallization of these poor thermal
conductors. Low temperature or a rapid thermal process should be developed in
order to get around this problem.
The above described technology can be used for other purposes than obtaining
pseudosubstrates. In particular, it can be of interest for straining thin films in
tension. Let us just mention a few examples of other possible applications of the
technique.

3.1 Enhanced Mobility in Strained Si
Since the 1990’s, Si is known to have an enhanced hole and electron mobility
when strained in tension on SiGe [55] Therefore, a straightforward application
could be to use the technique to obtain strained Si layers with large lateral
dimensions

3.2 Indirect to Direct Band Gap Transition in Strained Ge
Bulk Ge is an indirect band gap semiconductor but a transition from indirect to
direct band gap—and therefore the possibility of optical emission—has been
predicted if Ge is strained by a biaxial tensile strain [56, 57]. This strain generation
can be done by a micromechanical tool such as a cantilever [58] or a bulge device
[59]. However, the use of a thick porous silicon layer as a mechanical stressor will
give a better lateral homogeneity of the strain field (no curvature) and therefore of
the emitted wave length. To test the idea, a Ge film has been grown in place of the
Si thin film in step 1. As the mismatch with the Si bulk substrate is too high to
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allow the layer to be truly pseudomorphic, the number of dislocations must be
restricted by lowering the growth temperature and by post annealing process. Ge
dots or wells can also been included in the thin Si layer during its growth. In this
case, the crystallinity of the IV–IV layer can be preserved and likewise the photo
luminescence.

3.3 Adaptation to III–V Semiconductor Technology
The approach is not intrinsically restricted to Si; other materials like III–V
semiconductors (InP or GaAs) or SiC can also be porosified. For example classical
III–V heterostructures can be grown on standard InP substrates and strained by
porosification and oxidation. The expected effect is a wavelength shift of the interband transition and the apparition of intra-band transitions. One can imagine
adjusting III–V dot emission wavelength to photonic crystal design [60].
Note also that the approach is not limited to oxidation and that other chemicals
can be used in order to obtain different results.
Some of these ideas have already been tried and the results are very promising.
Acknowledgments We would like to acknowledge the French Research Agency (ANR) for
funding this work via a ‘‘Projet Blanc’’ N BLAN06-1_144612.
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Confined and Guided Vapor–Liquid–Solid
Catalytic Growth of Silicon Nanoribbons:
From Nanowires to Structured
Silicon-on-Insulator Layers
A. Lecestre, E. Dubois, A. Villaret, T. Skotnicki, P. Coronel,
G. Patriarche and C. Maurice

Abstract The stacking of crystal semiconductor thin films alternated with
dielectric layers continuously arouses a sustained interest for its utility in threedimensional (3D) integration of metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor
(MOSFET). However, the growth of crystalline silicon without resorting to epitaxial growth from a crystal seed still constitutes an unresolved challenge.
Although many different techniques ranging from solid-phase crystallization to
thin-film bonding constitutes possible solutions with their respective advantages
and weaknesses, little attention has been paid so far to the adaptation of a technique widely used for producing semiconductor nanowires, namely, the vapor–
liquid–solid (VLS) catalytic growth. The basic idea developed in this chapter is to
control VLS growth for synthesizing local silicon-on-insulator (SOI) layers at
reduced thermal budget. Confined VLS growth is therefore proposed to produce
single crystalline silicon (c-Si) film over an amorphous oxide layer, without
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crystalline seeding. It is demonstrated that VLS growth in the spatial confinement
of a cavity produces nanometer-thick c-Si ribbons over a micron area scale with a
well controlled localization. The nature of grown silicon layers is characterized by
SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy), EBSD (Electron Backscattered Diffraction) and STEM (Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy) to analyze its
crystallinity and to check the impact of the confining cavity walls on the purity of
grown silicon. Beyond the in-depth structural analysis of VLS grown nanoribbons,
simple back-gated MOSFET structures have been fabricated and electrically
characterized to extract transport properties. The obtained hole mobility of 53
cm2 s-1 V-1 constitutes an excellent compromise for a processing temperature
less or equal to 500°C.

1 Introduction
The increase of density, functionality and performance in deeply scaled integrated
circuits (IC) is critically constrained by limited two-dimensional (2D) interconnection routing and signal delays. One possible solution to overcome this problem
is the spreading of memory and logical functions across several stacked levels (3D
integration) [1, 2]. However, 3D integration requires the stacking of active layers
alternated with interlayer dielectrics (ILD). In that context, the difficult challenge
consists in growing crystal-quality silicon (c-Si) ribbons starting from an amorphous substrate that can obviously not initiate the necessary crystal pattern. In
other words, the primary condition to integrate CMOS transistors layers on top of
each other is to grow c-Si without resorting to epitaxial growth from a crystal seed.
Accounting for this hard constraint, many different techniques have been developed for producing silicon active layers that feature transport properties as close as
possible to those of the crystal phase. Well before the emergence of 3D integration, research on flat panel displays has significantly contributed to the development of such techniques over the last three decades. The primary driver in that
application domain was the integration of low temperature polycrystalline silicon
thin-film transistors (TFTs) for pixel switching [3, 4]. For that sake, the most
widely used method consists in amorphous silicon (a-Si) deposition followed by
thermally-induced crystallization to obtain large grain polysilicon [5]. Solid-phase
crystallization (SPC) by rapid thermal and/or furnace annealing at relatively low
temperature (\700°C) constitutes the simplest techniques [6–9]. However, silicon
films obtained using this approach suffer from the major drawback associated with
any polycrystalline microstructure, i.e., a random position of grains and a limited
carrier mobility due to grain-boundary energy barriers and traps. As an alternative
to SPC, metal-induced lateral crystallization (MILC) [10–17], introduced in the
early 90s, takes advantage of the reduced temperature of crystallization, typically
500–600°C, when some metals are brought in contact to a thin a-Si layer. However, one challenge associated to MILC remains the control of metal
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contamination [18]. A third approach for producing (poly) crystalline layers
starting from an amorphous substrate is the excimer laser crystallization (ELC). It
was first introduced in 1986 by Sameshima et al. [19], and considerably gained
in popularity for its capabilities to melt and crystallize thin a-Si film while keeping
the underlying substrate at low temperature. This distinctive advantage relies
on the superficial confinement of the laser beam energy within the absorption
depth of the exposed material at the considered laser wavelength. Because
irradiation pulses typically lie in the nanosecond range, the thin top layer of silicon
is melted and crystallizes upon sudden temperature decrease before heat diffusion
towards the substrate takes place [20–24]. Intimately related to the highly transient
lateral-thermal profile involved in laser processing, the phenomenon of super lateral
growth (SLG) was observed to generate extremely large polysilicon film [25]. Im
and Kim [26] provided a comprehensive analysis of this effect, showing in particular that solidification of melted silicon sensitively depends on the interface
response and nucleation kinetics. They concluded that SLG was not suitable for
industrial implementation due to the sensitive and critical nature of the phenomenon. To cope with the aforementioned drawback, Crowder et al. proposed a
controlled manipulation of the SLG mechanism referred as the sequential lateral
solidification (SLS) process. The improvement resides in the efficient production
of either directionally solidified microstructures or location-controlled, singlecrystal regions on SiOx [27, 28]. Among the recent implementation of ELC, it is
worth noting that its application to pre-patterned a-Si stripes has been successfully
demonstrated to serve as 3D fin-like channels in low temperature FinTFTs
[29, 30]. Finally, the so-called l-Czochralski process has significantly advanced
the field of thin a-Si layer crystallization by introducing a grain filter through the
local modification of the substrate. Using conventional lithography, very small
indentations are produced in SiO2 and filled with a-Si. When this structure is
irradiated by a laser beam, a small unmolten portion remains embedded in the
indentation, seeding the subsequent lateral growth [31]. Following this strategy,
the location control of large grains was obtained for a wide energy density window
[32–36]. To conclude on laser-based techniques, ELC provides large grains free of
randomly oriented grain boundaries but also leads to the formation of ridges
coming from the impingement of grains laterally grown in opposite directions
[37]. On the other hand, although the sophisticated l-Czochralski approach produces large grains at predetermined location, the formation of coincident site
lattice (CSL) domain boundaries, also denoted as twin boundaries, has been
highlighted using electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) analysis [38]. Both
types of defects can negatively impact the uniformity and transport properties of
laser annealed polycrystalline silicon films. In recent years, self-assembling
techniques including the vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) [39–43] catalytic growth of
semiconductor nanowires (NWs) has spurred a sustained research effort for its
inherent capabilities to produce crystal quality material. Although, semiconductor
NWs aroused a considerable number of fundamental and application-driven
studies [44], VLS growth has so far received little interest as a technique for
structuring planar thin layers. To contribute to this unresolved problem, this
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chapter elaborates on the possibility to control VLS growth in such a way it can
produce local silicon-on-insulator (SOI) layers at reduced thermal budget. In the
following, the strategy of guided and confined VLS growth is first discussed and
the fabrication sequence of cavities is described. The impact of growth conditions
is analyzed for both the unconstrained and confined synthesis modes. Results of
guided growth are subsequently discussed with a particular emphasis on the impact
of the cavity size on the growth mechanism. Grown silicon layers are characterized
using electron backscattered diffraction and transmission electron microscopy to
analyze their crystal properties. Finally, transport properties of confined VLS
silicon thin films are studied and compared to those provided by other growth
techniques.

2 Guiding and Confining VLS Growth in the Plane
2.1 Strategy of Confinement
Conventional VLS growth of Si NWs generally uses a metal featuring a low
eutectic temperature (e.g. 364°C for Au) that acts as an agent to catalyse whisker
growth from an atmosphere containing a reactive gas such as SiH4 or SiCl4. Au
and Si form a liquid alloy, which upon supersaturation, nucleates the growth of a
Si NWs. Starting from a crystalline substrate covered by Au nanodots, it is widely
recognized that the NW diameter plays a crucial role in the growth direction. For
instance, Si NWs of diameter greater than 40 nm exhibit a preferential
\111[ direction while sub-20 nm diameter NWs feature a marked \110[ orientation [45, 46]. Growth in the \112[ direction has also been observed for the
intermediate diameter range. Alternatively, \100[ oriented NWs have rarely been
observed for non epitaxial growth. It results that the fabrication of highly ordered
arrays of NWs proves to be a difficult task that necessitates a suitable selection of
the catalyst particle size, substrate and reaction conditions [47]. Without necessarily controlling their crystal orientation, some authors have proposed the synthesis of vertical NWs using self-assembled nanoporous materials like anodic
aluminium oxide (AAO) [48, 49]. Although this approach combines the advantages of template-directed structuring and VLS synthesis, growth remains limited
in a direction perpendicular to the initial substrate plane. As such, ordered AAO
nanopore arrays are obviously not suitable for producing NWs or nanoribbons
(NRs) parallel to the starting plane. To solve this problem, the idea developed in
the present work is to couple the catalytic VLS growth to a confining guide leading
to the formation of nanometer thick planar semiconductor blades over a micron
area scale. Following this strategy, a confining cavity opened at one end to enable
the transport of the reacting gas to a catalyst ingot positioned at the opposite closed
extremity is expected to produce a crystal blade with known placement and orientation. One prerequisite for implementing the proposed guided growth technique
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is to devise an accurate cavity fabrication technique that ensures the tight control
over the size and position of the catalyst ingot and the absence of any catalyst
contamination on the inner surface of its walls. This method has been demonstrated for structuring in-plane NWs [50]. Whereas the crystalline nature of the
grown semiconductor was identified by Raman spectroscopy, atomic-scale characterizations are still lacking [51]. Moreover, it is worth noting that the production
of the cavity of confinement involved the etching of a gold sacrificial layer which
potentially raises critical problems in terms of metallic contamination [52]. To
alleviate this problem, a new cavity process scheme has been developed in which
the inner volume of cavities is defined by using a sacrificial germanium layer and a
highly selective etching step [53]. A schematic description of the cavity integration
is given in Fig. 1. First, 50 nm thick Au ingots are defined on a thermally oxidized
bulk Si substrate using a resist-based lift-off process (Fig. 1a). In the second step,
sacrificial 50 nm thick Ge lines, deposited by e-gun evaporation, are aligned to the
Au ingot using e-beam lithography and a second lift-off step. Note that the sacrificial Ge lines define the inner volume of the cavity (Fig. 1b). In the third step, a
thin oxide liner (10 nm thick SixOy) and a 100 nm thick nitride layer are conformally deposited by PECVD over the Au and Ge patterns (Fig. 1c). In step four,
openings are defined in the oxide and nitride capping layers using dry etching
(Fig. 1d). Finally, sacrificial Ge lines are selectively etched in H2O2 to reveal the
cavity (Fig. 1e).

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of confining cavities using for guided VLS growth. a Patterning
of catalyst Au ingots by e-beam lithography and lift-off. b Formation of sacrificial Ge strips
aligned to catalytic ingots by e-beam lithography and a second lift-off step. These strips define the
cavity dimensions. c SiOx liner deposition and formation of a SiN conformal capping by PECVD.
d Opening of the cavity extremity by lithography and RIE. e Selective wet etching of the
sacrificial Ge lines
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2.2 Experimental Conditions of VLS Growth
VLS growth was conducted starting from Au catalytic ingots patterned on a
thermally grown oxide layer of 100 nm thick over a (100)-oriented Si substrate. A
50 nm thick Au layer was deposited by e-beam evaporation without any intermediate adhesion layer and was structured into ingots by lift-off after e-beam
lithography over a positive-tone resist. The VLS process was performed in a
LPCVD reactor at 500°C, using 5% silane (SiH4) diluted in H2/Ar as silicon
precursor at flow rate of 100sccm, under a total pressure 0.5 mbar. Two growth
configurations were subsequently considered and associated to the unconstrained
growth and to the guided growth in a cavity, respectively. In order to properly
observe NRs after confined growth, a de-processing step is necessary to selectively
remove the top and lateral cavity walls without damaging the underlying materials.
In this context, the role of the SixOy liner is to provide selectivity for the necessary etching steps. The nitride capping composing the cavity walls is etched by
reactive ion etching and the oxide liner is finally eliminated by wet etching in
hydrofluoridic acid.

2.3 Unconstrained Versus Confined Growth
The use of an amorphous substrate, the volume of the catalyst ingot, the dimensions of the cavities as well as the growth temperature, gas flow and pressure
constitutes operational coupled constraints that can severely impact the final result.
In order to check that these parameters are compatible with VLS in free condition,
a preliminary study presents the main features associated to the unconstrained
growth mode. For that sake, a plane amorphous substrate with Au catalyst ingots
of identical dimensions than those used for guided growth (50 nm thick and from
50 nm to 2 lm wide) were considered (Fig. 2). Using the aforementioned growth
conditions, Si NWs were obtained only for the smallest Au ingots (50 9 50,
100 9 100 and 200 9 200 nm2). For larger dimensions (0.5 9 0.5, 1 9 1 and
2 9 2 lm2), a mixture of Au and Si was observed without NWs growth. Figure 2
reveals that the diameter and the position of Si NWs can be controlled by the initial
position of the catalyst. However, NWs present a random orientation and Au
diffusion on sidewalls is clearly observed [54, 55]. One important outcome of this
preliminary study is the observation of crystalline NWs growth providing that the
initial 50 nm thick Au ingots have lateral dimensions smaller than 200 nm, for the
specified growth conditions (500°C, 5% SiH4 in H2/Ar, 0.5 mbar).
A second major conclusion resulting from this experiment is that VLS growth
produces an erratic distribution of NWs length and orientation when the starting
surface is made of an amorphous material [56, 57]. This point constitutes a major
obstacle to the synthesis of structured material that motivates the implementation a
technique of confinement for producing crystalline ribbons with a controlled
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Fig. 2 Unconstrained localized growth and influence of the catalyst ingots dimensions on the
VLS growth: SEM images (top and tilted views) of Au slugs (50 9 50, 100 9 100 and 200 9
200 nm2) on a plane amorphous substrate, before and after growth

orientation and placement. When constrained growth in the cavity is considered,
silane penetrates into the cavity, reacts with the Au forming a liquid AuxSiy alloy
at the back of this cavity. Following the VLS mechanism, crystalline Si precipitates at the interface between the alloy and the cavity sidewall. Overall, the catalytic growth was successful for cavities featuring large dimensions: 50 nm thick,
10, 5 and 2 lm long, and for widths in the 200 nm to 2 lm range. Figure 3 shows
one typical example of cavities (10 lm long and 1 lm wide) before and after the
VLS growth.
Both long (2 lm) and short (50 nm) Au ingots successfully catalyzed Si
growth. Moreover, the presence of an Au drop at the tip of every NRs tends to
confirm that VLS growth took place. In order to control the dimensions and
orientation of Si NRs with precision, it is worth noting that cavities with a width of
200 nm or less are the most suitable. For wider cavities, growth takes place under
the form of several NWs in parallel without being guided by the sidewalls
(Fig. 3b).
To be more specific, Fig. 4 shows the interplay between the length of the
catalytic Au ingot (LAu) and the width of the cavity (Wcav) that also corresponds to
the width of the ingot. At first glance, two regimes can be readily distinguished: (i)
for an ingot length less than approximately one-fifth of the cavity width, VLS
systematically catalyzes the growth of several NRs in parallel, (ii) for a sufficiently
long catalyst ingot (LAu [ Wcav), one single NR is synthesized but do not fully fill
the cavity volume. A careful inspection reveals that a third regime exists when the
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Fig. 3 a Cavities before VLS growth: SEM image (top view) of several cavities (50 nm thick,
10 lm long and 1 lm wide), containing Au catalyst ingots of different lengths at their closed
extremity (from 50 nm to 2 lm). b SEM image (top view) of the same cavities after VLS growth
(500°C, 5% SiH4, 100sccm, 30 min). The SiN cavities walls (cap layer) were selectively etched
to free the Si nanoblades. As in the case of unconstrained nanowires growth, the catalyst is
pushed by the front of crystal growth. For long catalyst ingots, part of it remains at the initial
position in the back of the cavity
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Fig. 4 Impact of the length
of the catalyst slug and cavity
width on the morphology of
VLS grown silicon (500°C,
5% SiH4, 100sccm). In region
I, VLS systematically
catalyzes the growth of
several NRs in parallel. In
region II, one single NR is
synthesized but do not fully
fill the cavity width for a
sufficiently long catalyst
ingot (LAu [ 0.2 9
Wcav). In region III, a single
NR fits the whole volume of
the cavity and forms a regular
domain with controlled width
and thickness (LAu [ 0.2 9
Wcav and Wcav B 200 nm)
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second condition is fulfilled and the cavity width is reduced to 200 nm. In this
latter case, a single NR fits the whole volume of the cavity and forms a regular
domain with controlled width and thickness.
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Beyond the catalytic dissociation of silane in the cavity, its thermally induced
decomposition also produces the formation of an amorphous silicon layer that
deposits over the entire surface of the sample. One consequence is the reduction of
the gas flow at the cavity entrance. Another drawback is the concentration
reduction of reactive gas because its decomposition generates a by-product (H2)
that must be evacuated through the cavity entrance which also feeds the reaction
with silane. This point is consolidated by Fig. 5a which clearly outlines a growth
rate reduction with time. AFM views in Fig. 5b confirm that amorphous Si is
deposited inside the cavity with an average thickness of few nanometers and RMS
roughness of 8 nm. Another element to take into account in the analysis of Fig. 5
is to consider that growth in confined environment is also strongly dependent on
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Fig. 5 a Graph showing the evolution of the crystalline Si NR growth rate as a function of the
growth time. Growth conditions: 500°C, 0.5 mbar, 5% SiH4 in H2/Ar, 100sccm. b AFM
characterization of the Si NR after de-layering cavity walls: the right image corresponds to a
zoom on the entrance of the cavity showing that amorphous Si also deposits during VLS growth
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the dominant character of two competitive mechanisms: first, the chemical reaction rate on the cavity walls and catalyst surface, secondly, the rate of mass
transport by diffusion. Neglecting the effect of dilution that results from the
generation of by-products (H2), it has been shown that the concentration of gas
(SiH4) at depth z with respect to the top of a cylindrical pore is exponentially
dependent on the second Damköhler number defined by DII = kw/D 9 4L2/d,
where kw is the rate of reaction on the pore wall, D the diffusion coefficient of the
reactive gas, L is the pore length and d its diameter. According to the magnitude of
the kw/D ratio that quantifies the relative effect of surface reaction versus mass
transport, the concentration of reactive gas deep inside the pore can be considerably lower when compared to its counterpart at the pore inlet. However, Lew
et al. [49] showed that the Damköler number remains very low for the range of
temperature considered in this work (B500°C) resulting in equal concentration
distribution in the cavity.

2.4 Structural Analysis of Silicon Nanoribbons
2.4.1 Electron Backscattered Diffraction
Structural properties of Si NRs have been studied by electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). EBSD is an
appropriate technique for the characterization of nanometer thick crystalline Si
ribbons on an amorphous substrate over a large extent. In particular, spatially
resolved crystal quality maps can be unambiguously deduced by analyzing diffraction patterns. Figure 6 shows a typical set of EBSD characterization results
performed on a 500 nm wide Si NR obtained by confined VLS growth in a cavity.
The growth conditions correspond to a temperature of 500°C, a pressure of
0.5 mbar and a gas flow of 100sccm (5% SiH4 in H2/Ar).
Consistent with the above discussion on cavity filling, the association of a
200 nm long Au catalytic ingot with a 500 nm wide cavity gives rise to the
growth of two NRs in parallel. Figure 6b shows the band contrast mapping that
reveals two separate single crystal nanoribbons, each of them composed of multitwinned domains separated by R3 twin boundaries. To complete the analysis,
Fig. 6c, d and e provide the crystal orientation maps corresponding to the longitudinal (x), transverse (y) and normal (z) directions. No dominant crystal orientation emerges among the different twinned sub-domains and none of them
corresponds to a direction of high symmetry. The situation is markedly different
for rectilinear nanoribbons grown in 200 nm wide cavity as exemplified in Fig. 7.
In particular, the mapping of crystal orientation associated to the inverse pole
figure in the longitudinal direction reveals a dominant growth direction close to
[101]. However, it remains difficult to quantitatively ascertain this information
because the epitaxial growth does not necessarily follows the alignment of the
cavity.
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Fig. 6 EBSD analysis showing the crystallinity of two parallel NRs grown under confined VLS
conditions in a 500 nm wide, 50 nm thick cavity. Growth conditions are 500°C, 0.5 mbar, 5%
SiH4 in H2/Ar, 100sccm. a SEM image of Si NRs after removing the cavity walls; b pattern
quality image obtained from diffraction Kikuchi bands. High contrast is representative of crystal
quality material. c, d, e Crystal orientation maps and associated inverse pole figures in the
longitudinal, transverse and normal directions with respect to the initial substrate

2.4.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy
As outlined in the preceding section, VLS guided growth generates either several
multi-twinned NRs with a scattered distribution of crystal orientations or a single
rectilinear twinned NR occupying the entire volume of the cavity and featuring a
more focused crystal orientation. To better understand the relation between the
crystal orientation and the cavity width-dependence of the growth mechanism,
TEM characterizations have been performed on selected samples featuring a cavity
width larger than 200 nm. Figure 8a shows a detailed cross-section SEM view of a
2 lm wide cavity filled with VLS grown silicon except along the left sidewall
where a reduced volume of gold is still present. Residual Au clusters can also be
observed along the inner perimeter of the tunnel. TEM analyses shown in Fig. 8b,
c and d confirm the presence of four crystalline domains evidenced under the [110]
zone-axis diffraction conditions. Figure 8e provides the selective area electron
diffraction (SAED) pattern corresponding to Fig. 8b which confirms that
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Fig. 7 EBSD analysis showing the crystalline nature of a single rectilinear NR grown under
confined VLS conditions in a 200 nm wide, 50 nm thick cavity. Growth conditions are 500°C,
0.5 mbar, 5% SiH4 in H2/Ar, 100sccm. a SEM image of Si NRs after removing the cavity walls;
b pattern quality image obtained from diffraction Kikuchi bands. High contrast is representative
of crystal quality material. c, d, e Crystal orientation maps and associated inverse pole figures in
the longitudinal, transverse and normal directions with respect to the initial substrate. In particular, EBSD analysis reveals a dominant direction of growth close to [101] in the longitudinal
direction

crystalline silicon is obtained. For this wide cavity, it is worth noting that twins
also form over the thickness of the cavity as clearly shown by a {111} twin
boundary that separates mirror-image domains (Fig. 8d). Reminding that VLS
does not fill the entire volume of wide cavities (Wcav [ 200 nm), growth is likely
to be initiated over a reduced area of the catalyst exposed surface without being
guided by the cavity sidewall. As growth proceeds along a random direction, it is
speculated that NRs are redirected when they come in contact with a cavity wall
leading to lattice reflection and twin boundary formation in any of the space
directions.
Complementary to cross-section observations, top view TEM characterizations
have been performed to investigate how domain twinning develops along the
cavity as growth proceeds. For that purpose, samples have been preliminary
processed to remove the cavity sidewalls and to eliminate Au residues by chemical
etching in potassium iodide (KI). Figure 9a shows a top view SEM image indicating that growth in the 500 nm wide cavity produced a NR occupying only a half
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of the cavity width. Figure 9b shows the same NR after it was peeled off with a
micropipette and deposited on a TEM grid to enable top TEM observations.
Figure 9c and d correspond to zoomed portions of the same NR: these bright field
(BF) TEM characterizations clearly indicate the formation of multi-twinned
domains with twin boundaries that presumably form at the edge of the growth
front. From the lattice schematic model presented in Fig. 9e, it is easy to distinguish Si–Si dumbbells aligned along the \004[ direction as well as twinned
domains that appear as mirror reflection with respect to the (111) plane.

Fig. 8 a SEM cross-section image a 2 lm wide, 50 nm thick cavity after VLS growth. b, c,
d TEM images observed under the [110] zone-axis diffraction condition that highlights the
formation of four twinned domains. e SAED diffraction pattern corresponding to TEM view
shown in b
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Fig. 9 a SEM top view image of a Si NR grown in a 500 nm wide cavity before preparation for
TEM top-view observation. b Bright field top view STEM observation of the Si nanoribbon after
it was peeled off from the substrate and deposited on a TEM grid. Note that the observation is
made under the \110[ zone-axis diffraction condition that reveals the multi-twinned structure of
the Si blade. c, d High-resolution bright field (BF) image showing details of a twin boundaries
taking place at {111} planes. Si–Si dumbbells are materialized by yellow dots. e Schematic model
showing the coherent assembly of twinned domains from the viewpoint of coincident lattice site
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One recurrent issue associated to VLS growth is the contamination resulting
from catalyst diffusion along nanowires. This effect was unveiled by Hannon et al.
[54] and further investigated by other groups [55, 56] to outline the influence of
growth conditions like the partial pressure of silane, the growth temperature
and even the role of oxygen incorporation. In the case of confined growth, the
control of catalyst contamination takes on even greater importance because
the diffusion of Au is further influenced by friction forces along the cavity walls.
The formation of twin domains raises another question about the possible trapping
or segregation of Au particles at the twin boundaries. To elucidate this problem,
the same region of a NR has been characterized by bright field TEM to clearly
delineate the twin boundaries and also under high angle annular dark field
(HAADF) conditions to exacerbate the chemical contrast between Si and Au. Two
important conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 10: first, no evidence of gold nanoclusters accumulation is observed at the twin boundaries and, secondly, most of
contamination takes place along the outer envelope of the NR. Although Au
residues standing on top and sidewalls were chemically etched before the placement of the NR on the TEM grid, it is believed that unintentional contamination
remained at the back SiO2/Si-NR interface. It is therefore difficult to ascertain
whether contamination is a limited surface effect [57].

3 Electrical Transport in VLS Grown Nanoribbons
In order to characterize the transport in silicon nanoribbons grown by confined
VLS, a simple integration scheme has been implemented to fabricate back-gated

Fig. 10 a Bright field TEM top view of a NR grown using confined VLS in a 500 nm wide
cavity: dark spots indicate the presence of Au clusters that essentially concentrate along the outer
envelope of the NR. b Observation under high angle annular dark field (HAADF) conditions to
exacerbate the chemical contrast between Si and Au
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transistors. Using this strategy, electrical results can be rapidly obtained to characterize electrical transport without developing a complete MOS process. Among
the most practical and fast characterization technique, the so-called pseudoMOSFET (W-MOSFET) method has widely served for in situ characterization and
optimization of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers [58]. The W-MOSFET structure
uses the silicon substrate as a gate electrode, the oxide layer underneath the silicon
nanoribbon as a gate dielectric, and the silicon nanoribbon as the conduction
channel. Usually, source/drain (S/D) probes are positioned directly onto the top
silicon and are separated by a typical distance ranging for 100 lm up to 1–5 mm.
Under this typical configuration, the probe-to-silicon series resistance that presents
rectifying Schottky properties remains small with respect to the resistance of the
silicon sheet. However, in the particular case of VLS grown NRs, the available
silicon region extends over a typical surface of 1 9 3 lm2, making the silicon
channel resistance low and probe series resistance prohibitive. The direct consequence is an improper extraction of the mobility law and of the attenuation
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Fig. 11 Schematic representation illustrating the fabrication steps of back-gated MOS transistors. a Initial crystalline silicon nanoribbon deterministically placed on a substrate covered by a
silicon dioxide (SiO2) layer. b Deposition of platinum (Pt) over the source/drain (S/D) region of
the silicon nanoribbon. c Platinum silicide (PtSi) formation using a rapid thermal annealing at
400°C. d Selective etching of unreacted Pt. e Formation of aluminium pad contacts over the
silicided S/D. f Cross section schematic representation of a back-gated MOS transistor using a
VLS grown nanoribbon as the conducting channel
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coefficient with gate bias [59]. To cope with this problem, a process using metal
contacts has been developed to minimize series resistances, as shown in Fig. 11.
Platinum silicide (PtSi) has been selected because it features a low Schottky
barrier for holes leading to an acceptable contact resistance without resorting to
degenerate doping [60, 61]. As silicon NRs are deterministically placed over the
SiO2 amorphous substrate, the deposition of a 5 nm thick platinum (Pt) layer on
the S/D regions can be performed using the same alignment marks than those used
for the cavity fabrication (Fig. 11b). Pt is subsequently subjected to a rapid thermal
anneal at 400°C for 1 min to obtain the desired *10 nm thick PtSi layer
(Fig. 11c) and unreacted Pt over the adjacent SiO2 region is selectively removed
by aqua regia (HCl:HNO3:H2O, 3:1:2 at 50°C for 2 min) as schematized in
Fig. 11d [62, 63]. Finally, the process is completed with 200 nm thick Al pads
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to facilitate probing and further reduce series resistances. In that configuration, the
distance separating the PtSi source from its drain counterpart defines the channel
length over which the field effect developed by the back gate is exerted. It is worth
noting that the thermal budget used to fabricate this back-gate transistor is kept
under 500°C to keep in line with constraints imposed by 3D integration. SEM
images presented Fig. 12a shows a typical implementation of back-gated transistors for 1 lm, 500 nm and 200 nm NRs grown using confined VLS. Typical Ids Vds characteristics with a back-gate voltage varied from 0 to -40 V by steps of 5 V reported in Fig. 12b confirm well behaved p-type MOSFET operation. In
addition, Fig. 12c and d associated to the Ids - Vgs characteristics in both linear
and logarithmic formats reflect an excellent gate field control over the current.
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Fig. 13 Electrical characterization of SOI and VLS nanoribbons (NRs): comparative analysis.
a Top view SEM pictures of the SOI (left) and VLS (right) NRs. b Ids - Vds characteristics. c and
d Igs - Vgs represented in linear and log formats, respectively
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For the sake of comparison, reference back-gated transistors have also been
integrated on a Smart-Cut SOI commercial substrate and electrically characterized
using the same measurement protocol. Although very similar, VLS and SOI reference devices differ in their buried (back-gate) oxide thickness, 95 and 145 nm,
respectively. At this point, it is important to note that PtSi S/D contacts selectively
give access to the hole mobility without suffering from a prohibitive access
resistance. Alternatively, the extraction of electron mobility would require a
contact material featuring a low Schottky barrier to electrons, such as ErSi2-x or
 
YbSi2-x [64, 65]. Based on the Y function extraction methodology Y Vgs ¼
  qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 ﬃo
Id Vgs = gm Vgs [66], the hole low field mobility has been extracted for both
substrate flavours. Figure 13 provides a complete comparison of electrical characteristics including Ids - Vds and Ids - Vgs curves. A hole mobility of 91 and
53 cm2 s-1 V-1 has been obtained for the SOI reference and for the VLS
approach, respectively. This difference can be explained by several factors
affecting the silicon crystal quality. First, mobility is known to depend on the
crystal orientation because transport is modified due to asymmetry of the carrier
effective masses in the silicon crystal lattice [67].
Secondly, although the R3 twin boundary is generally considered to be electrically inactive, the presence of higher order boundaries (e.g. R9) is clearly
identified as a mobility degradation factor. Finally, contamination by catalyst gold
clusters constitutes a source of carriers recombination and can contribute to screen
out the electric field originating from the back-gate. By way of conclusion, the
mobility performance of VLS thin-film NRs is compared in Fig. 14 with its
counterpart obtained by solid-phase (SPC) [3–9] and metal-induced laser (MILC)
[10–18] crystallization. It appears that a hole mobility of 53 cm2 s-1 V-1 constitutes an excellent compromise for a processing temperature less or equal to
500°C [68].
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4 Conclusion
In this chapter, guided and confined VLS growth has been considered for the
synthesis of horizontal SOI-like layers at low thermal budget. In other words, the
innovation effort focused on the adaptation of a technique widely used to grow
vertical nanowires to the elaboration of thin crystalline silicon films. Based on this
approach, a major prerequisite for implementing a guided growth technique was to
propose an accurate cavity fabrication technique. For that sake, a new cavity
process scheme has been developed in which the inner volume of cavities is
defined by using a sacrificial germanium layer and a highly selective etching step.
A preliminary study has been performed on the localized VLS growth of Si NWs
on an amorphous substrate. These experiments showed that Au catalytic ingots
generate crystalline silicon. However, their lateral dimensions have to be less or
equal to 200 nm to control the NW diameter. Similar observations have been done
for the guided VLS growth. A careful analysis of the confined growth mechanism
has revealed that a single NR fits the whole volume of the cavity and forms a
regular domain with controlled width and thickness when the cavity width is
reduced to 200 nm. For the first time, the crystalline nature of NRs has been
revealed by EBSD and TEM characterizations. Structural analysis corroborates the
formation of R3 twinned domains and random crystal orientation. VLS grown NRs
have also been integrated in a back-gated MOS structure to demonstrate device
functionality. Considering that VLS growth features a low temperature process
without starting from an epitaxially organized substrate, a low field mobility as
large as 53 cm2 s-1 V-1 places the proposed synthesis technique in favourable
position to develop a high performance TFT technology.
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SOI CMOS: A Mature and Still
Improving Technology for RF
Applications
Jean-Pierre Raskin

Abstract This last decade Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) MOSFET technology has
demonstrated its potentialities for high frequency (reaching cut-off frequencies
close to 500 GHz for nMOSFETs) and for harsh environments (high temperature,
radiation) commercial applications. For RF and system-on-chip applications, SOI
also presents the major advantage of providing high resistivity substrate capabilities, leading to substantially reduced substrate losses. Substrate resistivity values
higher than 1 kX cm can easily be achieved and high resistivity silicon is commonly foreseen as a promising substrate for radio frequency integrated circuits and
mixed signal applications. In this chapter, based on several experimental and
simulation results, the interest, limitations but also possible future improvements
of the SOI MOS technology are presented.

1 Introduction
The semiconductor technology has been progressing enormously these last decades, such evolution has been driven by the continuous look for the increase of the
operation speed and the integration density of complex digital circuits [1]. In the
early 70’s a scaling-down procedure of the transistor dimensions established by
Dennard et al. [2] was proposed to pave the way to reaching both objectives. From
those days to now, the keystone of the semiconductor industry has been the
optimization of this scaling-down procedure.
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The communication industry has always been a very challenging and profitable
market for the semiconductor companies. The new communication systems are
today very demanding; high frequency, high degree of integration, multi-standards, low power consumption, and they have to present good performance even
under harsh environment such as high temperature, radiation, etc. The integration
and power consumption reduction of the digital part will further improve with the
continued downscaling of technologies. The bottleneck for further advancement is
the analogue front-end. Present-day transceivers often consist of three or four chipset solutions combined with several external components. A reduction of the
external components is essential to obtain lower cost, power consumption and
weight, but it will lead to a fundamental change in the design of analogue frontend architectures. The analogue front-end requires a high performance technology,
like GaAs or silicon bipolar, with devices that can easily achieve operating frequencies in the GHz range. For the digital signal processor a small device feature
size is essential for the implementation of complex algorithms. Therefore, it
appears that only the best submicron CMOS technologies could provide a feasible
and cost-effective integration of the communication systems.
This last decade MOS transistors have reached amazingly high operation speed
and the semiconductor community has started to notice the radio frequency possibilities of such mainstream devices. Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) MOSFET technology has demonstrated its potentialities for high frequency (reaching cut-off
frequencies close to 500 GHz for nMOSFETs [3]) and for harsh environments
(high temperature, radiations) commercial applications. From its early development phase till recent years, SOI has grown from a mere scientific curiosity into a
mature technology. Partially depleted (PD) SOI is now massively serving the 45nm digital market where it is seen as a low cost—low power alternative to bulk
silicon. Fully depleted (FD) devices are also widely spread as they outperform
existing semiconductor technologies for extremely low power analogue applications [4]. For RF and system-on-chip applications, SOI also presents the major
advantage of providing high resistivity substrate capabilities, leading to substantially reduced substrate losses. Substrate resistivity values higher than 1 kX cm
can easily be achieved and high resistivity silicon (HRS) is commonly foreseen as
a promising substrate for radio frequency integrated circuits (RFIC) and mixed
signal applications [5].
In this chapter, based on several experimental and simulation results the
interest, limitations but also possible future improvements of the SOI MOSFET
technology for microwave and millimetre-wave applications are presented.

2 State-of-the-Art RF Performance
Since the invention of the bipolar transistor in 1947, the operating frequencies of
integrated transistors have been improved every year. In 1958, a cut-off frequency
above 1 Giga-Hertz is reached with a germanium bipolar transistor [6]. Since that
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date, several integrated technologies have been investigated and improved to
further increase the operating frequency of transistors. In 1965, a GaAs metal
semiconductor field effect transistor (MESFET) appears in the literature [7]. In
1973, a maximum oscillation frequency (fmax) of 100 GHz is measured for a FET
[8]. In 1980, a new architecture of field effect transistor with high electron mobility
(HEMT) is proposed and fabricated [9]. In 1995, a cut-off frequency fmax higher
than 500 GHz is extrapolated for a HEMT [10]. In 2000, the limit of 1 Tera-Hertz
is reached with III-V heterostructure bipolar transistor (HBT) [11] and even
overpassed by HEMT in 2007 [12]. It is only in 1996, thanks to the successful
downscaling of the silicon MOSFET gate, that cut-off frequencies higher than
200 GHz are presented [13]. Since that date, the interest in MOSFETs for low
voltage, low power, high integration mixed-mode ICs (digital and analogue parts
on the same chip) in the field of microwave and millimetre-wave applications has
been constantly growing. MOSFET is a well-known, well-controlled and mature
technology, as well as cost effective, which makes it the key technology for mass
production. Nowadays, thanks to the introduction of mobility booster such as
strained silicon channel, cut-off frequencies close to 500 and 350 GHz are
achieved, respectively, for n- and p-MOSFETs [3] with the channel length of
30 nm.
Figure 1 presents the state-of-the-art current gain cut-off frequency (fT) for ntype MOSFETs as a function of gate length. In that graph, the continuous line
represents the prediction from the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) published in 2006 [14]. Despite the poor carrier mobility of
electrons in silicon compared to III-V materials, silicon MOSFET can be considered as a competitive technology for high frequency applications. It is worth to
notice that strained channel silicon MOSFETs even overcome the ITRS roadmap
values which gives quite good prospects for silicon technology still for certainly
more than 15 years from now on.

Fig. 1 State-of-the-art
current gain cut-off frequency
as a function of gate length
for unstrained and strained Si
and SOI nMOSFETs
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3 Main Limiting Factors
Historically, device scaling remains the primary method by which the semiconductor industry has improved productivity and performance. From the 100-nm
technology node, CMOS technologies have been facing many grand technological
challenges. In this context, the most critical issue consists in the so-called shortchannel effects (SCE). These parasitic effects tend to degrade the subthreshold
characteristic, increase the leakage current and lead to a dependence of threshold
voltage with respect to the channel length. Those static SCE have been reported
theoretically and experimentally in the literature and solutions have been proposed. However, only a few publications have analyzed the limitation or degradation of high frequency characteristics versus the downscaling of the channel
length. Considering a classical small-signal equivalent circuit for MOSFET as
presented in Fig. 2, we can define the cut-off frequencies fc, fT and fmax representing the intrinsic (related to the useful MOSFET effect), the current gain and the
available power gain cut-off frequencies, by expressions (1)–(3), respectively.
fc ¼

gm
2pCgs

fc



fT  
Cgd
C
1 þ Cgs þ ðRs þ Rd Þ Cgdgs ðgm þ gd Þ þ gd
fmax 
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C
C
C
gd Rg þ Rs þ 12 Cgdgs Rs gm þ Cgdgs
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ð3Þ

with gm, the gate transconductance, gd, the ouput conductance, Cgs, Cgd and Cds,
the gate-to-source, gate-to-drain, and drain-to-source capacitances, Rg, Rd and Rs,
the gate, drain and source access resistances, respectively.
Figure 3 represents a schematic cross-section of a Si MOSFET where the
different components of source and drain resistances and capacitances are
illustrated.
Fig. 2 Small-signal lumped
equivalent circuit of
MOSFET
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Fig. 3 Schematic crosssection of a Si MOSFET
illustrating the different
access resistances to the
channel and the surrounding
overlap and fringing
capacitances

The intrinsic cut-off frequency, fc, measures the intrinsic ability of a field effect
transistor (FET) to amplify high frequency signals. As reported in [15], the fc
values are a factor of 1.5 to 2 higher for HEMTs than for silicon MOSFETs with
comparable gate length, and this is mainly explained by the respective dynamic
properties of the two types of semiconductors (difference of gm which is directly
proportional to the carrier mobility). In order to enhance the carrier mobility in
silicon channel and then to improve the current drive and high frequency characteristics [3] of MOSFETs, strained n- and p-MOSFETs have been investigated
these last years. Beside the carrier mobility difference between Si and III-V
materials, it has been demonstrated that the fmax/fT ratio is lower in the case of Si
devices. As explained in [15], besides the well-know degradation of high frequency characteristics due to access resistances (Rg, Rd and Rs), the decrease of the
ratios gm/gd and Cgs/Cgd in CMOS technology strongly contributes to the limiting
improvement of fT and fmax with the transistor channel length skrinkage. The
increase of the output conductance, gd, with the reduction of gate channel length is
one of the well-known short channel effects of FET devices. The degradation of
the ratio Cgs/Cgd means a loss of channel charge control by the gate and an
increase of the direct coupling capacitance between gate (input) and drain (output)
terminals. The self-alignment of the source and drain regions, one of the main
advantages of MOSFET structure, is also a reason for the increase of parasitic
capacitances between source and gate and more importantly drain and gate. As
demonstrated in [15] from extraction results, the Cgs/Cgd ratio is equal to 7.8 for
the HEMT and only 1.5–1.6 in the case of a 90-nm MOSFET. It is therefore
obvious that the optimization of these internal parameters will be crucial in order
to further improve cut-off frequencies of ultra deep submicron MOSFETs.
The impact of lightly doped drain (LDD) dose and energy implant as well as
annealing temperature and time on Cgs/Cgd ratio, gm and gd and then on fmax has
been investigated in [16]. The results demonstrate that LDD implant can indeed be
considered as an optimization parameter for improving fmax and especially the
ratio Gass/NFmin (Gass and NFmin being, respectively, the associated power gain
and the minimum RF noise figure), which is the most important figure of merit for
low noise microwave applications. However, the optimization window is quite
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Fig. 4 Parasitic capacitances
and source and drain
resistances as a function of
the gate length published in
ITRS’06 [12]

narrow and it seems difficult for a given technological node to get higher Cgs/Cgd
and gm/gd ratios than 2 and 6, respectively, for a classical sub-100-nm gate length
MOSFET structure. It is the main reason why fmax is almost equal to fT in the case
of MOSFETs and not 1.5–2 times higher as in the case of HEMTs with similar
gate length and characterized by Cgs/Cgd and gm/gd ratios of 8 and 20, respectively.
In order to further improve the microwave performance of deep sub-micrometer
MOSFETs, it seems crucial to keep the parasitic resistances and capacitances as
low as possible, as predicted by ITRS and shown in Fig. 4 and to consider
alternative MOS structures for which the Cgs/Cgd and gm/gd ratios (analogue SCE)
are improved.
Several technological options have been presented in the literature those last
years to push further the digital and analogue performance limits of single gate Si
MOSFETs such as:
• Move from bulk Si MOSFETs to partially depleted (PD) [17] or fully depleted
(FD) [18] SOI MOSFETs to enhance the gate electrostatic control on the
channel carriers and thus minimize the SCE. Nowadays, ultra-thin body (UTB)
MOSFET in SOI technology with a silicon body thickness less that 10 nm has
been proposed [19, 20]. Thanks to the buried oxide layer (BOX) underneath the
SOI transistors, their junction capacitances (noted Junction capacitance in
Fig. 3) to the Si substrate are drastically reduced;
• Strained MOSFETs have been recently largely investigated to improve the
carrier mobility. The mechanical stress in the channel originates from specific
process steps [21] added into the classical CMOS process flow. Nowadays,
strained SOI wafers are produced as well for which the top silicon layer is under
a certain level of stress [22, 23];
• Low Schottky barrier contacts [24–28] are foreseen as a very interesting candidate to lower the source/drain contact resistances, to form abrupt junctions
(no overlap), and drastically reduce the thermal budget of CMOS process;
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• Metal gate allows to get rid of loss of electrostatic gate control related to the
polysilicon gate depletion [29, 30], as well as to reduce the gate sheet resistance;
• Low-k and air gap [31, 32] should be introduced to reduce fringing capacitances
between gate-to-source and gate-to-drain electrodes;
• SOI wafers with thin BOX have been proposed these last years to reduce SCE
(for instance, DIBL) but also to lower self-heating issues [19, 20], [33, 34];
• High resistivity silicon substrate has demonstrated superior characteristics for
the integration of high quality passive elements such as transmission lines [35],
inductors [36], etc., as well as for reduction of the crosstalk between circuit
blocks integrated on the same silicon chip [5].
This last point will be developed in details in Sect. 6. Sections 4 and 5 present
the static and high frequency characteristics of two advanced MOS devices often
cited as solutions to reduce SCE, respectively, low Schottky Barrier (SB) ultra-thin
SOI MOSFET and FinFET.

4 Schottky Barrier MOSFETs
Since Schottky barrier (SB) MOSFETs with metal source/drain (S/D) combine low
extrinsic resistances with superior scalability, they are regarded as a potential
replacement for sub-32-nm MOSFETs with doped S/D [37]. However, the SB
formed at the metal/channel interfaces results in an electrical performance inferior
to conventional MOSFETs. Thus, SB-MOSFETs suffer from low ON current, an
ambipolar switching behavior, and a poor subthreshold swing. Recently, simulations have demonstrated that SB-MOSFETs having a SB lower than 0.1 eV are
capable of outperforming conventional MOSFETs [38, 39]. In addition to the use
of silicides with low SB heights either for holes or electrons [40, 41], dopant
segregation (DS) is a promising solution to lower the effective SB (eSB) [42, 43].
A thin highly doped layer, formed at the silicide/silicon interface during silicidation, causes strong band bending at the interface. As a consequence, the tunnelling probability of carriers through the effectively lowered SB is significantly
increased. This technique facilitates a reduction of the eSB at the NiSi/Si interface
from 0.65 to sub-0.1 eV for electrons, depending on the implantation dose [44].
RF characteristics of p- and n-SB MOSFETs have been recently presented in
the literature. A fT of 280 GHz is observed for 22-nm devices using PtSi [45] and
180 GHz for 30-nm MOSFETs when combining PtSi with DS [27, 46]. The gatelength dependence of the direct current and RF characteristics of p- and n-type
SB-MOSFETs with DS is studied in [47]. Hereafter, the impact of the SB height
on the electrical performance of n-type NiSi SB-MOSFETs with DS using different As implantation doses presented in [48] is summarized. The key device
parameters are extracted from scattering-parameter (S-parameter) measurements
using a small-signal equivalent circuit and compared with the SB-MOSFETs
having different SB heights.
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Fig. 5 Schematic crosssection view of a ultra-thin
SB SOI MOSFET lying on a
high-resistivity Si substrate

SB-MOSFETs with channel lengths LG from 80 to 380 nm are fabricated on 20nm-thick intrinsic SOI substrate. A 3.5-nm-thick SiO2 gate oxide is grown, followed by deposition of 160 nm n ? poly-Si. Electron-beam lithography and dry
etching are used to define the gate stack. For the S/D implantation, doses ranging
from 5 9 1013 to 3 9 1015 As/cm2 are used at an energy of 5 keV. Subsequently,
SiO2 gate spacers (\20 nm) are formed using an improved etching process
compared to [47] with nearly no loss of highly doped Si at S/D, and Ni is
deposited. During the following silicidation step at 450C for 30 s, the initial Si
layer is fully silicided, and the NiSi encroaches under the spacer to the edge of the
gate stack. The unreacted Ni is selectively removed using SPM (H2SO4:H2O2 =
4:1). A schematic of the SOI SB-MOSFET is shown in Fig. 5. The SB-MOSFETs
consisting of two parallel gate fingers with a total gate width of WG = 2 9 40 lm
are embedded in coplanar-waveguide (CPW) transmission lines for on-wafer
microwave measurements.
Figure 6 shows the transfer characteristics of SB-MOSFETs (LG = 180 nm)
with DS using different As doses. The devices exhibit ambipolar switching, typical
of SB-MOSFETs [49]. For negative Vgs, holes tunnel through the drain-side (as
defined for an nFET) barrier into the channel, resulting in the p-branch, whereas
for the n-branch, electrons are injected through the source-side barrier for positive
Vgs. In case of the SB-MOSFET with the lowest dose of 5 9 1013 As/cm2, we
observe almost equal ON currents for the p- and n-branches, indicating that the
eSB for electrons is still close to the original value, whereas a significantly reduced
p-branch is apparent for devices with higher dose. Moreover, the ON current is
drastically improved by more than two orders of magnitude between the lowest
and the highest dose, and the inverse subthreshold slope gets steeper with higher
As concentration. This improved gate control can be explained by an enhanced
tunnelling probability through the effectively lowered SB for higher implantation
doses. Whereas the current flow of SB-MOSFETs with a high SB is determined by
the carrier injection through the source SB which is modulated by Vgs, it is mainly
controlled by the potential barrier in the channel if the SB is lowered, and the
tunnelling probability approaches unity [49, 50]. Using appropriate on-wafer open
test-structures to de-embed the CPW pads and feed lines, Cold-FET S-parameter
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Fig. 6 Transfer
characteristics of SBMOSFETs with DS using
different As doses from
5 9 1013 to 3 9 1015 As/cm2
(LG = 180 nm)

measurements [51] show a strong decrease of the extrinsic resistance RS/D from
5.2 kX lm down to 600 X lm with increasing As dose from 1 9 1014 to 3 9 1015
As/cm2, i.e., decreasing eSB (inset Fig. 7). Figure 7 shows fT which is extracted
from the current gain versus frequency plots and the saturation currents Ion (Vgs Vt = 1.5 V, Vds = 1.5 V) of the 180-nm channel devices. Note that although Ion
varies by a factor of approximately two between the lowest and the highest dose, a
change of only 17% is evident for fT. The reason is the improved carrier injection
through the SB at the source side which simultaneously impacts the extrinsic
transconductanceGM and the amount of charge in the channel. Figure 8 shows GM
and the total gate-to-source CGS, gate-to-drain CGD, and channel capacitance
CGG = CGS ? CGD which are extracted for the same 180-nm-channel devices at
peak fT biases, like in Fig. 7 [28, 52]. GM increases when the implantation dose is
increased from 1 9 1014 to 5 9 1014 As/cm2 as well as CGS and CGG, whereas
CGD remains constant at a value of 0.25 fF/lm. The latter might be related to the
fringing capacitance between the drain region and the poly-Si gate stack and draininduced control over carriers in the channel region due to short-channel effects
[15]. The increase of GM with the As dose can be explained by drastically reduced
S/D resistances due to the decreasing eSB. At the same time, the tunnelling
probability of carriers through the lower eSB is significantly enhanced, resulting in
an increased amount of charge injected into the channel. Therefore, we observe a
higher value of CGG. Since the cut-off frequency is given by fT & GM/(2pCGG), it
varies only slightly for different As doses due to the similar dependence of GM and
CGG on the SB. As a result, although the SB strongly deteriorates the dc performance, it has only little impact on the RF performance of the SB-MOSFETs.
A cut-off frequency of 140 GHz is extracted at Vgs - Vt = 0.34 V and
Vds = 1.2 V, which is the highest value reported for n-type SB-MOSFETs so far
(Fig. 9). The inset shows a perfect 1/LG dependence of fT for decreasing LG from
380 to 80 nm, suggesting an impressive RF performance increase when the
devices are further scaled down.
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Fig. 7 Unity-gain cut-off
frequency fT and saturation
current Ion (Vgs Vt = 1.5 V, Vds = 1.5 V) of
the 180-nm-channel devices
versus As implantation dose

Fig. 8 Maximum extrinsic
transconductance GM as well
as CGS and CGG extracted at
peak fT biases

5 RF Performance of a Multigate MOSFET: FinFET
To reduce the SCE in nanometre scale MOSFETs, multiple-gate architectures
emerge as one of the most promising novel device structures, thanks to the
simultaneous control of the channel by more than one gate. The idea of the doublegate (DG) MOSFET was first introduced by Colinge [53]. Starting by the FinFET
[54], other multiple-gate SOI MOSFETs have been introduced since [55] such as
triple-gate (TG), FinFET, pi-gate (PG), quadruple-gate (QG), omega-gate (9X-G),
etc. Many works have investigated and demonstrated the great potential of multiple-gate devices to comply with the Ion/Ioff requirements of the ITRS for logic
operation [55, 56]. Indeed, FinFETs are known to be promising devices for high
density digital applications in the sub-65 nm nodes due to their high immunity to
SCE and their excellent compatibility with planar CMOS process. Most of the
investigations performed on FinFETs have focused on their technological aspects
and perspectives for digital applications [57, 58], while only a few have assessed
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Fig. 9 Current gain versus
frequency for n-type SBMOSFETs with LG = 80 nm
(3 9 1015 As/cm2) showing a
cut-off frequency of 140 GHz
at Vgs - Vt = 0.34 V and
Vds = 1.2 V. The inset shows
the linear dependence of peak
fT versus 1,000/LG

Fig. 10 Schematic top view
of a FinFET composed of 10
fins (upper) and planar (SG)
MOSFET (lower) occupying
the same active silicon foot
print

their analogue figures of merit [59, 60]. In this section, the RF performance of
FinFETs with various geometries is presented.
FinFETs are fabricated on a SOI wafer with 60-nm-thick Si film on 145-nm of
buried oxide, with (100) and (110) Si planes for top and lateral channels,
respectively. The silicon active area is patterned using 193-nm lithography with
aggressive resist and oxide hard mask trimming to define narrow silicon fins. A
hydrogen anneal and a sidewall oxidation are used for surface smoothening and
corner rounding. The fin patterning resulted in a fin height (Hfin) of 60 nm, fin
width (Wfin) of 22, 32 and 42 nm, and fin spacing (Sfin) of 328 nm. The gate stack
consisting of a plasma nitrided oxide with equivalent oxide thickness equal to
1.8 nm and 100-nm polysilicon is deposited. Gate lengths (Lg) of 40, 60 and
120 nm are fabricated. High angle As/BF2 extensions are then implanted and a
40 nm-thick selective epitaxial growth (SEG) is performed on the source and drain
regions. After the heavily doped drain (HDD) implantations and rapid thermal
annealing (RTA), NiSi is used as silicide and only one metal level is deposited.
The DC and RF analyses are performed on RF FinFETs (Fig. 10) composed of
50 gate fingers (Nfinger) controlling 6 fins (Nfin) each. As shown in Fig. 11a the 60nm technology investigated here outlines a good control over SCE, with a
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Fig. 11 DC and RF characteristics of 60 nm-gate length FinFET for various fin widths (Wfin):
a transfer characteristic in log scale, b extracted access resistances, c transfer characteristic in
linear scale and gate transconductance and d current gain and maximum available power gain vs.
frequency

subthreshold slope (S) close to 73.5 mV/dec. This value is even closer to ideal for
Lg = 120 nm (S = 62.9 mV/dec). Data in Fig. 11 are normalized by considering
the total gate width Wtot = Nfinger9 Nfin (Wfin ? 2Hfin). No threshold voltage (Vt)
roll off was observed with respect to Lg (Vt * 260 mV) and only small Vt variations (within 30 mV) are recorded as a function of Wfin. As expected, the devices
also exhibit reduced SCE as the fin width is reduced. This is shown in Fig. 11a,
which indicates lower S values for narrower fins. However, reducing Wfin is also
expected to increase the source (Rs) and drain (Rd) resistance [61], as shown in
Fig. 11b, which leads to a reduction of the normalized drain current as well as the
effective gate transconductance (Fig. 11c).
The S-parameters of the devices are measured with a 110 GHz vectorial network analyzer (VNA) from Agilent. An open-short de-embedding step is performed to remove the parasitics associated with the access pads. The current gain
(|H21|) as a function of frequency which yields the device transition frequency (fT)
is presented in Fig. 11d for FinFETs with different fin widths. Unfortunately, we
can observe a reduction of the cut-off frequency with the shrinkage of Wfin. This
degradation is mainly related to the increase of the source and drain resistances
with the thinning down of the fin width (Fig. 11b).
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Fig. 12 Extracted intrinsic
(fTi) and extrinsic (fTe) current
gain cutoff frequencies for a
SG MOSFET and FinFET as
a function of the channel
length

The DC and RF performances of planar MOSFETs with similar dimensions
(Fig. 10) have been measured for comparison purposes. Figure 12 presents the
extracted RF cut-off frequencies of planar and FinFET devices as a function of
channel length. The so-called intrinsic (fTi) and extrinsic (fTe) cut-off frequencies
stand, respectively, for the current gain cut-off frequency related to only the
intrinsic lumped parameter elements (gm, gd, Cgsi and Cgdi) and the complete
small-signal equivalent circuit presented in Fig. 2 (including the parasitic capacitances, Cgse and Cgde, as well as the access resistances Rs, Rd, and Rg). It is quite
interesting to see that both devices present similar intrinsic cut-off frequencies
(around 400 GHz for a channel length of 60 nm) but the extrinsic cut-off frequency, fTe, of FinFET (90 GHz) is nearly twice lower than that of the planar
MOSFET (180 GHz). A possible explanation for the latter effect might be the
more relevant impact of extrinsic capacitances and resistances in the case of short
gate length FinFETs.
Based on a wideband analysis, the lumped small-signal equivalent circuit
parameters (Fig. 2) are extracted from the measured S-parameters according to the
methods described in [51, 52]. Figure 13 shows the relative impact of each parasitic parameter on the current gain (fT, Fig. 13a) and maximum available power
gain (fmax, Fig. 13b) cut-off frequencies of a 60 nm-long FinFET. As expected
from the expressions (1–3) and the published results for SG MOSFETs [62] the
gate resistance has an important impact on fmax whereas fT is unchanged. The sum
of fringing capacitances Cinner directly linked to the FinFET three-dimensional (3D) architecture has a huge impact on both cut-off frequencies. In fact, fT and fmax
drop down, respectively, by a factor of 3 and 2. Finally, the source and drain
resistances as well as the parasitic capacitances related to the feed connections
outside the active area of the transistor slightly decrease both cut-off frequencies.
Based on that analysis, it is quite clear that the fringing capacitances inside the
active area of the FinFET are the most important limiting factor for this type of
non-planar multiple gate transistors.
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Fig. 13 Relative impact of each lumped extrinsic parameters on a the current gain cut-off
frequency (fT) and on b the maximum available gain cut-off frequency (fmax) for a 60 nm-long
FinFET

Fig. 14 a Three-dimensional schematic presentation of the various contributions for the fringing
capacitances of a FinFET (C1, C2, C3), b relative importance of each fringing capacitance (C1, C2,
C3) and overlap capacitance (Cov)

In [63], Wu and Chan analyze the geometry-dependent parasitic components in
multifin FinFETs. Parasitic fringing capacitance and overlap capacitance are
physically modelled as functions of gate geometry parameters using the conformal
mapping method. The relative contribution from each part of the 3-D geometry of
the FinFET is calculated. They subdivide the fringing capacitances in 3 distinct
components noted C1, C2 and C3 in Fig. 14a. They demonstrate the importance of
the fringing capacitance C3 (Fig. 14b) which originates from the capacitive coupling between the source and drain regions of the fins (side walls) and the gate
electrode located between fins assuring the electrical connection between the gates
wrapping the different fins connected in parallel through the source and drain
contacts. In [64, 65], the authors have demonstrated based on finite element
numerical simulations the possibility to reduce Cinner and thus its impact on the
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Fig. 15 a Cut-off frequencies of FinFETs versus fin spacing, b effect of W/L ratio on the
normalized Cgs extracted at Vd = 1 V at various Vgo and L = 100 nm

Fig. 16 Extracted input
capacitance in strong
inversion (Vg = 1.7 V and
Vd = 0 V) as a function of
Wtot for 60-nm SG MOSFET
and 60-nm FinFET

FinFET cut-off frequencies by reducing the fin spacing (Fig. 15a) or by increasing
the aspect ratio of the fin (higher Hfin/Wfin, Fig. 15b), respectively.
Figure 16 shows the extracted input capacitance (Cgg = Cgs ? Cgd) in strong
inversion (Vg = 1.7 V and Vd = 0 V) as a function of the active gate width (Wtot)
for a FinFET and a SG MOSFET with 60 nm gate length. Both devices are built
simultanuously on the same SOI wafer. A first order extrapolation of the measured
data yields Cgg values of 1.33 fF/lm for the FinFET devices and only 1.09 fF per
lm of active gate width for the SG, indicating a 20% increase of input capacitance
in the case of FinFETs. Assuming that the normalized oxide capacitance is equal in
both SG and FinFET devices, this increase is solely due to additional fringing in
FinFETs. Using additional capacitance data measured in deep depletion, the
extrinsic gate capacitance is actually found to be 40% higher for FinFETs. As
explained above, this higher normalized input capacitance for FinFET can be
explained by the fact that the gate fingers must run over non active area between
each pair of parallel fins, a situation that is not encountered in SG MOSFETs.
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To summarize, the simulation and experimental results indicate that FinFET is
a multiple gate structure of interest to reduce digital short channel effects and then
assure a lower threshold voltage roll-off, a better subthreshold slope and then
higher Ion/Ioff ratio, but the high frequency performance such as the cut-off frequencies as well as RF noise figure as presented in [66] are degraded compared to
its planar MOSFET counterpart because of the increased fringing capacitance
linked to its complex 3-D non-planar architecture. Consequently, a trade-off exists
regarding Wfin between high fT and fmax (large Wfin) and good control of SCE
(small Wfin).

6 High Resistivity SOI Substrate
6.1 CPW Transmission Lines
The use of high resistivity silicon substrate is mandatory to reduce as much as
possible the high frequency losses associated with the substrate conductivity. High
resistivity silicon substrate cannot be introduced in the case of bulk Si MOSFETs
due to the problem related to latch-up between devices. In SOI technology, thanks
to the buried oxide (BOX), the thin top silicon layer, in which the transistors are
implemented, is electrically isolated from the Si substrate which can have high
resistivity without impacting the good behaviour of the MOS integrated circuits
(ICs). Recently, high quality coplanar waveguides presenting insertion loss of less
than 2 dB/mm at 200 GHz as well as low- and high-pass filters at millimetrewaves have been successfully built in an industrial SOI CMOS process environment [67].
The insertion loss of a CPW line lying on a lossy silicon substrate depends on
the conductor loss (acond) and the substrate loss (asub) which is inversely proportional to the effective resistivity of the substrate. The effective resistivity represents the value of the substrate resistivity that is actually seen by the coplanar
devices. This parameter accounts for the wafer inhomogeneities (i.e., oxide covering and space charge effects) and corresponds to the resistivity that a uniform
(without oxide nor space charge effects) silicon wafer should have in order to
sustain identical RF substrate losses. The effective resistivity is extracted from the
measured S-parameters of the CPW line with a method depicted in [68]. Simulation results displayed in Fig. 17 outline how this parameter affects substrate and
total losses for a 50-X CPW with 1 lm-thick Al line, the central conductor width
of 40 lm and spacing between conductors of 24 lm. These data are obtained with
analytical formulas presented in [69] and assuming metal conductivity of 3x107
S/m. It is seen that substrate losses (asub) are small (*0.1 dB/cm) when qeff is
close to 3 kX cm and become clearly meaningless compared to conductor losses
(acond) when qeff reaches 10 kX cm. Keeping substrate losses at low levels is
a priority target when designing high performance integrated silicon systems. In
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Fig. 17 Total (atot) and
conductor (acond) losses as a
function of qeff at 20 GHz for
a CPW line geometry
according to [69]

this field, high resistivity ([3 kX cm) silicon wafers are foreseen as promising
candidates for radio frequency integrated circuits (RFIC) [70] and mixed signal
applications [71]. However, oxide passivated high resistivity (HR) wafers are
known to suffer from parasitic surface conduction due to fixed charges (Qox) in the
oxide [72]. Indeed, charges within the oxide attract free carriers near the substrate
surface, reducing the effective resistivity (qeff) seen by coplanar devices and
increasing substrate losses. It has been recently shown in [73] that values as low as
Qox = 1010 cm-2 could lower the value of resistivity by more than one order of
magnitude in the case of 50-X CPW transmission line. The parasitic surface
conduction can also be formed underneath metallic lines with the application of a
DC bias (Va) [74]. The extracted line loss and effective substrate resistivity as a
function of the DC bias applied to the central conductor of a CPW line are,
respectively, presented in Fig. 18a and b for different substrates, oxide layers and
metallic lines as summarized in Table 1. Techno A and B are wafers coming from
the industry while the three other wafers named C, D and E are home processes
with one metal layer. In all cases, the metallic structures are patterned on either
oxidized p-type HR Unibond SOI (techno A, B, C) or oxidized p-type HR bulk Si
(techno D and E) substrates.
The total RF losses (atot) of the CPW lines are extracted from the measured Sparameters with a Thru-Line-Reflect method [75]. They are reported at 10 GHz in
Fig. 18a as a function of Va, where it is seen that atot may be significantly affected
by Va when the oxide thickness (tox) is in the several hundreds of nm (techno C).
Indeed, in that case highly positive or negative biases have a large impact on the
free carrier concentration below the oxide, thereby strongly affecting substrate
losses. This effect is attenuated for thicker oxides (techno A, B and D). The Va
value for which losses are minimum (Va,min) corresponds to the state of deep
depletion underneath the oxide. As shown in Fig. 18, Va depends on the flatband
voltage of the structure and is therefore dependent on tox as well as the oxide
charge density (Qox).
The parasitic surface conduction can be reduced or even suppressed if the
silicon substrate is passivated before oxidation with a trap-rich, highly resistive
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Fig. 18 a CPW losses and b effective substrate resistivity measured for different technologies
described in Table 1 as a function of DC bias applied to the CPW central conductor
Table 1 Additional information on the different technologies investigated in Fig. 18
Techno Starting
Metal
Oxide thickness Si
Oxide type
wafer
layers
(lm)
passivation
A

HR SOI

M3

3

No

B

HR SOI

M5–M6

4.1

No

C
D

HR SOI
HR Si
bulk
HR Si
bulk

M1
M1

0.3
1

No
No

M1

1

Polysilicon PECVD

E

BOX ? oxidized
SOI ? interlayer dielectrics
BOX ? oxidized
SOI ? interlayer dielectrics
BOX ? oxidized SOI
PECVD

The data in columns 3 and 4, respectively indicate the metal levels that were used and the total
equivalent oxide thickness for CPW lines

layer. Figure 19 illustrates the impact of trap density (Dit) at the HR Si substrate/
SiO2 interface on the value of qeff at 0 V for several Qox densities. It is seen with
no surprise that the minimum Dit level (Dit10k) that is required to obtain lossless
substrates (i.e., qeff = 10 kX cm) is an increasing function of the fixed charge
density in the oxide. This is because for higher positive densities, a higher concentration of electrons is attracted near the substrate surface and a higher density
of traps is required to absorb those charges.
The introduction of a high density of traps at the Si/SiO2 interface has been
successfully achieved using low-pressure chemical vapour-deposited (LPCVD)
polysilicon (PolySi) and amorphous silicon (a-Si) in [76] and [77], respectively. In
the context of SOI technology, substrate passivation could also be an efficient
technique to reduce substrate losses. To be compatible with a HR SOI wafer
fabrication process, the passivation layer should be included within the SOI
structure by bonding an oxidized silicon wafer with a passivated HR substrate. In
[78], the proposed method consists in the LPCVD-deposition of amorphous silicon
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Fig. 19 Simulated effective
resistivity values qeff as a
function of the trap density
Dit for several fixed charges
densities Qox at an applied
bias value of 0 V

followed by Si-crystallization at 900C with RTA. This method was compared
with previously published techniques (passivation with amorphous silicon in [77]
or LPCVD-polysilicon in [76]) and was demonstrated to perform better in terms of
substrate loss reduction: effective resistivity values higher than 10 kX cm were
reported, compared to 3 and 6 kX cm in the case of amorphous Si and LPCVD
PolySi passivation, respectively. The new passivation method was also shown to
present better rms surface roughness (r = 0.37 nm) and to remain effective after
long thermal anneals (4 h at 900C). A successful bonding of this layer with an
oxidized substrate was achieved, showing that this new passivation technique
could be introduced at reduced cost inside a Smartcut or BESOI process in order to
fabricate SOI wafers with enhanced resistivity, i.e., higher than 10 kX cm.
Figure 18a indicates that substrate passivation with polysilicon (techno E)
significantly reduces RF losses while getting rid of the Va influence. This is
because traps present inside the PolySi layer can absorb free carriers and pin the
surface potential to a value independent on Va [76]. Figure 18b presents the
effective resistivity (qeff) extracted according to a method depicted in [68]. Not
surprisingly, the highest qeff value is observed for the passivated substrate, while at
0 V, the lowest value is obtained for the low quality (Qox-rich) PECVD oxide. It
should also be noticed that due to the inverted layer underneath the BOX in techno
A and B, the extracted values of qeff do not exceed 130 and 580 X cm, respectively. These values are both more than one order of magnitude lower than the
nominal substrate resistivity.

6.2 Crosstalk
In recent years, rapid progress of integrated circuit technology has enabled the cointegration of analogue front-end and digital baseband processing circuits of
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communication systems onto the same chip. Such mixed-signal systems-on-chip
(SoC) allow more functionality, higher performance, lower power and higher
reliability than non-integrated solutions, where at least two chips are needed, one
for digital and one for the analogue applications. Moreover, thanks to CMOS
technology scaling and its associated increasing integration level, SoCs have
become the way to achieve cost effectiveness for demanding applications such as
home entertainment and graphics, mobile consumer devices, networking and
storage equipment. Such a rising integration level of mixed-signal ICs raises new
issues for circuit designers. One of these issues is the substrate noise (see Fig. 22a)
generated by switching digital circuits, called digital substrate noise (DSN), which
may degrade the behaviour of adjacent analogue circuits [79]. DSN issues become
more and more important with IC evolution as: (1) digital parts get more noisy due
to increasing complexity and clock frequencies (2) digital and analogue parts get
closer and (3) analogue parts get more sensitive because of Vdd scaling for power
concern issues.
In general, substrate noise can be decomposed in three different mechanisms:
noise generation, injection/propagation into the substrate and reception by the
analogue part [80]. Improvement in the reduction of any of these three mechanisms, or in all of them, will lead to a reduction of the DSN and in a relaxation of
the design requirements. Typically, guard rings and overdesigned structures are
adopted to limit the effect of substrate noise, thereby reducing the advantages of
the introduction of new technologies. It is thus a major issue for the semiconductor
industry to find area-efficient design/technology solutions to reduce the impact of
substrate noise in mixed-signal ICs.
This last decade several publications have demonstrated theoretically and
experimentally the interest of high resistivity SOI substrate to greatly reduce the
crosstalk level between integrated circuits [5]. Figure 20 shows how the crosstalk
between two 50 lm-spaced metallic pads is affected by qeff and indicates that qeff
must be at least in the several kX cm range to get rid of conductive coupling inside
the substrate for frequencies around 100 MHz and lower. The result of the substrate crosstalk measurements using a classical double-pad structure in which both
pads are connected to separate RF probing pads [5] is shown in Fig. 21 in the form
of |S21| versus frequency curves. The measurements are performed by using the
low-frequency VNA up to 4 GHz and by applying various bias conditions on the
coupling pads. The figure shows significantly higher (*13 dB at 0 V) crosstalk
level below 1 GHz for the standard HR SOI wafer, due to conductive effects in the
substrate associated with parasitic surface conduction [81]. It also highlights a
significant dependence with respect to the applied bias. The crosstalk level is
strongly reduced for negative bias and when deep depletion is formed below the
BOX, whereas it is enhanced and exhibits higher cut-off frequencies for positive
bias and increased inversion below the oxide. On the other hand, the passivated
wafer exhibits: (1) no effect of the applied bias due to the presence of the trap-rich
polysilicon layer below the BOX [68] and (2) a perfect 20-dB/dec slope which
shows that purely capacitive coupling occurs in the measurable frequency range
(i.e., above the VNA noise floor). A reduction of crosstalk below 1 GHz is of
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Fig. 20 Simulated crosstalk
level at 10, 100 MHz and
1 GHz as a function of qeff
according to model presented
in [5]

Fig. 21 Crosstalk measured
as a function of frequency and
under distinct bias conditions
on the unpassivated and
passivated HR Si wafers

particular interest for mixed-signal applications, since it is known from previous
studies that the frequency spectrum of the noise generated by digital logic typically
expands to several hundreds of megahertz, corresponding to multiples of the clock
signal [82, 83] or circuit internal resonance frequencies [84]. The generation of
noise in that frequency range has also been shown to strongly increase the jitter in
phase-locked loops (PLLs), which seem to be particularly sensitive to substrate
noise injected at the PLL reference frequency, i.e., in the few hundreds of
megahertz range [85]. It is further believed that in terms of crosstalk, the benefits
gained by substrate passivation will even increase in the future. Indeed, a reduction
of the BOX thickness for the next generations of active SOI devices will be
required to reduce short channel effects and self-heating [86].
In [87], experimental DSN characterizations of CMOS circuits lying on SOI
and bulk Si substrates are compared. Current injected into the substrate creates
substrate voltage fluctuations (substrate noise). It is mainly created by two
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Fig. 22 a Schematic representation of the substrate crosstalk between digital and analogue parts
of a SoC, b comparison of the frequency envelope of the measured DSN (clock
frequency = 225 MHz, 8 inverter trees)

mechanisms [79]: coupling from the noisy digital power supply circuit and from
switching drains.
The DSN for 8 switching inverter trees biased at either 0.8 or 1.2 V and for an
input clock frequency of 225 MHz has been measured in the case SOI and Si bulk
substrates. DSN for SOI circuit presents a quite different frequency response
(Fig. 22b). At low frequency, SOI and Si bulk present the same kind of response,
with the SOI DSN level decreasing faster with increasing frequency. At higher
frequency, the SOI DSN presents a kind of ‘‘pass-band filter’’ shape, which is not
visible in the case of the bulk circuit. We have shown in our previous work that
this second part of the frequency response is due to ringing on supply rail, due to
parasitic capacitances and inductances [88]. For the 1.2 V supply voltage, the SOI
technology allows an important reduction of DSN up to 1 GHz. At higher frequency, the noise due to ringing on supply rail becomes dominant, and the bulk
circuit shows a lower DSN level. This conclusion is in agreement with the results
of studies on the supply noise showing that special attention should be paid to
supply rail for SOI technology, due to lower intrinsic decoupling capacitances
[89]. At lower power supply (0.8 V), as for the bulk, high frequency noise generation decreases. The ringing supply noise tends thus to be negligible. The SOI
technology presents then better DSN results than bulk for frequency up to 2 GHz,
and similar DSN level for upper frequency.

6.3 Non-Linearities Along CPW Lines
High-resistivity silicon substrates are promising for RF applications due to their
reduced substrate loss and coupling, as presented in the two previous paragraphs,
which helps to enable RF cellular transmit switches on SOI using HRS handle
wafers [90, 91]. RF switches have high linearity requirements: for instance, a
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Fig. 23 a Second and b third harmonic power of a 3,385 lm-long CPW line lying on different
substrates

recent III-V RF switch product specifies less than -45 and -40 dBm for 2nd and
3rd harmonic power (H2 and H3), respectively, at +35 dBm input power [92]. As
requirements become even more stringent for advanced multimode phones and 3G
standards, it is important to investigate even small contributions to harmonic
distortion (HD).
As explained above, when the CPW line is biased the distribution of potential
and free carriers inside the Si substrate changes like in the case of a classical MOS
capacitor. The variation of carrier distribution in the Si substrate with the applied
bias or large RF signal will thus lead to the existence of non-linear capacitance
(C) and conductance (G) associated with the Si substrate. Those variables C and
G are at the origin of the harmonics formation inside the Si substrate.
Figure 23 shows the harmonic distortion (HD) of CPW Al metal lines on Si ptype substrates of different resistivities with 50 nm of top SiO2. HR-Si substrate
presents lower HD than the 20 X cm (std-Si) substrate over most of the power
sweep. Measurements are made up to +15 dBm input power, and linearly interpolated up to +35 dBm. It can be observed that non-passivated Si substrates have
HD levels higher than 45 dBc at +15 dBm, already 25 dB higher than the switch
specifications at +35 dBm. The introduction of a 300-nm Polysilicon (PSi) layer
reduces HD levels by more than 60 dB, compared to non-passivated HR-Si. As
explained above, thanks to the high density of traps in the polycrystalline silicon or
as-deposited amorphous silicon layer located at the Si-SiO2 interface, the surface
potential at this interface is nearly fixed, and the external DC bias or large
amplitude RF signal applied to the line does not impact the distribution of carriers
inside the Si substrate.

7 Conclusions
The performance of SOI MOSFET technology in microwaves and millimetrewaves has been presented. Nowadays, strained SOI n-MOSFET which exhibits a
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cut-off frequency close to 500 GHz is really competing with the III-V technologies. Thanks to the introduction of high resistivity SOI substrate, the integration of
high quality passives is a reality and the reduction of the substrate crosstalk is a
real advantage compared to Si bulk for the development of high integration low
voltage mixed-mode applications. Major semiconductor companies such as STMicroelectronics, IBM, RFMD, Honeywell, OKI, etc., have already produced
several products for the telecommunication market based on SOI RF technologies.
As demonstrated in this chapter, by the introduction of a trap-rich layer
underneath the BOX, HR SOI substrate can still be improved. Having a polysilicon-based layer with the thickness of approximately 300 nm sandwiched between
the BOX and the HR Si substrate, CPW insertion loss, crosstalk, DSN, as well as
harmonic distortion are greatly reduced.
To summarize, present and future HR SOI MOSFET technologies are very
good candidates for mixed-mode low voltage low power RF and even millimetrewaves applications.
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Part II

Physics of Modern SemOI Devices

Silicon-based Devices and Materials
for Nanoscale FETs
Francis Balestra

Abstract Silicon on insulator (SOI)-based devices seem to be the best candidates
for the ultimate integration of integrated circuits on silicon down to nm structures.
An overview of the performance of nanoscale FETs, based on innovative concepts,
technologies and device architectures, is addressed. The impact of alternative
channel materials, source-drain contacts and multi-gates/channels on the performance and physical mechanisms in ultimate MOSFETs is highlighted. The interest
of multi gate emerging and beyond-CMOS nanodevices for long term applications,
based on nanowires or small slope switch structures for ultra low power applications is also presented. Finally, the flexibility of multi-gate and nanowire SOI
structures for boosting the scalability and performance of DRAM, SRAM and flash
memories is outlined.

1 Introduction
The minimum critical feature size of the elementary CMOS devices (physical gate
length of the transistors) will drop from 45 nm in 2010 to 9 nm in 2024. In the sub10 nm range, Beyond-CMOS devices will certainly play an important role and
could be integrated on CMOS platforms in order to pursue integration down to nm
structures. Si will remain the main semiconductor material in a foreseeable future,
but the needed performance improvements for the end of the ITRS Roadmap [1, 2]
will lead to a substantial enlargement of the number of materials, technologies and
device architectures.
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Silicon on insulator (SOI)-based devices seem to be the best candidates for the
ultimate integration of integrated circuits on silicon [3, 4]. An overview of the main
advantages of SOI for the Nanoelectronics of the next two decades is presented in this
paper. Nanoscale CMOS, emerging and beyond-CMOS nanodevices, based on
innovative concepts, technologies and device architectures, are addressed. The
flexibility of the SOI structure and the possibility to realize new architectures allow to
obtain optimum electrical properties for both low power and high performance
circuits. These transistors are also very interesting for memory applications. The
performance and physical mechanisms are investigated in single- and multi-gate/
multi-channel thin film MOSFETs. A comparison between the performance of Si, Ge
and III–V semiconductors MOSFETs and nanowires on insulator is given. The
impact of strains in the channel and metallic Schottky source-drain architectures is
discussed. The interest of advanced emerging and beyond-CMOS nanodevices on
SOI for long term applications, based on nanowires or small slope switch structures
are also presented. Finally, the advantage of using multi-gate and nanowire architectures for scaling down DRAM, SRAM and non-volatile memories is outlined.

2 Nanoscale CMOS
2.1 New Channel Materials for Ultimate CMOS
As simple scaling of silicon CMOS becomes increasingly complex and expensive
there is considerable interest in increasing performance by using strained channels,
which can improve carrier mobility and drive current in a device. The combination
of the advantages of SOI structures for improving the electrostatic control and of
strained semiconductors is very promising. An original method for strained SOI
(sSOI) is based on thin SiGe buffer layers relaxed by He+ ions implantation and
post-implantation annealing. If the Si cap layer thickness lies below a critical
thickness, an induced strain is transferred during the relaxation of the SiGe layer.
The wafer is then cleaved with hydrogen implantation according to the SmartCutÒ process and the stack layer is bonded to an oxidized handle wafer. Split-CV
mobility measurements have shown enhanced electron mobility values as high as
1,200 cm2/Vs [5].
Using this biaxial tensile stress as starting material, uniaxial tensile strain can
be obtained by lateral strain relaxation of patterned structures (Fig. 1a, b).
Figure 1c shows the transfer characteristics of a strained and an unstrained
nanowire-nFET. The NWs have a square cross-section of 40 9 40 nm2 and a
length of 3 lm. The subthreshold slope of both devices is between 70 and 80 mV/
dec. Both devices have a very low off-current and a high Ion/Ioff ratio. The oncurrent of the uniaxially strained device is enhanced by a factor of 2.5 due to
uniaxial tensile strain. The inset of Fig. 1c shows a plot of Id/gm1/2 against Vg for a
strained and unstrained device. The slope of the linear part of the curves, related to
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the carrier mobility, shows a mobility enhancement due to uniaxial tensile strain of
a factor 2.3. For maximum performance enhancement due to lateral strain relaxation sSOI devices must have a large length to width ratio [6].
Strain engineering is also useful for mobility enhancement for Si film thickness
in the sub-10 nm range [7], which will be needed for ultimate MOSFETs. A
similar enhancement of electron mobility in 3.5 nm SOI devices under biaxial and
uniaxial tensile strain has been obtained. The electron mobility is also enhanced in
2.3 nm Si layer under uniaxial tensile strain (Fig. 2), and the hole mobility
increases in 2.5 nm film under uniaxial compressive strain.
The impact of the strain for ultra-short and ultra-thin FDSOI is shown in Fig. 3.
A 40% gain of the driving current at given Ioff and 18 nm Lg is obtained for various
tSi. The mobility increases down to ultra-thin film and up to high Ninv and a similar
ballisticity is shown for SOI and sSOI. The improvement of the injection velocity
(about 35%) in sSOI nMOS, which is demonstrated down to 2.5 nm, explains the
substantial Ion increase exemplified in this figure [8].

2.2 Metallic Schottky Source/Drain MOSFETs
As CMOS technology is entering the decananometre era, the contact resistance
associated with the silicide/silicon interface is identified as one of the biggest
challenges to solve in order to preserve the driving current. Therefore, source/drain
engineering takes an increasing importance in the development of leading edge
CMOS generations. In order to further pursue down-scaling of MOSFETs in the
sub-32 nm gate length range, one alternative is to implement metallic S/D

Fig. 1 a 50 nm sSOI with 1 GPa biaxial tensile stress is used as starting material. b Uniaxial
tensile strain is obtained by lateral strain relaxation of patterned structures. c Transfer
characteristics of two NW-FETs, one fabricated on SOI and one on uniaxial sSOI. The channel
length of both devices is L = 3 lm and the gate oxide thickness tox = 5 nm. The inset shows the
Id/gm1/2-plot for the devices. The slope of the linear region is related to carrier mobility [6]
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Fig. 2 Electron mobility in
2.3-nm ultra-thin-body
MOSFET under h110i
uniaxial strain [7]
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Fig. 3 Ion–Ioff plot showing
the impact of tensile strain
obtained by smart-cut process
from strained Si/relaxed
Si0.8Ge0.2 [8]

combined to a dopant segregation technique at reduced thermal budget. The
expected benefit is to considerably reduce the specific contact resistance of the
metal/semiconductor junction while keeping activated dopants sharply localized at
the interface. The efficiency of dopant segregated Schottky contacts has been
demonstrated for n- and p-MOS [9–11]. It has been shown that a sub-100 meV
barrier can be obtained consistently with the boron or arsenic pile-up observed at
the PtSi/Si or YbSi interfaces, respectively. Figure 4 shows the substantial
increase of Id in n-channel MOSFETs realized with YbSi contacts and As segregation at the interface with the Si channel [11].

2.3 Multi-gate and Multi-channel Devices
Multi-gate MOSFETs realized on thin films are the most promising devices for the
ultimate integration of MOS structures due to the volume inversion or volume
accumulation in the thin layer (for enhancement- and depletion-type devices,
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Fig. 4 Comparison of Id(Vg)
in n-channel Schottky (YbSi)
MOSFET with and without
As segregation [11]
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of each technology node [14]
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respectively) [12], leading to an increase of the number and the mobility of
electrons and holes as well as driving current (additional gain in performance in a
loaded environment), optimum subthreshold swing and the best control of short
channel effects and off-state current, which is the main challenge for future nanodevices due to the power consumption crisis and the need to develop green/
sustainable ICs.
A comparison of short channel effect for bulk, single gate SOI, single gate SON
with thin buried oxide and double gate MOSFETs has been done. For sub-30 nm
gate length, the advantages of SOI structures, thin film and BOX as well as multigate architectures has been demonstrated for reducing the threshold voltage
variations versus Lg [13].
The on-current Ion of the MOSFET is limited to a maximum value IBL that is
reached in the ballistic transport regime. Figure 5 reports the self-consistent Monte
Carlo simulation of the ballistic ratio BR = Ion/IBL versus Drain-Induced-Barrier-
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Lowering, which is one of the main short channel effects, showing that one can
increase the BR by scaling the gate length, thus increasing the longitudinal field at
the source, but this comes at the cost of a larger DIBL. For a given DIBL, an
increased ballisticity is obtained for low doping double gate SOI devices [14].
The transfer characteristics of several multiple-gate (1–4 gates) MOSFETs,
calculated using the 3D Schrödinger–Poisson equation and the Non-Equilibrium
Green’s Function formalism for the ballistic transport or MC simulations, have
shown similar trends. The best performance (drain current, subthreshold swing) is
outlined for the four-gates [Quadruple Gate or Gate-All-Around (GAA)] structure
[15, 16].
In decananometer MOSFETs, gate underlap is also a promising solution in
order to reduce the DIBL effect. Figure 6 presents the variations of the driving
current Ion, the subthreshold current Isub and the gate direct tunneling current Igdt
versus gate underlap [17]. The on-current is only slightly affected by the gate
underlap whereas the leakage currents are substantially reduced due to a decrease
in DIBL and drain to gate tunneling current. A reduction of the effective gate
capacitance Cg for larger underlap values at similar Ion has also been shown. This
reduction of Cg leads to a decrease in the propagation delay and power.
Another important issue deals with the possible interest in alternative channel
materials. Figure 7 is a plot of the driving current as a function of gate length for
Si, strain Si, Ge and GaAs n-channel double-gate MOSFETs, for a given Ioff
according to ITRS for the next generations of HP ICs. The four materials are
chosen in their optimized orientation and short channel effects and access resistance are included. When neglecting source to drain tunneling, Ge and GaAs
devices lead to the best Id for sub-10 nm gate length. However, when source-drain
tunneling is included, only 2G strained Si MOSFETs satisfy the need for the subdecananometre range [18].
In order to reach very high performance at the end of the roadmap, multibridge-channel MOSFETs or multi-channel MOSFETs (MCFETs) present very
high driving current larger than those of GAA devices and exceeding the ITRS
requirements (Fig. 8) [19].
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function of gate underlap [17]
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Fig. 7 Driving current of n-channels 2G MOSFETs obtained by simulations as a function of
channel materials (Si, strain Si, Ge, GaAs) and source-drain tunneling, taking into account short
channel effects and band-to-band tunneling [18]

Fig. 8 Multi-channels realized using SON technology leading to very high drain currents with a
very good control of leakage currents [19]

2.4 Variability and Low Frequency Noise in Bulk, Single
and Multi-gate Structures
Silicon on insulator devices can also be interesting for reducing the variability in
decananometre MOSFETs, which also represents a major challenge at the end of
the roadmap. Sources responsible for local and inter-die threshold voltage (Vt)
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variability in undoped ultra-thin FDSOI MOSFETs with a high-k/metal gate stack
have been experimentally discriminated. Charges in the gate dielectric and/or TiN
gate workfunction fluctuations are determined as major contributors to the local Vt
variability and it is found that SOI thickness variations have a negligible impact
down to tSi = 7 nm. Moreover, tSi scaling is shown to limit both local and interdie Vt variability induced by gate length fluctuations. The highest matching performance ever reported for 25 nm gate length MOSFETs has been achieved
(Pelgrom coefficient Avt = 0.95 mV lm), demonstrating the effectiveness of the
undoped ultra-thin FDSOI architecture in terms of Vt variability control [20].
High immunity in Vt variability due to the possible use of undoped or lightly
doped ultra-thin SOI has also been demonstrated in multi-gate SOI devices (Fig. 9),
which are also more tolerant to line edge roughness induced variability [21].
Fig. 9 Impact of intrinsic
parameter fluctuations due to
random discrete dopant
a bulk 45 nm, b 32 nm UTB
SOI (1015 cm-3 to 7 nm Si),
c 22 nm DG (1015 cm-3 to
10 nm Si) [21]
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Fig. 10 Normalized drain
current noise spectral density
of a double gate N-MOSFET
for different back gate
voltages. Solid line:
SVg 9 (Gm/Id)2 for double
gate mode [22]
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Low frequency noise is an important issue especially for analog and RF
applications. In a double gate MOSFET, the application of a back gate voltage can
lead to the volume inversion and to a screening, reducing dynamic carrier trapping
in the gate oxides (reduction of carrier number fluctuations) and the impact of
these trapped carriers on mobility fluctuations (reduction of Coulomb scattering
fluctuations). This phenomenom induces a reduction of the low frequency noise in
multi-gate devices exemplified in Fig. 10 [22].

3 Nanoscale Beyond-CMOS Devices
The objectives in this domain are to explore the horizon beyond conventional
CMOS, or beyond Moore, in order to overcome possible downscaling and performance limits of CMOS, or increase circuits functionalities in the next two
decades. In this field, SOI structures can also be considered as a platform for
pursuing the integration in the nanoworld.

3.1 Nanowires
It has been shown previously that multi-gate architectures based on the concept of
volume inversion are very promising in order to overcome the number of challenges for CMOS integration down to at least decananometre gate length devices.
GAA semiconductor nanowires can be seen as the ultimate integration of these
innovative nanodevices and present very interesting properties down to the sub10 nm range.
The combination of strain effects with NWs can lead to very high performance
ICs for the end of the roadmap. Top-down bended GAA nanowires have been
fabricated in order to improve carrier mobility and driving current [23]. A bending
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induced by thermal oxidation in suspended nanowires has been demonstrated. A
maximum tensile strain is obtained in the middle of the wire. Tensile stresses from
200 Mpa to 2 Gpa can build-up in these suspended nanowires. The substantial
enhancement of electron mobility in these structures has been shown.
Three-dimensional integration of nanowires is a promising solution to boost the
driving current and keep a very low off-state current. Using SON process, three
stacked GAA sub-15 nm nanowires (Fig. 11), with 100 nm length and 1.8 nm
EOT (high k/metal gate stack) has shown extremely high driving current and very
low leakage currents (Ion/Ioff: 6.5 mA/lm to 27 nA/lm for nMOS—Ion/Ioff:
3.3 mA/lm-0.5 nA/lm for pMOS). A new optional independent gate nanowire
with a FinFET-like structure named UFET has also been reported, leading to new
design flexibility (Fig. 11). These 3D structures can be extended to a combined
vertical and lateral integration for logic, memories and NEMS applications
(Fig. 11). The 3D-NWFET and UFET, compared to a co-processed FinFET,
relaxes the channel width requirement for a targeted DIBL and improves transport
properties (Fig. 12). UFET also exhibits significant performance boosts compared
to Independent-Gate FinFET (IG-FinFET): a two-decade smaller Ioff current and a
lower subthreshold slope (82 mV/dec. instead of 95 mV/dec.). This highlights the
better scalability of 3D-NWFET and UFET compared to FinFET and IG-FinFET
[24, 25].

3.2 Small Slope Switches
Even though the aggressive scaling will continue to play an important role in the
future nanoelectronics, new technology drivers, such as ultra-low power and new
functionality will open alternative ways for future high performance systems.
One interesting class of Beyond- or non-CMOS devices are the small slope
switches. A small slope electronic switch is defined as a solid-state semiconductor
device showing a value of the subthreshold slope smaller than the 60 mV/decade

Fig. 11 a, b and c Cross-sectional pictures of 3D-NWFET and UFET (spacers are introduced to
obtain stacked nanowires with independent gate operation), d lateral and vertical integration of
3D nanowires [24, 25]
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Fig. 12 a Simulated and measured DIBL versus Si width wSi for UFET and IG-FinFET in the
3TFET configuration; L = 50 nm; tSi is the Si thickness. b DIBL versus gate length L for
3D-NWFET compared with FinFET. These plots show the strong reduction of SCEs in 3D NWs
and UFET [24]

limit for a conventional MOSFET, set by the Boltzmann distribution at room
temperature. The smaller the value of S, the more abrupt the transition from the
off- to the on-state and closer the switch to the ideal case. Benefits of small slope
switches are the ultra-low standby power due to a very low Ioff but also the highspeed potential and dynamic power savings, since less power is drawn per transition when the subthreshold slope is more abrupt. Development of small slope
switches requires exploration of new physical principles for very abrupt off–on
transition, such as impact ionization, band-to-band tunneling, electro-mechanical
effect, or ferroelectric gate. It is worth noting that all these small slope device
architectures can be implemented as extensions of advanced silicon CMOS or by
hybridization of silicon CMOS with other compatible technologies (SiGe, nanowire, CNT, etc.).
A very promising device is the Tunnel FET [26–28], which is a gated p–i–n
diode with a gate over the intrinsic region; it exploits the gate controlled electron
tunneling from the valence band of the p-region to the conduction band of the iregion for reversed biases, resulting in very abrupt off-on transition. They have
been reported on Si, III–V and CNT structures.
Multi-gates TFETs have recently shown to present very interesting performance. Figure 13 shows the transfer characteristics of various device architectures: single gate SOI, stress at the source junction, high k dielectric, double gate,
oxide aligned to i-region, very short channel. The short channel 2G device lead to
a strong enhancement of the driving current [29].
Figure 14 demonstrates the interest of using ultra thin semiconductor film for
reducing the subthreshold swing of TFETs. The atomistic full-band Schrödinger–
Poisson simulation shows that S decreases when the InAs film thickness is reduced
down to 2 nm. Better performances are obtained for double-gate MOSFETs and
GAA nanowires (S down to 20 mV/decade) compared with single gate MOSFETs.
On the other hand, InAs film thicknesses lager than 5 nm lead to the best
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ON-current, which shows that DG MOSFET or GAA nanowire are the best candidates for high TFET performance [30].

4 Nanoscale Memories
It is becoming difficult for memories to be scaled down. Indeed, traditional
embedded DRAM requires a complicated stack capacitor or a deep trench
capacitor in order to obtain a sufficient storage capacitance in smaller cells. This
leads to more process steps and thus less process compatibility with logic devices.
Capacitor-less 1T-DRAM or Floating body cells have shown promising results.
The operation principle is based on excess holes which can be generated either by
impact ionization or by Gate-Induced Leakage Current in partially-depleted SOI
MOSFETs. The GIDL current is due to band-to-band tunneling and occurs in
accumulation leading to a low drain current writing and reduced power consumption together with a high speed operation. However, conventional PD SOI
MOSFETs require high channel doping to suppress short-channel effects, which
induces a degradation in retention characteristics. In order to overcome this
problem, DG-FinDRAMs have been proposed showing superior memory characteristics [31].
Conventional floating-gate flash memory has also scaling difficulties due to
nonscaling of gate-insulator stack and inefficient hot carrier injection processes at
sub-50 nm gate dimensions. Back-floating gate flash memory overcomes these
limitations by decoupling read and write operations and independent positioning
and/or sizing of the storage element (back-floating gate) under the Si channel. The
charge in the back gate affects the field and the potential at the bottom interface
and thus changes the threshold voltage of the device. The back-floating gate is
charged by applying -10 V to the source, the drain and the front gate simultaneously, and the charges are removed from the back floating gate (erasing) with
the same method but with a bias of +10 V [32].
Fig. 13 (A) single gate SOI
(Lg = 100 nm, 3 nm SiO2),
(B) stress (4 GPa) at the
source junction, (C) high-k
dielectric, (D) double gate,
(E) oxide aligned to i-region,
(F) 2G with very short
channel (30 nm)
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FinFlash, SiN-based FinFlash and Nano-crystals Finflash on SOI (Fig. 15)
present also many advantages: increased drive current and improved access time,
reduced SCEs leading to integration capability down to at least 20 nm, higher

Fig. 14 Atomistic full-band Schrödinger–Poisson solver for SG, DG, GAA NW InAs TFETs (SS
total swing, SSint intrinsic swing without the contribution of the capacitive ratio) [30]
Fig. 15 a FinFET used as
1T-DRAM; b FinFlash with
poly-Si or SiN or
nonocrytals; c Schematic
circuit diagrams of the
common- and independentdouble-gate FinFET
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Fig. 16 1T nonvolatile
SRAM on Si NW SONOS:
NVM property with O/N/O
gate stacks and SRAM
functionality using latch
phenomena of floating body
in Si NW [35]

Fig. 17 a Id(Vg) characteristics showing large programming windows and fast programming
times in three channels 3D SONOS nanowires, b 3D nanowire integration [36]

number of stored electrons and thus less fluctuation problems, compatibility with
future multi-gate CMOS (SoC, embedded) [33].
Concerning SRAM cells, a reduction of leakage current and an enhancement of
read and write noise margins have been successfully demonstrated by introducing
the independent double-gate FinFETs (Fig. 15) [34].
A 1-transistor non volatile SRAM realized on Si nanowire with a SONOS gate
stack has been realized (Fig. 16). This nanostructure shows non-volatile memory
properties with the O/N/O stack and SRAM functionalities using the latch phenomena of the floating body in the Si nanowire [35].
A 3D integration of SONOS nanowires has also been recently demonstrated,
showing large programming windows and fast programming times (Fig. 17) [36].
Multi-gate SOI MOSFET and nanowire structures seem therefore to be very
promising for extending the scalability and the performance of DRAM, SRAM and
flash memories.

5 Conclusion
An overview of the performance of nanoscale FETs, based on innovative concepts,
technologies and device architectures, has been addressed. The impact of
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alternative channel materials, source-drain contacts and multi-gates/channels on
the performance and physical mechanisms in ultimate MOSFETs has been highlighted. The interest of multi-gate emerging and beyond-CMOS nanodevices for
long term applications, based on nanowires or small slope switch structures, has
also been presented. Finally, the flexibility of multi-gate and nanowire SOI
structures for boosting the scalability and performance of DRAM, SRAM and flash
memories has been outlined.
Acknowledgments This work was partially supported by the European Network of Excellence
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Abstract FinFET is a promising device structure for scaled CMOS logic/memory
applications in 22 nm technology and beyond, thanks to its good short channel
effect (SCE) controllability and its small variability. Scaled SRAM and analog
circuit are promising candidates for finFET applications and some demonstrations
for them are already reported. On the other hand, for finFETs production, quite a
lot of process challenges are required due to difficult fin/gate patterning in the 3D
structure, conformal doping to fin and high access resistance in extremely thin
body, etc. The fin/gate patterning can be improved by optimization of patterning
stack, patterning scheme and etch chemistry. Alternative doping techniques show
good conformal doping in 3D structure in finFETs. High access resistance is
reduced by junction optimization and strain boaster technique.

1 Introduction
VLSI performance is improved by planar device scaling according to Moore’s law
for past decades. However, for 22 nm technology and beyond, it is very difficult to
meet ITRS targets, especially short channel effect (SCE) control and suppression
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of device performance variability, by planar device scaling. Therefore, there is a
strong interest in new device architectures. FinFET is one of the most promising
device structures for scaled CMOS/memory applications thanks to its good SCE
controllability and its small variability. However, the future of finFET is not so
obvious due to difficult patterning (3D structure), difficult doping on fin structure
and high access resistance in extremely thin body, etc. This paper describes the
finFET device characteristics, promising finFET applications and process challenges for the finFET future.

2 FinFET Device Characteristics
FinFET has a so-called double gate structure (Fig. 1). Thanks to the double gate
structure, finFET has a good channel potential control by gate electrode [1].
Fig. 1 Device structure of
finFET. FinFET has a double
gate structure, which enables
better SCE control

Fig. 2 Vt roll-off comparison between finFETs and
planar FETs. FinFETs show
better SCE control and comparable Vt at long gate length
without hik capping such as
LaO or AlO
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Fig. 3 Matching characteristics of planar FETs, SOI finFETs (FF) and bulk finFETs
(BFF). SOI FF shows better
matching thanks to low
channel dopant concentration

Fig. 4 Ion-Ioff in finFETs
and planar FETs. Ion difference between nMOS and
pMOS is smaller due to fin
sidewall crystal orientation

This enables better SCE control in finFET than that in single gate planar FET. This
is a big advantage in finFET for the device scaling.
Figure 2 shows the Vt roll-off comparison between finFET and planar FET
[2, 3]. FinFETs show better SCE control as expected. Another advantage in finFET
is the threshold voltage (Vt) control in high-k/metal gate stack. No high-k capping
layer (La2O3 for nMOS or Al2O3 for pMOS) is necessary for finFETs to obtain
comparable Vt at long gate length with planar FETs that use dual capping layers.
This enables simpler process integration in finFETs.
Thanks to the good channel potential control by the double gate structure, high
channel dopant concentration is not necessary for finFET to suppress the SCE. The
low channel dopant concentration makes the finFET device variability smaller than
planar FET in scaled technology. This can be seen in the good matching
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Fig. 5 Ring oscillator (RO)
delay versus fin number ratio
between nfinFET and pfinFET. Minimum RO delay is
achieved around the fin
number ratio of 1

characteristics (Fig. 3). Once the channel dopant concentration is increase, the
matching degradation can be seen clearly even in finFET device structures.
In finFETs fabricated on conventional (100)/\110[ substrate, the Ion difference between nMOS and pMOS becomes smaller (Fig. 4) since the (110)/\110[
fin sidewall orientation increases pMOS mobility significantly and decreases
nMOS mobility slightly [4]. The smaller Ion difference in finFET impacts directly
on the optimum NMOS/PMOS ratio in a CMOS layout (Fig. 5) [5].

3 Promising Applications for finFETs
3.1 SRAM
Device variability is a big concern for further scaling of planar bulk 6T-SRAM.
FinFET has a chance to break through the barrier by its good SCE controllability
and its good matching. Superior Vt-matching, Vdd-scalability and read current
improvement in finFET SRAMs are reported [6]. Sub 0.1 lm2 finFET 6T-SRAMs
are demonstrated already (Figs. 6, 7) [7–9].

3.2 Analog
The good SCE control in finFETs is beneficial not only for digital but also for
analog applications. By optimizing the process, finFETs show higher voltage gain
and higher transconductance than planar FETs (Fig. 8) [2]. Several analog circuits, such as operational amplifiers, comparators and VCOs [10], have been
demonstrated.
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Fig. 6 SEM picture of
0.089 lm2 finFET 6T-SRAM

Fig. 7 Butterfly curves in
0.089 lm2 SRAM cell using
finFETs
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4 Process Challenges for finFET Future
4.1 Fin Patterning
Although finFETs have an intrinsically small variability due to the good channel
potential control by the double gate structure and the low channel dopant concentration, their variability is dramatically influenced by fin/gate patterning. And
the patterning becomes more difficult in the dens finFET structures such as scaled
SRAMs. Therefore, the precise fin/patterning control is a key for finFET future.
Figure 9 shows fin patterning improvement in finFET 6 transistor (6T)-SRAM
by using thinner BARC/photo resist/hard mask stack and a new etch chemistry/
sequence [11]. The thinner resist/hard mask reduces the aspect ratio (Total
thickness of fin, hard mask and BARC/photo resist/fin width or fin space) for the
fin patterning. This improves the fin cd/profile control.
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Fig. 8 Voltage gain (Av) versus transconductance (gm) in planar FETs and finFETs. Optimized
finFETs show higher Av and higher gm

Fig. 9 Fin patterning optimization for dense SRAM. Thinner photo resist/hard mask and new
etch chemistry improve fin cd/line edge roughness (LER) control

In addition to that, the etch by-product control is important for fin cd/profile
control. Generally speaking, if too much non-volatile by-product is created during
fin etch and deposited fin side wall, the narrow fin cd control becomes very
difficult. This has to be taken into account when the etch chemistry is chosen.
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Fig. 10 Possible mechanism
for fin profile degradation by
carbon containing etch byproduct. If a-C is exposed to
the etch chemistry, a carbon
containing etch by-product is
created. The by-product
attached to fin foot. This
causes the fin footing. To
avoid the fin footing, precise
hard mask thickness control
during fin etch is necessary

To get a straight fin profile in the narrow fin, the remaining hard mask thickness
control during fin etch is important. Figure 10 shows the fin profile degradation by
carbon containing etch by-product. If a-C hard mask is exposed to the etch
chemistry (after full consumption of SiOC hard mask), the carbon containing byproduct is created and deposited at fin foot. This causes the fin footing. On the
other hand, if the remaining SiOC hard mask is too thick, fin cd loss during SiOC
hard mask removal becomes significant. This makes the fin cd control difficult,
especially in dense fin patterns. To avoid these problems, the remaining SiOC hard
mask thickness has to be controlled precisely during fin etch. Figure 11 shows the
comparison between optimized and non-optimized fin etch from the remaining
SiOC hard mask thickness control view point. The optimized fin etch gives better
fin profile.
The line edge roughness (LER)/line width roughness (LWR) improvements in
the fin by using a spacer defined patterning are reported [12, 13].

4.2 Gate Patterning
In the gate etch in finFETs, both the gate cd control and the gate end of line control
are important, especially dense finFET patterns such as 6T-SRAM. The standard
single mask/single etch approach for the gate patterning can make the gate cd on
target but it suffers from the end of line shortening (Fig. 12). The end of line
control is improved by introducing a double mask/double exposure (gate line and
gate cut) (Fig. 12) [11]. Further end of line control becomes possible to introduce
double mask/double exposure and double etch scheme (so-called double patterning
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Fig. 11 Fin profile comparison between optimized and non-optimized carbon containing etch
by-product control during fin etch. In optimized fin etch, SiOC hard mask is fully consumed at the
end of fin etch. Therefore, a-C is not exposed to the etch chemical and the carbon containing
by-product is not created

Fig. 12 Gate patterning optimization. Gate/fin overlap control (circles in non-optimized pictures) is improved by double mask/double exposure

scheme). For the double patterning, SiN hard mask is introduced and BARC/resist
thickness is optimized (Fig. 13). In the double gate patterning scheme, gate line
patterns are printed and transferred to SiN hard mask by gate line etch. Then the
gate cut patterns are printed and etched (Fig. 14). Figure 15 shows the gate double
patterning results in a sub-0.1 lm2 finFET 6T-SRAM. The end of line gap and
shape control becomes more robust.
The spacer defined patterning shows better LER/LWR also in the gate [12, 13].
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Fig. 13 Gate stacks for the single gate patterning and the double gate patterning. The SiN hard
mask is introduced for the double patterning and the BARC/photo resist thickness is optimized

Fig. 14 Gate double patterning scheme

4.3 Conformal Doping
For planar devices, the junction depth and the sheet resistance are the figure of
merit for junction. For finFETs, due to their 3D structure, ‘‘conformality’’ is added
as a new figure of merit for junction. It is very difficult to make the conformal
doping profile with the conventional ion implantation, since only a small angle
implant (*10°) is acceptable for dense finFET structures and the small angle
implant causes low ion-incorporation efficiency on fin sidewalls due to reflection,
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self-sputtering and/or the geometry effect, etc. [14]. Several alternative doping
techniques are investigated to improve the conformality (plasma doping and vapor
phase doping). By using BF3 plasma doping, a good conformal p-doping is
reported (Fig. 16) [15]. The advantage of conformal doping in pMOS finFET
extension is demonstrated (Fig. 17) [15]. On the other hand, n-doping for finFET
suffers from less conformality or low dopant activation (high sheet resistance).
The improvement of n conformal doping is a key for finFET future.

Fig. 15 Top view and tilted
view SEM pictures of gate
double patterning in sub
0.1 lm2 finFET 6T-SRAM

Fig. 16 Conformal junction
in finFET by using BF3
plasma doping

Fig. 17 pFinFET ion
improvement by BF3 plasma
doping. (Open ion implantation reference, filled BF3
plasma doping)
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4.4 Strain Engineering
The mobility enhancement on finFETs is a key technology to meet the high drive
current requirement. Several strain engineering techniques have been reported,
such as SSOI and tCESL (Fig. 18) [16], SiGe SD SEG (Figs. 19 and 20) [17–19]
and SiC SD SEG. Recently good drive current is reported by combining junction
optimization and SiGe SD SEG [19]. Limited performance gain due to small
substrate volume is an issue in finFETs.

Fig. 18 nFinFET performance boast by SSOI and
tCESL. 35% performance
improvement is achieved

Fig. 19 Schematic and topview SEM picture of SiGe SD
epi on pFin FET
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Fig. 20 FinFET performance improvement by SiGe
SD epi. 25% performance
improvement is achieved
thanks to access resistance
reduction and mobility
enhancement by SiGe SD epi

5 Summary
FinFETs show clear advantages in SCE control and device variability as compared
to planar FETs. Thanks to the advantages, scaled SRAM and analog circuit are
promising for finFET applications. Several sub-0.1 mm2 6T SRAMs are demonstrated with reasonable SNM already. Both better voltage gain and better transconductance are reported by optimized finFETs. On the other hand, for finFETs
production, quite a lot of process challenges are required due to difficult fin/gate
patterning in the 3D structure, conformal doping to fin and high access resistance
in extremely thin body, etc. The fin/gate patterning can be improved by optimization of patterning stack, patterning scheme and etch chemistry. Alternative
doping techniques show good conformal doping in 3D structure in finFETs. High
access resistance is reduced by junction optimization and strain boaster technique.
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Ultrathin Body Silicon on Insulator
Transistors for 22 nm Node and Beyond
T. Poiroux, F. Andrieu, O. Weber, C. Fenouillet-Béranger,
C. Buj-Dufournet, P. Perreau, L. Tosti, L. Brevard and O. Faynot

Abstract Ultrathin body silicon on insulator technology has acquired during the
last few years a significant maturity. Since it offers breakthroughs in terms of
electrostatic control and variability, this technology is today a serious alternative to
bulk for the coming technology generations. This technology is indeed likely to be
scaled down to the 10 nm range. In addition, several performance booster options
can be efficiently implemented to reach very high transistor performances. Furthermore, gate stacks allowing the design of low, medium and high threshold
voltage transistors are identified and their integration is demonstrated. Finally, the
use of an ultrathin buried oxide together with an implanted back-plane brings
additional flexibility in terms of threshold voltage adjustment, and ensures the
efficiency of conventional power management techniques based on back-biasing,
even in very aggressively scaled devices.

1 Introduction
In aggressively scaled technology generations, high-channel doping are required in
conventional bulk planar MOSFETs to control short channel effects. Trade-offs
have then to be found with mobility degradation and increased power consumption. As mentioned in the short term grand challenges of the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 2009 edition [1], the use of such high doping
levels in narrow and short transistors leads to an increase of the threshold voltage
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variation, which limits strongly the supply voltage downscaling. The main source
for this variability is the statistical fluctuation of the number of dopant atoms in the
transistor channel, and this relative variation is indeed increased as the device
dimensions are scaled down. On the other hand, Fully-Depleted (also called
ultrathin body) Silicon On Insulator (FDSOI) technologies, in which the transistor
electrostatic integrity is ensured by the thinness of the body, provide a unique
solution at the device level, since the transistors can be designed with an undoped
channel. Thus, these technologies are among the most promising ways to extend
the CMOS scaling below 22 nm. In this chapter, we bring experimental results to
answer some key questions about the potential of FDSOI technology: How far can
we scale FDSOI devices? Is the film thickness control an issue? How can we
implement multi-threshold voltage transistors? How can we boost the performance
of FDSOI transistors? In the first part, we review the basic equations that govern
the electrostatics of FDSOI transistors, in order to provide a device design
guideline, and we detail the fabrication process of such devices. The second part is
dedicated to the scalability assessment of this technology, in terms of electrostatic
control and variability. Finally, in the third part, we illustrate some possible ways
to improve the FDSOI transistors performance.

2 Ultrathin Body Silicon on Insulator Technology
The physical behaviour of ultrathin body transistors is different from that of
conventional bulk devices. In particular, the body of these devices is generally left
undoped, which leads to some specificity in terms of long channel threshold
voltage and bi-dimensional electrostatics. In this part, we first derive the basic
expressions governing the ultrathin body transistor electrostatics in order to give
some simple device design rules. In the second part, we describe the fabrication of
such transistors.

2.1 Device Design
In ultrathin body transistors, the threshold voltage cannot be adjusted through the
doping of the channel. Indeed, this approach would require very high doping
levels, in the 1019 cm-3 range. Thus, these transistors can be advantageously
designed without intentional channel doping. Then, the threshold voltage of long
channel devices has to be adjusted with the gate material workfunction and the bidimensional behavior of short channel transistors is mainly controlled by the
thinness of the body. Here, we first give simple equations describing the transistor
electrostatics. From these expressions, we can derive the gate workfunctions
required to address the different technology options. The third paragraph is
dedicated to some considerations about source and drain engineering.
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2.1.1 Electrostatics of Ultrathin Body Transistors
If we consider first a long channel ultra thin body transistor with a thick buried
oxide (Fig. 1), the null transverse field condition at the back interface of the body
translates into a flat electrostatic potential profile in the subthreshold regime.
Thus, the inversion charge in this regime is given by


w
ð1Þ
Qinv ¼ qni tSi exp
kB T=q
where q is the elementary charge, ni is the carrier concentration in intrinsic silicon,
tSi is the silicon film thickness, w the electrostatic potential in the body, defined as
the difference between the Fermi energy level and the midgap energy level over q,
kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
In addition, it can be shown that the inversion charge dependence on the gate
voltage changes from an exponential dependence to a linear one for a threshold
value of
Qth
inv ¼ Cox

kB T
q

ð2Þ

with Cox = eox/tox the gate dielectric capacitance per unit area. Thus, the threshold
value of the electrostatic potential is


kB T
Cox kB T=q
ln
ð3Þ
wth ¼
q
qni tSi
It follows that the threshold voltage is given by


kB T
Cox kB T=q
ln
Vth ¼ D/mi þ
q
qni tSi

ð4Þ

In (4), D/mi is the difference between the gate workfunction and the silicon
midgap energy level. Note that in this equation, the quantum confinement effect
that occurs in the subthreshold regime is not accounted for. This confinement is
due to the potential well formed by the silicon film located between the gate
Fig. 1 Representation of a
long channel FDSOI transistor with a thick buried oxide

Gate
Source

Drain
Null transverse field

Buried oxide
Substrate
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dielectric and the buried oxide. A first-order approximation of the long channel
threshold voltage including quantum confinement is obtained by adding to the
previous equation a term corresponding to the energy shift of the first sub-band
Vth ¼ D/mi þ



kB T
Cox kB T=q
h2 p2
ln
þ
2
q
qni tSi
2qmconf tSi

ð5Þ

where h is the reduced Planck constant and mconf is the carrier confinement
effective mass in the considered sub-band. This latter term represents a few millivolts for silicon films thicker than 5 nm and can generally be neglected.
Let us consider now a short channel transistor. The electrostatic potential within
the channel results from the capacitive coupling of the channel with the different
electrodes. A good electrostatic control of the channel by the gate electrode
requires maximizing the following ratio
rshort channel ¼

CGC
CGC þ CSC þ CDC þ CBC

ð6Þ

where CGC, CDC, CSC and CBC are the capacitive couplings between the channel
and the gate, the drain, the source and the substrate, respectively.
In short ultrathin body transistors, the centroid of the inversion charge in the
subthreshold regime is located at the interface between the body and the buried
oxide (back interface) because of the bi-dimensional electrostatic effects. Thus, the
gate to channel capacitance is composed of the gate dielectric capacitance in series
with the body capacitance. This capacitance increases consequently when the body
is thinned down. Furthermore, the source/drain to channel coupling depends also
strongly on the film thickness. As a consequence, the body thickness is the firstorder parameter that governs the short channel effects in this technology.
From a deeper analysis of the bi-dimensional electrostatics, an accurate
dependence of the short channel effects with the device geometry can be derived.
In particular, the Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL) is given by

dVth 
1=2
¼
coshðL=2kÞ  1
dVDS VDS¼0 V

ð7Þ

where k is the scaling characteristic length of the technology, given by [2]
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

ﬃ
eSi
eox tSi
k¼
tSi tox þ
eox
eSi 2

ð8Þ

From these expressions, we find that a ratio of about 4 between the minimum
channel length and the silicon film thickness is required to ensure DIBL values
below 100 mV/V.
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2.1.2 Gate Workfunction
As the channel of FDSOI transistor is undoped, the threshold voltage has to be
adjusted by choosing the appropriate metal gate. From the above considerations,
we can determine the metal gate workfunction needed to reach the desired off-state
current for the nominal gate length transistor (Table 1).
Contrary to bulk technologies, in which the co-integration of band-edge metal
gates is a serious challenge, FDSOI technology requires gate workfunctions close
to the midgap (±150 meV). In particular, low and high threshold voltages can be
achieved for both n- and pMOSFETs with only two metal gates with workfunctions of 4.45 and 4.75 eV.
Alternately, a channel counter-doping can be used to reach low threshold
voltage values with a midgap metal gate [3]. Furthermore, the use of a thin buried
oxide together with an adequate ground-plane doping located below this thin BOX
can be envisaged to obtain multiple-Vth with a reduced number of metal gates. This
approach will be detailed in the last part of this chapter.

2.1.3 Elevated Source and Drain
Since the FDSOI transistors have to be designed with a thin body, elevated source/
drain are mandatory in order to achieve acceptable series resistances. Thus, a
selective epitaxial growth has to be performed after the formation of an offset
spacer and before the extension implantation. That way, series resistance as low as
200 X lm (Fig. 2) can be achieved on nMOSFETs with a thin body of 10 nm
below the gate. These series resistance can be controlled below 500 X lm down to
film thicknesses of 3 nm. It should be noted that the presented experimental results
are obtained with standard 1,050°C spike anneal. The use of advanced laser or
flash anneal can further reduce these parasitic resistance values.

2.2 Device Fabrication and Electrical Results
In the first paragraph of this part, we describe the process flow used for the
fabrication of FDSOI transistors. Then, we give some electrical results illustrating
the maturity level of this technology and we finally describe the possible use of

Table 1 Required metal gate
workfunctions for various
threshold voltage options

Device type

nMOSFET
pMOSFET

Threshold voltage options (eV)
Low-Vth

Medium-Vth

High-Vth

4.45
4.75

4.6
4.6

4.75
4.45

160
800

Open: pFETs

700

Racces (Ohm.µm)

Fig. 2 Experimental series
resistance values extracted on
n and pMOSFETs as a function of their channel thickness
(TSi)
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ultrathin buried oxide in order to improve the device performance and add some
design flexibility.

2.2.1 Process Description
The fabrication of FDSOI transistors relies on the use of SOI substrates composed
of a thin silicon active layer, with a typical initial thickness of 12 nm, that is
electrically isolated from the mechanical substrates by a buried oxide with either a
standard thickness of 145 nm (thick-BOX option) or a thickness down to 10 nm
(Ultrathin Body and BOX, UTB2 option). Thickness dispersions (6r) as low as 1
and 0.5 nm are already reached respectively for the silicon film and for the buried
oxide on commercially available 300 mm wafers [4].
Then, the silicon film is thinned down to a thickness close to the desired value
for the body by sacrificial oxidation. As stated above, a 22 nm node technology
requires a body thickness of about 7 nm. This thinning step does not degrade the
film thickness dispersion. Next, active areas are patterned, and the isolation
between devices can be made by a mesa or with a Shallow Trench Isolation.
The channel being left undoped, the high-k metal gate stack is then deposited
and patterned. As explained in the previous part, we can reach well balanced Vth of
±0.4 V for nMOSFET and pMOSFET at gate lengths of 30 nm with a single
midgap metal gate, such as TiN. This gate stack is completed with a polycrystalline silicon layer and patterned. Afterwards, a thin nitride offset spacer is
formed on the silicon source/drain extension regions and a selective epitaxial
growth of silicon is performed to control the series resistance. Extensions are then
implanted before the formation of a second oxide/nitride spacer. Source/drain high
doping and salicidation are carried out, followed by a standard middle and backend process.
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Fig. 3 Transmission electron microscopy cross-section
of a 32 nm gate length
FDSOI transistor fabricated
with a 20 nm thick buried
oxide

Figure 3 shows the transmission electron microscopy cross section of a 32 nm
gate length transistor fabricated on a 20 nm thin buried oxide [5].
When compared with a conventional planar bulk technology, this thin film
technology presents a few specificities. First, no channel nor pocket implant is
required, which allows simplifications of the process integration in case of standard
buried oxide, by suppressing lithography and implantation steps. Other specificities
of thin film technologies are the need for a careful control of the silicon consumption during gate and spacer patterning and the requirement of source/drain
epitaxial regrowth. The latter process step is no longer specific to thin film technologies, since SEG is used nowadays in bulk technologies in order to incorporate
SiGe or Si:C elevated source/drain as performance boosters.

2.2.2 Technology Maturity and Benchmark
This technological process leads to very reproducible results, with transistor
electrical characteristics well reproduced from one run to the others, and low offstate currents achieved on very aggressive gate length devices.
In terms of dynamic performance, FDSOI ring oscillator trade-offs between
propagation delays and dynamic power consumption exhibit significant gains over
their bulk counterpart [6] (Fig. 4). These gains can be explained first by a better
subthreshold slope in the saturation regime. Thus, at a given off-state current, the
gate overdrive is higher for the FDSOI technology, which leads to a larger drive
current. This gain is all the more important that the supply voltage (VDD) is scaled
down, the relative gate overdrive gain over bulk being increased at low VDD. In
addition, thanks to the presence of the buried oxide, FDSOI transistors exhibit
lower junction capacitances.
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Fig. 4 Ring oscillator propagation delays (Tp) as a
function of the switching
energy (Ed). FDSOI technology offers a 20% gain over
bulk
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2.2.3 Ultrathin Buried Oxide Option
As already mentioned, the buried oxide can be made ultrathin. The advantages of
such an option are an improved electrostatic control of the device and the possibility to tune its threshold voltage. This will be detailed afterwards.
In terms of technological integration, the use of a very thin buried oxide
requires some specific optimizations. In particular, all cleaning steps have to be
optimized in order to limit the buried oxide consumption in the isolation areas,
which could lead to short-cuts between the source/drain electrodes and the substrate [7].
In addition, the electrical use of the back bias will be much more efficient if the
substrate is locally doped beneath the buried oxide. An implantation step is then
required at the beginning of the process to create these doped regions, generally
called ground-plane or back-plane.

3 Scalability of Ultrathin Body Technology
Two aspects have to be considered regarding the scalability of MOSFETs, namely
the electrostatic control of ultrashort channels and the technology potential in
terms of threshold voltage mismatch.

3.1 Electrostatics
As shown in the first part of this chapter, the most efficient way to improve the
electrostatic control of FDSOI transistors is to decrease the body thickness. Then,
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for a given technology node, a trade-off has to be found with the series resistance.
As shown in Fig. 5, DIBL values as low as 80 mV/V can be reached on 20 nm
gate length FDSOI transistors with a body thickness of 6 nm [8]. For such a film
thickness, the series resistances are about 200 X lm.
Furthermore, calibrated simulations show that the planar FDSOI architecture
can be scaled down to the 10 nm technology node by using a ground-plane below a
buried oxide thinned down to 10 nm, while maintaining a body thickness of 6 nm
[9]. In that case, the fringing fields originating from the source and drain electrodes
are killed in the ground-plane region, and the capacitive coupling between the
channel and the source/drain through the buried oxide is significantly reduced,
which leads to an improved electrostatic control by the gate.

3.2 Variability
One of the main advantages of the FDSOI technology compared to bulk is the
excellent threshold voltage variability that can be obtained (Fig. 6). These outstanding matching factor (AVt) values are reached thanks to the use of an undoped
channel, which suppresses the Random Dopant Fluctuation (RDF), strongly detrimental on bulk devices. This yields a record AVt measured on this architecture by
different groups [4, 10, 11] and can be directly translated into the SRAMs stability
and their minimum supply voltage (Vmin). Ratios between the Static Noise Margin
and its dispersion (SNM/rSNM) higher than 6 down to supply voltages as low as
0.7 V have thus been demonstrated on a 32 nm FDSOI technology [7].
In addition, it can be shown that the introduction of thin films does not induce
any additional dispersion. In particular, the film or BOX thickness variations or the
use of back bias, in the case of ultrathin buried oxide technology, do not degrade
significantly the Vth-variability [4, 7].
Fig. 5 Drain Induced Barrier
Lowering (DIBL) effect as a
function of the channel
thickness for various gate
lengths
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Fig. 6 Benchmark of the
matching factor versus the
gate length for bulk or FDSOI
devices. See references in [4]
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Finally, in these transistors, the matching is mainly governed by the highk/metal gate stack related variability (especially for long channel devices) and by
the Line Edge Roughness (LER) of the gate (especially for short transistors). By
the way, it must be noticed that the LER of the transistor width (W) is not so
influent in the planar FDSOI architecture as for FinFETs or TriGate transistors
because FDSOI devices exhibit a the much smaller Vth(W) dependence.

4 Performance of Ultrathin Body Transistors
In this last part, we discuss about the possibility to fabricate FDSOI transistors
with various threshold voltages, and about the possible implementation of carrier
transport boosters.

4.1 Threshold Voltage Tuning and Power Management
Addressing several threshold voltages in FDSOI transistors requires the integration
of several gate stacks, according to the equations established in part Sect . 15.2.
The integration of several gate stacks to fabricate n and pMOSFETs from low-Vth
to high-Vth has already been demonstrated. Interestingly, the gate stack allowing
low-Vth nMOSFET corresponds to high-Vth pMOSFET and vice versa.
In addition, if an ultrathin buried oxide is used together with a back-plane, the
transistor performance can be tuned thanks to back-biasing. Indeed, the coupling
between the back bias (VB) and the channel through a 10 nm thin BOX is larger
than in a 32 nm bulk technology. The g = |dVth/dVB| factor in thin BOX devices is
in between 70 and 170 mV/V, depending of back-plane doping and bias. In the
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worst case (w/o back-plane), a 10% on-state current (ION) increase or half a decade
off-state current (IOFF) reduction at VDD = 0.9 V and |VB| = 0.3 V (Fig. 7) can be
achieved thanks to standard power management techniques. It must be pointed out
that this back bias range of 0.3 V is the typical one used on bulk circuits. However,
contrarily to bulk, the presence of the BOX in FDSOI permits to get rid of the
junction leakages (except the possible junction leakage between back-planes).
Consequently, a back bias over 0.3 V is certainly possible on FDSOI, which would
lead to wider ION–IOFF tuning capabilities.
That way, the back bias can also be exploited in order to achieve multiple Vth
with a single midgap gate [12]. Figure 7 shows that at |VB| = VDD = 0.9 V, the
IOFF can be shifted by 3.7 decade (in both directions) and the ION by 70%. These
values are perfectly compatible with multi-Vth specifications.
Finally, it is worth noticing that the Forward Back Bias (FBB) effect is even
higher at low VDD. This can be explained by the fact that the ION sensibility to VB
is higher when low gate overdrives are considered.

4.2 Implementation of Transport Boosters
The previously mentioned FDSOI performance can be further improved by the use
of on-state current boosters in order to target high performance applications. It
should be noted that local stressors are often more effective on FDSOI than on
bulk at a given geometry because of the mechanical properties of the buried SiO2,
less stiff than Si [13]. The term of ‘‘local stressors’’ refers to techniques like
tensile or compressive Contact Etch Stop Layers (t- or c-CESL), embedded SiGe
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source/drain (e-SiGe S/D) or Stress Memorization Techniques (SMT), for which
the strain is localized at the edges of the channel and laterally transferred. On the
contrary, other techniques like strained SOI (sSOI), (110), 45° rotated substrates or
SiGe channel are called ‘‘global’’ or ‘‘wafer-level’’ boosters.
We have demonstrated that a tensile strain can be induced in the transistor
channel both in the longitudinal (i.e. the source/drain one) and in the transverse
directions (in case of mesa or STI with a local divot) by using a Physical Vapor
Deposited TiN gate, since this material has a high compressive intrinsic stress.
Highly non uniform and anisotropic strain configuration is thus obtained for
transistors with aggressive dimensions. Figure 8 present the assessment of the
impact of different boosters on the FDSOI architecture at the 65 or 45 nm design
pitches. We can notice that strained-SOI (sSOI) is one of the most promising
stressor for nMOSFETs, inducing ION improvements of 25% for wide devices that
increases up to 50% for W = 50 nm narrow transistors [14, 15]. Although the real
efficiency of sSOI is still to be demonstrated for 22 nm related active area
dimensions, these preliminary results let us predict a better scalability for sSOI
than for t-CESL or SMT. Furthermore, the sSOI compatibility and quasi-additivity
with t-CESL [15] is already proven on nMOSFETs.
Concerning pMOSFETs, the use of sSOI wafers has no major effect on the
performance, but it turns out that sSOI is compatible with other pMOSFET
boosters, such as rotated substrates [14], elevated SiGe source/drain [16], SiGe
channels [17] and (110) substrates [18]. Indeed, for pMOSFETs, several options
can be implemented to enhance the on-state current. The simplest one is to use 45°
rotated substrates, which translates in a 11% performance boost [13]. Elevated
SiGe source/drain electrodes lead to a 18% improvement thanks to access resistance reduction (up to 37% if a strain can also be generated into the channel) [16].
Here again, the scalability of global boosters is certainly better than that of local
ones (c-CESL and elevated SiGe source/drain). Finally, the use of (110) substrates
with a standard h110i channel direction enables up to 30% ION improvement [19].
This latter configuration could be combined with SiGe channels and to other local
techniques such as c-CESL and e-SiGe stressors.
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5 Conclusions
Fully-Depleted SOI technology has acquired during the last few years a large
technological maturity. It is thus nowadays a serious alternative to bulk conventional technologies for the 22 nm node and beyond, since it brings major breakthroughs in terms of electrostatic control (and thus scalability) and variability. We
have shown in particular in this chapter that this technology is likely to be scaled
down to the 10 nm range and that several performance booster options can be
implemented efficiently. Gate stack materials allowing the design of low to high
threshold voltage transistors are identified and have been demonstrated. Using an
ultrathin buried oxide together with an implanted back-plane, additional flexibility
is brought in terms of threshold voltage adjustment, and conventional power
management techniques based on back-biasing remain efficient even in very
aggressively scaled devices.
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Ultrathin n-Channel and p-Channel SOI
MOSFETs
F. Gámiz, L. Donetti, C. Sampedro, A. Godoy, N. Rodríguez
and F. Jiménez-Molinos

Abstract We review the electrostatic and transport properties of charge carriers in
ultrathin single gate (SG) and double gate (DG) SOI transistors. Both electron and
hole inversion layers are studied and the influence of silicon thickness and of
different crystallographic orientations is evaluated. The origin of volume inversion
effect and its consequences are investigated for both types of carrier and for the
different surface orientations considered. Finally we discuss the importance of
correctly modeling phonons in ultra-thin SOI structures by studying acoustic
phonon confinement and its impact on carrier mobility.

1 Introduction
It is well known that Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) technology has a number of
advantages over bulk silicon [1]. Among its prominent features we can list: a better
control of short channel effects, lower parasitic capacitance, greater tolerance to
radiation; moreover all this is achieved while maintaining compatibility with
existing silicon fabrication facilities. The full potential of SOI technology can be
exploited when the thickness of the silicon layer is reduced to the order of ten or
less nanometers; in this case another important feature of SOI devices is a higher
immunity to dopant fluctuations because there is no need for a highly doped
channel. From the simulation and modeling point of view, such ultra-thin SOI
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devices require the development of new scattering and transport models, because
those used for bulk or for thick SOI devices where the two Si–SiO2 interfaces can
be de-coupled, must be modified. Novel effects such as volume inversion [2] and
subband modulation [3] appear, and scattering mechanisms are also modified. In
this chapter we will review the properties of electrons and holes in ultrathin SOI
devices and show how they are affected by the silicon layer thickness and crystallographic orientation of the device.

2 Carrier Transport in Ultrathin Layers
In ultra-thin SOI layers, carrier behavior is affected by the presence of the two
potential barriers at the Si–SiO2 interfaces. Electron wavelength in the confinement direction is comparable to the spatial confinement length: quantum effects
are produced by both geometric and electric field confinement. Therefore, quantum
effects are not only as important as in bulk inversion layers, but they also depend
on silicon layer thickness and can give rise to novel effects such as volume
inversion [2]. This phenomenon occurs when the distance between the potential
wells at each interface is small and inversion carriers are not confined to one of the
interfaces but are spread throughout the whole channel. This affects not only the
total carrier density in the channel, but also, and notably, their distribution and, as
a consequence, their scattering rates. Quantum effects are highly dependent on the
confinement effective mass of carriers; therefore, they are strongly affected by
substrate crystal orientation. As a consequence, volume inversion effects change
for different orientations and, clearly, depend on the type of carrier, i.e. electrons
or holes. To model the silicon conduction band structure we employ the usual
effective mass approximation with six ellipsoidal valleys with non-parabolicity
correction [4] as in bulk inversion layers. As is well known, such an approach is
not useful for holes because the valence band structure is strongly non-parabolic
and anisotropic. We employed the six-band kp model [5], which has been shown
to reproduce accurately hole properties in bulk semiconductors and inversion
layers [6]. Due to its computational cost, however, self-consistent solution
schemes necessary in the case of multiple gates have been developed only recently
[7–9]. The use of the effective mass model and the kp model, both of which have
been developed for bulk materials, are questionable at the ultra-thin limit, when
the channel consists of only a few atomic layers. In this case, atomistic models,
while potentially more accurate, are orders of magnitude slower than such ‘‘bulk’’
models, which have, however, been proven reliable down to structures just a few
nanometers thick [10].
We compute carrier mobility, l, employing a single particle Monte Carlo
method [11] or Kubo-Greenwood formula [12]. Electron and hole mobility in SOI
devices are studied as a function of silicon layer thickness, and for different surface
and channel directions. The results can be explained by taking into account the
carrier effective mass in the transport direction and the magnitude of scattering
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of electron valleys in two-dimensional inversion layers in (100),
(110), and (111) oriented devices

Table 1 Effective masses in silicon conduction band valleys for different surface orientations
m2 (m0)
m3
Surface
m1 (m0)
nv
orientation
(m0)
(100)

0.19
0.19

(110)

0.19
0.19
0.19

(111)

[010]
[010]
[001]
[001]
½1
10
½1
10
½10
1
½01
1

0.19
0.916
0.553
0.916
0.674

[001]
[001]
[010]
½110
[001]
½112
½121
½211

0.916
0.19

2
4

0.315
0.19
0.258

4
2
6

rates in different cases. In the effective mass approximation used in electron
simulations, the mass tensor of each valley is constant; however, owing to the
relative orientation of such valleys in the device reference system, the quantization
and transport masses vary according to the surface and channel orientation of the
devices (see Fig. 1; Table 1). Moreover, the relative population of the differently
oriented valleys changes as a function of the silicon thickness and the applied gate
bias, so that the average effective mass can change if population redistribution
occurs between valleys with different transport mass. On the other hand, since the
silicon valence band is not parabolic and strongly anisotropic, it is not possible to
define an ‘‘effective mass’’ trivially, in the same way it is done for the conduction
band and with the same meaning. However, we will show later that it is possible to
define an average effective mass, which is useful to understand the simulation
results. Such an effective mass depends on the whole valence band-structure of
two-dimensional hole inversion layers, which is not fixed by the kp model alone,
but depends on the confining potential. Therefore changes in the effective mass can
be expected with silicon thickness and applied gate bias. Scattering rates also show
strong variations as a function of silicon layer thickness. Phonon scattering is
proportional to a form factor which depends on wave-function confinement: for
ultra-thin layers it increases strongly as the silicon thickness decreases but at
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intermediate thicknesses it is suppressed (especially in double gate (DG) devices)
with respect to bulk devices as a consequence of volume inversion. Surface
roughness (SR) scattering shows a similar behavior, since it is affected by the
average carrier distance from the interfaces and therefore it is directly related to
the spatial distribution of carriers.
It is not only the rates of scattering mechanisms that depend on silicon thickness, tSi, in SOI structures. The scattering models also have to be modified due to
the presence of the two Si–SiO2 interfaces close to each other. Surface roughness
has to be modeled in an appropriate way [13, 14] taking into account the variations
in channel thickness due to interface fluctuations. Phonon scattering in ultra-thin
SOI structures is also affected by the modification of phonon modes due to the
acoustic mismatch between different materials: in the following sections we will
measure the effect of acoustic phonon confinement on electron and hole mobility.
Since in ultra-thin SOI devices channel doping is not needed to control short
channel effects [15], the results shown in the following sections are obtained for
undoped silicon layers, and charged impurity scattering is not taken into account
for mobility calculations.

3 Electron Mobility on (100) Substrates
It is well known that in silicon the conduction band can be approximated by six
ellipsoidal valleys with ml = 0.916m0 and mt = 0.19m0. In the case of Si-(100),
two of the ellipsoids have confinement mass m3 = ml (non-primed subbands)
while the other four have m3 = mt (primed subbands) as reported in Table 1. As mt
is smaller than ml, non-primed subbands have lower energy levels than primed
subbands, and therefore they also have a larger occupation. However the higher
degeneracy nv of primed valleys (four vs. two), produces a higher overall population when the energy difference is smaller, that is when quantization effects are
weaker. Thus, for small values of inversion charge, a larger fraction of electrons
occupy primed subbands for silicon layers that are sufficiently thick and a population inversion occurs for thinner silicon layers when most of the electrons belong
to non-primed subbands. For high electron concentrations, non-primed valleys are
always more populated than primed ones, but a strong increase in the non-primed
subband population for thin silicon layers is still observed [16]. This fact is
important because of the different conduction effective mass: for non-primed
valleys, the conduction mass is small and isotropic (m1 = m2 = mt), while for
primed ones it is larger (m1 = ml, m2 = mt) and anisotropic, so that changes in the
population of the valleys alter the electron average conduction mass. In particular,
we observe a decrease of conduction mass for silicon layers thinner than 10 nm;
such a decrease is more pronounced for low electron densities Ninv, and happens at
thinner layers for high Ninv [3, 16]. This is the so-called subband modulation effect.
This redistribution of the inversion electrons as the silicon layer shrinks also
produces a reduction in the intervalley scattering rate between non-equivalent
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valleys (f scattering) due to the greater separation of the energy levels between
primed and non-primed subbands.
Another important effect that appears in SOI-inversion layers as the silicon
layer thickness tSi is reduced is a variation of the phonon-scattering rate, produced
by differences in carrier confinement between SOI and bulk devices. Phonon
scattering is related to wavefunction confinement through the form factor Iij which
multiplies the scattering rates:
Z

2
Iij ¼ jwi ðzÞj2 wj ðzÞ dz;
ð1Þ
where wi(z) is the electron wavefunction envelope in the direction perpendicular to
the interface in the i-th subband. When confinement is greater, the overlap integral
of envelope wavefunctions is larger, so that the phonon scattering rate increases.
Figure 2 shows the form factor for the ground subband as a function of silicon
thickness for two different values of the transverse effective field Eeff, for singlegate SOI (SGSOI) and double gate SOI (DGSOI) devices. Here the effective field
is defined as Eeff = (Qinv/2 ? Qdep)/eSi, where Qinv and Qdep are the inversion and
depletion charge densities, and eSi the dielectric constant of silicon. For thinner
samples, the form factor is very large, due to the geometrical confinement of
electrons in a very narrow channel. In this thickness range, I11 shows weak
variations with the effective field, and also the difference between SG and DG
devices is small. As the silicon slab thickness increases, the form factor is reduced,
until a minimum is reached in the region between 5 and 15 nm for
Eeff = 5 9 105 V/cm and between 5 and 25 nm for Eeff = 1 9 105 V/cm. In this
range we can observe a big difference between SG and DG devices; in the latter
case the interaction between the two potential wells reduces the form factor in a
larger measure. Then, for thicker samples, I11 increases to approach the value
obtained in bulk inversion layers. Consequently, between 5 and 25 nm for an
effective field Eeff = 105 V/cm, and between 5 and 15 nm for Eeff = 59105 V/cm
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the phonon scattering rate in the DGSOI inversion layer decreases, instead of
increasing as expected. This is an important result, a direct consequence of the
volume inversion effect.
The result of the previously described effects is a non-trivial behavior of
phonon limited electron mobility as a function of tSi that can be observed in Fig. 3.
For very large silicon layers, the two channels of a DGSOI device are separated
and no interaction between them appears. This situation corresponds to two conventional inversion layers in parallel, separated by a large potential barrier. The
behavior of electrons in each of these inversion layers is the same as that observed
in a bulk silicon inversion layer. In a second region, whose limits depend on the
electric field being considered, volume inversion occurs, because energy levels and
wavefunctions vary significantly as a consequence of the interaction between the
two channels, which, consequently, are not independent. In the third and last
region (tSi \ 4 nm), mobility falls abruptly, because electron confinement is
stronger due to geometrical constraint and, therefore, the form factor and the
phonon scattering rate increase. The limits of this region do not depend on the
transverse electric field. In fact, electron mobility in this region is hardly modified
by Eeff. As can be seen in the mobility curves of Fig. 3, electron mobility increases
abruptly in the range between 3 and 4 nm. This is a little surprising since, as stated
above, the form factor and the phonon scattering rate strongly increase as tSi is
reduced in such a range. However, the sharp increase in electron mobility can be
understood by taking into account the subband modulation effect mentioned
before: there exists a range of tSi where the decrease in the average conduction
mass produces a mobility increase. For even thinner devices, the increase in
phonon scattering is very large and dominates the residual decrease of effective
conduction mass, and therefore electron mobility falls abruptly. SR scattering has a
similar dependence to phonon scattering on silicon layer thickness because it
depends strongly on the average carrier distance from the rough interfaces: the
volume inversion effect contributes to low scattering rates in a tSi range and a
strong increase is observed for the thinner devices. The mobility peak produced by
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the subband modulation effect is reduced by SR scattering but is still present, as we
will see in the following section.

4 Orientation Effects on Electron Mobility
Changing the device surface and channel directions modifies the relative orientation of the ellipsoidal valleys with respect to confinement and transport directions. The first effect is that quantization effective mass m3 changes, according to
the procedure developed in Ref. [17]; the resulting values are reported in Table 1.
Then, the restricted two-dimensional dispersion in the transport plane is elliptical
with effective masses m1 and m2, also reported in Table 1, along with the corresponding direction of the ellipse axis. For the (110) surface orientation, two nonequivalent sets of valleys are present, as in the (100) case: two bulk energy
ellipsoids have an effective mass perpendicular to the interface m3 = mt, while the
other four have higher quantization masses. In the case of the (111) orientation, the
six ellipsoids have the same quantization mass, and therefore only one set of
subbands is obtained. Due to the different quantization masses, the electron distribution, subband energy levels, wavefunctions, form factors and scattering rates
depend on the surface orientation. In addition, as observed in Fig. 1, the effective
masses of the constant-energy ellipses associated with motion in the parallel
direction are, in general, anisotropic. As a consequence, one can expect to see
anisotropic conduction, i.e. for a fixed quantization direction, conduction, and
therefore mobility, can depend on the direction of the drift electric field.
Figure 4 shows the inversion carrier distribution across the channel for devices
with tSi = 5 and 12 nm, with (100), (110), and (111) surface orientations. Electron
distribution for (111) and (110) orientations is similar, but this is quite different
from the distribution for the (100) case. This fact can be explained by looking at
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surface orientations
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Table 1. The quantization masses for (110) and (111) orientations are comparable,
but very different to that for (100). The higher quantization mass in Si-(100)
produces lower energy subbands in the two valleys with a longitudinal mass
perpendicular to the interface. For thin silicon layers or high inversion charge
concentrations (i.e. when quantum effects are more important) these two subbands
are more populated than the others and the electrons are closer to the Si–SiO2
interfaces. On the other hand, in the (110) and (111) cases, the electrons are, on
average, farther from the interfaces, and this also means a lower gate-channel
capacitance and therefore a lower inversion charge concentration (and a lower
drain current) for a given gate bias.
Figure 5a and b show the mobility obtained for devices with tSi = 9 and 4 nm,
respectively, taking into account phonon and SR scattering mechanisms. The first
result we see is the strong dependence of electron mobility on surface orientation.
The highest mobility values are obtained for the (100) orientation, corresponding
to lower conduction effective mass, as shown in Table 1. The other two orientations have larger conduction effective masses and therefore lower mobility values.
As observed experimentally [18], electron mobility can be degraded by a factor of
two for the ð110Þ=½1
10 orientation. However, this degradation is much less if a
different channel direction (110)/[001] is selected for the same surface orientation
(110). This is another noteworthy result: for (110) surface orientation, mobility
shows a strong anisotropy in the transport plane. Indeed, Table 1 tells us that
subbands with lower energy values (larger m3) correspond to the four ellipses with
major axis in the ½1
10 direction. Therefore, these subbands become more populated and dominate transport. If we apply a drift electric field in the [001] direction,
these subbands have an effective mass in the drift direction equal to
mdrift = m1 = 0.19m0. On the other hand, if we apply a drift electric field in the
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½1
10 direction, the conduction effective mass is mdrift = m2 = 0.553m0, almost
three times higher than in the [001] direction. This produces the big difference in
mobility shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for these two channel directions. In addition, the
anisotropy becomes stronger as the silicon thickness decreases. Such anisotropy of
electron mobility is not observed when we consider other surface orientations. In
the case of the (100) surface orientation, the subbands with lower energy correspond to the two bulk ellipsoids with m3 = ml. These two valleys show the same
conduction mass regardless of the drift electric field orientation. On the other hand,
the other four valleys (corresponding to m3 = mt) present a different effective mass
in the [010] and [001] directions. Only when the contribution to conduction of
these four high-energy valleys becomes significant, do we observe a dependence of
mobility on channel orientation. For example, a slightly anisotropic behavior can
be seen in Fig. 5a: a slight dependence of the mobility curves for [001] and [011]
channel directions at low inversion charge concentrations is observed for the (100)
surface orientation. This effect does not appear in Fig. 5b, where the silicon
thickness is tSi = 4 nm.
In the (111) case, Table 1 tells us that each valley has an anisotropic mass
tensor: the lack of overall transport anisotropy is due to the fact that the ellipses are
symmetrically placed. By comparing Fig. 5a and b we can see that for smaller tSi
the dependence of l on electron density Ninv is weaker, especially for the devices
with (110) and (111) surface orientations. We have already seen in the previous
section that for such thin Si layers the carrier distribution across the channel is
essentially determined by spatial confinement and the quantization mass, and only
slightly depends on the potential profile.
The behavior of the electron mobility corresponding to different surface and
channel orientations as a function of silicon thickness is shown in Fig. 6. As
already observed in the previous section, for each orientation a range of silicon
thickness exists where electron mobility is larger than the bulk value due to the
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Fig. 6 Electron mobility as a
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volume inversion effect. However, the silicon thickness interval where electron
mobility is improved depends on the particular surface/channel combination.

5 Hole Mobility
To compute valence band-structure properties in ultrathin SOI devices we employ
a fully self-consistent solver for the kp and Poisson equations [7]. The 6-band
kp Hamiltonian is discretized along the confinement direction, with the appropriate rotation on k space to take into account substrate orientation. The discretized
Hamiltonian depends on the wave-vector k in the transport plane (perpendicular to
confinement direction); its eigenvalues for different values of k give the energy
levels and dispersion relationships Ei(k) of hole subbands, while the eigenvectors
are the corresponding six-component wavefunctions. The Poisson equation (discretized on the same grid in the confinement direction) is then solved taking as
input the charge distribution computed using the previously obtained energy levels
and wavefunctions. This whole procedure is repeated until self-consistency is
reached, that is, until the potential profile obtained by solving Poisson equations
and that used in the kp equation coincide within a given tolerance. We manage to
achieve sufficient accuracy in a reasonable computational time by employing a
specially designed mesh in the k plane. Momentum-space integration for the calculation of carrier concentration is performed by summing over the triangles
defined by the above-mentioned mesh; inside each of these, the energy of the hole
subbands is linearly interpolated so that the integration is trivial (see [7] for
details). Hole mobility is then computed employing the Kubo-Greenwood formula
[6]: scattering rates are computed as integrals in the k plane calculated as explained
previously for the carrier concentration [7]. Surface orientations that differ from the
usual (100) one are particularly interesting in the case of holes, because it has been
found that, unlike what happens with electrons, they show higher mobility [19].
Therefore, in the following, we simulate DGSOI devices for different surface and
channel orientations to determine whether the performance advantages of alternative orientations persists for SOI devices and, especially, for ultra-thin silicon
layers.
For all the silicon thicknesses considered, surface orientation has a similar
impact on inversion charge: carrier concentration Pinv slightly increases, moving
from (001) to (111) and (011) orientations, with differences between 5% and 10%.
The effect on threshold voltage is also quite small. However, when surface orientation changes, the charge distribution profile is strongly affected, as can be seen
in Fig. 7, where we represent carrier density across the channel for devices with
tSi = 5 and 12 nm structures. The average distance of the carrier from the interface
is smallest in the (011) case, larger in the (111) case and, largest of all in the (001)
case. At tSi = 12 nm, this translates into different widths for the two peaks of the
carrier distribution. On the other hand, at tSi = 5 nm, there are substantial differences in the shape of the distribution: one or two peaks may be present

Fig. 7 Hole density across
the channel for devices with
different tSi and different
surface orientations

carrier density (1020 cm−3 )
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Fig. 8 Hole mobility as a
function of inversion carrier
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depending on surface orientation and gate bias. The dependence of the average
distance on gate bias is stronger for (011) devices; in this case two peaks are
clearly present at high bias, even for such a thin channel. This fact reveals that
volume inversion could differently affect devices built on different crystallographic
orientations.
Turning to mobility, the results shown in Fig. 8 qualitatively reproduce those
obtained for bulk MOSFETs, although mobility values are different. As in the case
of electrons, mobility is almost isotropic for (100) and (111) surface orientations
and therefore only one curve is plotted in Fig. 8 for each of these orientations,
while it is strongly anisotropic for the (110) surface. However, the relative performance of different orientations is the opposite: the usual (100) orientation
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Fig. 9 Hole mobility as a
function of tSi for different
device orientations

×

presents the smallest l, followed by (111) devices, while the highest values are
obtained in the (110) case, with much larger values for the ½110 than the [001]
channel direction. For thinner silicon layers we can observe a qualitative difference: l has a weaker dependence on Pinv in the case of (001) devices. This fact
implies that the improvement factors of alternative orientations are greater at low
Pinv density and decrease (or even vanish) for larger values of Pinv. The weak
mobility dependence on inversion charge density can be attributed to a weaker
than usual effect on the scattering rates. Generally, with a higher confining field,
the phonon scattering form factor increases, due to a stronger wavefunction confinement, and SR scattering increases since carriers are closer to the interfaces.
However, for thin channels, quantum confinement is essentially caused by geometric constraints and the potential well profile has a weak influence on wavefunction shape; as a consequence, scattering rates too are only slightly affected by
the applied bias. As an example, we can see in Fig. 7 that hole distribution peaks
around the channel center in the case of the (001) orientation, so that bias has a
weak effect on charge distribution.
The dependence of hole mobility on tSi is shown in Fig. 9, for different values
of Pinv. As in the case of electrons, a range of silicon layer thicknesses exists where
l is larger than in bulk inversion layers. Such a range, showing the effects of
volume inversion, exists for every surface and channel orientation considered, but
its position and width and the mobility increment depend on inversion charge
density and on the orientation. Below the volume inversion range, for very thin
channels, l is always strongly degraded; however, it is important to emphasize that
there are large quantitative differences between curves corresponding to different
surface and channel orientations. The most important observation is that hole
mobility is severely degraded for (001) devices below 6 nm, while this happens at
smaller values of tSi for (011) and (111) devices. Therefore, the mobility
enhancement of alternative orientations for ultra-thin devices not only persists; it
actually increases and can be quite large, especially at small values of Pinv.
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Restricting our attention to the first subband which, in such thin devices, contains
the majority of carriers, we may wonder if the increase in the enhancement factor
of alternative orientations is due to scattering or to bandstructure modifications.
The phonon scattering form factors computed for the different devices have a very
similar behavior as a function of tSi for such thin layers; actually, those relative to
the (011) orientation are the largest, followed by (111) while in the (001) case they
are the smallest. Also SR scattering must be higher for (011) and (111) devices
since in these cases carriers are, on average, closer to the Si–SiO2 interfaces (see
Fig. 7).
Let us now turn to bandstructure. Its effects are usually represented by the
effective transport mass mia , related to the second derivative of subband dispersion
as:
1
1 o2 Ei ðkÞ
¼
;
mia h
2 oka2

ð2Þ

where Ei(k) is the energy of the i-th subband as a function of momentum k and ka is
the momentum component in the transport direction. If the dispersion is parabolic,
mia is a constant for each subband i and direction a; however, this is not the case for
holes, where the energy dispersion is strongly anisotropic and non-parabolic. One
could take the value at k = 0 as a representative value, however it can be shown
that mia present strong variations as a function of k. Therefore, a better alternative
is to define the average effective transport mass Mai weighting the average with the
occupation probability, obtaining
1
¼
Mai



1
mia


¼
i

Z

f ðEi ðkÞÞ
dk
mia

Z

f ðEi ðkÞÞdk;

ð3Þ

where f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. Figure 10 shows Ma1 as
functions of tSi; we can see a strong decrease at small tSi for the (110) surface
orientation, especially for the ½1
10 direction. This fact compensates, to a certain
extent, for the large increase in scattering rates (both phonon and SR) occurring at
very small thicknesses, giving rise to the mobility behavior shown in Fig. 9.

6 Confined Phonons
We have already seen that in SOI structures, especially thinner ones, the conduction and valence band barriers between the silicon and oxide layers modify the
confinement properties of electron and hole inversion layers. In a similar way,
acoustic phonons are affected by the acoustic mismatch between the semiconductor and insulator layers. We considered the elastic model of acoustic phonons
as elastic waves in a continuous medium (see, for example Ref [20] for a detailed
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discussion): in a three-layer structure we complement the wave equation with
continuity of the displacement and stress tensor components [21]. As external
boundary conditions (on the outside surfaces of the oxide layers), we consider two
different sets of boundary conditions (BC): fixed BC (vanishing displacement) and
free BC (vanishing perpendicular component of stress tensor). Clearly, neither
condition accurately models a real device where gates are present outside the oxide
layers and other elements, including complex gate stacks, can be used. However,
the two BCs considered represent the extreme situations, so we can use them to
delimit the results we would obtain for any specific case. By imposing either set of
BC, quantized phonon modes are obtained: for any value of the phonon
momentum in the transport plane q, the perpendicular momentum qz (parallel to
confinement direction) is quantized, and only a discrete set of values of phonon
energy (frequency) are permitted. Confined phonon dispersion relationships are
therefore represented by a set of branches, as we can see in Fig. 11.
Once phonon dispersion in the three-layer structure has been computed, we can
evaluate the interaction Hamiltonian and the scattering rates for both electrons and
holes. These are computed employing the Fermi Golden Rule and integrating over
the carrier final state, taking into account the contribution of phonon absorption
and emission and different phonon branches: in the case of holes, we use the
tabulated values of hole subband energy dispersion obtained with the kp and
Poisson solvers. For both electrons and holes, the resulting scattering rates
obtained with fixed BC are larger than those obtained with the bulk phonon model
except at very small carrier kinetic energy; those obtained with free BC are larger
than those corresponding to fixed BC and always larger than the bulk ones
[21, 22].

Fig. 11 Confined phonon
modes obtained with tSi = 3
nm and 1 nm for both oxide
thicknesses, for free and fixed
BC
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Fig. 12 Electron mobility
computed with different
acoustic phonon models
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Electron mobility is shown in Fig. 12a and b: for the former only phonon
scattering is considered, while for the latter SR scattering is also taken into
account; the three curves in each figure correspond to the three different models of
acoustic phonons: the bulk model, the confined model with free BC and the
confined model with fixed BC. We can see that confined phonons always produce
lower mobility than the bulk phonons with either set of BC. When only phonon
scattering is considered we can still observe the peak due to subband modulation
with tSi between 2 and 4 nm but the corresponding value is 15–30% lower
depending on the BC. When SR scattering is added, mobility is suppressed,
especially for thin silicon layers: the effect of phonon confinement is clearly
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masked. However, especially at low field values, the confinement still affects
mobility in a clearly observable manner.
In the case of holes, the computed mobility is shown in Fig. 13. When only
phonon scattering is taken into account, we observe a small effect of phonon
confinement, with free BC producing the smallest mobility. However, if SR
scattering is also taken into account, hole mobility is scarcely affected when the
confined phonon model is used instead of the bulk model.
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Junctionless Transistors: Physics
and Properties
J. P. Colinge, C. W. Lee, N. Dehdashti Akhavan, R. Yan, I. Ferain,
P. Razavi, A. Kranti and R. Yu

Abstract Junctionless transistors are variable resistors controlled by a gate
electrode. The silicon channel is a heavily doped nanowire that can be fully
depleted to turn the device off. The electrical characteristics are identical to those
of normal MOSFETs, but the physics is quite different. This paper compares the
conduction mechanisms in three types of MOS devices: inversion-mode, accumulation-mode and junctionless MOSFET.

1 Introduction
All existing transistors are based on the use of semiconductor junctions. Because
of the laws of diffusion and the statistical nature of the distribution of the doping
atoms in the semiconductor, the formation of ultrashallow junctions with high
doping concentration gradients has become an increasingly difficult challenge for
the semiconductor industry. Junctionless transistors (also called gated resistor)
have no junctions and no doping concentration gradients. These devices have full
CMOS functionality and are made using silicon nanowires.
The key to fabricating a junctionless gated resistor is the formation of a
semiconductor layer that is thin and narrow enough to allow for full depletion of
carriers when the device is turned off. The semiconductor also needs to be heavily
doped to allow for a decent amount of current flow when the device is turned on.
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Putting these two constraints together imposes the use of nanoscale dimensions
and high doping concentrations [1, 2].

2 Conduction Mechanisms
MOSFETs (including accumulation-mode FETs) are normally off devices, as the
drain junction is reverse biased and blocks any current flow if no channel is created
between source and drain. To turn the device on, the gate voltage is increased in
order to create an inversion channel. The junctionless transistor, on the other hand,
is basically a normally on device where the workfunction difference between the
gate electrode and the silicon nanowire shifts the flatband voltage and the
threshold voltage to positive values. When the device is turned on and in flatband
conditions, it basically behaves as a resistor and the electric field perpendicular to
current flow is basically equal to zero in the ‘‘bulk’’ channel.
Figure 1 shows the drain current as a function of gate voltage in the three types
of SOI MOSFETs: inversion-mode ‘‘N+PN+’’, accumulation-mode ‘‘N+NN+’’ and
heavily doped junctionless ‘‘N+N+N+’’ transistor.
• Below threshold the inversion-mode device is depleted (either fully or partially)
and the flat-and voltage is situated below the threshold voltage, at a gate voltage
at which the device is off (Fig. 1a). Below flatband the body is p-type neutral.
Above threshold, the body of the channel is depleted and a surface inversion
layer is formed.
• Below threshold accumulation-mode devices are fully depleted. Threshold is
reached when the gate voltage is increased in such a way that a portion of the
channel region is no longer depleted. At that point, the channel region is
technically partially depleted. As gate voltage is further increased, flat-band is

Fig. 1 Drain current (log scale) as a function of gate voltage in a an inversion-mode MOSFET;
b an accumulation-mode MOSFET and c a heavily-doped junctionless transistor
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Fig. 2 Electron concentration profile above threshold

reached: the channel region is now neutral (i.e. no longer depleted, even partially). Further increasing the gate voltage creates a surface accumulation
channel (Fig. 1b).
• The heavily doped junctionless transistor is fully depleted below threshold. As
gate voltage is increased, the electron concentration in the channel increases,
and threshold is reached when the peak electron concentration in the channel
reaches the doping concentration ND. Further increasing the gate voltage
increases the ‘‘diameter’’ of the region where n = ND, until the entire crosssection of the device becomes neutral (i.e. no longer depleted, even partially), at
which point flatband is reached (Fig. 1c). It is possible to further increase the
gate voltage to create accumulation channels, but this is probably not desirable,
as the high doping concentration in the channel already insures a large current
drive.
Figure 2 compares the electron profile above threshold in an inversion-mode pigate MOSFET, an accumulation-mode pi-gate transistor and a junctionless pi-gate
device in the on state (above threshold). In the inversion-mode the electrons are
confined in inversion layers at the top of the device and along its sidewalls, with
marked peaks at the corners. The cross-section of the silicon channel is
10 nm 9 10 nm. If confinement effects are neglected, there is no significant
volume inversion. The profile carrier concentration in the accumulation-mode
device is remarkably similar to that in the inversion-mode device, and the majority
of the electrons are confined in inversion layers at the top of the device and along
its sidewalls, again with marked peaks at the corners. The electron concentration in
the center of the device is equal to the doping concentration (ND = 1017 cm-3),
such that a small body current is added to the current in the accumulation layers.
Below threshold, the junctionless channel is depleted of electrons, and the
current varies exponentially with gate voltage (Fig. 3a). At threshold, a neutral
silicon filament forms between source and drain (Fig. 3b). The cross-section of
filament increases when gate voltage is increased (Fig. 3c) until depletion disappears and the device is in flatband condition (Fig. 3d).
When the device is turned off (Fig. 3a), the effective channel length, hereby
defined as the distance between the non-depleted source and drain regions varies
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Fig. 3 Electron concentration contour plots in an n-type junctionless transistor for
VDS = 50 mV. aVG \ VTH; bVG = VTH; cVG [ VTH; dVG = VFB  VTH

from a distance less than the physical gate length in the center of the nanowire to a
distance larger than the physical gate length near the periphery of the nanowire.
When the gate voltage is negative enough, the distance between the non-depleted
source and drain regions can be larger than the physical gate length across the entire
section of the device. This has a significant impact on short-channel properties. In a
‘‘regular’’, inversion-mode trigate device, assuming the distance between the source
and drain junctions is exactly equal to the physical gate length (Fig. 4a), the presence
of PN+ junctions creates a reduction of the effective gate length, resulting in a shortchannel effect (SCE). This effect has been quantified by Skotnicki et al. [3] using the
voltage-doping transformation model (VDT). The VDT can be used to translate the
effects of shrinking device parameters such as gate length or drain voltage into
electrical parameters. In the particular case of the SCE and the drain-induced barrier
lowering (DIBL), the following expressions can be derived from the VDT model [4].
"
#
x2j tox tdep
eSi
eSi
1þ 2
Vbi  0:64 EI Vbi
ð1Þ
SCE ¼ 0:64
eox
eox
Lel Lel Lel
and
"
#
x2j tox tdep
eSi
eSi
1þ 2
VDS  0:80 EI VDS
DIBL ¼ 0:80
eox
eox
Lel Lel Lel

ð2Þ
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Fig. 4 Illustration of effective channel length in an inversion-mode device (a) and a junctionless
transistor (b)

where Lel is the electrical (effective) channel length, Vbi is the source or drain
built-in potential, tox is the gate oxide thickness, xj is the source and drain junction
depth and tdep is the penetration depth of the gate field in the channel region,
which is equal to the depth of the depletion region underneath the gate in a bulk
MOSFET. The parameter EI is called the ‘‘Electrostatic Integrity’’ factor. It
depends on the device geometry and is a measure of the way the electric field lined
from the drain influence the channel region, thereby causing SCE and DIBL
effects. Based on the above expressions, the threshold voltage of a MOSFET with
a given channel length Lel can be calculated using the following relationship:
VTH ¼ VTH1  SCE  DIBL

ð3Þ

where VTH? is the threshold voltage of a long-channel device. The decrease of
threshold voltage with decreased gate length is a well-known short-channel effect
called the ‘‘threshold voltage roll-off’’. The SCE is illustrated in Fig. 4a for an
inversion-mode transistor. In a junctionless device in the off state, the electrostatic
squeezing effect causes the distance between the non-depleted source and drain
regions to be larger than the physical gate length (Fig. 4b). This is a beneficial
factor that reduces short-channel effects [2] and can possibly reduce source-todrain direct tunneling in very short-channel devices.
Unlike accumulation-mode and inversion-mode devices the channel of junctionless transistors is in the bulk of the nanowire (i.e. it is not a surface channel).
As a result, carriers in the channel are exposed to a low electric field in the
directions to current flow. This strongly reduces the degradation of mobility when
gate voltage is increased in the on state [5]. Figure 5 shows the position of the
channel in both subthreshold operation and above threshold. In an inversion-mode
device, subthreshold conduction mainly takes place in the top corners of the device
(Fig. 5a). Above threshold, surface channels are formed on three sides of the
nanowire, with carrier concentration peaks in the corners Fig. 5d). In an accumulation-mode transistor, the subthreshold current flows through the bulk of the
device, near the center or the back of the nanowire (Fig. 5b). When the device is
turned on, a small current flows through the body of the nanowire, but this current
typically amounts for les than ten percents of the overall current drive. Most of the
current flows in surface and corner accumulation channels, like in an inversionmode device (Fig. 5e). In the junctionless device the subthreshold current flows in
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Fig. 5 Location of
conduction path in the
different devices.
Subthreshold conduction path
in a inversion-mode,
b accumulation-mode and
c junctionless devices.
Conduction channels above
threshold in d inversionmode, e accumulation-mode
and f junctionless devices

the center of the nanowire, as in the accumulation-mode device (Fig. 5c). When
threshold is reached, the channel leaves full depletion and a neutral (‘‘undepleted’’)
channel forms between source and drain, in the center of the device (Fig. 5f).
Thus, the junctionless transistor is partially depleted when it is turned on.
Above threshold, channel saturation and pinchoff occurs like in a regular
MOSFET or in a JFET (Fig. 5). As a result of pinchoff, the output characteristics
of junctionless transistors are virtually identical to those of conventional MOSFETs [1].
No analytical mode has been developed for the junctionless device as yet, but,
in first approximation it is probably safe to use the model developed for calculating
the body current of accumulation-mode transistors [6], which yields:
IDsat 

1 qlND Wsi Tsi 2
VDsat
L
2

ð4Þ

with


VDsat

qND Tsi qND Tsi
¼ VG  VFB 
þ
2esi
Cox


ð5Þ

This is to be compared with the general expression for the current in an
inversion-mode trigate device:
IDsat 

1 lCox Weff 2
VDsat with Weff ¼ 2Tsi þ Wsi
2
L

ð6Þ

The current drive of the inversion-mode device is directly proportional to the
gate oxide capacitance, but so is the capacitance of the gate electrode. As a result,
the intrinsic delay time of the device (CV/I) is independent on the gate oxide
thickness. It can only be improved by enhancing the mobility and decreasing gate
length. In the junctionless device the current is not directly related to the gate
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Fig. 6 Electron concentration contour plots in an n-type junctionless transistor. aVD = 50 mV;
bVD = 200 mV; cVD = 400 mV; dVD = 600 mV

oxide thickness. It is, instead, proportional to the doping concentration in the
nanowire—and the doping concentrations that are used are at the same level as in
the source and drain extensions. This can give the junctionless device a speed
advantage over regular devices [1] (Fig. 6).

3 Threshold Voltage
The threshold voltage of junctionless devices depends on silicon film thickness,
width of the nanowire, doping concentration and gate oxide thickness (Fig. 7). One
can easily obtain different threshold voltages by varying the width of the nanowires, if doping concentration is kept constant, which may be useful for producing
devices with multiple values of VTH on a chip. Figure 7 shows the variation of
threshold voltage in a long-channel junctionless device as a function of silicon
width (Wsi) and thickness (Tsi). The EOT is 0.5 nm and the doping concentration is
2 9 1019 cm-3. Threshold voltage can be varied from 1 to -0.2 V by varying Wsi
from 5 to 20 nm and Tsi from 5 to 15 nm.
It is also important to evaluate the sensitivity of VTH variations with fabrication
parameters. Figure 8 shows the results of such an analysis. If one of the dimensions (Tsi or Wsi) is small enough, the variations of the other dimension do not
impact too much the threshold voltage. For example, if the silicon thickness is
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Fig. 7 Long-channel VTH
defined as peak in dgm/dVG
for Tox = 0.5 nm and
ND = 2 9 1019 cm-3

Fig. 8 Contour plot of
threshold voltage in an nchannel junctionless device
with Tox = 1 nm and
ND = 2 9 1019 cm-3, as a
function of nanowire
thickness and width

5 nm, the variation DVTH/DWsi is equal to 25 mV/nm. At the same time, the
variation of threshold voltage DVTH/DTsi is equal to 100 mV/nm. Since thin-film
SOI wafers with a rTSi \ 0.2 nm can nowadays be produced [7], threshold voltage
variations on the order of rVTH \ 35 mV can be expected at wafer level, provided
a lithography width control of 0.5 nm. The use of a thinner EOT decreases the
sensitivity of VTH on dimensions.
Doping fluctuations are a serious problem in nanoscale devices. Even in the socalled ‘‘undoped’’ channels the doping concentration is not equal to zero but to a
value of a few 1015 cm-3. This means that there a chance of approximately one in
a thousand to find a (boron) doping atom in a device with a channel volume of
10 9 10 9 10 nm3. In the corresponding junctionless device with a doping concentration ND of 5 9 1019 cm-3, there will be an average 50 doping atoms per
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Fig. 9 Scattering of source and drain doping impurities in the channel of a a long-channel and
b a short-channel inversion-mode MOSFETs; c long-channel and d short-channel junctionless
devices

Fig. 10 TEM cross section of a junctionless transistors with increasing width from left to right

channel, which makes the device much more robust against doping fluctuation
problems.
Another problem associated with the statistical distribution of doping impurities
is the variation of effective channel length, Leff, defined as the distance between the
source junction and the drain junction [8]. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, the statistical nature of the doping atom distribution at the source and drain junctions causes
the effective channel length to fluctuate from device to device. These fluctuations
are inherent to the ion implant and diffusion processes. Furthermore, dopants from
the source and drain can scatter in the channel region and influence the threshold
voltage. In the junctionless device, there is no gradient of doping concentration
between source, channel and drain. The effective channel length can no longer be
defined as the distance between two junctions. The effective gate length is basically equal to the physical gate length, although it may be somewhat longer when
the device is turned off (Fig. 4b).

4 Experimental Results
Junctionless gated resistor devices were made using standard SOI wafers. The SOI
layer was thinned down to 15 nm and patterned into nanoribbons using e-beam
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Fig. 11 Drain current versus
gate voltage for N- and Ptype junctionless gated
resistors and a trigate
inversion-mode, N-channel
MOSFET.
ND = 1 9 1019 cm-3 in the
junctionless device.
L = 1 lm

lithography. Using a combination of plasma lateral overetch and gate oxidation, the
thickness of the nanowires was reduced to nm, and their width was reduced to
dimensions as small as 5 nm. Ion implantation was used to dope the devices uniformly N+ or P+ with a concentration of 1 9 1019–5 9 1019 cm-3, which is a
typical LDD doping concentration, to realize N-channel and P-channel devices,
respectively.
Figure 10 shows the TEM cross-section of a several devices with different
widths. Due to processing parameters the cross-section of the devices is not a
rectangle, but rather a trapezium or even a triangle. Devices with a silicon
thickness of approximately 10 nm and a width ranging from 5 to 30 nm were
made. Junctionless transistors have excellent on–off switching behavior and an on/
off ratio larger than 105 for VDD=0.5 V (Fig. 11). The off current could not be
measured as it is lower than 1 fA, which is the sensitivity limit of the measuring
apparatus.
The subthreshold slope at room temperature is 64 mV/decade, and it remains
very close to the ‘‘ideal’’ value of (kT/q) ln(10) over the temperature range
225–475 K. Figure 12 shows the evolution of subthreshold slope, SS (in mV/
decade) at VDS=50 mV in a N-channel inversion-mode trigate MOSFET and a
junctionless gated resistor. The subthreshold slope of both devices follows the
following law: SS = n (kT/q) ln(10) with n = 1.066, which is very close to the
lowest theoretical limit (n = 1).
Equation 4 predicts an increase of drain current with doping concentration. This
is indeed observed (Fig. 13), but it should be noted that the current increase is due
not only to the reduction of channel resistivity with doping, but also to the
improved conduction in the source and drain, which have the same doping concentration as the channel. In the measured devices, the length of the source, the
drain and the channel region are all equal to 1 lm.
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Fig. 12 Measured
subthreshold slope versus
temperature in a junctionless
gated resistor and an
inversion-mode trigate
MOSFET

Fig. 13 Current versus gate
voltage in junctionless
devices with two different
doping concentrations

5 Mobility Considerations
One might be concerned by the effect of the high channel doping concentration of
junctionless gated resistors on carrier mobility. It is well known that ionized
impurity scattering degrades carrier mobility. The electron mobility in silicon is
shown in Fig. 14 as a function of donor atom concentration, ND [9]. The mobility
drops from 1,400 cm2/Vs in lightly doped silicon to 80 cm2/Vs for ND=1019 cm-3.
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Fig. 14 Electron mobility in
silicon as a function of donor
doping atom concentration
and as a function of electric
field in the channel. The latter
curve shows the mobility/
field for several key
technology nodes

Interestingly, mobility does not significantly degrade any further as the doping
concentration is increased beyond 1019 cm-3. A similar behavior is observed for
holes in P-type doped silicon [9].
Channel mobility in inversion-mode devices is affected by the (vertical) electric
field in the channel, Eeff. Since Eeff increases when the effective oxide thickness,
EOT, is reduced, surface channel mobility has steadily decreased in successive
technology nodes [10] and would now be well below 100 cm2/Vs at the 45-nm
node, if it wasn’t for the introduction of strained silicon technology: dealing with
mobilities of 80 cm2/Vs in junctionless gated resistors does not sound like a
completely outrageous idea when this is taken in consideration. It is also important
to note that the conduction channel in junctionless devices is in the center of the
device, and that the electric field perpendicular to the current flow, Eeff, is very
small. As a result, mobility in junctionless devices is not expected to decrease as
EOT is decreased [3].
Mobility in junctionless devices is largely dominated by ionized impurity
scattering, and acoustic phonons seem to have little effect on mobility. Figure 15
shows the mobility, measured from the peak of transconductance as a function of
gate voltage, in trigate SOI MOSFETs and in junctionless transistors. The inversion-mode trigate devices have either an undoped channel (NA & 5 9 1015 cm-3)
or a doped channel (NA & 5 9 1017 cm-3). In the undoped devices the peak
mobility is 350 cm2/Vs at room temperature, but drops by 36% as temperature is
increased to 200C. The doped devices have a lower room-temperature mobility
(220 cm2/Vs) which also drops by approximately 36% as temperature is increased
to 200C. The heavily doped (ND & 2 9 1019 cm-3) junctionless devices have a
much lower room-temperature mobility: 80 cm2/Vs. However, the mobility
decreases \7% as temperature is increased to 200C. This clearly illustrated the
fact that mobility is limited by ionized impurity scattering and is relatively
insensitive to phonon scattering in heavily doped junctionless transistors. A similar
trend is observed in p-channel devices (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15 Mobility in heavily
doped junctionless transistors
and in regular trigate
MOSFETs with doped and
undoped channels, as a
function of temperature

6 Conclusion
Junctionless transistors are variable resistors controlled by a gate electrode. The
silicon channel is a heavily doped nanowire that can be fully depleted to turn the
device off. The electrical characteristics are identical to those of normal MOSFETs, but the physics is quite different. Three types of MOS devices: inversionmode, accumulation-mode and junctionless MOSFETs are compared. The
dependence of threshold voltage on device geometry and doping fluctuation effects
in junctionless transistors is discussed. An analysis of mobility reduction effects is
presented.
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Gate Modulated Resonant Tunneling
Transistor (RT-FET): Performance
Investigation of a Steep Slope, High
On-Current Device Through 3D
Non-Equilibrium Green Function Simulations
Aryan Afzalian, Jean-Pierre Colinge and Denis Flandre

Abstract Performances of a new concept of nanoscale MOSFET, the gate
modulated resonant tunneling (RT)-FET, are investigated through 3D non-equilibrium green function simulations enlightening the main physical mechanisms.
Modulation by gate voltage of resonant tunneling states induced by channel and
additional tunnel barrier(s) enables very low RT-limited Ioff current together with
high thermionic Ion current. A region of subthreshold slope values as low as
45 mV/dec is achieved just below threshold, enabling a fast transition between off
and on regimes. High Ion/Ioff current ratios with low voltage operation and good
delay characteristics are predicted. The 10 nm Si RT nanowire investigated here
could operate with a supply voltage as low as 0.5 V, Ion/Ioff [ 104 (an order of
magnitude improvement compared to a classical nanowire) and low leakage.

1 Introduction
In a MOSFET the lower limit for the subthreshold slope (SS) is ln(10) 9 kT/q
(kT/q in short) or 59.6 mV/dec at 300 K. This sets a practical limit to reduction of
supply voltage and power consumption of a circuit. Achieving steeper SS transistors has become vital for further CMOS downscaling. Accordingly, different
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concepts have been proposed such as Tunnel-FETs (TFETs) [1–3], I-MOS [4, 5],
Suspended-Gate FET [6] and Ferro-electric FET [7, 8]. All these devices still
present important challenges before they could be integrated and achieve performances that match those of a MOSFET. For instance, TFETs suffer from very low
on-current level in Si [2, 3, 9] so that alternative channel materials and heterojunctions would be required in order to compete with classical Si-MOSFETs
[10–12]. We have recently shown the possibility of achieving sub-kT/q SS near
threshold together with high on-current by using a ‘‘boosted’’ Si CMOS transistor
modified to comprise tunnel barriers near the gate edges [13, 14] (Fig. 1). In this
chapter, the physics and the performance limits of this new device, the resonant
tunneling (RT)-FET, are thoroughly investigated through quantum simulations in
silicon nanowires.
In Sect. 2, the simulated structure and the simulation algorithm are first
presented. Then the invariance of the density of state (DoS) in the channel, and
therefore of the transmission, in subthreshold regime that leads to the carrier and
subthreshold limitation of classical transistors is reviewed. Section 3 investigates
the physics and performance limits of RT-FETs. First, the phenomenon we called
the modulated barrier resonant tunneling (MBRT) effect and its influence on
transistor characteristics is explained. Then the performances optimization of RTFETs is investigated versus physical parameters and compared to classical transistor in ultra scaled constricted Si nanowires. Due to its particular physics, the
new device can achieve very low Ioff together with high Ion current. A region of SS
values as low as 45 mV/dec is achieved just below threshold, enabling a fast
transition between off and on regimes. High Ion/Ioff current ratios with low voltage
operation and good delay characteristics are predicted.

2 Simulation Algorithm and Subthreshold Slope Basics
SOI nanowire transistors with a channel length, L, of 10 nm were simulated in the
ballistic limit using a self-consistent three-dimensional non-equilibrium Green
function (NEGF) quantum simulator [15]. Figure 1 shows a schematic device
representation and gives the parameters of the SOI Gate-all-Around n-channel
nanowire with dielectric constrictions of the Source (S)/Drain (D) extensions
(local reduction of length LC and thickness Dtsi) located at a distance Lout from the
S and D/channel junctions. Such constrictions result in tunnel barriers (TBs)
between a few meV to several hundreds of meV simply by tuning Dtsi [15]. We
also note that the effect discussed here is not strictly limited to constriction tunnel
barriers. Our simulation results have shown similar effects by replacing the constrictions area by other usual means of creating barriers (a small P+ pocket in the
N+ source and drain, surface charge defects through grain boundaries [16] (in this
case a delta shaped barrier is created), vertical devices and heterojunctions,
Schottky barrier using dopant segregation [14], oxide charges,…). The gates can
overlap over the S–D extensions side by a length Lov.
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Fig. 1 a Rectangular [100] Gate-all-around SOI N-type nanowire with constrictions (for figure
clarity the lateral gates and gate oxides are not shown). tsi = wsi = 2 nm. Channel: L = 10 nm,
doping N- = 1015 cm-3. Source/Drain extensions: Lsd = 5 nm, doping N+ = 1020 cm-3 Oxide:
EOT = 0.5 nm. T = 300 K. b 3D plot of the simulated electron concentration in the device with
Dtsi = 0.5 nm, LC = 1 nm, Lout = Lov = 0. Due to the constrictions, tunnel barriers of a few
100 meV are created at the gate edges

This simulator was specifically optimized for the efficient simulation of
nanowires with tunnel barriers and non-constant cross-section. It is based on the
use of a fast coupled mode space (FCMS) implementation of the NEGF, adaptive
energy and non-uniform mesh algorithms. The Hamiltonian is written in the
effective mass formalism but it includes a non-parabolic correction for transport
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effective mass and subband levels that is sufficiently accurate for the scope of this
study [15].

2.1 Carrier Limitation in a Classical Transistor
In a MOSFET the lower limit for the subthreshold slope (SS) is ln(10) 9 kT/q
(kT/q in short) or 59.6 mV/dec at 300 K.
SS 

oVG
oVG
ouS
¼

oðlog10 ID Þ ouS oðlog10 ID Þ

ð1Þ

This limit arises from the combination of two facts:
(1) The gate channel coupling limitation, i.e. it is at best possible to induce a
surface potential, uS variation in the channel (the potential responsible for the
conduction band potential variation DETCB, a N-MOSFET is considered here
but the principle is the same for a P-MOSFET in the valence band) as large as
G
the gate potential variation, i.e. oV
ouS ¼ n  1:
(2) The carrier limitation: the maximum current change available due to the
change of channel barrier DETCB = -qDus is limited by the Fermi–Dirac
distribution which in subthreshold (ETCB [ EFS the source Fermi level) gives:
DId ¼ Id0  eqDus=kT

ð2Þ

This exponential increase in current is related to the increase of the number of
electrons from the source that can cross the channel and reach the drain when the
channel barrier is lowered. Note that in (2), one only sees a variation due to the
Fermi–Dirac distribution variation but no influence of the DoS variation with
energy. This is because the transmission probability, T, of electrons from source to
drain is in fact limited by the DoS in the channel and not that in the source: the
DoS in the channel is usually much smaller than the DoS in the source and
therefore through the exclusion principle, electrons in the source can only cross the
channel through the available path of transmission, proportional to the DoS in the
channel. When the channel barrier is lowered, DoS and transmission for energies
in the vicinity of the top of the channel barrier ETCB, i.e. those that will contribute
to the current, are therefore virtually unchanged (Fig. 2). As a result, the current is
proportional to the product of an equivalent constant average transmission around
TCB times the exponential function, which yields (2) (Fig. 2b). Note than in an
ultra scaled nanowire, due to the irregular 1D-DoS shape and its low value at
source extension side, the variation of source DoS when changing VG can have a
limited impact on transmission, especially for low value of channel barrier where
Source and channel DoS can be of the same order of magnitude. Such a small
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Fig. 2 a Schematic representation of the conduction band (EC) and current flow in subthreshold
regime of a N-MOS transistor. When VG is increased, the top of channel barrier (TCB) is lowered by
a value DETCB and current increases exponentially. The DoS in the channel and therefore the
transmission T stay mostly constant. b Simulation results for the 10 nm nanowire without barrier of
Fig. 1: EC vs. normalized distance ((x - Lsd)/(L ? 2*Lsd)), normalized current density J(E) and T
(non normalized) versus energy (both curves have been rotated by 90) below threshold at
VG = -125 and 75 mV. All the curves in b have been shifted down in energy so that ETCB = 0.1 eV
for comparison. Transmission and current are mostly unaffected by the relative motion of the source
side of the channel barrier compared to TCB and the subthreshold slope is above the kT/q limit

fluctuation can be observed in Fig. 2b. However its impact on the current is
negligible and if oscillations can appear in current or capacitance characteristics of
ultra-scaled nanowires it is usually above threshold [17].
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3 MBRT Effect in Constricted Si Nanowires
In Fig. 3, ID(VG) and SS(VG) curves of RT-FETs with tunnel barriers, with
increasing LC and overlap Lov are shown and compared to those of an identical
classical ‘‘reference’’ nanowire transistor without barrier or overlap, TREF. We
also show the current ratio IR = IDRTFET/IDTREF versus VG. An overlap covering
the constrictions is required in order to keep adequate electrostatic control of the
gate over the tunnel barriers (TBs) [13, 14].
1
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Fig. 3 ID(VG) and SS(VG) curves of TREF (1) and RT-FETs with, LC = Lov = 2 nm (2),
LC = Lov = 4 nm (3) and LC = Lov = 8 nm (4). Vd = 1 V. L = 10 nm. The current ratio,
IR(VG) is also shown for case (2) and (3). TBS = 0.2, TBD = 0.36 eV. Lout = 1 nm
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3.1 Concept
The device with LC = 2 nm exhibits a 45 mV/dec steep SS just below threshold.
This results from the gate modulation of resonant tunneling states induced by a
differential motion of channel and additional tunnel barriers that modifies the
longitudinal confinement in the device [14].
Figure 4a shows the band structure (EC) as a function of position x and the
transmission (T) as a function of energy of the RT-FET with Lout = 1 and
Lov = 2 nm before the steep SS region (SS = 60 mV/dec) at VG = -0.325 V and
at VG = -0.225 V. Figure 4b shows the same in the steep SS region at VG =
-0.125 V, where SS is 58 mV/dec and at VG = 0.075 V where SS = 45 mV/dec
(Fig. 3). Figure 4b can be compared to Fig. 2b obtained for the case of TREF. The
transmission in the device with constrictions is quite different from that without
constrictions and features very sharp peaks. This is the signature of resonant
tunneling states. When the height of the TBs becomes typically comparable to that
of the channel barrier, the TBs can induce resonant energy states in the quantum
wells formed between tunnel-channel and/or tunnel-tunnel barriers. In these wells,
electrons have discrete energy levels in the transport (x) direction for energy levels
located in the conduction band, while for energies sufficiently above the wells, the
electrons are essentially free. This decreases the DoS in the channel and therefore
the current, compared to the reference transistor. Before the steep SS region,
however, as illustrated in Fig. 4a, these wells are totally controlled by the gate
potential. Increasing VG only shifts down the wells in energy but the relative shape
of the well are preserved. As a consequence, the transmission close to the top of
the channel barrier, however reduced due to the resonant tunneling effect, does not
change when increasing VG. As in the case of TREF, when increasing VG, the
number of electrons available to cross the channel only increases due to the
Fermi–Dirac statistics and the slope is the same as that of TREF in this region. As a
consequence, the current ratio is low (7%) but stays constant in this region. TBs
can however locally move in a different way than the top of the channel barrier
through 3D electrostatics effects at the gate edges and mixed influence between
gate/source and gate/drain voltages. In Fig. 4b, one sees that, just below threshold,
the distance in energy between source and channel barrier is sufficiently low so
that the motion of EC with VG at the source gate edge is slowed down. This
changes the relative shape of the wells with VG (i.e. creates a non-translational
invariant movement) and induces changes in energy levels as well as their
broadening (c), which influence the DoS, transmission, current, and SS. Different
motions can result in the change of the transmission and increase of the current. A
combination of these can be seen in Fig. 4: (a) the depth of the potential well
between TBS and TCB is reduced when VG is increased. This increases the energy
of levels in this well and transfers them closer or above the top of the channel
barrier effectively increasing the number of levels that can drive the current; (b) in
the vicinity of its top, the shape of the tunnel barrier is changed such that its
transparency is decreased. This reduces the coupling between source and channel
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at these energies, effectively reducing the broadening of the energy levels close to
the top of the barrier and shifting these levels down in energy. In this case the
current can be increased through an increase of the transmission or through a more
favorable probability of the Fermi–Dirac distribution related to the lower energy of
the shifted levels. In the case of Fig. 4b, the combination of the two motions keeps
the two lowest levels at about same energy but enhances the transmission. A
reduction of SS below kT/q is therefore achieved by this means even if the
transparency of the TBs decreases in comparison to the channel barrier. This is
because the electron concentration (and therefore ID) increases faster than the
Fermi–Dirac distribution of carriers due to the strong non-linear change of DoS
shape with VG. This change in DoS distribution modifies the transmission
(Fig. 4b). This is not the case in the device without tunnel barrier, where the
electrons are free of any confinement effects in the transport direction (x),
(Fig. 2b). In this case, SS does not reach values below kT/q (Fig. 3b).
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Finally, transistors with TBs can have two different thresholds. The first, Vth1
(=0.19 V in Fig. 3a), related to the resonant tunneling (RT)-current, happens like
in a standard transistor when TCB passes below the source Fermi level EFS. The
second, Vth2 (=0.43 V in Fig. 3a), related to the thermionic current above the well,
happens when the TBs pass below EFS. A transistor dominated by the RT-current
below its threshold voltage, Vth, as that with LC = Lov = 2 nm studied here
(Fig. 5a), can achieve low off-current and steep slope region owing to the RTE. Its
actual Vth will be equal to Vth1. However for VG [=Vth2, an important additional
thermionic current will start flowing enabling further improvement of the slope
and current ratio and hence very high on-current (Figs. 3a, 5b). By increasing VG
above Vth2, an increasing part of the current is flowing above the well and
therefore not or only slightly reduced by the resonant tunneling effect (RTE). The
transistor is recovering the on-current level of TREF.
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3.2 Performance Investigation
We compare the different devices in term of Ion/Ioff ratio and delay vs. supply
voltage Vdd (=Von - Voff) for two different threshold voltages, i.e. 0.16 and 0.1 V,
changing the gate workfunction to have same Vth for all devices. The delay is
estimated by (Qon - Qoff)/Ion, Qon and Qoff being the total charge in the device at
VG = Von and Voff respectively (Fig. 7). Depending on the tunnel barriers width,
LC, the current can be carried by resonant tunneling states in the well (RT-current)
(Fig. 5a) and/or free or quasi free states above the well (‘‘thermionic’’ like current)
(Fig. 6, both currents flow in case of RT-FET of Fig. 6a). A transistor already
dominated by the thermionic current below threshold, i.e. with LC too large, will
have characteristics very similar to TREF but with a shifted threshold voltage, i.e.
Vth = Vth2 (e.g. transistor with LC = 8 nm). Its performances are not enhanced
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compared to that of TREF and therefore not further investigated here. As said
above, a transistor dominated by the RT-current below its threshold voltage, Vth,
can achieve low off-current and steep slope region owing to the RT effect. Its
actual Vth will be equal to Vth1. The RT-FET with LC = 2 nm has the lowest Ioff
and enhanced Ion/Ioff ratio compared to TREF for both sets of Vth. However for
VG C Vth2, an important additional thermionic current will start flowing enabling
further improvement of the slope and current ratio and enabling very high oncurrent (e.g. transistor with LC = 2 nm, Fig. 3). The transistor is recovering the
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with LC = 2 nm and LC = 4 nm for Vth set to 0.16 and 0.1 V
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on-current level of TREF and its delay rapidly decreases in this range. Transistors
having intermediate LC (i.e. LC = 4 nm in Fig. 3) will have both thermionic and
RT-current flowing in subthreshold (Fig. 6a). They will present a regime between
Vth1 and Vth2 where their slope and current characteristics are in between
subthreshold and above threshold. Their effective threshold voltage, Vth, will also
be in between Vth1 and Vth2. Although their off-current compared to RT-FET with
LC = 2 nm is not as low, they feature very sharp turn on just above threshold
which ensure good delay characteristics and comparatively good Ioff performances
for very low threshold voltages (i.e. 0.1 V and below). This makes them interesting devices for ultra low voltage especially at ultra low threshold for high speed
application where lower Ion/Ioff ratio can be trade-off for low delay and high Ion.
Note also that the capacitance, or charge variation, increase of the RT-FETs due to
the overlaps, is more or less compensated by a charge reduction due to the DoS
reduction in the TBs and the quantum well due to RT effect. Also in this case extra
peaks in the capacitance and charge curves related to the 0D DOS can be observed
for TBT with LC = 2 and 4 nm (inset of Fig. 7b). Finally performances of
RT-FETs in terms of Ion and delays for a given Vdd depend on the distance
between Vth and Vth2 which is also influenced by barrier height. The curves
obtained here for LC = 2 nm were optimized for Vdd = 0.7 V, but better delays
can be achieved for lower Vdd by reducing barrier height.

4 Conclusions
Performances of a new concept of nanoscale MOSFET, the gate modulated resonant tunneling (RT)-FET, have been investigated through 3D non-equilibrium
Green function simulations enlightening the main physical mechanisms.
A well optimized RT-FET, with tunnel barriers width, LC, in the order of a few
nanometers, features low off current and SS below the kT/q limit together with
high on-current. We show that the improvement in SS results from the modulation
(when the gate voltage is varied) of resonant tunneling states induced by a differential motion of channel and additional tunnel barrier(s) that modifies the
longitudinal confinement in the device. This leads to an increase of the DoS in the
channel and therefore an increase of the transmission with VG. We have also
shown that RT-FETs feature a second threshold voltage above threshold, related to
a change of regime between resonant-tunneling current in the well to thermionic
current above the well, allowing to filter more efficiently the off than the
on-current. For gate voltage above this threshold, an important additional thermionic current will start flowing enabling further improvement of the slope and
current ratio and hence very high on-current. The transistor is recovering the
on-current level of a transistor without tunnel barrier.
High Ion/Ioff current ratios with low voltage operation and good delay characteristics are therefore predicted. The 10 nm Si RT nanowire with LC of a few
nanometers investigated here could operate with a supply voltage as low as 0.5 V,
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Ion/Ioff [ 104 (an order of magnitude improvement compared to a classical
nanowire) and low leakage.
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Ohmic and Schottky Contact CNTFET:
Transport Properties and Device
Performance Using Semi-classical
and Quantum Particle Simulation
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and Philippe Dollfus

Abstract In this chapter, we investigate the device operation and performance of
carbon nanotube-based field-effect transistors (CNTFETs) by means of particle
Monte Carlo simulation including electron–phonon scattering. Within semiclassical approach of transport, both Ohmic- and Schottky-type source and drain
contacts are considered and the effect of ambipolar transport inherent in Schottky
barriers is analysed. This effect degrades the on/off current ratio and impedes the
current saturation at high VDS, which makes the transition frequency strongly
dependent on the drain voltage. However, by lowering the Schottky barrier height
for electrons, the ambipolar behavior is reduced, which makes the device characteristics closer to that of ohmic-contact transistors. In both cases the intrinsic
current-gain cutoff frequency is shown to reach about 800 GHz for a gate length of
100 nm. The detailed analysis of scattering events in the channel shows that the
fraction of ballistic electrons in the Ohmic contacts devices increases from 80 to
95% when reducing the gate length from 100 to 10 nm. Hence, the transport in the
channel is likely to be strongly coherent, which is analyzed by means of quantum
Wigner Monte Carlo simulation, whose algorithm is fully compatible with the
semi-classical one. It is shown that in spite of significant quantum transport effects
such as source-drain tunneling through the gate-induced barrier and reflection by
the sharp potential drop, the microscopic quantum features, e.g. the oscillations of
the Wigner function, are not strongly reflected at the macroscopic level of terminal
current.
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1 Introduction
Exceptional transport properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), including very high
carrier mobility [1] and mean free path [2, 3], make them very attractive for
designing carbon nanotube field-effect transistors (CNTFETs) likely to overcome
the limitations of Si transistors. Since the first demonstrations of CNTFETs in
1998 [4, 5], significant progress has been made in understanding the device
physics and in improving the transistor performance ([6] and references therein).
In parallel, efforts have been made to demonstrate CNTFET circuit operation
[7–10] and integration with silicon MOS technology. Beside near-ballistic transport in CNTs, CNTFETs was rapidly expected to offer a good potential for high
frequency applications [11]. The challenge was then in the enhancement of highfrequency performance [12, 13]. Indeed, the inherent mismatch between the high
impedance of nanodevices and the 50 x impedance of standard HF equipments,
together with the relatively low drive current provided by a single CNT, impedes
the accurate evaluation of their dynamic behaviour. Recently, the intrinsic current
gain cutoff frequency of devices made of a large number of SW-CNTs rapidly
increased from 8 GHz [14] to 80 GHz [15]. A transconductance of 20 lS and a
transition frequency of 50 GHz were also reached at room temperature for a
single-CNT transistor of 300 nm gate length [16].
It is generally observed that the electrical performance of CNTFETs is not
limited by the intrinsic nanotube properties but rather by the contact properties.
The first realisations of CNT-based field effect transistors offered Schottky-like
source and drain contacts which strongly influence the operation and characteristics of CNTFETs. In particular, the ambipolar behaviour of Schottky transistors
[17] may lead to unacceptable leakage currents [18]. Strong efforts have been
made to improve the behaviour of contacts obtained from different types of metal
and process [7, 19–21]. First Ohmic contact p-type CNTFETs were fabricated by
depositing Pd-contact pads onto CNTs and annealing in Ar while near-Ohmic Al
contacts were obtained for n-type FETs [22]. Thanks to chemically-doped contacts, they rapidly gave high performance in terms of subthreshold slope and
ON/OFF ratio [23].
The semi-classical Boltzmann approach to transport in semiconductors has been
very successful for many years in interpreting the physics of electron devices. It
has been developed by many groups to study a wide variety of transport problems
in many kinds of devices, to such a point that it is impossible to summarize here
the most significant examples of its applications. Extensive overviews of this
method may be found in [24–26]. In spite of disadvantages due to large computational requirements and some limitations inherent in the finite number of simulated particles, this technique of transport simulation turns out to be robust and
versatile. It has been used by some groups to investigate the semi-classical
operation of CNTs and CNTFETs [2, 27, 28]. Quantum simulation becomes
recommended when device dimension reduces to the deca-nanometer scale, i.e.
when device performance may rely on coherent quantum effects. In spite of
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difficulties in including scattering, the most widely used quantum simulation
method is the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) one [29]. Several recent
works based on the NEGF simulation of CNTFETs may be found [30, 31].
Another option is to use the Wigner’s formalism of quantum transport which is
based on a function defined in the phase space as a Fourier transform of the density
operator [32]. In the classical limit this function reduces to the classical Boltzmann
distribution function and under some approximations on the treatment of scattering
(weak and fast scattering limit) the collision operator of the Wigner transport
equation is similar to that of the Boltzmann equation [33, 34]. Wigner Monte Carlo
simulation can thus reconcile semi-classical and quantum simulations [35] and has
been recently implemented for CNTFETs [36].
In this article we use extensively the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation technique to
investigate the operation and performance of CNTFETs where source and drain
contacts may be either Schottky- or Ohmic-like. Both semi-classical (Boltzmann)
and quantum (Wigner) MC algorithms including phonon scattering are used. They
are self-consistently coupled to the 2D cylindrical Poisson’s equation to simulate
gate-all-around CNTFETs which have been shown to be optimal in ultimately
scaled devices [37]. The possibly high ballisticity of such transistors can make the
transport essentially coherent and one may wonder whether the quantum transport
effects have a strong impact or not on the device performance. Both quantum and
semi-classical approaches are thus compared.
The article begins with a brief summary of electron and phonon dispersion in
carbon nanotubes (Sect. 2). Then the MC model of Boltzmann and Wigner simulation is detailed in Sect. 3, while the numerical treatment of Ohmic and Schottky
contacts is described in Sect. 4. The performance of Ohmic and Schottky CNTFETs are investigated using semi-classical simulation in Sect. 5. Finally, we
analyze the ballistic and quantum transport in the channel of Ohmic-CNTFETs in
Sect. 6.

2 Electron and Phonon Dispersion of Carbon Nanotube
Since their discovery by Ijima [38], CNTs have been considered as the ultimate
carbon-based 1D system. A nanotube may be seen as a graphene sheet rolled up
into a hollow cylinder and its structure depends on the circumferential chiral
vector C = n a1 ? m a2 which is specified as a combination of the two unit
vectors a1 and a2 of the hexagonal honeycomb lattice. The indices (n, m) fully
determine the electronic structure and properties of a CNT. Because the microscopic structure of CNTs is closely related to that of graphene, we can obtain the
electronic band structure of a specified nanotube from that of graphene by applying
appropriate periodic boundary conditions to the component of wave vector
along the circumferential direction of the tube. This is the idea of the zone-folding
approximation [39].
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If the difference between n and m is divisible by 3, the nanotube is metallic,
otherwise it is semiconducting. In particular, all ‘‘armchair-type’’ nanotubes (n,
n) are metallic, one-third of ‘‘zigzag-type’’ nanotubes (n,0) are metallic and twothirds are semiconducting [39]. In this article, we are interested in the semiconducting zigzag type.
By using the tight binding method in the nearest neighbor approximation, we
can get a simple analytical expression for the p electronic states of graphene. In a
zone-folding approximation, the component of wave vector along the nanotube
circumference is quantized, which is characterized by a quantum number g. In
contrast, the component kz along the nanotube axis remains continuous (for infinite
tubes). For a zigzag CNT of diameter d = 2a0 (n2 ? m2 ? nm)1/2/2p, with
a0 = |a1| = |a2| = 0.249 nm, the electron wave vector is
2g 
p
p
k ¼ k z uz þ
uh with g ¼ n þ 1; . . .; n and  \kz 
ð1Þ
d
T
T
where uz and uh are the unit vectors along the tube axis and circumference,
respectively, and T = 0.43 nm is the length of the zigzag CNT unit cell. The zonefolding method thus breaks up each band of graphene into 2n subbands among
which n - 1 subbands are twofold degenerate. This degeneracy leads to two
equivalent valleys in the subband structure, each centered near a graphene K point.
The energy dispersion for a zigzag tube is finally given by
ﬃ
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 
pg
pg
Tkz
cos
ð2Þ
þ 4 cos2
Eðkz ; gÞ ¼ c 1  4 cos
2
n
n
where c is the p-hopping integral between nearest-neighbour atoms in graphene.
This approach neglects the curvature effects inherent in CNTs. It works well for a
diameter larger than 0.8 nm but for very small-diameter CNTs the calculation
should properly consider that the C–C bonds perpendicular and parallel to the axis
may be different and that p and r orbitals can mix [40].
By analogy with standard parabolic description of bands in conventional
semiconductors, a convenient analytical approximation of (2) can be made to
describe the energy of the first three subbands of each valley for semiconducting
zigzag CNTs. The general expression of the energy dispersion is finally [27]



2 kz2
h
¼ Eb  Eb0 ðnÞ 1 þ ab ðnÞ Eb  Eb0 ðnÞ
2mb ðnÞ

ð3Þ

where E0b(n), mb(n) and ab(n) are the minimum of energy, the effective mass and
the non-parabolicity coefficient of subband b, respectively. This approximation (3)
will be used in what follows for the Monte Carlo simulation, including scattering
rates and transport calculation. In this article, we focus on the semiconducting
zigzag CNT (19,0) with diameter d = 1.5 nm. Given hopping energy c = 3 eV
[39], one obtains subband energies of 0.28, 0.59, 1.09 eV, effective masses of
0.048m0, 0.129m0, 0.133m0 and non-parabolicity coefficients of 1.572, 0.765,
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0.395 eV-1 for the first three subbands, respectively. In practice, for drain bias
voltage lower than 0.5 V, it is sufficient to consider the first two subbands only.
Similarly, the phonon spectrum of CNTs can be well described by zone folding
the phonon dispersion curves of 2D graphene sheet [39], in good agreement with
ab initio calculation [41]. The phonon wave vector is determined in the same way
as the electron wave vector
q ¼ q z uz þ

2lq
uh
d

ð4Þ

where the quantum number lq specifies the confinement along the tube circumference. Each of the six phonon branches of graphene is broken in 2n subbands.
These approximations are commonly considered for the phonon dispersion used
to calculate the electron–phonon scattering in transport simulation [2, 27, 30, 42,
43]. Longitudinal acoustic and optical modes are considered to be dominant for
electron scattering within the first three subbands of both valleys [44]. For the
acoustic modes, we use the same phonon energies as in [27]. A linear dispersion is
used for intra-subband acoustic phonons (lq = 0). For phonon modes involved in
inter-subband/intra-valley transition (lq [ 1) the dispersion is nearly flat at C
point and these branches are described via a constant energy equal to the minimum
value of each mode. A constant energy is also considered for acoustic phonons
involved in inter-valley transitions. The longitudinal optical phonons of graphene
are to be included for transport simulation, with energy values of 180 meV
(K point) and 200 meV (C point) [45]. They induce inter-valley/inter-subband
transitions. Finally, radial breathing modes (RBM) are included in the phonon
description with a constant energy of 19 meV for a (19,0) tube [46, 47]. They give
rise to an additional intra-subband transition.

3 Transport Model in Boltzmann and Wigner Formalisms
In semi-classical device simulation, the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) is
solved to obtain the distribution function fb from which we can calculate various
quantities of interest such as the current and the carrier density, velocity and
energy. The 1D BTE is
ofb 
h
1
þ k  rx fb þ F ext  rk fb ¼ Cfb
ot m
h


ð5Þ

where x and k are the position and wave vector coordinates, m is the carrier
effective mass, Fext is the external force, and C is the collision operator describing
the scattering processes in the system. The particle Monte Carlo method to solving
the BTE consists in simulating the trajectories of individual carriers through the
device under the influence of the electric field and scattering processes. The distribution function is reconstructed from the ensemble of carriers in the form
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fb ðx; k; tÞ ¼

X

dðx  xi ðtÞÞdðk  ki ðtÞÞ

ð6Þ

i

where xi, ki are the position and wave vector of the ith particle, respectively. We
have developed a model within the software MONACO to simulate the semiclassical transport in carbon nanotubes [2, 48, 49]. The analytical dispersion
relation (3) is used to describe the nanotube subbands and the electron–phonon
scattering is included through acoustic, optical, and radial breathing phonon
modes, as described above.
The most natural approach to modeling the statistics of a quantum system is
the density matrix formalism. The off-diagonal elements of the density matrix,
called coherences, characterize the real-space delocalization of electrons. By
Fourier transform of the density matrix, one can define a function which depends
on both position and momentum [32, 50]. It is the Wigner function fw.
The Wigner function can be seen as a generalization of the Boltzmann distribution function in quantum mechanics formulation. However, it is not a
distribution function because it can take negative value. The 1D Wigner transport
equation may be written as
ofw 
hk ofw
þ
¼ Qfw þ Cfw
ot
m ox

ð7Þ

where the non-local effect of the potential is contained in the quantum evolution
term Qfw
Z
Qfw ðx; kÞ ¼ dk0 Vw ðx; k0 Þfw ðx; k þ k0 Þ
ð8Þ
and the Wigner potential is defined for a particle in a potential V(x) as
1
Vw ðx; kÞ ¼
2p
h

Z




x0
x0
dx expðikx Þ V x þ
V x
2
2
0

0



ð9Þ

The effect of electron–phonon coupling is described by the collision term Cfw.
If we assume the coupling to the phonon modes to be weak and the phonon
scattering phenomena to be rapid, the collision term takes the same form as the one
in the Boltzmann transport equation [35]. This approximation neglects advanced
effects of scattering as collisional broadening and retardation or intra-collisional
field-effects. The resulting equation is often called the Wigner–Boltzmann
equation [51].
The strong similarity with Boltzmann’s equation suggests using similar statistical particle technique to solve the Wigner–Boltzmann transport equation. Here
we choose the Monte Carlo technique that has been used in the simulation of
resonant tunneling diodes and silicon nanoscaled transistors [52–54]. In this
technique the Wigner function is seen as a sum of pseudo-particle contributions
according to
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X

Ai dðx  xi ðtÞÞdðk  ki ðtÞÞ

ð10Þ

i

where xi, ki, Ai are the position, wave vector, and affinity of the ith particle,
respectively. The affinity concept was initially proposed by Shifren et al. [55]. This
weighting quantity contains all the quantum information of the electron system. It
is not constant and may get negative values. In this technique, we treat statistically
only the collision term. During a free flight, the coordinates of pseudo-particles
evolve as for classical particles. It should be noted that, in contrast to the semiclassical trajectories, the wave vector is not changed by the potential during free
flights, but only by scattering events. The potential affects only the particle affinity
through the quantum evolution term. After each time step between two solutions of
Poisson’s equation, the affinities in each mesh M(x, k) of the phase space are
updated according to
X dAi
¼ Qfw ðx; kÞ:
dt
i2Mðx;kÞ

ð11Þ

Concerning the particle injection conditions, particles with an affinity of 1 are
injected at the source-drain contacts to ensure the charge neutrality. Moreover, we
inject a particle of zero affinity in each mesh of the phase space where there is no
particle and the quantum evolution term is non zero [34, 52]. The latter condition
is mandatory to ensure the conservation of total affinity and charge.
In this article, both Boltzmann and Wigner Monte Carlo algorithms are used for
the simulation of coaxially-gated CNTFET. The simulator couples the 1D transport equation, in either quantum or semi-classical formulation, with the 2D
Poisson’s equation for the cylindrical device symmetry.
The Pauli exclusion principle is included in the simulation by injecting particles
at contacts according to the Fermi–Dirac equilibrium distribution and by using a
rejection technique in the treatment of selected scattering events [48, 56], which
corresponds to the introduction of a self-scattering of probability proportional to
ð1  f ðx; k0 ÞÞ where f ðx; k0 Þ is either the Boltzmann or the Wigner function at final
state. The functions f ðx; kÞ are updated after each time step. It should be noted that
the band-to-band tunneling is not included in the model, which limits the range of
bias operation to moderate values of gate and drain voltage with respect to the
bandgap of the CNT.

4 Model of Ohmic and Schottky Contacts: Simulated Devices
The modelling of Ohmic and Schottky contacts is a crucial problem of computational electronics, even for ideal cases. In semi-classical Monte Carlo simulation,
Ohmic contacts on highly doped regions are usually treated by assuming
the vicinity of the contact to be in thermal equilibrium. The electrical neutrality of
the real-space cells adjacent to the contact is thus the only condition of particle
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injection through the contact. After each time step, if particles are missing in some
‘‘Ohmic’’ cells with respect to the charge neutrality, the appropriate number of
carriers (of affinity equal to 1) is injected in these cells to recover the neutrality.
An equilibrium distribution is used to select randomly their wave vector
components.
In Schottky barrier (SB) CNTFETs, the space charge region near the Schottky
interface and the tunneling of carriers through the nanotube-metal junction must be
carefully considered. In particular, specific conditions of carrier injection have to
be applied.
Let’s consider a contact at position x = 0 with a Schottky barrier UB. After
solving the Poisson equation at the end of a time step Dt, which provides the
conduction band profile EC (x), IinjDt/e particles have to be injected from metal to
CNT, where e is the elementary charge. The appropriate current Iinj is evaluated
from the Landauer formula [57]
Z
2e
Iinj ¼
TðEÞMðEÞf ðEÞdE
ð12Þ
h
where h is the Planck’s constant, M(E) is the number of available subbands in the
CNT, and f(E) is the distribution function in the metal. The energy-dependent
transmission coefficient T(E) at the metal/CNT interface is calculated within the
WKB approximation. The energy of injected particles is chosen randomly using a
probability deduced from Landauer formula. If E is higher than the Shottky barrier
UB, electrons are injected at x = 0, otherwise they are injected at the position
x where EC(x) = E. The initial kinetic energy e of tunneling electrons is 0. For
thermionic particles, E = e ? UB is chosen according to the distribution function
in the metal.
For electrons moving in the space charge region, the possibility of tunneling
from the CNT to the Schottky contact is considered when they ‘‘hit’’ the conduction band EC, i.e. when e vanishes during the particle movement. The electron
is collected by the metal only if a random number r is less than T (EC). Otherwise,
the particle is reflected inside the CNT as in the classical case. This model of
Schottky contact was initially developed for unipolar structures and recently
extended to study ambipolar transport in CNTFETs [58].
The device parameters used for the simulation are as follows (see also schematic cross-section of Fig. 1). The coaxial gate length varies from 6 to 100 nm
with a 5.3 nm equivalent gate oxide thickness, unless otherwise stated. In Ohmiccontact transistors the source and drain access regions are either 20- or 30 nm-long
with an N-type doping of 0.34 nm-1. This doping is assumed to be induced
electrostatically by an additional gate which is not included explicitly in the
simulation. This doping level corresponds to about one electron provided for 517
carbon atoms and puts the Fermi level 59 meV above the first subband. The
Schottky barriers are characterized by the barrier height UB. There is no access
zone in Schottky-barrier (SB) transistors (see Fig. 1). A semiconducting zigzag
nanotube (19,0) is considered with a bandgap of 0.55 eV. The first two subbands
are taken into account with effective masses of 0.048m0 and 0.129m0,

Ohmic and Schottky Contact CNTFET
Fig. 1 Schematic cross-section of simulated devices with
a Ohmic and b Schottky
source and drain contacts
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respectively, where m0 is the free electron mass. Electron–phonon scattering is included with the parameters described in Sect. 2 [2] with a full set of electron–phonon
interaction processes by acoustic, optical and radial-breathing phonon modes. All
simulations are performed at room temperature T = 300 K.

5 Comparison of Ohmic and Schottky Contacts
All results presented in this Section were obtained using semi-classical Boltzmann
simulation.
For a gate length of 100 nm, Fig. 2 compares the transfer characteristics of a
Schottky-barrier (SB) CNFET with that of an Ohmic contact device. The SB
height is mid-gap, i.e. UB = 0.275 eV, which leads to symmetric conditions of
electron and hole injection at positive and negative VDS. At high positive VGS, the
current is mostly due to the electrons going from source to drain (Fig. 3a). In contrast,
at negative gate voltage, the holes injected at the drain barrier contribute mainly to the
total current (Fig. 3b). We can see that the drain voltage modulates the Schottky
barrier at drain-end while the potential in the channel is fixed by the gate voltage.
Hence, when the drain voltage increases, the hole injection at drain contact is
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Fig. 4 ID–VDS characteristics of SB-FET for different values of VGS (L = 100 nm,
EOT = 5.3 nm) a electron current, b hole current, c total current

enhanced, which gives a higher hole current. As a consequence, the minimum current
increases.
The ambipolar transport makes SB-CNFET characteristics unconventional [59].
In particular, it degrades the current saturation behaviour (Fig. 4) and the subthreshold
characteristics. For VDS = 0.3 V the subthreshold slope is about 95 mV/dec
instead of 70 mV/dec in the Ohmic contact device. The Schottky contacts are also
detrimental to the on-state current and transconductance. The transconductance is
limited to 20.5 lS in the SB device instead of 32 lS in the Ohmic one (not shown).
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Figure 5 shows the conduction band and electron velocity profiles in Ohmic and
Schottky CNTFETs at VDS = 0.1 V for the same value ID & 1 lA, i.e. for
VGS = 0.4 V and VGS = 0.18 V in SB and Ohmic devices, respectively. In the
Ohmic device, the electric field, though rather weak (mean value of 2.5 kV/cm),
can take significant values reaching 6 kV/cm. In such conditions of small (less
than 10 kV/cm) but finite electric field, the electron mean free path is only limited
by intra-subband acoustic phonon scattering and is higher than 100 nm [2]. The
particles are thus accelerated in the channel to reach a relatively high velocity of
3.5 kV/cm. In the SB-device, the effective electrostatic gate control leads to a very
small driving electric field in the channel, which results in a velocity nearly
constant and much smaller than in the Ohmic-contact transistor.
Actually, the height and form of the Schottky barrier at contacts can be modified by interaction of metal or CNT with molecules of the environment or by the
interface geometry [59]. To study the influence of the barrier height, we now
consider two other barrier height values UB = 0.1 and 0 eV for electrons, which
means that it is EG - UB = 0.45 and 0.55 eV for holes, respectively. In Fig. 6 two
ID-VGS curves (at VDS = 0.1 V) are compared to the previous case of mid-gap
Schottky barrier. The electron injection at the source contact is enhanced to the
detriment of hole injection at the drain, which typically increases the transconductance and the on-current which become rather close to values obtained for
Ohmic-contact transistor (if compared with results of Fig. 2). However, the
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off-current is only slightly reduced. These results are consistent with experimental
ones [60]. The ambipolar transport can thus be reduced by adjusting parameters
like the Schottky barrier height.
By looking at Fig. 7a which plots the cut-off frequency as a function of gate
voltage, we observed that decreasing the Schottky barrier height provides better
dynamic performance. In the case of mid-gap SB, the contribution of the hole
current at high VDS degrades the saturation of the drain current (Fig. 4) and makes
the cut-off frequency strongly dependent on the drain voltage. When the SB height
is reduced, the better saturation of the drain current gives a weaker dependence of
fT on VDS and the behavior of fT becomes similar to that of Ohmic-contact
CNTFET (see Fig. 7b).
However, thanks to smaller gate capacitance in Schottky devices (see Fig. 8a)
the maximum transition frequency fT is similar in Ohmic and SB CNTFET and
reaches typically 800 GHz for a gate length of 100 nm, as shown in Fig. 8b. In spite
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of drawbacks related to the ambipolar behavior (poor saturation of the IDS–VDS
characteristics and strong VDS-dependence of fT), SB-CNTFET may provide performance similar to that of Ohmic contact devices, which makes it possible to
envision the design of new multi-function logic circuits taking advantage of
ambipolar transport [61]. Additionally, as explained above, the ambipolar behavior
may be reduced by lowering the Schottky barrier height UB (see Fig. 6).

6 Ballistic and Quantum Effects in Ohmic Contacts Devices
Prior to the investigation of quantum effects, we first analyze the ballistic transport
on the basis of semi-classical simulation of CNTFETs with different channel
lengths. Indeed, the quantum coherence of electrons in the channel is directly
linked to the ballistic nature of their trajectories. In this section, the equivalent
oxide thickness of simulated devices is EOT = 0.4 nm.

6.1 Analysis of Semi-Classical Ballistic Transport
in the Channel of CNTFET
First, we simulate Ohmic CNTFET in semi-classical formalism to study the ballistic transport. In Fig. 9, the transfer characteristics of the Ohmic-contact CNTFET are plotted for different channel lengths ranging from 10 to 100 nm. It
appears that the drain current is quite weakly dependent on the gate length, which
is a first indication of a strong contribution of ballistic transport in the gated part of
the channel. As previously observed, due to the low driving field in this region the
electron mean free path, limited only by weakly effective intra-subband scattering
with acoustic phonons, may reached values higher than 100 nm [2]. At high
electric field, typically greater than 10 kV/cm, the mean-free path becomes limited
by intervalley scattering due to interaction with high energy phonons. It is then
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Fig. 9 IDS–VGS characteristics at VDS = 0.4 V for the
Ohmic CNTFET with different channel lengths
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strongly dependent on the electric field and decreases sharply to 20 nm under a
field of 100 kV/cm [2].
The conduction band profile of the CNTFET is plotted in Fig. 10a for three gate
lengths at VDS = 0.4 V. The intervalley phonon interactions happen only beyond
the gated part of the channel, i.e. beyond the sharp potential drop, where the
energy spectrum exhibits a second low-energy peak, distance of which from the
first high-energy peak is exactly equal to the optical (LO-K) phonon energy of
180 meV (Fig. 10b). Thanks to the excellent electrostatic gate control of the
channel which generates a weak electric field in the active region this optical
phonon scattering effect thus plays a minor role in the performance of the transistor and the transport is strongly ballistic. It is a consequence of the quantum
capacitance regime typical of low-dimensional structures with low density of
states, as CNTs [62].
The ballistic character of transport in the active region of the channel is confirmed by Fig. 11 where we plot the fraction of electrons as a function of the
number of scattering events experienced between the source-end and the drain-end
of the intrinsic channel. The fraction of ballistic electrons is 80% for L = 100 nm,
89% for L = 25 nm and reaches 95% for L = 10 nm. For comparison, it is only
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31% in an Si double-gate MOSFET with 25 nm channel length (dashed black line
in Fig. 11).
This highly ballistic transport raises a question regarding the validity of the
semi-classical transport approximation used here. Indeed, the phase coherence of
the electron wave functions is likely to be preserved over long distance which may
give rise to quantum effects such as tunneling and quantum reflection which are
associated with the wave nature of electrons.
To study the effect of quantum and coherent transport on the behavior of
CNTFETs, we now use the Wigner MC simulation to model Ohmic-contact
CNTFETs. In the next sub-section, the quantum transport analysis is performed
with careful comparison with semi-classical results, which is made possible thanks
to the full compatibility between Wigner and Boltzmann MC algorithms.

6.2 Effect of Quantum Transport
We first consider the on-state of the transistor, i.e. at VGS = 0.2 V, VDS = 0.4 V.
In Fig. 12 we plot the cartography in the phase space of the Boltzmann function fb
(from semiclassical calculation) and the Wigner function fw (from quantum calculation) for the gate length of 25 nm. The two functions look very different, much
more different than in the case of 6 nm-long DG-MOSFET [53]. In the semiclassical case, the stream of hot electrons shows that carriers are abruptly accelerated by the electric field at the drain-end of the channel. In contrast, in the
quantum case, the acceleration seems much slower as if the carriers feel the
potential fall in advance, which is consistent with the idea of delocalized electrons
with finite extension of their wave function. It also reflects the consequence of the
non local effect of potential in the Wigner formalism. Moreover, the positive–
negative oscillations of the Wigner function at the drain-end of the gate are the

Fig. 12 Cartography of Boltzmann a and Wigner functions b from semi-classical and Wigner
MC simulation of CNTFET, respectively, for VGS = 0.2 V, VDS = 0.4 V. The 25 nm-long gate is
located from x = 30 nm to x = 55 nm
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signature of a strongly coherent transport, with typical quantum effects such as
tunneling through the gate-induced barrier and reflection on the sharp fall of
potential at the drain-end of the channel. The quantum coherence between incident
and reflected electrons also appears in the rapid oscillations about k = 0 [34].
For L = 25 nm, the direct source-drain tunneling is always negligible and the
main possible quantum effect is the quantum reflection occurring at the drain-end
of the channel, as already observed in nano-MOSFETs [53]. In Fig. 13a the
conduction band profile is plotted for L = 25 nm at VGS = 0.2 V, i.e. for the same
bias as in Fig. 12. The main difference between Wigner and Boltzmann simulations is in the small spike occurring at the source-end of the channel in the Wigner
case. In spite of possible tunneling through this spike, the main effect is a weaker
injection of electrons in the channel than in the Boltzmann case, as illustrated by
the corresponding density profiles plotted in Fig. 13b.
In spite of these significant differences observed at microscopic level, it is
noticeable to see that the two types of simulation give quite close terminal currents, as shown in Fig. 14 for the two gate lengths L = 25 nm and L = 6 nm. The
current is weakly dependent on the gate lengths. This is the result of strongly
ballistic transport in the channel. It is clearly and quantitatively shown in Fig. 11
where we plot the fraction of electrons as a function of the number of scattering
events experienced between the source-end and the drain-end of the channel.
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Whatever the gate voltage the Wigner current is systematically smaller than the
Boltzmann current. The relative difference of drain current between Wigner and
Boltzmann simulation is quite small in on-state, i.e. less than 10%, and reaches
only 60% in nearly off-state, as shown in Fig. 15. Surprisingly enough, this difference is smaller for L = 6 nm than for L = 25 nm, which deserves to be
explained.
For smaller channel length, because of the thinner channel barrier, the sourcedrain tunnelling is now possible. It tends to slightly enhance the drain current in
comparison to the semi-classical case, which leads to smaller difference between
Wigner and Boltzmann currents for L = 6 nm than for L = 25 nm, as observed in
Fig. 14. This overall behaviour of CNTFETs demonstrates the importance of the
self-consistence in this type of device simulation, which tends to reduce the differences between quantum and semi-classical results, in spite of strong apparent
differences at the microscopic level.
The occurring of source-to-drain tunnelling in 6 nm-long channel is clearly
illustrated in Fig. 16 where we plot the Wigner function cartography of the device
biased in off-state (VGS = 0.05 V) in comparison to the case L = 25 nm. While
the Wigner function takes only very small values in the channel for L = 25 nm
60
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Fig. 16 Cartography of the Wigner function for the gate length of 25 nm a and 6 nm b at
VGS = 0.05 V, VDS = 0.4 V
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(Fig. 16a), significant oscillations are visible for L = 6 nm at positive and negative values of wave vector, which is the manifestation of the persistence of both
tunnelling and quantum reflections.

7 Conclusion
We have taken advantage of the strength of the Wigner/Boltzmann Monte Carlo
approach including electron–phonon scattering to investigate and to bridge the
main features of semi-classical and quantum transport in CNTFETs with either
Ohmic or Schottky source and drain contacts.
The characteristics and performance of Ohmic and Schottky CNTFETs have
been carefully compared. While Ohmic-contact transistors exhibit standard FET
characteristics with high on/off current ratio, the ambipolar transport behavior
inherent in Schottky-contact transistors strongly influences the device electrical
characteristics. In particular, the ambipolar character of carrier transport impedes
the current saturation at high VDS and degrades the on/off current ratio. Additionally, the poor saturation of current makes the transition frequency strongly
dependent on the drain voltage, which may be critical for circuit application.
However, it has been shown that by lowering the Schottky barrier height for
electrons, the ambipolar behavior reduces, which makes the device characteristics
closer to that of Ohmic-contact transistors. Finally, in both cases the intrinsic
transition frequency is shown to reach about 800 GHz for a gate length of 100 nm
and enters the THz range for sub-100 nm devices.
The highly ballistic character of carrier transport has been clearly evidenced
with a fraction of ballistic electrons reaching 89% in the active region for a gate
length of 25 nm, to be compared to 31% in Si DG-MOSFET of the same gate
length. This high ballisticity manifests in particular in the weak gate lengthdependence of drain current.
The analysis of quantum and semi-classical Monte Carlo simulation of short
channel CNTFETs shows that, in spite of significant quantum transport effects
such as tunneling through potential barrier and reflection by sharp potential drop,
the microscopic quantum features, e.g. the oscillations of the Wigner function, are
not strongly reflected at the macroscopic level of terminal current. Quantum and
semi-classical simulations for 25 and 6 nm long devices even provide closer
results for the shorter of these channel lengths. This study highlights the importance of including the self-consistence in device simulation which tends here to
weaken the consequences of quantum effects. This kind of consideration seems to
make acceptable the semi-classical approach of transport much beyond its theoretical domain of validity.
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Quantum Simulation of Silicon-Nanowire
FETs
Marco Pala

Abstract We present numerical calculations of transport properties of semiconductor nanowires based on a three-dimensional (3D) self-consistent Keldysh
Green’s function approach, which is able to treat quantum confinement, quasiballistic transport, out-of-equilibrium effects as well as the influence of elastic and
inelastic scattering. We investigate the role of main scattering mechanisms
responsible for mobility degradation at room temperature in ultrashort electron
devices like Silicon-nanowire FETs. We consider spatial fluctuations as surfaceroughness (SR) or remote-charge scattering (RCS) as main sources of elastic
scattering, whereas electron–phonon (PH) interaction is assumed responsible of
inelastic scattering processes. We apply these techniques to evaluate the effects of
SR and RCS on the transfer characteristics and electron mobility of short-channel
Silicon nanowires at room temperature and then focus on scattering-limited
mobilities. Our results show that SR and RCS are mainly responsible for
threshold voltage shift and sub-threshold voltage slope degradation, whereas PH
scattering remains the main scattering mechanism limiting the mobility at room
temperature.

1 Physical Models and Numerical Methods
Numerical calculations are carried out through the self-consistent solution of the
three-dimensional Schrödinger and Poisson equations with open boundary
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conditions along the transport direction. We adopt a coupled mode-space approach
[4, 8] within the Keldysh Green’s function formalism [2, 5] to calculate the
electron charge and transport properties as low-field mobility. In such a formalism
we compute the retarded Green’s function GR, describing carrier dynamics inside
the conductor and the lesser-(greater-) than Green’s function G\(G[), describing
occupied (non-occupied) states. In steady-state conditions the two kinetic equations describing the transport properties of the system read out:

1
GR ¼ E  Hd  RR
;
G\ð [ Þ ¼ GR R\ð [ Þ GA
where a matrix notation has been adopted in the real space or in the mode-space
domain. Here, Hd is the device Hamiltonian, RR the retarded self-energy, GA is the
advanced Green’s function and R\([) is the lesser(greater) self-energy describing
the in(out)-scattering rates including the tunnel coupling with both contacts and
the phonon scattering in the whole device. In case of dissipative transport such
equations are non-linearly coupled and have to be self-consistently solved [10, 13].
The Hamiltonian is described in the material-dependent effective mass approximation in order to reduce the computational burden, which is still a good
approximation with respect to tight-binding methods for a SiNW width larger than
1.7 nm [19].
Further, we focus on three main scattering mechanisms limiting the mobility in
decananometric nanowire FETs: (1) surface-roughness scattering due to the spatial
fluctuations at the interface between the channel and the oxide layer, (2) remoteCoulomb scattering due to fixed charges present in the gate stack, especially at the
interface between Silicon oxide and high-k dielectrics like HfO2, and (3) phonon
scattering due to different modes of lattice vibrations including acoustic and
optical phonons. In particular, scattering from acoustic phonons in the elastic
approximation and dispersionless optical phonon scattering accounting for both fand g-type processes are considered.
The effect of surface roughness is included via a geometric method as an abrupt
randomly varying interface between Si and SiO2. A quasi-continuous function D(r)
representing the two-dimensional Si–SiO2 interface displacement is assumed to be
characterized by an exponential autocorrelation function
CðrÞ ¼ D2m e

pﬃﬃ
2r=Lm

;

where Dm is the root mean square (RMS) of the fluctuations, and Lm is the
correlation length [3]. Each particular realization of SR is generated by starting
from the power density spectrum obtained by Fourier transforming the correlation
function and then by adding a random odd phase to the square root of the power
spectrum. The presence of surface roughness is considered only on the channel
region in order to properly evaluate the SR-limited mobility in the channel [1].
A similar geometrical treatment is adopted to evaluate the effects of random
charged defects present in the oxide region and responsible of remote-charge
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scattering (RCS) [9]. An interfacial layer of silicon oxide with thickness tIL is
placed between the silicon channel and the high-j gate dielectric. Positive and
negative impurities are supposed to be randomly localized at the interface with a
uniform probability distribution over the two-dimensional interfacial plane with a
density NFix. Similarly to the case of SR the presence of fixed charges is considered only in the region covered by the gate, thus allowing us to focus on channel
transport properties. In [14], the use of fixed charges of opposite sign is at the basis
of the observed mobility degradation connected to RCS. A uniform charge distribution located at the gate/oxide interface is indeed supposed to generate a simple
shift of the flatband voltage with small impact on the channel mobility due to the
distant location. On the other side, dipoles located at the interfacial layer are able
to affect the carrier transport through potential oscillations, whereas no significant
shift of the flatband voltage is supposed due to a quantitative balance between
charges of the opposite sign. The magnitude and the impact of the potential
oscillations will depend on the choice of specific values of NFix and tIL, the only
two parameters introduced in the model.
The electron–phonon interaction is accounted for via the self-consistent Born
approximation and is included with local self-energies. We assume bulk band
structures for all phonons and neglect effects due to the confinement on the
transverse plane which start to be important for cross-section smaller than
5 9 5 nm2 [12]. The lesser(greater)-than self-energy of acoustic phonons for n-th
mode at the ith discrete space site along the transport direction reads:
 2 P \ð [ Þ
[Þ
n;m
 
R\ð
m;n;n ði; i; EÞ ¼ Mq
m Gm;m;m ði; i; EÞIm;m ði; iÞ; where m is the valley index,
R
2
n;m0
|Mq|
the electron–phonon matrix element and Im;m
ði; iÞ ¼ dydz

2 
2
 n
 

ðy;
zÞ
vi;m0 ðy; zÞ vm
 represents the usual form factor, where vni,m are the eigeni;m
functions at the transverse plane. Similarly, for the j-th optical mode the les 2 

\ð [ Þ
ser(greater)-than self-energy reads out: Rj;m;n;n ði; i; EÞ ¼ Mq  Nj þ 12  12

1
P
m;m0 \ð [ Þ
n;m
hxj ÞIm;m
ði; iÞ where Nj ¼ expðhxj =KTÞ  1
is the
m;m0 gj Gm0 ;m;m ði; i; E  
average phonon density at the energy 
hxj and the degeneracy factor is gm,m’
= dm,m’
j
for g-type and gm,m’
= 2(1 - dm,m’) for f-type optical phonons. The two electron–
j
 2
 2 hD2
phonon matrix elements are Mq  ¼ DAC KT
and Mq  ¼ OP for the acoustic and
2
qus

2qxj

optical phonon case, respectively, where DAC and DOP represent the acoustic and
optical deformation potentials, q the mass density, us the acoustic velocity and xj
the optical phonon angular frequency. The phonon retarded self-energies are
assumed as purely imaginary for both optical and acoustic scatterings.
After the solution of the Schrödinger problem for any energy E the 3D electron
density at the discretized space site (i, j, k) is evaluated as

nði; j; kÞ ¼

XZ
gv gs
Im
DxDyDz n;m;m

dE \
G
ði; i; EÞvni;m ðj; kÞvm
i;m ðj; kÞ
2p m;n;m
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where gv and gs are the valley and spin degeneration coefficients, respectively. In
order to obtain a self-consistent solution the electron charge is then inserted in the
~  eðr
~ /ðr
~Þr
~Þ ¼ qðr
~Þ; with e the
charge density q in the 3D Poisson equationr
material permittivity and u the electrostatic potential.
Hence, the current flowing from the coordinate xi to xi+1 is evaluated according
P
g
2Re n;m;m
to the Meier–Wingreen formalism [6] as: Ji;iþ1 ðj; kÞ ¼ hqgDyDz
R
\
n
m
dE
2p Vi;iþ1 Gm;n;m ði þ 1; i; EÞviþ1;m ðj; kÞ vi;m ðj; kÞ where Vi,i +1 is the coupling strength
between slice i and i ? 1.
The extraction of the effective mobility leff is performed in the linear transport
following the method presented in [8]. This is achieved after separately computing
the conductance G and the linear electron charge density N1D according to
v s

leff ¼

GLch
;
qN1D

where Lch is the channel length.
In order to avoid spurious effects in the evaluation of the linear charge
density due to the charge penetration in the channel region from doped S/D
regions we evaluate N1D in a restricted channel region. Moreover, the evaluation
of the effective mobility for such short-channel devices accounts for the nonlocal
effect of the apparent or ballistic mobility component arising from scatterings
occurring at the contact interfaces and linearly depending on the channel length.
In order to isolate a purely scattering-limited mobility lsc, we adopt the Shur’s
model [15]

1
1
lsc ¼ l1
eff  lbal
where lbal is the ballistic mobility evaluated on a clean device, and lsc represents
any kind of scattering among PH, SR and RCS. This decomposition is physically
justified by the fact that all the scattering mechanisms are each other independent
[10].

2 Surface Roughness
Surface roughness at the Si/SiO2 interfaces is a major scattering mechanism in
ultra short devices like SiNWs due to the small surface/volume ratio. It first
influences the electrostatics properties and hence the transport characteristics of
such devices [7]. As it is shown in Fig. 1 SR affects differently the various slices
along the longitudinal direction, generating random potential wells and hence
spatial fluctuations of the charge density. A direct consequence is the change of the
eigenfunction solutions of the 2D Schrödinger equation on the transverse plane.
This is connected to the rise of the mixing between transverse modes of adjacent
slides [18].
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Fig. 1 Example of cross-section of the conduction band profile (left) and of the charge density
(right) for different SR parameters. The average wire section is 3 9 3 nm2. SR parameters
Dm = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 nm, Lm = 1.0 nm

Fig. 2 First subband profile
with ideal (black) and rough
(color) interfaces for three
different gate voltages
(VGS = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.6 V).
From the bottom to the top
SR parameters are Dm = 0,
0.1, 0.2, 0.3 nm and
Lm = 1.0 nm. The wire
section is 3 9 3 nm2,
VDS = 1 mV

More precisely, we can distinguish between two main effects due to SR in
nanowires: one is to create large fluctuations of the effective-potential profile seen
by electrons, while the second is to enhance the mode mixing between transverse
eigenfunctions at adjacent sections [1, 7, 8]. Usually the former is more important
at low electron density whereas the second is more relevant at large overdrive
when electrons are pushed towards the surfaces by the gate action. Subband
fluctuations along the transport direction can be observed in Fig. 2, where the
potential profile of the first subband of an unprimed valley is reported at low and
high gate biases, both for the (solid lines) SR and the (dashed lines) ballistic case
for a narrow nanowire with average cross-section of the 3 9 3 nm2. Several
potential wells in the transport direction can give rise to electron localization, which can be of some importance in a quasi-ballistic transport regime.
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Fig. 3 Transfer
characteristics of SiNWFETs
as a function of VGS - VT.
From the bottom to the top
SR parameters are Dm = 0,
0.1, 0.2, 0.3 nm and
Lm = 1.0 nm. The wire
section is 3 9 3 nm2,
VDS = 1 mV

The interplay between subband fluctuations and mode-mixing mechanism is
responsible of the different dependence on the inversion charge of the effective
mobility in nanowires of different lateral sizes [8].
The effect of SR on the drain current of SiNWs is addressed in Fig. 3 showing
the transfer characteristics at low-drain bias VDS = 1 mV and different values of
roughness RMS Dm. In particular, we can study electrical performances in terms of
the threshold voltage VT and of the sub-threshold voltage slope S = ( q log ID/
q VG)-1. Threshold voltage is evaluated via the comparison of the output characteristics in the exponential current regime. Dashed line represents the characteristics of the ballistic device, and it is adopted as reference in order to quantify
the impact of the SR on the transport properties, whereas solid lines represent the
characteristics of the SiNWT with rough interfaces.
First we find that SR determines a monotonic threshold voltage shift DVT with
respect to the smooth case with DVT & 20, 40, and 70 mV for Dm = 0.1, 0.2, and
0.3 nm, respectively. This can be explained by considering that in the low-drain
bias regime the current is limited by the smallest channel constriction generated by
SR. Threshold voltage shift attains about 70 mV for Dm = 0.3 nm and is compatible with the maximum variation of the subband profile in Fig. 2. Therefore, a
monotonic reduction of the output current is also reported for a fixed gate overdrive as roughness RMS is increased.
Second, we find that all lines in Fig. 4 show the same S & 70 mV/dec, which
is slightly higher than the ideal value of 60 mV/dec at room temperature due to a
combination of finite source–drain tunneling current and short-channel effects
occurring in such a scaled device. Therefore, SR is not effective in altering the
slope which is independent of Dm. This can be explained by noticing that the
amplitude of potential fluctuations due to SR are negligible with respect to the
source/drain barrier in the subthreshold regime and almost independent of VGS.
Further, we focus on the SR-limited mobility lSR which is computed after the
evaluation of the effective mobility leff and of the so-called ballistic mobility lbal.
The former refers to clean devices, where electrons are not backscattered and it has
not to be considered as a standard mobility. It has been studied in several
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Fig. 4 Surface-roughnesslimited mobility of
SiNWFETs as a function of
the 1D electron charge. From
the bottom to the top SR
parameters are Dm = 0.1, 0.2,
0.3 nm and Lm = 1.0 nm.
Average wire section is
3 9 3 nm2, VDS = 1 mV

theoretical works [20] and since it arises from contact resistance, it scales linearly
with the device length. Ballistic mobility decreases with the inversion charge due
to the increasing importance of degeneracy effects [8], described by the analytical
flux theory for a single occupied 1D subband [11], which shows a decrease of the
effective mobility at large gate voltage
lbal /

F1 ðgF Þ
;
F1=2 ðgF Þ

where Fn(gF) is the nth order Fermi integral and gF = (EF - E1)/(kT), EF is the
Fermi level, and E1 is the first subband energy.
The presence of roughness at the Si/SiO2 interfaces adds another source of
scattering in the device thus reducing the absolute value of the effective mobility
when increasing Dm.
Hence, SR-limited mobility can be interpreted as the mobility of electrons
scattered by SR and lbal as the mobility of ballistic electrons that are limited only
by contact resistance. This decomposition is physically reasonable since the two
scattering mechanisms are independent. In Fig. 4, we show the SR-limited
mobility as a function of the 1D electron charge of SiNWs with a 3 9 3 nm2
cross-section, as well as the errorbars arising from the uncertainty in calculating
the linear charge. We point out a relevant and monotonic mobility reduction as a
function of Dm, which is consequence of the subband fluctuation mechanisms,
whereas the mode-mixing mechanism starts to be important only for significant Dm
and large gate overdrives.

3 Remote Coulomb Scattering
The impact of RCS on SiNWs is evaluated by considering rectangular wires with
channel lateral dimensions of 5 9 5 nm2 and gate length of 40 nm. The channel
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orientation is supposed along the [100] direction. Bulk silicon effective masses
(ml = 0.916 m0, mt = 0.191 m0), where m0 is the free electron mass, are used.
The silicon oxide effective mass is fixed at one half of m0. The high-j oxide has a
thickness of tox = 2 nm, whereas tIL varies from 0.6 to 1.4 nm. The dielectric
constant of the external layer has been set to twice the value of the silicon oxide.
In analogy to the case of SR at the interface the presence of fixed-charge centers
in the gate stack generates spatial fluctuations the potential profile and, hence, of
the 1-D subband experienced by electrons. Moreover, the variation of the confinement condition along the transport direction determines an additional
enhancement of the coupling effect between transverse modes. The two competing
mechanisms affect the carrier transport with different strength at different gate
biases. Importantly, the inclusion of the impurities directly in the Poisson’s
equation as additional charge-density contribution determines a solution that selfconsistently accounts for the screening effect due to the channel carriers. This is
shown in Fig. 5, where the first subband profile of one of the unprimed valleys is
reported for different gate-bias conditions. As the gate voltage is increased and a
higher carrier density is accumulated in the channel, the Coulomb potential generated by the fixed charges is screened by the electrons at the surface, thus
reducing the perturbation effect. A progressive smoothing of the potential energy
fluctuations is shown, while the potential profile approaches the ballistic curve. At
low gate voltages, the presence of marked and sharp oscillations of the potential is
the limiting scattering mechanism. At higher gate overdrives, the squeezing of the
carriers toward the Si/SiO2 interfaces induces an increased mode mixing and
determines a current reduction.
The effect of RCS on the transfer characteristics for different values of the
interface layer thickness and impurity densities is carried out with a qualitative
analysis of the leakage current and of the threshold voltage. In Fig. 6, the output
characteristics in both linear and logarithmic scale are reported for devices with
interfacial layer thickness of tIL = 1.4, 1.0, 0.6 nm and fixed NFix = 1013 cm-2,
Fig. 5 First subband profile
along the transport direction
for a SiNW with high-k gate
stack for various overdrive
values. RCS parameters are
NFIX = 1013 cm-2 and
TIL = 1 nm
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considering a single realization of an impurity distribution for each parameter
value. The fixed-charge density is chosen similar to typical values presented in
literature [14]. The curves are plotted as a function of VGS - VT, where VT is
extracted from the linearization of the output characteristic at high overdrive. First,
we observe a progressive increase in VT with decreasing interface layer thickness.
The random generation of discrete fixed charges deviates from the ideal condition
of a uniform distribution of dipoles causing a non-compensation of the impact on
the potential. In particular, especially at large NFix and thin tIL, we observe the
formation clusters of charges of the same sign, strongly influencing the transfer
characteristics at low inversion density. An example of such a phenomenon is
reported in Fig. 5, where the subband profiles at different gate voltages are shown.
Due to the increasing importance of screening effects electrons in the channel
subband fluctuations are progressively smoothed when VGS increases.
A clustering of positive charges induces a large threshold voltage shift of
several mV with respect to the ballistic case. Moreover, the presence of charge
clusters has a direct effect on the current characteristics. In fact, depending on the
specific realization of fixed charges, favorable source-to-drain tunneling paths can
be possible. The direct-tunneling component of the current has a detrimental
impact on the performances of the device with a sharp increase in the current
levels in the OFF condition and with a reduction of the gate-control capability,
reflected by a progressive increase in the subthreshold voltage slope S. An
increasing importance of the tunneling current can be observed for the device with
the smaller value of tIL and the larger NFix, reflected by a spreading of the current
values over almost one order of magnitude in the subthreshold regime. In Fig. 6
we report a progressive increase of the inverse subthreshold slope from 63 to
78 mV/dec, compared with the ideal condition of S = 60 mV/dec of the ballistic
device.
RCS also influences the electrical performance at large inversion density, where
we notice a current reduction for thinner tIL. This is easily explained by the

Fig. 6 Turn-on
characteristics for devices
with different tIL values and a
fixed value of
NFix = 1013 cm-2 (Solid
lines with symbols).
Reference ballistic case is
reported for comparison
(Black dashed line with
symbols). VDS = 5 mV
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Fig. 7 Mean value of the
RCS-limited mobility as a
function of the channel
electron density evaluated
over ten device samples for
different tIL values and a fixed
value of NFIX = 1013 cm-2.
From the top to the bottom
tIL = 1.4, 1.0, 0.6 nm

increasing importance of the coupling of transverse modes for large electronic
densities: although electronic screening determines a drastic reduction of the
spatial fluctuations and carriers experience a thermionic transport, the increased
number of conducting modes implies a non-negligible RCS inversely proportional
to tIL [9].
In order to analyze the impact of the mere RCS on the mobility, we have
subtracted the apparent mobility component following the Mathiessen decompo
1
1
sition lRCS ¼ l1
where lRCS is the RCS-limited mobility. Again, this
eff  lbal
factorization is physically justified since the two scattering mechanisms are
independent.
In Fig. 7, we show the average RCS-limited mobility as a function of the linear
electron density in the channel. To compare the devices in the same condition of
charge density, an interpolation of the simulated data is performed before averaging. The evaluated standard deviation is reported for the two limit conditions of
high and low electron densities. We find clear power-law dependence of
lRCS * (NInv)a, where a is close to unity, with a slow deviation only at highdensity values. Such a result is consistent with the power law found in experiments
on double-gate and ultrathin-body MOSFETs [17], where the exponent a was
observed to increase by reducing the body thickness. Physically, the power-law
behavior is originated by the screening effect at room temperature and is characteristic of the increase in the inversion screening length with the linear charge
density [16].

4 Channel-Length Dependence of Low-Field Mobility
In order to study the influence of inelastic scattering arising from electron–phonon
interaction we consider rectangular gate-all-around SiNWs with a cross section of
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5 9 5 nm2 and a high-j gate stack of 2 nm with a SiO2 interfacial layer of 1 nm. We
adopt ideal ohmic source and drain contacts with a uniform donor doping of
2 9 1020 cm-3. The channel length Lch can vary from 10 to 40 nm, whereas the
source/drain extensions are 10 nm.
In Fig. 8 we show the output characteristics at a low-drain bias in the presence
of only PH scattering and of both PH and SR scattering for the different channel
lengths in logarithmic scale. A ballistic reference curve is added for a device with
Lch = 20 nm. PH scattering is responsible of a uniform current degradation at all
inversion densities, whereas SR is responsible for a threshold voltage shift (few
mV depending on the channel length), but leaves the sub-threshold slope
unchanged, accordingly to [1]. Moreover, besides the performance deterioration
due to short-channel effects, we notice the presence of direct tunneling for the
shortest device with Lch = 10 nm. Hence, PH scattering is not effective in
reducing source-to-drain tunneling in short devices.
The channel-length dependence of low-field mobility mobility is analyzed in
Fig. 9, where the effective and scattering-limited mobilities for various channel
lengths are shown as a function of the channel electron density NInv. While the
dependence of leff on Lch can be easily explained as the effect of the ballistic
component linearly depending on the gate length the non trivial dependence of
lsc on Lch is due to the importance of non homogeneous scattering in the
channel and the source/drain extensions. While leff always increases with Lch, at
low values of NInv the scattering-limited mobility increases with decreasing
channel length, whereas a faster mobility reduction is present at large channel
densities for shorter devices [10].
Such a result is further investigated in Fig. 10 which shows the PH-limited
(lPH) and SR-limited (lSR) mobilities obtained by means of the Matthiessen rule.
Since phonon scattering is proportional to the charge density the phonon-limited
mobility presents a rapid convergence to the same mobility curve as the channel
length is increased to more than 20 nm due to the reduced impact of scattering
occurring in the doped regions with respect to scattering in the channel.
Fig. 8 Turn-on
characteristics as a function
of VG in logarithmic scale for
different channel lengths in
the presence of (opens
symbols) only PH and (filled
symbols) both PH and SR
scattering (Black dashed
line). Ballistic reference for a
device with Lch = 20 nm.
VDS = 5 meV
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Fig. 9 Effective and
scattering limited mobility as
a function of NInv for
different channel lengths. SR
parameters: Dm = 0.2 nm,
Lm = 1 nm

Fig. 10 Left PH–limited
mobility for different channel
lengths as a function of NInv.
Right SR-limited mobility for
different channel lengths as a
function of NInv. SR
parameters: Dm = 0.2 nm,
Lm = 1 nm

Significantly, lPH is always much smaller than lSR thus showing that electron–
phonon interaction is the dominant scattering mechanism at room temperature
for the chosen parameters.
A different behavior is found out for lSR, for which long devices present
smaller mobility degradation as a function of NInv, whereas small devices show a
much stronger mobility reduction for increasing densities. This can be interpreted
as due to the interplay between the two main mechanisms generated by SR:
subband fluctuations and mode mixing. The former is effective at small gate
overdrives and responsible for electron backscattering and localization in the
channel region, whereas the latter is important at high electrons densities when
carriers are pushed toward the rough interfaces. Since in shorter devices electrons
encounter a smaller number of potential barriers, they have a smaller probability
to be backscattered or localized, being more sensitive to mode mixing rather than
to subband spatial fluctuations. At low NInv, the larger localization effects present
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in long devices imply a reduced mobility with respect to short device values,
while, as the charge density increases, the mode-mixing mechanism gives rise to a
similar slope of mobility degradation for all devices [10].
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Single Dopant and Single Electron Effects
in CMOS Devices
M. Sanquer, X. Jehl, M. Pierre, B. Roche, M. Vinet and R. Wacquez

Abstract For the first time a state-of-the-art CMOS foundry (CEA-LETI-MINATEC) has been used to design silicon nanostructures with single or multiple gates
dedicated to the study of single electron effects. The nanofabrication uses two
e-beam lithography steps to define an active region formed by silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) nanowires of cross section down to 20 nm 9 10 nm and polysilicon gates of
lengths down to 20 nm. The pitch at the gate level (distance between centers of the
successive gates) is as small as 70 nm. Several technological splits (SOI thickness,
channel doping, LDD doping, nitride spacer’s length, trimming of active layer)
have been made to compare devices differing only by one crucial parameter.
Several dozen of designs have been introduced in the e-beam data base to analyse
the impact of key geometrical parameters. As a whole more than 40,000 samples
have been fabricated and several hundreds of them have been studied electrically,
mostly at low temperature. Some of them are described in this contribution.

1 Introduction
This contribution focuses on quasi-1D 10/20 nm thin SOI etched nanowire field
effect transistors (FETs). The advantage of this geometry is the good electrostatic
integrity of the device even at small gate length. As channel dimensions shrink,
engineering junctions to source and drain (nitride spacers and LDD/HDD doping)
plays a key role in the final transistor performances (current drive, short channel
effect, threshold voltage value and sub threshold swing).
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We have extensively studied tri-gate transistors at low temperature by varying
cross section of the nanowire, doping, spacer thickness, gate length, oxide thickness. Experiments performed at low temperature capture with an unprecedented
precision the presence of single dopant and single electron effects. We have shown
how to engineer the access regions and to finely tune the access resistance to make
accessible the control one-by-one of electrons in the channel thanks to the Coulomb blockade phenomena, i.e. to change the MOSFET into a MOS-SET (Metal–
Oxide–Semiconductor Single Electron Transistor).
The paper is organized as follows: first we discuss the nature and the role of
access resistance in the Coulomb blockade phenomena. Then we discuss the
potentialities of the MOS-SET in terms of scalability and performance. We show
how to combine two (or more) MOS-SETs to envision new functionalities. Finally
we discuss single dopant effects.

2 The Access Resistance and the One-by-one Control
of Electrons in the Channel of a MOS-FET
To demonstrate the impact of single electron effects in silicon devices it is valuable to investigate a simple geometry directly inspired from the MOS-FET. To this
goal single gate etched nanowire MOSFET is considered—usually named trigate
MOSFET because the gate wraps three sides of the nanowire, the fourth one being
an interface with a good quality buried oxide (BOX). The crystalline silicon
nanowire is etched from a ultra thin SOI by e-beam lithography. Very small sizes
are required to observe single electron effects because this electrostatic effect is
inversely proportional to the diameter of the considered electron island. The
studied trigate MOSFETs can be split into two categories depending on the
source–drain junctions architecture: either overlap or underlap geometry. We will
consider an overlapped source-gate geometry in the last section (single dopant
effects) and concentrate first on the under lapped source-gate case. This underlap
geometry has some virtues: it permits to limit the Miller Cgs and Cgd capacitances
and to improve the channel electrostatic integrity and to limit the effect of lateral
dopant diffusion from the HDD. Its drawback is the increase of the access resistance especially for very thin SOI MOS-FETs. This drawback can be turned
into an advantage if we are interested to promote single electron effects in the
channel [1]. In fact single electron effects require two conditions: first the charging
energy should be larger than the temperature (and than the energy provided by the
source–drain voltage source when one electron in transferred). Second the conductance associated to tunnel barriers between the dot and the electrodes should be
smaller than the quantum of conductance e2/h. The microscopic nature of these
tunnel barriers is not crucial for observing Coulomb blockade: the tunnel barriers
can be pure thin oxide barriers or thick disordered barriers or even pinch off
constrictions… only their (elastic) conductance matters. By elastic we mean that
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the energy of carriers is conserved during tunnelling. For our case the silicon
nanowires below the spacers are two excellent tunnel barriers at low temperature
provided that they are clean and short enough. At high temperature energy
relaxation time is short and short nanowires—that is short spacers length—are
needed to avoid inelasticity. For increasing SET operating temperature small
nanowire cross section are desirable. Therefore scaling down the MOS-SET—
short spacers—small cross section—makes it works better at higher temperature.
The scaling rules are slightly different for the MOS-FET and for the MOS-SET
as far as the gate oxide thickness and the spacer length are concerned. For the
MOS-FET decreasing the gate length implies to decrease the gate oxide thickness
by the same factor, to preserve good channel electrostatic control by the gate. If
Cg = Cox is the gate-channel capacitance and Cs = Cd is the channel—source
(drain) capacitance good electrostatic control means that Cg Cs ? Cd. For a
MOS-SET this rule does not apply: the MOS-SET works perfectly if the so-called
lever arm parameter Cg/(Cg ? Cs ? Cd) is small. Only the voltage gain of the
MOS-SET which is Cg/Cd is small in that case.
Therefore in our devices where the SOI thickness is 20 nm we used a SiO2 gate
oxide thickness of 5 nm or more (up to 20 nm without limitation). For an optimized MOS-FET this parameter’s choice will induce strong short channel effects.
The spacer length is the second parameter we choose to optimize the MOSSET. For the MOS-SET a small Cs, Cd are necessary to have a large charging
energy e2/(Cg ? Cs ? Cd). The main component to Cd, Cs is the silicon nanowire
below the spacer which is a dielectric between the HDD source–drain and the
accumulated layer of electrons below the gate. To a first approximation this
capacitive component is proportional to the nanowire cross section and to the
inverse of the spacer length. It increases also with the polarizability of the silicon
nanowire which depends on gate voltage and dopant concentration [2]. Long
spacers (underlap) are a priori a good option to reduce Cs, Cd. Nevertheless there
is a trade-off between the capacitance Cs, d and the conductance Gs, d of the
nanowire below the spacers. The conductance of the nanowire should be kept
below e2/h but a too small conductance will be very detrimental for any application (already the MOS-SET has an intrinsic impedance of 100 kOhms when
optimized that limits its application to low power–low frequency applications or to
memory applications) .
In fact the maximum conductance—neglecting resonant tunnelling effects
which appear for very small dots—is GsGd/2(Gs ? Gd) when sequential tunnelling through the channel in the Coulomb blockade regime is permitted
[at CgVg = e(N ? 1/2)]. The current through the MOS-SET will vary periodically between zero and GsVds/4 (if Gs = Gd) for Vds  e/(Cg ? Cs ? Cd).
Therefore Gs, d should be kept as close as possible to e2/h if a large transconductance is targeted.
Unfortunately Gs, d is very sensitive to the geometry of the nanowire: Gs,
d varies exponentially (not linearly!) with the spacer length if tunnelling through
the nanowire is considered. This is valid for direct tunnelling but also in average
over energies for barriers including localized states [3]. Therefore the spacer
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Fig. 1 Source–drain conductance versus gate voltage at various temperature in a nanowire
MOS-SET. L = 30 nm, W = 40 nm, Tsi = 17 nm, Spacers length = 40 nm, Tox = 10 nm. The
quantum of conductance is 4 9 10-5 S, from [2]. Inset detail in linear scale

length should be tuned to optimize the conductance as a priority, the optimization
of capacitance being adjusted also with the nanowire cross section.
In this Gs, d optimization we are helped by a remarkable observation that in our
nanowire devices, at room temperature and at large gate voltage—i.e. when
Coulomb blockade does not exist anymore (kT [ e2/(Cg ? Cs ? Cd)) and when
source–drain conductance is GsGd/(Gs ? Gd) (source–drain resistance dominated
by the access regions: Gs, d \ W/L l Cg(Vg - Vth))—the better MOS-SET are
obtained for a source–drain conductance close to the quantum e2/h.
This is expected if Gd = Gs = e2/h from the previous considerations because
this corresponds precisely to the largest possible value for the conductance compatible with the Coulomb blockade phenomena. What is remarkable and phenomenological at this stage is that a room temperature criteria is very efficient to
deduce what is happening at low temperature: we observe that when
Gd = Gs = e2/h at room temperature, despite a non monotonous behaviour for the
temperature dependence of the source–drain conductance, the low temperature
conductance at large gate voltage is also close to e2/h. By contrast if at room
temperature and large gate voltage the source–drain conductance is much smaller
than the quantum the source–drain conductance decreases to almost zero at low
temperature, and if on the contrary the source–drain conductance is larger than the
quantum, no MOS-SET effect is observed at low temperature—only eventually
some stochastic Coulomb blockade phenomena [3].
Examples of MOS-SETs-among hundred other tested samples from the same
batch are shown on Figs. 1 and 2. As discussed the room temperature source–drain
conductance near Vg = 1 V (Vth \ 0 V) is about one half of the quantum
e2/h & 4 9 10-5 Siemens. The variation between 300 and 4.2 K at this gate
voltage is about a factor of four of reduction.
Coulomb blockade oscillations (CBO) appear at low temperature for gate
voltage (well) above 0 V that is when the accumulation electron channel exists:
the threshold voltage (at 300 K) is approximately -0.150 V for our non intentionally doped channel nanowires (n++ polysilicon gate, 5 nm gate oxide thickness
and 20 nm for nanowire thickness) [4].
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Fig. 2 Source–drain conductance of a MOS-SET versus gate voltage. 300 periodic Coulomb
blockade oscillations are recorded both at T = 4.2 K and T = 1 K. The period of oscillation
(DVg = 4.46 mV) is in agreement with the calculated geometrical gate-channel capacitance
(4.38 mV). The SOI cross section is 10 nm 9 45 nm the gate length is 80 nm and the spacer
width is 40 nm (undoped channel). Tox is 5 nm

VThreshold ¼ UMS þ kB T=q ln ð3Cox / q2 Nit Si)
where Nit is the intrinsic density of carrier’s. The first electrons in the channel are
poorly coupled to the source and drain at low temperature, therefore the amplitude
of the drain source conductance is small. This amplitude is a strong—exponentiallike—function of the gate voltage as it can be seen on Figs. 1 and 2. Sample
specific features appear in addition to this mean behaviour. The exponential
behaviour of the drain source current versus gate voltage for the envelop of the
Coulomb blockade fluctuations reflects the exponential increase of the tunnelling
rates between the source–drain and the channel with carrier’s energy. If the silicon
nanowire below the nitride spacers is disorder-free they can be viewed as tunnel
barriers with an effective barrier height which is linearly decreasing with the gate
voltage, therefore the exponential dependence of the tunnelling rate. Because there
is disorder in the silicon nanowire below the spacers the tunnelling rate is not a
monotonic function of the gate voltage. Indeed some localized states inside the
barrier promote resonant transmission at certain energies. The dependence of the
tunnelling rate with energy in a disordered tunnel barrier is very complex, both
because of quantum interference and charging effects. Nevertheless thanks to the
small volume of the nanowire below the spacers it is possible to obtain very
precise information for the localized states in the nanowire using the MOS-SET as
a detector [5]. In particular some of these localized states have been identified
without doubt as single arsenic donors implanted in the nanowire (or diffused from
source and drain HDD). Their location, ionization energy and spin have been
measured with precision [5].
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Fig. 3 Source–drain conductance in the linear regime (small Vds = 100 microV) at T = 0.1
and 1 K versus gate voltage in a W = 60 nm Lg = 50 nm nanowire MOS-SET. The conductance
is plotted in linear scale (instead of log scale in Figs. 1 and 2 to emphasize the sharpness of the
CBO at low temperature). The transfer curve is a series of resonance with a periodic spacing
given by e/Cg. The half width at half height is proportional to the temperature of the carriers; The
value of the conductance (therefore of the drain current) is not periodic in gate voltage reflecting
the non-monotonic gate voltage, energy and temperature dependence of the tunnelling rate
between the Coulomb island and the source and drain

If the envelop of Coulomb blockade oscillations is sample specific and depends
on microscopic details the period of the oscillation is fully controlled by the
geometry. For a MOS-SET containing a large number of electrons, that is when
the mean level spacing due to the discretization of the excitation spectrum in the
electron island is negligible, peaks of source–drain current appear for
CgVg = e(N ? 1/2) Fig. 3. Here we have neglected offset charges as well. The
period of the Coulomb blockade oscillations is therefore approximately e/Cg. In
several MOS-SETs the measured period is fully in agreement with the geometrical
capacitance estimated between the gate and the nanowire segment below it [6]. In
particular this capacitance does not change with the gate voltage that means that
the surface of the MOS-SET is not increasing with the number of electrons in it.
The MOS-SET can accommodate a large number of electrons without changing it
shape, therefore the density of carriers in it can be varied in large proportion as
illustrated on Fig. 2. Also the gate oxide can be varied in large proportion without
affecting the MOS-SET function [6], only the gate capacitance changes.

3 Scalability and Performance of the MOS Single Electron
Transistor
The MOS-SET is very well characterized and controllable at low temperature
(T = 4.2 K and below). Compared to other SETs—in particular to other silicon
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SETs it presents several advantages: compactness, simplicity (only one gate), yield
and reproducibility, and straightforward co-integration with traditional CMOS
circuits.
To obtain the best results however a state-of-the-art CMOS foundry is required.
Compared to silicon SET made of intrinsic silicon (bulk or SOI) using two
levels of gates (top and upper levels) [7], it minimizes the number of gates, their
cross talk and the parasitic capacitances.
The compactness and scalability are well illustrated by the fabrication of
coupled MOS-SETs (see next section) [8].
As other silicon SETs [9] and in contrast to metallic SETs, whose applications
are severely limited due to large low frequency noise coming from the low
dynamics of offset charges, the MOS-SET exhibits very high stability in time. The
pattern of CBO is identical between two records separated by 5 years [10]. The
charge noise itself is very low of order of 10-4 e/Hz 1/2 @1 Hz and T = 1 K [11].
There are offset charges in the immediate environment of the MOS-SET-particularly in the silicon nanowire under the spacers—but they present no dynamics
except at peculiar gate voltage values [5].
The main question is certainly to know if the MOS-SET can be scaled down to
be used at room temperature. As already noted, scaling down the MOS-SET makes
room temperature operation possible in principle. Size in the range of few nanometers are necessary to reach Coulomb energy (much) larger than 300 K, of order
0.2–1 eV. We have recently obtained MOS-SET of size 20 nm whose charging
energy is as large as 10 meV (not shown). Recently Shin et al. [12] have observed
room temperature CBO in a device which, in our opinion, is an ultimate MOSSET: their sample is a few nanometers silicon nanowire obtained by top-down
approach and covered by a central local gate with spacers. Our conclusion is that
there is plenty of space to improve the charging energy of the MOS-SET and
technological progresses towards the next node of the ITRS roadmap will benefit
for the MOS-SET itself.

4 Coupled MOS-SETs
Figures 4, 5 show compact coupled MOS-SETs micrographs. Two MOS-SETs are
put in series by covering a silicon nanowire (in blue) of length 200 nm by two
independent gates (in red) with nitride spacers (in green). By playing on the nitride
spacer thickness (40 nm in Fig. 4 and 15 nm in Fig. 5) one can obtain two MOSSETs in series with tunable inter-coupling (Fig. 4), or a very compact triple dot
system, where in addition to the two MOS-SET a central implanted quantum dot is
inserted [8].
Electrical characterization of the tuneable coupled silicon quantum dot is shown
on Fig. 6 [8]. The so-called stability diagram is represented: the source–drain
conductance is plotted (in blue) as function of the gate voltage applied to both
gates. The source–drain current vanishes due to Coulomb blockade when the
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Fig. 4 False colours SEM
micrograph of SOI nanowires
covered by two polysilicon
gates. The blue part is the
SOI, the red parts are the
PolySi gates and the green
parts are the nitride spacers;
The nitride spacers are 40 nm
thick; the gate length is
60 nm and the spacing is
60 nm

Fig. 5 False colours SEM micrograph of SOI nanowires covered by two polysilicon gates. The
blue part is the SOI, the red parts are the PolySi gates and the green parts are the nitride spacers;
The nitride spacers are 15 nm thick; the gate length is 60 nm and the spacing is 60 nm. The only
difference with sample presented on Fig. 4 is the thickness of the spacers. Because the spacer
thickness is less than half the distance between gate edges the central region of the SOI nanowire
is exposed to source–drain implantation (and eventually to silicidation step)

Fig. 6 The source–drain conductance in quantum units as function of the two gate voltages. The
data are recorded at T = 1 K. For this sample the gate length is 60 nm, the spacing between gates
is 40 nm and the nitride spacers are 40 nm thick. The SOI cross section is 20 nm 9 60 nm. At
low gate voltage (left panel) the two MOS-SET below the gates are capacitively coupled. The
pattern exhibits a typical honeycomb structure. At large gate voltage (right panel) the two MOSSETs are tunnel coupled by the accumulation channel created in the central region: the two MOSSETs merge as a single island and an anti diagonal pattern appears. The central panel describes
an intermediate situation (from Ref. 8)
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electron number on both MOS-SETs is fixed (in principle it is enough to have one
MOS-SET blocking because the MOS-SETs are put in series, but the co tunnelling
effect is enough to produce a measurable current when one MOS-SET is on). For
two MOS-SETs with only a capacitive inter coupling this produces a typical
honeycomb pattern as in Fig. 6, left panel. But when the tunneling becomes too
strong between the two MOS-SETs—that happens at larger gate voltage—the
number of electrons is no more a good quantum number on each MOS-SET. Only
the sum of the number of electrons is well defined. This produces a series of antidiagonal patterns as in Fig. 6, right panel.
This illustrates that two MOS-SETs can be coupled in a very compact design
and that the number of electrons on each of these MOS-SETs can be measured and
controlled. Moreover, the correlation between electrons can be used for new
functionalities [13], for instance electron pumps or coherent single electron
shuttling [14].

5 Single Dopant Effects
In this section we will consider the overlap source-gate geometry instead of the
underlap geometry used for MOS-SETs in previous parts. Single dopant effects in
the access region have been reported in MOS-SETs too (see Sect. 13.2 and
Ref. [5]) and are indeed responsible for the variability of the source–drain current
that is modulated by the Coulomb Blockade oscillations. In this section we are
interested to measure a direct source–drain current which is due to a single donor
centered in the channel. With an underlap geometry this is not possible because the
distance separating the centred donors and the source and drain is several ten’s of
nanometers. Only strongly hybridized state between a dopant and a surface
accumulation layer of electrons will extend to 10 nm and above in order to have
sufficient overlap between the centred state wave function and the source–drain
reservoirs [15]. This is also the reason why the first electrons in the MOS-SET are
not detected easily.
To have a sufficient overlap between the wave function of an electron localized
around a centred shallow donor and the electronic orbitals in the source–drain, the
channel length should be comparable to the Bohr radius, i.e. few nanometers up to
ten nanometers. For a single dopant, one can estimate the tunneling rates to source
(1) and drain (2) by: hC1,2 * DE1exp(-2r1,2/aB), where aB is the Bohr radius, r1,2
the distance from the dopant to the source and drain and DE1 the typical energy
mean level spacing of the excitation spectrum for the donor. Due to the exponential dependence on the distance, a small shift from the centre of the channel for
the dopant position induces a large effect on the tunneling rate asymmetry. Fortunately the resonant tunnelling helps to increase the source–drain current when
the electronic state of the donor is aligned with the Fermi energy in the source–
drain. The resonant tunnelling enhancement is particularly important for well
centred donor because the resonant tunnelling is exponentially sensitive to the
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ratio between the in and out tunnelling rates: The resonant conductance could be as
large as Gmax = e2/h for equal tunneling rates from the resonant state to source
and drain: C1 = C2, but is (exponentially) reduced for unequal rates.
Inelastic events can also reduce the resonant conductance. Suppose a centred
dopant in a long channel sample C1 = C2 are very small and the electron should
stay for a very long time C-1
1 without inelastic event to fully build the constructive
interference responsible for the peaked perfect transmission. For a 30 nm long
-8
s much larger
channel and aB = 3 nm, and DE1 = 10 meV this gives C-1
1 = 10
than any inelastic relaxation time!
Therefore, even taking into account resonant tunneling, a centred single donor
cannot produce a substantial drain–source current if the electrical channel length
exceed several tens of nanometers.
We thus consider samples with an overlap geometry where the electrical
channel length (10 nm) is much smaller than the gate length itself (30 nm). We
define the channel length as the distance separating the regions with continuous
arsenic doping, i.e. doping level leading to overlapping orbitals. This concentration
is given by the Mott transition, at 8 9 1018 at cm-3. Following our process
simulation the channel length is 10 nm [14]. Of course the channel length is
fluctuating because positions of donors are random. In particular for our channel
cross section of Tsi = 20 nm times channel width = 50 nm the process simulation gives in average five donors in the whole channel volume. These donors come

Fig. 7 Source–drain conductance versus gate voltage for three samples over ten nominally
identical samples. The temperature is 300, 90 K (top and bottom panels) and 4.2 K. The top and
bottom panels shows samples with a small sub-threshold swing at 300 K associated with a low
threshold voltage. At T = 4.2 K these samples exhibit very large sub-threshold resonances. On
the contrary the middle panel shows a sample with a better sub threshold swing associated with a
less negative threshold voltage. In this sample there is no sub-threshold resonance at T = 4.2 K.
Resonances appears in all the samples above (or in the vicinity of) the threshold voltage. These
resonances cannot be attributed directly to single isolated donors, but are likely occurring in the
accumulation channel
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Fig. 8 Source–drain conductance versus gate voltage for the sample presented on the preceding
figure (top panel) at different temperature. The first sharp resonance around Vg = -1.27 V is
due to resonant tunnelling through the As ? ? As0 transition when the electronic ground state
of the donor is aligned with the Fermi level in the source (and drain). The associated ionization
energy is 108 meV. The resonating donor is centred in the channel but close to the BOX The
second resonance near VG = -1.0 V is due to a second distinct As donor. The associated
ionization energy is 50 meV. The donor is centred in the channel but closer to the gate. The third
resonance is due to the double occupation of the second donor, as explained in Ref. [16].
Resonance at larger gate voltage are close or above to the threshold voltage which is -0.5 V in
sample without centred donors (see Fig. 7 middle panel)

from the lateral diffusion of Arsenic highly doped source and drain because the
channel itself is undoped. Note that the volume of the silicon channel is
10-17 cm-3 such that the average concentration of arsenic in the channel is
0.5 9 1018 at cm-3. The average distance between these donors is a little larger
than 10 nm, and more importantly the probability to find a cluster of two donors
separated by less than 5 nm is 5% only [16]. Limiting the statistical occurrence of
cluster is very important because such a cluster has very large ionization energy
and will spoil the analysis of our data in terms of single donor’s physics only.
Because it is nowadays impossible to control the exact position of a single
donor in silicon we should rely on a statistics over several samples to extract some
samples where the presence of centred arsenic is evidenced. The robust criteria we
have chosen is the observation of a small sub threshold swing (several 100 mv/
decade) associated with a large negative threshold voltage. It is indeed expected
that a sample with a centred donor will be less easily switched off than a sample
without a centred donor.
We studied 10 nominally identical samples, some of them presented on Fig. 7.
Low temperature characteristics (T = 4.2 K) of the samples provide a decisive
answer to the origin of the small sub threshold swing. In fact systematically
samples with small sub threshold swing exhibit a few very sharp resonances at low
temperature (Figs. 7, 8). Moreover one can explain the current observed at room
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temperature just by convoluting the low temperature resonant features by the
thermally broadened Fermi distribution function [16]. Thanks to the resolution of
the transport spectroscopy at low temperature the resonances can be attributed to
single donor.
The most interesting output is probably that the ionization of these centred
donors is very large: the energy ground state of these arsenic donors is &100 meV
below the conduction band, fixed by the appearance of the accumulation channel.
This value is twice as large as the ionization energy for arsenic donors in bulk
silicon. This large ionization energy means of course that these donors are far from
ionized at room temperature. The origin of this large increase in the ionization
energy lies in the phenomena called dielectric confinement [17]. When a donor is
sitting close to the buried oxide the effective dielectric constant is a mix of the
dielectric constant for silicon and silica. In other word there is an image charge of
the As+ donor inside the BOX, which is also a positive charge. The As+ and the
positive image charge are attracting more strongly the bounded electron that
produces an increase of the ionization energy.
This study is the first experimental evidence that a single donor centred in the
channel is responsible for the sub threshold characteristic degradation of a short
MOS-FET at room temperature [18].

6 Conclusions
In very small silicon nanowire MOS-FETs single electron can be controlled oneby-one by adjusting the access resistance close to the quantum of resistance
(25,813 Ohms). Reducing the cross section, the gate and spacers length around
few nanometers make the single electron effect important even at room temperature. The variability due to microscopic details will become very large. For
instance we have shown that a single centred shallow donor is responsible for the
sub threshold swing at 300 K in a 10 nm long SOI MOSFET.
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Part III

Diagnostics of the SOI Devices

SOI MOSFET Transconductance
Behavior from Micro to Nano Era
J. A. Martino, P. G. D. Agopian, E. Simoen and C. Claeys

Abstract The transconductance is one of the main device parameters used to
analyze the electrical characteristics of the MOSFET. From the transconductance
versus gate voltage characteristic it is possible to extract many electrical and
technological parameters like threshold voltage, carrier mobility, electric field
mobility degradation and others. However, partially and fully depleted SOI (planar
and multi-gate) devices present second order effects that have to be well understood in order to avoid any mistake of the parameter extraction. This chapter is
devoted to show the main second order effects that modify the transconductance
behavior from micro to nano era of SOI devices like: partially-depleted, fully
depleted, planar and multi-gate, standard and strained, DTMOS and GC SOI
MOSFETs. The impact of the gate stack composition such as cap layer and metal
gate thickness is also outlined. For example multiple gm peaks are sometimes
observed and can be related with different origins like gate induced floating body
effects, multiple threshold voltages, quantum effects and others.
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1 Introduction
The MOSFET transconductance (gm) is defined mathematically as the derivative
of the drain current (IDS) to the gate voltage (VGF) as shown by (1.1). Physically
gm is a measure of the effectiveness of the control of the drain current by the gate
voltage. The gm versus gate voltage (gm 9 VGF) is one of the more important
curves used for extraction of the main device and technology parameters.
gm ¼

dIDS
dVGF

ð1:1Þ

For example, the first order approximation model for the drain current and
transconductance for a bulk MOSFET in the saturation region is shown in (1.2)
and (1.3), respectively.
IDsat ¼

1
W
 leff  Cox  ðVGF  VT Þ2
2n
L

ð1:2Þ

leff  Cox  W
 ðVGF  VT Þ
nL

ð1:3Þ

gm ¼

where Cox is the gate oxide capacitance (eox/tox), tox is the oxide thickness, leff is
the effective carrier mobility, VGF is the gate voltage, VT is the threshold voltage,
n = nbulk = (1 ? eSi/xdmaxCox), xdmax is the maximum depletion region, and
W and L is the width and length of the transistor.
However, some special phenomena in gm behavior have been observed for SOI
(planar and MuGFET) devices compared to the bulk ones and require a carefully
study. The evolution from the micro to nano era has modified the gm 9 VGF curve
as will be discussed in this chapter. The correct understanding of the second order
effects on gm is important in order to enable a correct parameter extraction from
this curve.

2 SOI MOSFET Transconductance
Figure 1 shows a cross section of a Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) nMOSFET. The
presence of the buried oxide under the active area of the transistor changes the
electrical behavior of the transistor significantly.
The physics of a SOI MOSFET strongly depends on the channel doping concentration (Na) and the silicon film thickness (tSi). Devices where the channel
silicon film never can be completely depleted are called partially depleted (PD),
while devices that can be totally depleted under certain conditions (when the
threshold voltage is applied to the front gate, for example) are called fully depleted
(FD) ones. The transconductance behavior is very different in each case as
described below.
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Fig. 1 Cross section of a
SOI MOSFET
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2.1 Partially Depleted SOI
In terms of transconductance, the PD-SOI MOSFET works like a bulk MOSFET if
the transistor channel (body) is grounded. If this is not the case ‘‘floating body
effects’’ can strongly modify the shape of gm 9 VGF curve. A special effect will be
described in Sect. 5, for the case that the gate oxide is very thin. For thicker gate
oxides (where no gate tunneling is observed) the gm equation is identical to that
showed for a bulk MOSFET (1.3).

2.2 Fully Depleted SOI
The gm of FD-SOI MOSFETs is very dependent on the back gate voltage (VGB)
once that it influences the front surface potential which is not only dependent on
VGF, as is the case of PD-SOI MOSFETs. The modulation of the front surface
potential by the VGB changes the IDS 9 VGF and consequently the gm 9 VGF due
to the VT variation (which causes a shift on the VGF axis) and the electrostatic
coupling between front and back gate (which changes the magnitude) as shown in
Fig. 2.
A simple model for gm in the saturation region can still be described by (1.3)
but now the body factor (n) has to be replaced by:
n = nacc = 1 ? CSi/Coxf for devices with back interface accumulated
n = ndepl = 1 ? CSiCoxb/Coxf.(CSi ? Coxb) for devices with back interface
depleted.
where CSi is the silicon capacitance (esi/tsi), Coxf is the front gate oxide
capacitance (eox/toxf) and Coxb is the buried oxide capacitance (eox/toxb).
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Fig. 2 Transconductance
behavior of a FD SOI
MOSFET for different back
gate voltages

Comparing the magnitude of the body factor for different cases it is possible to
notice that typically:
ndepl \nbulk \nacc
From this simple gm model it is easy to see that for fully depleted devices the
gm is larger (ndepl is lower) than in bulk (nbulk) and also than in fully depleted
devices with back accumulation (nacc). Also it is possible to derive by Eq. 1.3 and
Fig. 2 that the gm curve shifts to lower values of VGF due to the well known
decrement of VT caused by the VGB increment when the back interface is
depleted [1].
Figure 2 also shows a particular ‘‘plateau’’ (back conduction region) that can be
observed under certain conditions in the gm curves of FD SOI devices and which is
not found for PD SOI or bulk devices. This ‘‘plateau’’ is caused by a current that flows
at the back interface due to the back threshold decrease when VGF is increased [2, 3].

3 GC SOI MOSFET
The Graded-Channel (GC) SOI MOSFET consists of an asymmetric channel
transistor (Fig. 3) proposed in 2000 by Ref. [4] where a VT implantation is performed only at the source side while at the drain side (LLD) the substrate doping
concentration (1 9 1015 cm-3) is kept. As a result, the surface of the lightly doped
region becomes inverted at a VGF well below the VT resulting in an extension of
the drain. This structure has a shorter effective channel length (Leff = L - LLD),
where L is the mask gate length.
Figure 4 shows gm 9 VGF for different LLD/L ratios. If LLD/L increases gm also
increases so that Leff decreases for the same transistor channel length (L).
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Fig. 3 Cross section of a
graded channel (GC) SOI
MOSFET
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Fig. 4 Experimental
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function of gate voltage for
different LLD/L ratios
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The improved GC performance is clearly observed in the IDS 9 VDS curves
(Fig. 5), where it is easy to see the better output conductance (and consequently
better Early Voltage) of the GC compared to the conventional SOI devices.

4 DTMOS
The Dynamic Threshold MOS (DTMOS) or voltage-controlled bipolar-MOS
devices were first reported in 1987 by Ref. [5]. These devices are basically a
PD SOI MOSFET in which the gate electrode is connected to the neutral part
of the channel (body). Then, when VGF = Vbody increases, the VT decreases
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Fig. 5 Experimental
IDS 9 VDS for conventional
SOI and GC SOI with
different LLD/L ratios
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(due to positive body bias) increasing IDS. Thanks to that this devices has an
almost ideal subthreshold slope, reduced body effect (n) and improved drain
current characteristics. However, these devices cannot be used for VGF higher than
0.6 V due to forward bias of the channel/source junction. They are mainly used for
very low voltage applications.
The gm 9 VGF curves for DTMOS and conventional PD SOI devices are shown
in Fig. 6. As expected, the DTMOS structure has always a higher gm compared to
the conventional SOI MOSFET for the same transistor channel length.

5 Thin Gate Oxide SOI Devices
With the technology improvement and consequently the gate oxide scaling, the
MOS technology becomes susceptible to high electric fields, resulting in carrier
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Fig. 7 The gate current
components in a MOS
structure
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transport across the gate oxide. For gate oxides thinner than 5 nm the predominant
carrier transport phenomenon is the direct tunneling current [6]. This current is for
a gate stack formed by N+ Polysilicon/gate oxide/silicon film composed by the
ECB (electron conduction band), EVB (electron valence band) and HVB (hole
valence band) components as can be seen in Fig. 7.
Although the ECB is the predominant component of the gate current, EVB and
HVB are components that have influence on the transconductance behavior for
thin gate oxide devices. When nMOSFET devices with thin gate oxides are submitted to a high enough vertical electric field, the substrate valence band reaches
the polysilicon gate conduction band and EVB starts to flow through the gate
oxide. HVB current flows even for lower gate bias.
In case of partially depleted SOI devices with floating body, the EVB and HVB
currents cause a body potential increase that in turn, causes the threshold voltage
reduction resulting in a drain current increase. This increase in the drain current
can be observed as the transconductance second peak. This phenomenon is called
the gate induced floating body effect (GIFBE) [7] or linear kink effect (LKE) [8].
Figure 8 presents the simulated transconductance and body potential behavior
when considering or not the gate tunneling current [9].
Figure 8 shows that only the transconductance for which the gate tunneling
current was considered in the simulation, presents the second gm peak. Focusing
on the body potential for both situations (with and without tunneling current) it is
possible to see that when the gate current is neglected the body potential shows a
slight increase and when the tunneling current is considered, the body potential
increases exponentially and the GIFBE onset is observed.
Although GIFBE occurs predominantly in partially depleted devices, it can also
be observed in Fully Depleted ones if the back gate voltage (VGB) is negative
enough to accumulate the back interface as can be seen in Fig. 9.
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Firstly, evaluating the curves for which the applied back gate voltages are
positive, when the VGB becomes more positive, a plateau in the gm curve appears
due to the back interface conduction as described in Sect. 2.2. The transconductance curve for VGB larger or equal to zero does not present GIFBE because the
body is totally depleted and the tunneling current does not cause a body potential
modulation in this condition. However, when the focus is the negative VGB, the
more negative the polarization the higher the transconductance second peak,
because the back interface becomes accumulated and the tunneling current promotes an early body potential change.
Making use of the numerical simulator, it is possible to keep all the physical
and geometrical parameters constant, while changing only the gate oxide thickness
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Fig. 10 Normalized gm for
different gate oxide thickness
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from 2.5 nm down to 1 nm. The transconductance is normalized by the gate oxide
capacitance. After the normalization, one can observe a shift of the threshold
voltage (VT) as a consequence of the gate oxide thickness reduction (toxf) and a
more pronounced shift is found for the transconductance second peak than for the
VT. As a result of these shifts, both peaks come closer to each other, as shown in
Fig. 10.

5.1 Temperature Operation
It is known that the maximum transconductance depends on the operating temperature due to the temperature influence on carrier mobility. Besides increasing
the maximum transconductance value, the temperature has also influence on GIFBE. A ‘‘C’’ shape of the GIFBE onset (Vt2) can be observed [10] in Fig. 11 when
the temperature is varied from 100 to 450 K.
Assuming that the transconductance curve at 300 K is the reference, Vt2 occurs
for higher gate voltage values as the temperature is increased beyond 300 K. For
temperatures lower than 300 K the behavior is the opposite, with Vt2 shifting
towards higher gate voltage values with decreasing temperature.
The reason of the ‘‘C’’ shape behavior occurrence is a competition between the
recombination process and the effective mobility degradation factor (h) [10], as
shown in Fig. 12.
Evaluating the curve where the mobility effect was not considered in the
simulations, Vt2 shifts toward a lower gate voltage as the temperature decreases.
This shift is due to the reduction of the recombination process with a temperature
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Fig. 11 Experimental gm
behavior for temperatures
varying from 100 to 450 K
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decrease. The lower recombination process allows a higher accumulation of
charges and the body potential becomes exponential earlier, which results in a
smaller Vt2. Focusing on the effective mobility degradation (h), it is possible to see
that it reduces when the temperature increases.
Looking at the experimental Vt2 values, it can be stated that as the h factor is
negligible at high temperatures, the mechanism responsible for the Vt2 shift is the
recombination process. In this way, the simulated Vt2 behavior, neglecting the
mobility behavior, is the same as obtained experimentally. On the other side, when
the temperature is reduced, the h factor can no longer be neglected and its influence becomes higher than the recombination process. As a result, the Vt2 value
grows once again, due to the higher mobility degradation.
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6 MuGFET
Multiple gate field effect transistors (MuGFETs) are considered as promising
structures for replacing the planar single gate devices in future technologies. This
section will look at the gm behavior for devices with lowly doped channel (around
1 9 1015 cm-3) and highly doped channel.

6.1 Lowly Doped Devices
The measured MuGFETs used for the transconductance analysis in this section are
triple gate devices with a high-k dielectric for gate oxide with an effective oxide
thickness (EOT) of 1.5 nm. Although the gate tunneling current is smaller due to
the high thickness of the high-k material, the influence of the gate tunneling
current components on the gm shape still cannot be neglected.
From Fig. 13a it is possible to observe the gm lateral positive shift as the back
gate bias VGB is reduced (more negative), owing to the threshold voltage increment
[11]. When the back surface reaches accumulation, the gm second peak appears
and the gate voltage that corresponds to the gm second peak (Vgmax2) increases. It
occurs because when the device is near to the accumulation region, the EVB and
HVB tunneling components allow the body potential modulation. Looking at the
gm curve with VGB equal to -10 V, it is noticed that the first and second gm peaks
are so close that they overlap and only one peak can be observed.
However, when the applied VGB becomes more negative (lower than -10 V),
both the strong coupling between the gates and the accumulation region expansion
cause a higher recombination process, that in turn results in an later GIFBE as can
be seen in Fig. 13b.
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Fig. 13 Experimental gm versus VGF for a triple gate device with negative VGB from 0 to -10 V
(a) and between -10 and -70 V (b)
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This results in a ‘‘U’’ shaped curve when Vgmax2 is plotted as a function of VGB
(Fig. 14). If devices without and with strained silicon (uniaxial and biaxial) are
compared, the tensile strained devices present an earlier GIFBE. This effect occurs
for tensile strained devices because the polysilicon gate is compressive so that
HVB increases and results in an earlier GIFBE onset (low Vgmax2).
Biaxially strained triple gate devices have also been measured (Fig. 15) and the
gm curve shows the presence of a back channel, a ramp region and a cross
point when VGB changes from +2 V down to -10 V. For VGB = 2 V the back
channel conduction can be observed at the beginning of the gm curve. The ramp
region is related to the current variation in the back channel with the front gate
voltage increment, i.e., due to the current composition between the back and front
interface conduction [12]. For VGB = -10 V (back interface accumulated), only
one gm peak is observed. Also in this case it is possible to try to extract some
parameter from the gmmax. However the gmmax observed in this curve is enhanced
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by the decrease of the threshold voltage, due to the increase of body potential
caused by the gate tunneling current.
If this enhanced gmmax is used to extract the maximum mobility, an overestimation will be obtained. The easiest (simplest) way to determine whether or
not the maximum gm peak is enhanced due to the GIFBE is through the presence
of the gm cross point (where for a certain VGF the gm is almost constant as a
function of VGB), that happens just before the gmmax point. If GIFBE does not
occur the gm cross point is not observed.
Since the triple gate devices usually have a narrow fin width (WFin), the
influence of a fin width reduction on the transconductance behavior was evaluated.
Figure 16 presents the transconductance behavior for different fin widths for
devices with a high-k gate dielectric and metal gate (TiN). The transconductance
was normalized by the channel width. From Fig. 16, it can be concluded that as the
fin width is reduced, the lateral gates are closer to each other and the coupling
between them becomes stronger. Therefore the back gate voltage has a smaller
influence on the back interface potential and the GIFBE diminishes. For narrow fin
widths the lateral gates are so close that the triple gate FET becomes immune to
the substrate polarization and, consequently, the GIFBE does not occur. It is also
worth to notice that when the WFin decreases (Fig. 16), the ramp in the gm curve
disappears due to the better control of the back channel by the sidewall gates
(suppression of the back interface conduction).
The degradation of the electron mobility for the sidewall (110) crystal orientation, with respect to the (100) at the top surface plane [13], leads to a decrement
of gmmax.
It is known that with the use of a high-k dielectric the front interface mobility in
MuGFETs becomes smaller than the backside one. Three-dimensional numerical
simulations were performed with different mobility ratios between front interface
mobility (lF) and back interface mobility (lB), as shown in Fig. 17.
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When no high-k mobility degradation is considered lF = lB the ramp is not
observed. However, when lF is reduced and consequently lF/lB decreases, the
conduction from the front gate reduces and the back gate conduction starts to have
more influence on the drain current. As a result, the gmmax also reduces and the gm
ramp becomes more evident. For lF/lB = 0.6 a clear gm ramp can be seen and the
ramp slope decreases with lF/lB [12].

6.2 Highly Doped Devices
MuGFETs with a highly doped channel may present multiple conduction paths,
which can be easily seem in the gm derivative behavior. Figure 18 shows the cross
section of a triple gate SOI MOSFET, indicating the top and bottom corners.
The gm and dgm/dVGF of MuGFETs with a channel doping concentration of
5 9 1019 cm-3 are given in Fig. 19 [14].
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When VGF increases, the top corner is the first region that reaches inversion
(VT,TC) due to the sum of the electric field from the top and sidewall gates. If VGF
is more positive the bottom corner is the next region that gets inversion (VT,BC).
Finally for larger VGF the top and sidewall surfaces are inverted for almost the
same gate voltage (VT,TG = VT,SG). For each threshold voltage IDS shows a kink
that is reflected as a peak on the gm derivative. For lower channel doping it is not
possible to see any difference among these threshold voltages.

7 Strain Technology
The use of mechanical stress has been shown as a key to enhance the device
performance by increasing the mobility and consequently the drive capability [15].
Several techniques have been used in order to obtain mechanical strain in the
devices. One may use either a global wafer-level (biaxial strain) technique or the
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implementation of stressors resulting in locally stressed regions (uniaxial strain)
[16]. In the latter case a strained contact etch-stop layer (CESL) is often used.
Besides the mobility increase, the strained devices show a threshold voltage
reduction. In the uniaxially strained devices the threshold voltage change results
from both the band gap reduction and the generated density of states. The
threshold voltage shift for the biaxially strained devices is due to the band gap
change and the electron affinity. The higher variation in the band gap is responsible
for the higher threshold voltage reduction [17], [18].
Focusing on the channel length, it is possible to notice from Fig. 20 that for
short channel devices both a higher transconductance and a larger threshold
voltage shift occur for the uniaxially strained devices. This is a result of the higher
effectiveness of the stress in uniaxial devices as the channel length becomes
shorter. Knowing that for biaxial devices the stress effectiveness gets higher as the
device becomes larger, in this case the better transconductance and higher gm
variation occur for the device with a channel length of 920 nm (Fig. 20c).
Therefore, from Fig. 20b it is observed that for an intermediate channel length
both uniaxial and biaxial devices are equivalent. In all cases both types of strained
devices have better gm values than standard (non strained) devices.

8 Gate Stack Influence on gm
The transistor gate stack with a different cap layer also modifies the gm behavior
as can be seen in Fig. 21. In summary, based on electrical characterizations it is
shown that the presence of a cap layer like Dy2O3 increases EOT and reduces the
gate effective work-function which decrease VFB and VT. As a consequence the
transconductance and the gate current (due to the EVB) also decrease and the onset
of GIFBE (Vt2) increases [19].
Fig. 21 Experimental gm for
different gate stacks [19]
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9 TiN Thickness Influence on gm
The gm derivative behavior for MuGFET devices with different gate electrode
(TiN) thicknesses can be seen in Fig. 22. For a thicker metal gate electrode the
threshold voltage increases due to the increase of the gate work-function [20]. The
GIFBE can also be observed.

10 Quantum-Effect on gm
If a MOS transistor is made in a thin silicon film electron transport can become
two-dimensional. Figure 23 shows the transconductance as a function of gate
voltage, of a double-gate SOI MOSFET measured at very low temperature (0.3 K)
[21] with a silicon film thickness of 40 nm.
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When for this device VGF is below -0.20 V, there are no electrons in the
conduction subbands and the current is equal to zero. When VGF is larger than 0.2 V (but lower than zero) the gm increases once that the lowest energy subband is populated by electrons. At higher gate voltages (VGF [ 0) electrons
populate also the second subband and the gm presents a second gm peak. The
transconductance decreases for VGF [ 0 due to the classical surface mobility
degradation.
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Investigation of Tri-Gate FinFETs
by Noise Methods
N. Lukyanchikova, N. Garbar, V. Kudina, A. Smolanka, E. Simoen
and C. Claeys

Abstract New noise methods for investigation of SOI MOSFETs are developed.
The methods are based on the analysis of the BGI (Back-Gate-Induced) and LKE
(Linear Kink Effect) Lorentzian fluctuations of the drain current. The results of
application of those methods as well as the methods based on measuring the
1/f noise for studying strained and non-strained fully depleted tri-gate FinFETs
with HfSiON/SiO2 or HfO2/SiO2 gate dielectrics are presented. The following
effects were observed for the first time: the electron valence-band tunneling currents IEVB flowing through the gate dielectric and the dependences of IEVB on SOI
or sSOI substrates are different for HfSiON/SiO2- and HfO2/SiO2-devices; the
value of [m0 b2/Ceq] where b is the body factor, Ceq is the body-source capacitance
and m0 & 1 increases with increasing |V*| under strong inversion conditions for the
HfSiON/SiO2-FinFETs; the value of (Ceq/b2) is independent of the fin width Weff at
Weff B 0.37 lm; the value of b for FinFETs investigated is higher than for their
planar counterparts; the bulk oxide trap density Not decreases with the distance
x from the Si/SiO2 interface, and the distributions Not(x) are different for different
gate dielectrics; in very narrow (Weff = 0.02 lm) SOI devices with a HfO2/SiO2
dielectric the values of Not are relatively low and homogeneously distributed
over x.
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1 Introduction
It is well known that there are a lot of noise methods for determination of different
physical values. For example, by measuring the spectral density of voltage fluctuations, SV(f), on the contacts of some open-circuit resistor (the Nyquist noise [1])
one can find the value of the resistor, R, and the parasitic capacitance, C, between
the contacts. In fact, the spectrum of such fluctuations is of a Lorentzian type,
namely: SV(f) = [SV(0)]/[1 ? (2pfs)2] where f is the frequency at which the value
of SV is measured, SV(0) = 4kTR is the Lorentzian plateau, k and T are the
Boltzmann constant and the temperature, respectively, s = RC is the Lorentzian
time constant. Therefore, one finds the value of R from the Lorentzian plateau
SV(0) and then calculates the value of C by C = s/R where s is determined by
s = (2pf0)-1 from the turn-over frequency f0 at which the value of SV(f) becomes
equal to [SV(0)/2].
Very popular among the noise methods is the so-called noise spectroscopy of
levels [2]. The method is based on the fact that the electron exchange between the
levels and the conduction and valence bands modulates the conductivity of a
semiconductor sample and gives rise to its fluctuations (so-called GenerationRecombination noise). If some voltage is applied to the sample, such fluctuations
are transformed into current fluctuations and can be measured. The spectra of the
GR noise are also of a Lorentzian type. By determining the GR Lorentzian time
constants for different temperatures, the energy position of a corresponding level
and the electron capture cross-section can be found. The concentration of the
levels is appreciated from the GR Lorentzian plateau.
Another very popular noise method is based on the analysis of the so-called
1/f noise [3]. The point is that as a rule this noise is connected with the electron
exchange between the semiconductor and the surface levels located in the oxide
covering the surface of a semiconductor (the McWhorter noise). Frankly speaking,
such a noise is a kind of GR fluctuations. The difference is that in this case the
electrons exchange with the levels located at different distances from the interface
by tunneling. As a result, the noise is characterized by a distribution of s which is
responsible for the 1/fc shape of the noise spectrum. For a homogeneous distribution of the level concentration Not over the distance x from the interface inside
the oxide, one has c = 1 and the value of Not can be determined from the value of
[f 9 SVG(f)] which is independent of f, where SVG is the input-referred voltage
1/f noise. If the distribution is not homogeneous, one has c = 1 where the value of
c can be somewhat lower or higher than unity and can be different for different
intervals of f [3, 4]. In this case the distribution Not(x) is found from the values
of [f 9 SI(f)]  f1-c measured at different f. This method is widely used for noise
characterization of the Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect-Transistors
(MOSFETs).
It should be noted that the microminiaturization of MOSFETs makes it possible
to develop new noise methods for studying modern transistor structures where
Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) substrates are used. It is well known that the floating
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body effects are typical for the SOI MOSFETs and the new noise methods are
based on the analysis of the BGI (Back-Gate-Induced) and LKE (Linear Kink
Effect) Lorentzian components in the drain current noise spectra where the
Lorentzians of both types can be regarded as floating body noise effects [5, 6].
It should be noted that when one wants to observe the BGI Lorentzians, it is
necessary to apply an accumulation back-gate voltage |(VGB)acc| to the back contact of the SOI substrate. The source of the BGI Lorentzians is the Nyquist noise of
the equilibrium conductivity of the drain and source p–n junctions, G0, that
increases with increasing |(VGB)acc| [6]. It should be also noted that, as a rule,
application of the accumulation back-gate voltage is one of the conditions for
observation of the LKE Lorentzians in the case of fully depleted SOI MOSFETs
[7]. The source of LKE Lorentzians is the shot noise of the electron valence-band
(EVB) tunneling current, IEVB, flowing through the gate dielectric and of the
forward current, IF, flowing through the source p–n junction under conditions of
EVB tunneling where IF = IEVB [5, 6]. The capacitive character of the bodysource impedance is responsible for the Lorentzian shape of both BGI and LKE
noise.

2 Theory
2.1 The Methods Based on Measurements of the BGI
and LKE Lorentzians
The following relations are valid for the parameters of the BGI and LKE
Lorentzians [5, 6]:

½SI ð0ÞBGI ¼ 4kTsBGI b2 g2m Ceq
ð1Þ

ð2Þ
sBGI ¼ Ceq G0 ;
.
2
L2eff Ceq ;
½SI ð0ÞLKE ¼ 4kTm0 sLKE b2 l2 Z 2 C02 VDS
ð3Þ

sLKE ¼ m0 kTCeq qIEVB ;

ð4Þ

where b = (qVth/qVBS) is the body factor, Vth is the threshold voltage, VBS is
the body-source voltage, gm is the transconductance, Ceq is the body-source
capacitance, m0 = q/[(g+m)kT], g= (q/nkT), n = (1–2), m= (1/IEVB)(qIEVB/qV*),
V* = (VGF -Vth) is the gate overdrive voltage, VGF is the front-gate voltage, l is
the electron (hole) mobility in the channel, Z and Leff are the channel width and
length, respectively, and C0 is the front-gate dielectric capacitance per cm2, VDS is
the drain voltage. It follows from Eq. 2 that sBGI is independent of VGF. On the
contrary, sLKE decreases with increasing |VGF| due to the increase of the EVB
current (see Eq. 4).
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The BGI Lorentzians are observed at sufficiently low gate voltages corresponding to depletion and low inversion and are transformed into the LKE
Lorentzians at strong inversion [6].
It follows from Eqs. 1 and 2 that by measuring the parameters of the BGI
Lorentzians at different gate voltages and the values of the transconductance
corresponding to those gate voltages, one can find the dependence [SI(0)/
s]BGI  (gm)2 and then calculate the value of (Ceq/b2) by the following formula
(see Eq. 1):
  2   2

Ceq b ¼ Ceq b BGI ¼ 4kTg2m ½SI ð0Þ=sBGI :
ð5Þ
Then the values of [IEVB/m0 b2] are easily determined by


  
IEVB =m0 b2 ¼ ðkT=qsLKE Þ Ceq b2 :

ð6Þ

An interesting information concerning the behaviour of the values of l and
(b2/Ceq) with increasing |V*| under strong inversion conditions can be gained
from the dependences of the value of [SI(0)/s]LKE on |V*|. For example, if
(b2/Ceq) does not change with increasing |V*|—which is not always the case (see
below)—one obtains from Eq. 3:
l2 / ½SI ð0Þ=sLKE :

ð7Þ

Therefore, the dependence of the mobility of charge carriers in the channel on
|V*| can be appreciated with the help of the dependences [SI(0)/s]LKE vs. |V*|.
It should be noted that in the case where the following ‘‘classical’’ relation is
valid for the value of gm under strong inversion conditions [8]
gm ¼ lC0 VDS Z=Leff

ð8Þ

the values of (Ceq/m0 b2) and [IEVB/(m0 b)2] can be also determined from the LKE
data. Indeed, from Eqs. 8 and 3 one obtains:

½SI ð0ÞLKE ¼ 4kTm0 sLKE b2 g2m Ceq :
ð9Þ
Therefore, in this case, by measuring the parameters of the LKE Lorentzians
and the values of gm corresponding to those Lorentzians, one can find the values of
(Ceq/m0 b2) and [IEVB/(m0 b)2] by the following formulas:
  0 2   0 2

Ceq m b ¼ Ceq m b LKE ¼ 4kTg2m ½SI ð0Þ=sLKE ;
ð10Þ
h
.
i
.
2
ð11Þ
IEVB ðm0 bÞ ¼ ð2kT Þ2 g2m q½SI ð0ÞLKE :
Note that Eq. 8 corresponds to the case where the charge carrier density in the
channel, NS, increases linearly with increasing |V*| and, hence, only small deviation of the curve I(|V*|) from the straight line I  |V*| due to a decrease of l with
increasing |V*| has to take place for sufficiently long devices. However, the leveling off of the drain current at high gate voltages which cannot be attributed to the
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decrease of l with increasing |V*| or to the influence of the series resistance has
been observed in some cases [9]. In those cases Eq. 8 is not fulfilled (an abnormally quick decrease of gm with increasing |V*| takes place) and, hence, Eqs. 10
and 11 are not valid.

2.2 The Methods Based on Measurements of the 1/f Noise
The following formulas are valid for the McWhorter noise under strong inversion
conditions [3, 9]:
ðSVG Þ1=f ¼ Not 
½SI ðV  Þ1=f ¼ Not 

q2 kTk
;
fZLeff C02

2
q2 kTkZVDS
½ lð V  Þ  4

l20
L3eff f

ð12Þ

ð13Þ

where (SI)1/f is the spectral density of the drain current 1/f noise, = 10-8 cm is the
tunneling parameter, l0 corresponds to the value of l at V* = 0 V in l = l0/
(1 ? hV*), h is the mobility degradation coefficient [10]. Equations 12 and 13
correspond to the case where the levels are distributed homogeneously over the
thickness of the gate oxide.
It follows from Eqs. 12 and 13 that:
• the value of (SVG)1/f has to be independent of V*;
• the voltage dependence of (SI)1/f is determined by the voltage dependence of l.
Note that the experimental value of (SVG)1/f can be found by measuring the
values of (SI)1/f and gm and introducing them into the formula (SVG)1/f = [(SI)1/f]/
(gm)2. If the value of (SVG)1/f appears to be independent of V* then the concentration of the noisy levels Not is determined by using relation (12).
In the case where the gate oxide is characterized by an inhomogeneous distribution of Not over x, this distribution is found as follows. One determines the
value of (SVG)1/f = [SVG(fmeas)]1/f at a given frequency fmeas corresponding to the
distance x = xmeas = -kln(2pfmeassmin) where smin = 10-10 s [3, 4] and ensures
that the value of [SVG(fmeas)]1/f does not depend on V*. Then the concentration of
the levels Not(xmeas) located at the distance x = xmeas from the Si/SiO2 interface
inside the oxide is determined by the formula:

Not ðxÞ ¼ Not ðxmeas Þ ¼ fmeas SVG ðfmeas ÞZLeff C02 k q2 kT:
ð14Þ
By performing such measurements for different fmeas, the distribution Not(x) can
be found.
The paper is devoted to the results of investigations of tri-gate fully depleted
FinFETs by the BGI, LKE and 1/f noise methods described above.
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3 Devices and Experimental
The devices investigated were strained and non-strained n- and p-channel fully
depleted tri-gate FinFETs with HfSiON/SiO2 or HfO2/SiO2 gate dielectrics. In the
case of the HfSiON/SiO2 dielectric, the gate stack consisted of 2.3 nm HfSiON
(50% Hf) on the top of 1 nm interfacial SiO2. The following five types of devices
with HfSiON/SiO2 gate dielectric were studied: sSOI, sSOI ? SEG, SOI ? SEG,
sSOI ? CESL and SOI ? CESL where sSOI indicates the devices processed in
the strained Si-On-Insulator substrates prepared by using the biaxial global tensilestrain-induced technique [11], CESL means that a uniaxial local tensile-straininduced technique where strain is induced by a tensile strained nitride Contact
Etch Stop-Layer has been applied [11] and SEG means that the corresponding
devices were processed with the Selective Epitaxial Growth of source and drain
regions [12].
In the case of the HfO2/SiO2 dielectric, the gate stack consisted of 2 nm HfO2
on top of 1 nm interfacial SiO2. The devices studied in this case were processed on
both standard (SOI) and strained (sSOI) SOI wafers.
The parameters of the devices were as follows: hfin = 65 and 55 nm for SOI
and sSOI FinFETs, respectively, Weff = 0.02–9.87 lm, Leff = 0.15–0.9 lm,
where hfin is the fin height, Weff and Leff are the effective fin width and length,
respectively. The full device width Z was calculated by the formula
Z = Nfin 9 (Weff ? 2hfin) where Nfin is the number of fins (we used Nfin = 1, 5
and 30). The thickness of the buried oxide was 145 nm for the SOI devices and
130 nm for the sSOI ones.
The drain current noise spectral density SI(f) in the frequency range f = 1 Hz to
100 kHz, the drain current I and the transconductance gm were measured on wafer
at 0.4 V B |VGF| B 1.5 V and |VDS| = 25 mV where VGF and VDS are the gate and
drain voltage, respectively.

4 Results and Discussion
It has been found that LKE and BGI Lorentzians appear in the noise spectra of the
FinFETs studied if the accumulation back-gate voltage |(VGB)acc| C 7.8 V is
applied. Those Lorentzians manifest themselves as the maxima in Fig. 1 where the
noise spectra are presented as the dependences of (f 9 SI) vs. f. Since a Lorenzian
component is described as SI = [SI(0)]/[1 ? (2pfs)2], the following relations are
valid for the frequency f0 corresponding to the maxima (f 9 SI)max and for the
value of those maxima: f0 = (2ps)-1 and (f 9 SI)max = [f0 9 SI(0)/2]. Therefore,
the Lorentzian parameters SI(0) and s can be determined from the experimental
values of f0 and (f 9 SI)max.
The Lorentzians observed at |VGF| B 0.6 V in Fig. 1 where f0 = f0(VGF) and,
hence, s = s(VGF) are the BGI Lorentzians (Fig. 1, curves 1 to 2) [6]. At the same
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Fig. 1 Drain current noise spectra multiplied by the frequency for the SOI ? SEG n-type
(a) and p-type (b) HfSiON/SiO2-FinFETs measured at |(VGB)acc| & 7.8 V and different gate
voltages

time, the Lorentzians observed at 0.8 V B |VGF| B 1.2 V where f0 increases
(s decreases) with increasing VGF by three orders of magnitude are the LKE
Lorentzians (Fig. 1, curves 3 to 7) [6].
Figure 2a and b shows the dependences of the value of [SI(0)/s]BGI on the value
of the transconductance gm measured for the n- and p-channel FinFETs with the
HfSiON/SiO2-gate dielectric, respectively. The gate overdrive voltage is denoted
near every experimental point. It is seen that the BGI Lorentzians are observed in
depletion and weak inversion conditions. It is also seen that the dependences
[SI(0)/s]BGI  (gm)2 are observed experimentally. This means that the value of
(Ceq/b2) is independent of |V*| in depletion and weak inversion (see Eq. 1). The
observation of the relation [SI(0)/s]BGI  (gm)2 means also that one may use Eq. 5
for determination of the value of (Ceq/b2) = (Ceq/b2)BGI.
The results of such a determination are presented in Fig. 3 where the dependences of the value of (Ceq/b2) on the fin width Weff are shown for the devices with
different gate dielectrics. It is seen that those dependences coincide with each other
for the HfO2/SiO2- and HfSiON/SiO2-devices. It is also seen that (Ceq/b2)  Weff
at Weff C 0.87 lm while the decrease of (Ceq/b2) with decreasing Weff becomes
slower at Weff \ 0.87 lm and the value of (Ceq/b2) stops to be dependent on Weff at
Weff B 0.37 lm. Such a behavior means that while at Weff C 0.87 lm the value of
(Ceq/b2) is determined by the width of the fin top interface, at Weff \ 0.87 lm the
contribution of the fin side interfaces to that value increases and at Weff B 0.37 lm
the value of (Ceq/b2) is fully determined by the width of the side interfaces equal
to 2hfin.
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When considering the values of (Ceq/b2) at Weff C 0.87 lm for the FinFETs
studied where the relation (Ceq/b2)  Weff is observed, it is useful to recollect that
the following relations are valid for the planar SOI MOSFETs: b = (CD/C0) and
Ceq = (CDeff ? Cjs ? Cjd) where CD is the capacitance of the depletion layer per
cm2, C0 = e0/tEOT, e0 is the dielectric constant for SiO2, tEOT is the equivalent
oxide thickness, CDeff = CDZLeff is the capacitance of the depletion layer, Cjs and
Cjd are the capacitances of the source and drain p–n junctions [5, 6]. Note also that
(Cjs ? Cjd)  Z and the value of (Cjs ? Cjd) is independent of Leff, so that
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Ceq = CDeff = CDZLeff for sufficiently long devices for which CDeff [ (Cjs ? Cjd).
For a fully depleted planar MOSFET one has: CD = eSi/tSi and, hence, b = (eSitEOT/e0tSi) where eSi and tSi are the dielectric constant for Si and the thickness of the
silicon layer, respectively.
It has been shown in [13] that CD [ (eSi/tSi) in the case of fully depleted FinFET
and, hence, we can write for our devices: Ceq [ (eSi/tSi)ZLeff. Then one finds for
Weff = 10 lm, Leff = 0.9 lm and Nfin = 1 that Ceq [ 1.4 9 10-14 F. Since the
experimental value of (Ceq/b2) in this case is equal to 5 9 10-13 F (see Fig. 3) we
have: b = [Ceq/(5 9 10-13)]0.5 [ [(1.4 9 10-14)/(5 9 10-13)]0.5 = 0.17.
At the same time, by using the formula b & (eSitEOT/e0tSi) valid for the fully
depleted planar MOSFETs, one obtains b = 0.08 (for tEOT = 1.5 nm) which is
lower than b = 0.17 found for the FinFETs investigated. The fact that the gates
exist not only at the top but also at the sidewalls in the tri-gate FinFETs may be the
reason for the higher value of b found for such devices.
Consider now the results of application of Eq. 6 to the experimental data on the
LKE Lorentzians.
Figure 4a and b shows the dependences of the Lorentzian time constants on the
gate overdrive voltage |V*| for the n- and p-type devices, respectively. First of all, it
should be noted that the value of |V*| at which the LKE Lorentzians begin to show
themselves in the noise spectra of the devices considered are as low as 0.25 V
(curves 1 in Fig. 4a, b). This contradicts the classical model of the EVB tunneling
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according to which the condition |V*| C 1 V has to be fulfilled for the appearance
of the EVB current [14]. However, as shown in [15], in the case of devices with a
metal gate and/or high-k gate dielectric the onset of EVB tunneling can occur at
significantly lower values of |V*| due to a shift of the work function at the gate/
dielectric interface.
It is seen from Fig. 4 that in the case of HfSiON/SiO2-gate dielectric the dependences sLKE(|V*|) can be presented as sLKE(|V*|)  exp(-|V*|) where
a = an = 31.3 V-1 and a = ap = 26.6 V-1 for the nFinFETs and pFinFETs,
respectively.
As to the devices with the HfO2/SiO2-gate dielectric, it follows from Fig. 4 that
an & 7 V-1 and ap & 12 V-1 for n- and pFinFETs at V* [ 0.6 V, respectively.
At the same time, the value of increases at lower values of |V*|. For example,
an & 12 V-1 and 15 V-1 at 0.3 V \ |V*| \ 0.6 V for sSOI and SOI nFinFETs of
Weff = 9.87 lm.
It is also seen from Fig. 4 that the values of sLKE for HfSiON/SiO2-devices
(curves 1) are much lower than for HfO2/SiO2 ones (curves 2–6) and are independent of the substrate type (SOI or sSOI). At the same time, the substrate type
influences the value of sLKE for the n-channel HfO2/SiO2-FinFETs as follows:
(sLKE)SOI \ (sLKE)sSOI (Fig. 4a, curves 2 and 5, 4 and 6). However, (sLKE)SOI = (sLKE)sSOI appears to be valid for the p-channel HfO2/SiO2 ones (Fig. 4b,
curves 2 and 5).
The dependences of [IEVB/m0 b2] on |V*| calculated by Eq. 6 are shown in
Fig. 5. Note that m0 & 1 is found for the devices studied. It is seen from Fig. 5a
that those dependences for the p-channel HfO2/SiO2-FinFETs with SOI or sSOI
substrate coincide (curves 2 and 3). However, for the n-channel HfO2/SiO2devices the value of [IEVB/m0 b2] appears to be much higher in the case of the
SOI substrate (curve 1) than for the sSOI one (curve 4) at one and the same
overdrive voltage. This can be explained by the fact that the barrier at the
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Si/SiO2 interface that has to be overcome by electrons tunneling through the gate
dielectric is lower for the SOI substrate than for the sSOI one [16].
The increase of that barrier in the case of the sSOI nFinFETs is supported by the
results presented in Fig. 6 where the densities of the gate leakage current
jG = jECB associated with the electron conduction band (ECB) tunneling are
shown for SOI (curves 1 and 3) and sSOI (curves 2 and 4) devices. It is seen that
the values of jECB are also lower in the case of the sSOI substrate (Fig. 6a). Note
that the values of jECB appear to be the same in the case of the HfO2/SiO2pFinFETs with sSOI and SOI substrates (Fig. 6b, curves 3 and 4). This observation
also correlates with the behavior of the value of [IEVB/m0 b2] in such devices
(Fig. 5a, curves 2 and 3).
As to the HfSiON/SiO2-devices, no influence of the substrate type on the value
of [IEVB/m0 b2] at a given value of |V*| is observed either for n- or for pFinFETs
(Fig. 5b, c). At the same time, like in the case of the HfO2/SiO2-dielectric, the
values of jECB appear to be lower for the n-channel HfSiON/SiO2-FinFETs with
sSOI substrates than with the SOI ones (Fig. 6a, curves 2 and 1). Moreover, the
opposite influence of the substrate type on the value of jECB manifests itself for
the pFinFETs (Fig. 6b, curves 1 and 2). Therefore, the correlation between the
influence of the substrate type on the values of jECB and [IEVB/m0 b2] found for the
HfO2/SiO2-FinFETs has not been observed for the HfSiON/SiO2-devices.
It should be also noted that the HfSiON/SiO2-devices are characterized by
much higher values of jEVB and jECB than the HfO2/SiO2-ones (compare Fig. 5b, c
with Fig. 5a as well as curves 1 and 2 with 3 and 4 in Fig. 6).
Figure 7a and b shows the dependences of [IEVB/m0 b2] on Z for the n- and pchannel FinFETs with HfSiON/SiO2-dielectric. It is seen that [IEVB/m0 b2]  Z for
nFinFETs (Fig. 7a) while the sub-linear dependence of [IEVB/m0 b2] on Z is typical
for the pFinFETs where [IEVB/m0 b2]  Z0.78 at Weff [ 0.87 lm and [IEVB/m0 b2]
does not change with Weff at Weff \ 0.87 lm (Fig. 7b).
Figure 7c and d presents the dependences of [IEVB/m0 b2] on Z for the n- and
p-channel HfO2/SiO2-FinFETs. It is seen from Fig. 7d that in this case the
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Fig. 7 Dependences of [IEVB/m0 b2] on Z measured at the gate overdrive voltages
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dependence [IEVB/m0 b2]  Z is typical for the p-channel devices while sub-linear
increase of [IEVB/m0 b2] with increasing Z is observed for the n-channel FinFETs
where [IEVB/(m0 b)2]  Z0.43 and [IEVB/(m0 b)2]  Z0.81 for the devices with SOI and
sSOI substrates, respectively.
If one takes into account that the following relation can be used for IEVB


IEVB ¼ jEVB ZLeff ¼ Nfin Weff jEVBtop þ 2hfin jEVBside Leff
ð15Þ
where jEVB is the average density of the EVB current, jEVBside and jEVBtop are the
densities of the EVB currents flowing through the side and top interfaces,
respectively, then the sub-linear dependences of IEVB on Z observed for the
pFinFETs with the HfSiON/SiO2-dielectric and nFinFETs with the HfO2/SiO2dielectric can be explained by the inequality jEVBside [ jEVBtop. The smaller
exponent in the dependence [IEVB/(m0 b)2] vs. Z in the latter case than in the former
one at Weff C 0.87 lm points to the fact that at Weff C 0.87 lm the contribution of
the EVB current passing through the side interfaces to the value of IEVB in the case
of the nFinFETs with the HfO2/SiO2-dielectric is higher than in the case of the
pFinFETs with the HfSiON/SiO2-dielectric. However, the opposite situation takes
place at Weff \ 0.87 lm.
Another difference between the LKE Lorentzians for the HfSiON/SiO2- and
HfO2/SiO2-devices is demonstrated in Fig. 8 where the dependences [SI(0)]LKE vs.
sLKE are shown for the devices of both types.
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Fig. 8 Dependences of [SI(0)]LKE on sLKE for n-type (curves 1 and 2) and p-type (curve 3)
HfSiON/SiO2-FinFETs of Weff = 2.87 lm with sSOI (curves 1 and 3) and SOI (curves 2 and 3)
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It is seen from Fig. 8a that [SI(0)]LKE  (sLKE)a where a = 0.93 is typical for
the HfSiON/SiO2-FinFETs from which it follows (see Eq. 3) that [m0 (bl)2/
Ceq]  [sLKE(|V*|)]-0.07. Figure 9 shows that [sLKE(|V*|)]-0.07 and, hence,
[m0 (bl)2/Ceq] increases with increasing |V*|. Since the LKE Lorentzians are
observed at sufficiently high |V*| where l can only decrease with increasing |V*| we
conclude that [m0 b2/Ceq] increases with increasing |V*|.
At the same time, it is seen from Fig. 8b that for the HfO2/SiO2-FinFETs the
relation [SI(0)]LKE  (sLKE)a where a = 1.05 is valid. This means that [m0 (bl)2/Ceq]
does not increase with increasing |V*|. The dependences of [SI(0)/s]LKE on |V*| are
shown in Fig. 10 for the HfO2/SiO2-FinFETs. The small decrease of [SI(0)/s]LKE with
increasing |V*| can be explained by the decrease of l (see Eq. 7). The difference
between the data shown in Fig. 10a and b is explained by the following relations valid
for l for the devices studied: (ln)sSOI [ (ln)SOI [ (lp)sSOI & (lp)SOI.
Consider now the results of investigations of the FinFETs by the 1/f noise
methods. The noise measurements in this case were carried out at VGB = 0 V.
Figure 11 shows the dependences [f 9 SI(f)] vs. f typical for the noise spectra of
the nFinFETs with the HfSiON/SiO2-dielectric. It is seen that the main feature of
the spectra of Fig. 11 is the decrease of [f 9 SI(f)] with decreasing f from
f = (10–30) kHz down to sufficiently low f (note that for those devices it was
difficult to measure the value of SI(f) for the 1/fc noise at f [ 10 kHz). One finds
for this decrease: (f 9 SI)  f1-c where c = 0.83–0.75.
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spectra multiplied by the frequency for the SOI ? SEG ntype HfSiON/SiO2-FinFET
measured at VGB = 0 V and
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Figure 12 represents the dependences [f 9 SI(f)] vs. f typical for the noise
spectra of the nFinFETs with the HfO2/SiO2-dielectric. The spectra shown in
Fig. 12a appear to be typical for the SOI FinFETs as well as for the sSOI devices
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Fig. 12 Drain current noise spectra multiplied by the frequency for the SOI n-type HfO2/SiO2FinFETs of Weff = 9.87 lm (a) and Weff = 0.02 lm (b) measured at VGB = 0 V and different
gate voltages

of Weff C 0.12 lm. Figure 12b shows the results typical for the SOI FinFETs of
Weff = 0.02 lm. It is seen that the shapes of the spectra (f 9 SI) vs. f shown in
Fig. 12 differ significantly from those shown in Fig. 11. Indeed, it follows from
Fig. 12a that the decrease of (f 9 SI) with decreasing f which corresponds to the
1/f0.7 noise takes place only at f \ 400 Hz while the high-frequency plateau corresponding to the 1/f noise is observed at f [ 400 Hz. As to the very narrow SOI
FinFETs, it follows from Fig. 12b that the main component of their noise spectra is
the 1/f noise which is observed from f = 1 Hz up to f = 5 kHz.
It has been found that the value of SVG for the devices considered is independent
of the gate overdrive voltage V* in a sufficiently wide interval of V* and this takes
place for the whole [f 9 SI(f)] vs. f curves (Fig. 13a). This is in support of the
number fluctuations or trapping origin of the flicker noise observed. Therefore the
distribution of Not over x can be estimated with the help of Eq. 14.
Figure 13b demonstrates that the value of (SI)1/f is practically independent of V*
at 0.45 V B |V*| \ 1.8 V for the nFinFETs with HfSiON/SiO2 gate dielectric.
Taking into account Eq. 13, one can conclude that l = l(V*) at sufficiently high
values of V*. Moreover, the fact that (SI)1/f is independent of V* means that the
series resistance does not influence the value of (SI)1/f and, hence, the dependence
I(V*). The same effect was previously detected for the n-channel planar devices
with SiON gate dielectric and has been used to explain the effect of the high gate
voltage drain current leveling off observed in such devices [9].
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The distributions of Not over x obtained by Eq. 14 are shown in Fig. 14. The
following conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 14:
1. The trap concentration Not is not distributed homogeneously over x in most
types of devices studied but decreases from (2–3.7) 9 1019 cm-3eV-1 at
x & 1 nm to (4–6.5) 9 1018 cm-3eV-1 at x = 2.1 nm. While in the devices
with the HfSiON/SiO2 dielectric this decrease begins immediately from
x & 1 nm (curve 3 in Fig. 14a), in the case of the HfO2/SiO2 dielectric the high
value of Not remains constant up to x & (1.2–1.4) nm (Fig. 14a, curves 1 and
2; Fig. 14b, curve 1). As a result, the values of Not in the region
1.15 nm B x B 2.1 nm are higher for the HfO2/SiO2 dielectric than for the
HfSiON/SiO2 one and the difference reaches a factor of 2 at x = 1.4–1.7 nm.
2. In very narrow (Weff = 0.02 lm) SOI devices with the HfO2/SiO2 dielectric the
values of Not appear to be homogeneously distributed over the whole range of
x investigated and are relatively low (2.5 9 1018 cm-3 eV-1).
3. The global straining technique increases the trap concentration in the devices
with the HfO2/SiO2 dielectric.
At the same time, it has been found that in the case of the HfSiON/SiO2dielectric there is no influence of the global straining technique on the trap distribution either in SEG- and in CESL-devices and that the distribution Not(x) is
practically not changed by using SEG drain and source regions.
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Fig. 14 Distribution of noisy traps concentration Not over distance x from Si/SiO2 interface for
the sSOI (curve 1) and SOI (curve 2) n-type HfO2/SiO2-FinFETs of Weff C 0.87 lm (a) and
Weff = 0.02 lm (b); curve 3 presents the dependence Not(x) for the sSOI n-type HfSiON/SiO2FinFETs of Weff C 0.87 lm

A following remark with respect to the trap depths in Fig. 14 has to be made. If
account is made of the position of the charge centroid in the silicon fin due to
inversion layer quantization [17], a value in the range of 1 nm has to be subtracted.
It should be noted that the fact that the trap density in the interfacial SiO2 layer
of the nFinFETs studied appears to be higher than in the bulk high-k layer is
opposite to what has been found before in planar bulk transistors with high-k [18].
This suggests a lower quality of the SiO2 interface layer that seems to be a
common feature here, irrespective of the process details, the main factor being the
high-k layer. The difference in profiles between the two gate dielectrics can be
related to the different deposition method employed.

5 Conclusions
The results obtained by the methods based on the analysis of the BGI and LKE
Lorentzian noise and 1/fc noise for investigation of the strained and non-strained
fully depleted tri-gate FinFETs with different gate dielectrics are the following:
• The value of (Ceq/b2) is proportional to the fin width at Weff C 0.87 lm and is
determined by the width of the side fin interfaces at Weff B 0.37 lm.
• An increase of (m0 b2/Ceq) with increasing |V*| is observed for the HfSiON/SiO2FinFETs under strong inversion conditions.
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• The body factor b found for the FinFETs investigated is higher than for their
planar counterparts even in the case where Weff [[ 2hfin.
• The EVB current density is much higher for the HfSiON/SiO2 gate dielectric
than for the HfO2/SiO2 one.
• The values of [IEVB/m0 b2] for the n-channel HfO2/SiO2-FinFETs are higher for
SOI substrates than for sSOI ones, while the substrate type does not affect the
value of [IEVB/m0 b2] for the p-channel HfO2/SiO2-FinFETs. Such a behavior
of the EVB current correlates with the behavior of the ECB current in the
HfO2/SiO2-devices. The effects are attributed to the influence of the strain on
the barrier height at the Si/SiO2 interface.
• The values of [IEVB/m0 b2] for the HfSiON/SiO2-FinFETs do not change if one
uses an SOI instead of an sSOI substrate and there is no correlation between the
EVB and ECB currents in this case.
• A sub-linear dependence of [IEVB/m0 b2] on Z is typical for the HfSiON/SiO2pFinFETs and HfO2/SiO2-nFinFETs which is explained by the inequality
jEVBside [ jEVBtop.
• At sufficiently high values of V* the electron mobility in the channel no longer
decreases with increasing V* and becomes independent of V*.
• The bulk oxide trap density decreases with the distance x from the Si/SiO2
interface, opposite to what is commonly found on planar MOSFETs with highk gate dielectric. While in the HfSiON/SiO2-FinFETs this decrease begins from
x & 1 nm, in HfO2/SiO2-FinFETs the high value of Not remains constant up
to x & (1.2–1.4) nm. In very narrow (Weff = 0.02 lm) SOI devices with the
HfO2/SiO2 dielectric the values of Not are relatively low and homogeneously
distributed over x. The global straining technique increases Not in the HfO2/
SiO2-devices and has no influence on Not(x) in the HfSiON/SiO2-devices.
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FD-SOI CMOS Devices
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Abstract A review of the main mobility results obtained in short channel devices
(here GAA/DG, FD-SOI MOSFETs and FinFETs) are discussed for better
understanding their transport limitations and performances. Regarding short
channel GAA, FD-SOI and FinFET MOS devices, it has been shown that the
mobility is strongly degraded at small gate length, whatever the architecture, the
gate stack and the measurement method used. In particular, it has been found that,
for FD-SOI, the mobility is more degraded at the top interface than at the bottom
interface, revealing that defects are more numerous at the top channel region.

1 Introduction
The mobility and, more generally, the transport parameters of MOS devices are
very important for the performance evaluation in advanced CMOS technologies.
To this end, emphasis has been particularly put in the past years in transport
improvement, aiming at enhancing the carrier mobility for gain in Ion, with no loss
neither in leakage current nor load capacitance. Mechanical stress approach has
already demonstrated ion [1] and mobility gains both for high gate length and short
gate length transistors [2]. But mobility can also be improved by effective field
reduction; indeed, large channel doping—especially for short gate transistors with
pocket implants, which is necessary for short channel effects control—increases
the effective field and degrades the mobility. So, thin film fully depleted single
gate (SG) or double gate (DG) transistors, which allow low channel doping thanks
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to their intrinsic short channel effects (SCE) control, should also benefit from a
mobility gain [3]. However, if SOI fully depleted (FD) and DG type transistors have
demonstrated high static performances, no actual gain was achieved due to channel
doping suppression for short gates, both in literature and from experiments [4].
In this paper, a review of the main mobility results obtained in short channel
devices (here GAA/DG, FD-SOI MOSFETs and FinFETs) are discussed for better
understanding their transport limitations and performances.

2 Effective Mobility Experimental Results
We focus on low field mobility, although short channel transport is also ruled by
drift velocity. It has been shown that these two parameters are well correlated [5],
and thus mobility can be considered as a good indicator of the transport quality.
We used Y-function technique [6], which allows to suppress the effect of series
resistances, and to perform statistical extraction on wafers; the key point in short
channel mobility computation being the extraction of the effective (electrical)
length, performed by gate-to-channel split C(V) measurements (Fig. 1) [7]. The
low field mobility, i.e. l0 parameter is extracted from the gain parameter
(b = l0CoxW/Leff) deduced from the slope of the Y(Vg) function at strong
inversion [6].
Comparing in Fig. 2 the mobility at low gate length for heavily doped
(6 9 1018 cm-3) and undoped GAA transistors with equivalent Tsi, we notice that
undoped channel shows as expected a high mobility for long (1 lm) transistors,
but, for short gate lengths, doped and undoped channels have equivalent one. This
feature explains the lack of performance increase for undoped DG devices [4].
The low field mobility was also extracted as a function of channel length for
compressive and tensile stress N and P type FD-SOI MOS devices (Fig. 3). Note
that in all cases there is a strong degradation of the mobility, by about a factor 2, as
the channel length is reduced below 100 nm. This mobility behavior is therefore a
general feature to thin film devices whatever their channel doping and stress level.
As was already observed in bulk devices [2, 4, 8], the beneficial tensile stress
effect on the mobility for 200–400 nm channel is cancelled at short channel length,
especially for N type devices. As in bulk devices, this can be interpreted by a
qualitative change in scattering process below 70–80 nm where neutral defects
play an increasing role as in GAA devices [2, 4, 8].
In all cases, the ballistic contribution (see Sect. 3.3) has been found rather
negligible, and, does not explain the strong mobility degradation below 80 nm.
These results confirm that the mobility reduction in undoped thin silicon film SG
or DG MOS devices with implanted source and drain junctions is a general trend in
such CMOS technologies, which has to be overcome in order to fully take
advantage of ballistic transport.
The backscattering coefficient (see Sect. 3.3) extracted for N and P type devices
from the mobility data is given in Fig. 4 as a function of channel length [9].
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It decreases from 1 for long devices down to about 0.85 for the shortest ones. This
means that, for the smaller devices, the ballisticity reaches at most 15%, indicating
that in such FD-SOI undoped devices the transport is far from being ballistic.
The dependence of mobility on temperature is shown in Fig. 5 [10]. For room
temperature and long channels, the electron mobility is slightly higher for HfO2
than for HfSiON, but they become almost equal at 77 K. The general behavior of
mobility increase with decreasing temperature is typical for acoustic phonondominated scattering. However, the slope is lower (l * T-0.7) suggesting additional mechanisms. Figure 5 also shows a significant attenuation of mobility
variation with temperature in short channels, below 100 nm, for both high-k
architectures. The presence of implantation-induced neutral defects near S/D has
been incriminated for additional scattering in short channels [4, 10].
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In order to discriminate the role of the high-k gate stack used in these FD-SOI
devices for the front gate, the effective mobility has also been investigated on the
BOX back gate controlled via the substrate bias [10]. Typical mobility curves for
the front and back channels of NMOS are shown in Fig. 6. From these figures
several features are revealed:
1. The front-channel mobility (Si/High-K interface) is reasonable but consistently
lower than at the back channel (Si/SiO2), indicating that there are additional
scatterings related to the front HK gate stack.
2. The back-channel mobility variation with temperature shows the dominant role
of acoustic phonon scattering. The front-channel mobility improves less rapidly
at low temperature, denoting the contribution of an extra mechanism (remote
Coulomb scattering) at the Si/high-K interface.
3. In shorter channels, the mobility variation with temperature is strongly attenuated. As in GAA devices, implantation-induced neutral defects located close
to source and drain are suspected to be responsible for such leff(T) behavior
[4, 10]. However their impact is lower on the back channel transport, which
might indicate the presence of a vertical profile of implantation-induced neutral
defects in the silicon film.
Low field mobility measurements were also performed on another FD-SOI lot
featuring HfZrO2 gate dielectric and TiN/TaN metal gate with various thicknesses
and deposited with different techniques. Figure 7 shows the gate length dependence of the mobility for the various samples. The amplitude of the mobility with
10 nm TiN thickness is of similar value than that obtained with HfO2 and HfSiON
gate dielectric, revealing no specific impact of gate dielectric. However, it is clear
from Fig. 7 that the TiN thickness has a strong impact on the mobility amplitude,
especially for long gate lengths. Indeed, the mobility is degraded as the TiN
thickness deposited by ALD is increased from 3 to 10 nm. This observation agrees
with results obtained on long channel where mobility is reduced by the increasing
amount of nitrogen diffusion at the channel-dielectric interface. However, it should
be underlined that, for a given metal thickness, the deposition technique used for
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the metallization (PVD vs. ALD) or metal species (TiN vs. TaN) do not change
significantly the low field mobility versus gate length curves [10].
The low field mobility has also been extracted as a function of gate length on
FinFET transistors (Fig. 8). The apparent effective mobility lapp has been corrected for ballistic effect (see Eq. 3 in Sect. 3.3), allowing the drift–diffusion
mobility ldd to be obtained for each gate length. In all cases, the mobility is found
to decrease by about a factor 2 for the smaller gate length. This result confirms the
general trend of mobility collapse observed at small channel length irrespective of
the thin film technology studied (GAA, FD-SOI, DG-MOS). Similarly, the S/D
implantation process is also suspected to be at the origin of such a collapse,
originating from enhanced channel impurity scattering in channel regions close to
source and drain [11].
In order to infer this analysis, the temperature dependence of the low field
mobility has been studied for various gate lengths (Fig. 9). This figure indicates, as
in Fig. 5 for FD-SOI devices, that there is a strong evolution of the scattering
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mechanism between long and short devices. For long transistor, the mobility is first
increasing as the temperature is reduced due to phonon scattering reduction,
whereas, for short ones (L = 40–50 nm), the mobility is nearly constant or slightly
decreasing as the temperature is lowered, revealing neutral/charged impurity
scattering process.

3 Origin of Mobility Degradation at Short Channel Length
From Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, all the mobility results obtained in various
technologies share several common features:
• The mobility is degraded at short gate length, whatever the device architectures
(GAA, DG, FD-SOI, FinFET…) and whatever the measurement technique
(Static, split CV, magneto-resistance).
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• This degradation can be observed for rather large gate lengths (a few 100 nm).
This characteristic length is not compatible with channel length values at which
non-stationary and quasi-ballistic effects are expected to influence strongly the
drain current (see below).
• The temperature dependence of the mobility indicates that the temperature
deactivation observed for long channel devices (due to phonon freezing) is
strongly attenuated for short channel devices. This is typical of scattering with
charged or neutral defects.
Several mechanisms could be responsible for such local defect distribution and
possible origins are discussed below. However, beforehand, we also review, as a
possible mechanism, the ballistic effect and the remote Coulomb scattering due to
the depletion in the source-drain regions. It should also be pointed out that the role
of extra interface traps close to S/D regions has been ruled out as a possible reason
for additional Coulomb scattering process in short channel, since it would imply a
strong increase of threshold voltage for small gate length, not observed in all
architectures [4, 10, 11].

3.1 Quasi-Ballistic Mobility Concept
Following [12], the quasi-ballistic drain current of a MOS transistor in linear
operation can be expressed as [9]:
Id ¼ ð1  r Þ 

W
W
W
 l  Qi  Vd ¼ r   ldd  Qi  Vd ¼  lapp  Qi  Vd
L bal
L
L

ð1Þ

where Qi is the inversion charge, W and L the gate width and length, Vd the drain
voltage, lbal the ballistic mobility, ldd the drift–diffusion one (i.e. for long
channel) whereas lapp stands for the experimental or apparent mobility to be
measured from drain current applying Eq. 1. The ballistic mobility lbal can be
derived from Eq. 1 after considering the drain current expression in the ballistic
limit (i.e. r = 0), giving,
lbal ¼

q  vT  L
2:kT

ð2Þ

where vT is the injection velocity at the virtual source (&1.2 9 107 cm/s for
silicon). Eliminating the backscattering coefficient in Eq. 1 allows us to recover
the Matthiessen-rule-like expression for lapp [13]:
1
1
1
¼
þ
lapp lbal ldd
It is now easy to obtain the backscattering coefficient from Eq. 1 as [9],

ð3Þ
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lbal
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ð4Þ

As it has been seen from Figs. 2, 4 and 8, the ballistic effect cannot fully explain
the mobility degradation observed experimentally in GAA/FD-SOI and FinFET
devices. It can only contribute up to 15–20% mobility reduction.

3.2 Long-Range Coulomb Interactions from Source and Drain
One possible explanation for the drift–diffusion mobility degradation at small
channel length could be the long range remote Coulomb scattering (RCS) arising
from the depletion charge in the source and drain regions similarly to what has
been done for polysilicon gates [14]. Indeed, at the source–channel and drain–
channel junctions, a depletion space charge is formed in the N+ doped source and
drain electrodes (Fig. 10) resulting from the longitudinal control of the channel
(Fig. 11).
This depletion charge that surrounds the channel can in principle contribute to a
long range RCS at each point in the channel. For a given areal density of the space
charge Qs at source and drain, as well as the remote efficiency function G(x) [15]
at a distance x from source and drain, the mobility along the channel can be
expressed as,
1
1
¼ þ a  G ð xÞ  Q s
ldd ðxÞ l0
where a is the Coulomb scattering coefficient (&104V s/C) [16] and

Fig. 10 Surface plot of
depletion charge (a.u.) in
source (Nd = 5 9 1019/cm3)
from 2D simulation

ð5Þ
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The remote efficiency function G(x) has been derived from Sah et al. [15] original
calculations and symmetrized to take into account the source and drain contributions. The parameter kc is a characteristic damping length of the order of 1.2 nm
[15].
Figure 12 shows how the mobility calculated with Eq. 5 varies along the
channel. The plot has been drawn using a reduced space coordinate (x/L) for
various channel length (L) values. The amplitude of the S-D depletion charge has
been computed by 2D simulation for a standard DGMOS structure (tsi = 10 nm,
tox = 1 nm, S-D doping Nd = 5 9 1019/cm3). It lies around 1–2 9 1012 q/cm2
for the doping level used. As can be seen, the mobility is reduced by a factor 2 just
at the junction and reaches a maximum in the middle of the channel, the maximum
value being reduced as the gate length is shorter due to RCS effect. The global
channel mobility has then been calculated in two manners (Fig. 13): (1) by full
numerical simulation of Poisson and drift–diffusion transport equations and (2) by
averaging the reciprocal mobility ldd(x) of Eq. 5 over the channel (this corresponds to adding in series the elementary resistance contributions).
Both results, which are close to one another, indicate that the effective
mobility is degraded as the gate length is reduced below 100 nm. However, this
degradation of 40% cannot fully explain the experimental results obtained on
various devices for which a factor of 2–4 has been observed. It should also be
mentioned that this phenomenon is certainly overestimated in this simulation
since an abrupt doping profile has been used for the S-D junctions, leading to a
larger space charge value.
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3.3 Scattering by Neutral Point Defects
The processing of source and drain regions may also be at the origin of additional
scattering defects near the source and drain regions. Indeed, it is well known that
ion implantation produces point defects such as vacancies, interstitial Si or clusters
of defects that can be charged or neutral. The salicidation process can also generate
local point defect supersaturation or depletion [17].
That is why the concentration and spatial extension of the point defects created
by low energy dopant implantation used for S/D engineering into real devices (thin
SOI with mask openings in the 10–50 nm range) have been evaluated by 2D
Monte Carlo collision simulation [18]. In particular, the distribution of interstitial
defects at the edges of the S/D and extending into the channel region of the devices
and resulting from As implant (7 keV, 1015/cm2) characteristic of LDD extension
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condition has been evaluated. As can be seen from Figs. 14 and 15, the Si interstitials injected underneath the hard mask (corresponding to nitride spacer and gate
stack) exhibit a huge concentration larger than 8 9 1020/cm3 and with a lateral
extension of the order of 10 nm.
In order to simulate the impact of such neutral defects on the channel mobility,
we have approximated the interstitial lateral profile by an exponential function of
the form Nn(x) = Nmax.exp(-x/kn) for each side of the channel and symmetrized
it to account for both source and drain ends (Fig. 16). In such a way, the defect
density from each side can merge for short channel devices, resulting in a huge
defect concentration within a large portion of the channel.
The local mobility in the channel has been calculated using the Mathiessen rule
by taking into account the neutral defect scattering law [19, 20] and a background
long channel mobility value llong as:
1
1
Nnðx; LÞ
¼
þ
lðx; LÞ llong
An

ð7Þ
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where An = 2.5 9 1021/cm V s for silicon [19, 20].
The global effective mobility leff of the device can be obtained by integrating
over the channel the reciprocal local mobility such as:
2

1
leff ðLÞ ¼ 4 :
L

ZL

31
1
:dx5
lðx; LÞ

ð8Þ

0

Figure 17 shows the local mobility profile along the channel for various gate
lengths as obtained from Eq. 7 with typical parameter values. Note the strong
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mobility degradation in the middle of the channel for gate length below 100 nm.
The device global mobility obtained from Eq. 8 using the same parameters is
reported as a function of gate length in Fig. 18. The symbols correspond to the
effective mobility data obtained from TCAD simulations using the same local
mobility profile and inferring the validity of the analytical model of Eq. 8. As can
be seen, the mobility degradation given by this approach explains reasonably well
the experimental results of Fig. 7 for parameters in agreement with the defect
profiles found by MC implantation simulations.
The temperature dependence of the effective mobility have also been modeled
by considering that the neutral scattering mobility is constant with temperature and
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that the long channel mobility which is limited by acoustic phonons varies as T -1.
This allows us obtaining the evolution of the effective mobility with temperature
given in Fig. 19. The obtained behavior with temperature is in good agreement
with the experimental data of Fig. 5, emphasizing the physical basis of the proposed explanation based on extra neutral defects in the channel.

4 Conclusions
Regarding short channel GAA, FD-SOI and FinFET MOS devices, it has been
shown that the mobility is strongly degraded at small gate length, whatever the
architecture, the gate stack and the measurement method used. In particular, it has
been found that, for FD-SOI, the mobility is more degraded at the top interface
than at the bottom interface, revealing that defects are more numerous at the top
channel region. The negative role of the nitrogen diffusion from TiN/TaN metal
gates has been confirmed by a significant reduction of low field mobility with the
TiN thickness increase. Low temperature measurements of the mobility have
indicated that the scattering processes are strongly modified for short channel
devices, demonstrating that there is an increasing role of channel diffusion scattering centres, most likely neutral point defects, for gate length below 100 nm.
These extra defects in the channel are likely suspected to be Silicon interstitials
injected from the source and drain junction during the implantation process as
confirmed by 2D Monte Carlo implantation simulations. The concentration and the
lateral spatial extension of the generated defects have been implemented into a
mobility model that explains reasonably well both the gate length dependence and
the temperature variation of the mobility, emphasizing the physical merits of the
proposed interpretation for the mobility collapse observed at small channel
lengths.
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Special Features of the Back-Gate Effects
in Ultra-Thin Body SOI MOSFETs
T. Rudenko, V. Kilchytska, J.-P. Raskin, A. Nazarov and D. Flandre

Abstract Ultra-thin body silicon-on-insulator (SOI) MOSFET is considered to be
a strong candidate for ultimate scaling of CMOS technologies, because of its
excellent suppression of the short-channel effects, even without the use of channel
doping. Apart from undoped ultra-thin silicon body, nowadays SOI MOSFETs
also feature ultra-thin gate high-k gate dielectrics and thin buried oxides. These
innovating features bring about special electrical properties. In this work, we
describe some of these properties revealed via the back-gate effects, including
special behaviors of interface coupling, transport properties and gate tunneling
currents, which may be beneficial for the back-gate control schemes.

1 Introduction
Ultra-thin body (UTB) silicon-on-insulator (SOI) MOSFET is recognized as
promising candidate for scaling CMOS devices into nanometer region [1–7].
Thinning down the transistor body allows for suppressing the short-channel effects
without the use of the channel doping, which is beneficial in the view of the carrier
mobility and immunity to threshold voltage variability [1, 4, 6]. In addition to ultrathin undoped body, the present-day SOI MOSFETs feature ultra-thin gate high-k
gate dielectrics and thin buried oxides (BOX), which provide additional improvements of the short-channel characteristics and device performance [1, 4, 7].
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However, these innovating device features also bring non-conventional effects and
unusual electrical properties [5, 7–9]. In this work, we describe some of these
unusual properties revealed via the back-gate effects. Biasing the back gate in a
fully-depleted (FD) SOI MOSFET enables to change the carrier and electric field
distributions in the silicon film, which can influence the basic physical characteristics such as transport properties or gate tunneling currents. On the other hand, the
back-gate effects are important from the practical viewpoint, because they can
affect the operation of SOI devices. In this work, we focus on the special features of
the interface coupling, back-gate effect on the effective mobility and gate tunneling
currents inherent to SOI MOS structures with undoped ultra-thin bodies and ultrathin gate dielectrics, which may be advantageous for the back-gate control schemes
[10–12].
The experimental results presented in this paper are obtained on the n-channel
SOI MOSFETs fabricated at CEA-LETI using UNIBOND (100) SOI wafers with
two BOX thicknesses, namely, 145 and 11.5 nm. Details of fabrication process can
be found in [13]. The thickness of the silicon body in the channel region is 11 nm.
The devices have elevated source/drain regions to reduce parasitic resistance. No
channel doping is used. The gate stack consists of ALD HfO2 with equivalent
oxide thickness (EOT) of 1.75 nm, and CVD TiN gate electrode. In this study, we
use only long-channel devices with the gate length L = 10 lm and width
W = 10 lm.

2 Unusual Features of Interface Coupling and their Physical
Understanding
The effect of the charge coupling between the front and back SOI interfaces is a
key property of any FD SOI MOSFET [14, 15]. This effect is typically characterized by the coupling curve, representing modulation of the threshold voltage at
one gate by the opposite-gate bias, and it is usually described by the classical Lim–
Fossum model [15]. Interface coupling is widely used for characterization purposes, namely, for the electrical determination of the Si film and BOX thicknesses
[16]. Besides, the interface coupling is also used for adjusting the threshold voltage
in SOI MOSFETs with thin BOX [8–10]. Recently, it has been demonstrated that
UTB SOI devices exhibit non-conventional behaviors of interface coupling [7–9,
17]. Among them are the increased slope of the coupling curves extracted by the
drain current and transconductance measurements [7, 9], impossibility of simultaneous achievement of strong inversion at one interface and accumulation at
opposite interface in UTB SOI MOSFETs at reasonable oxide fields [8], and
impact of quantum-mechanical (QM) effects [17].
The goal of this section is to gain an understanding of special features of
interface coupling in UTB SOI MOSFETs. An analysis of interface coupling is
performed by means of 1D numerical simulations in both classical and QM modes,
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using a self-consistent Schrödinger–Poisson solver (SCHRED [18]), and comparison of simulation results with the Lim–Fossum model and experimental data
extracted from either the gate-to-channel capacitance or transconductance measurements of the long-channel devices. The threshold voltage was defined as the
gate voltage where the second derivative of the inversion charge (or the derivative
of the gate-to-channel capacitance) is at a maximum [19].

2.1 Extraction Procedure of the Coupling Curves from
the Capacitance Data
The channel separation and extraction of the coupling curves have been performed
using front-gate split C–V measurements for various back-gate biases (Fig. 1)
[20]. The threshold voltage was determined from the position of the peak of the
derivative of the gate-to-channel capacitance Cgc with respect to the front-gate
voltage Vgf. This method is theoretically equivalent to the transconductance
change (or second derivative of the drain current Id) method [21], however, in
contrast to the latter, the capacitance derivative method is unaffected by the
mobility degradation and series resistance effects, which facilitates the comparison
between experiments and simulations. The procedure for extraction of the coupling characteristics is illustrated in Fig. 1.
For large positive Vgb, when the C–V curves exhibit a capacitance plateau
related to the back channel, the derivatives reveal two clearly pronounced peaks:
the first observed in the range of the capacitance plateau is due to activation of the
back-channel, and its position at various Vgb yields a relationship between Vgf and
the back-channel threshold voltage VTHb, while the second, whose position does
not change with Vgb, corresponds to activation of the front channel, yielding the
front-gate threshold voltage for inverted back interface VTHf_back_inv. For Vgb B 0,
when the capacitance plateau on the C–V curves disappears, dCgc/dVgf curves
Fig. 1 Experimental dCgc/
dVgf curves versus the frontgate voltage Vgf for various
back-gate voltages Vgb illustrating the procedure for
extraction of coupling characteristics. Inset shows the
corresponding Cgc(Vgf)
curves (tBOX = 145 nm;
tSi = 11 nm; Vgb from +40 to
-30 V with step -5 V;
f = 100 kHz)
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reveal a single peak corresponding to the front-gate threshold voltage VTHf, and its
shift with Vgb gives the front-channel coupling curve. Similar procedure has been
used for extraction of coupling curves from the transconductance measurements.
The same Cgc measurements have been used for channel separation and determination of the inversion-carrier density Ninv at arbitrary Vgf and Vgb when
extracting the front- and back-channel effective mobilities discussed in Sect. 3.

2.2 Analysis of Coupling Characteristics
Figure 2 presents the experimental coupling curves extracted from the peaks of
dgm/dVgf and dCgc/dVgf curves for various Vgb for a thick BOX device. Dashed
lines indicate the slopes of the coupling curves predicted by the classical
Lim–Fossum model [15]. As it is evident from Fig. 2, modulation of experimental
front- and back-channel threshold voltages by the opposite-gate bias extracted by
both methods is much stronger than expected from the Lim–Fossum model.
Besides, it is clearly seen that there is a noticeable difference between results
obtained by the two methods: the dgm/dVgf method yields a higher slope of the
front-channel coupling curve compared to the dCgc/dVgf method, which is most
likely related to the strong field-induced mobility degradation at the Si/HfO2 front
interface.
Figure 3 compares the coupling curves obtained by numerical simulations in
both classical and QM modes [18] and experimental data extracted from the peaks
of capacitance derivatives. It can be seen that at Vgb = 0 V for our 11-nm-thick
silicon film, QM effect on the threshold voltage is negligible, in agreement with
previously published studies asserting that QM effects give an observable impact
on the threshold voltage of a SOI MOSFET if tSi \ 10 nm [22, 23]. However,
biasing the second gate in opposite direction brings into appearance a noticeable
difference between QM and classical threshold voltages, which moreover
increases with the opposite-gate bias, resulting in distinctly different slopes of QM
and classical coupling curves. In particular, QM simulations result in a higher
Fig. 2 Experimental frontchannel and back-channel
threshold voltages versus
opposite-gate bias extracted
from the peaks of dgm/dVgf
and dCgc/dVgf for the longchannel UTB SOI MOSFET
with a thick BOX. Dashed
lines show the slopes of the
coupling curves predicted by
the Lim–Fossum model
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Fig. 3 Comparison between
coupling curves obtained by
QM and classical numerical
simulations (lines) and
experimental data extracted
from the peaks of the capacitance derivatives (symbols)

slope of the VTHf(Vgb)-curve and a lower slope for Vgf(VTHb)-curve (that is, higher
slope of the VTHb(Vgf)-curve) compared to classical simulations, which means that
QM effects enhance modulation of VTHf and VTHb by opposite-gate bias. Note that
experimental coupling curves extracted from the capacitance data differ significantly from the classical numerical simulation results, but are in excellent
agreement with QM simulation results. The QM effect on the coupling characteristics of UTB SOI MOSFETs was first reported in [17]. It can be explained by
the variation of the potential distribution and the transverse electric field in the
silicon film at threshold conditions when biasing the second gate in the opposite
direction. At low opposite-gate biases, when the potential distribution in the silicon
film is nearly flat and the potential well has quasi-rectangular shape, QM effects
are observable only if the silicon film is very thin (\10 nm) [22, 23]. However,
when the second gate is biased in the opposite direction, the normal electric field in
subthreshold conditions increases significantly, transforming the potential well
into triangular shape and resulting in the shift of the ground state energy, thereby
increasing the threshold voltage. In other words, the QM effect on the coupling
characteristics is caused by the electrical confinement. This effect is important
even for relatively thick SOI MOSFETs (tSi [ 10 nm), whose threshold voltage is
usually considered to be unaffected by quantization effects.
The above QM effect cannot be properly described by the conventional ‘‘QM
effective gate dielectric thickening’’ at the conduction side, because in low-doped
UTB SOI devices at threshold conditions, the carrier confinement changes dramatically with opposite-gate bias, which is reflected by the strong variation of the
position of the charge centroid, as shown by Fig. 4.
Figure 5 shows the coupling curves for different silicon film thicknesses and
thick BOX (tBOX = 145 nm), obtained by 1D numerical simulations in classical
and QM modes [18]. It can be seen that for thick BOX, QM effect on the front-gate
coupling curve does not depend on the film thickness, because when the capacitance of the silicon film considerably exceeds the capacitance of the BOX, the
front-surface electric field at threshold conditions does not depend on the film
thickness. However, for the back-channel, QM effect on the coupling curve
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Fig. 4 Normalized position
(i.e. distance from top interface) of the QM inversioncharge centroid in the silicon
film at the front-gate threshold conditions as a function
of the back-gate bias, illustrating strong variation of
carrier confinement in
undoped UTB device with the
back-gate bias at threshold

Fig. 5 Coupling characteristics obtained by classical and
QM numerical simulations
for different silicon film
thicknesses and thick BOX

increases with the film thinning. In the case of a thin BOX, QM effect on both
front-gate and back-gate coupling curves increases with the film thinning [17].
Thus, an enhanced modulation of the front- and back-channel threshold voltages by opposite-gate bias (that is, increased slope of the coupling curves)
observed in UTB SOI MOSFETs is caused mainly by quantization effects. It
cannot be accounted by conventionally adding of the QM ‘‘darkspace’’ to the gate
dielectric thickness because of the strong variation of the carrier confinement in
undoped UTB devices at threshold conditions with the back bias. The described
QM effect on interface coupling has to be taken into account in modeling and
characterization of thin-film SOI MOSFETs.

3 Impact of the Back-Gate Bias on the Effective Mobility
The transport properties, and in particular the carrier mobility, in UTB SOI
MOSFETs, depending on the quality of both silicon film interfaces, have been the
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Fig. 6 Effective mobility as
a function of the inversioncarrier density for various
Vgb. Open and full symbols
correspond, respectively, to
the front- and back-channel
channel conductions. Dashed
lines indicate regions where
front and back channels
co-exist

subject of much investigation in the recent years [23–27]. The most extensively
studied issues have been the effect of the Si film thickness on the effective
mobility leff [24, 25] and the comparison between mobility in single-gate (SG) and
double-gate (DG) modes [26, 27]. The effect of the back-gate bias on leff in UTB
SOI is of interest in view of the possibility to change the carrier concentration
distribution and the position of the charge centroid in the Si film. In particular,
adjusting the back-gate bias allows for realizing symmetric DG conditions in nonsymmetric SOI MOS structure, which has been used in the comparison between
the SG and DG mobilities [26, 27]. Then, the back-gate effect has been used to
clarify the impact of the gate stack [20, 28, 29] as well as of the BOX thinning [20]
on the effective mobility. Particularly, it has been found that in the case of ultrathin gate oxides or high-k gate dielectrics, the front-channel mobility in UTB SOI
MOSFETs is lower than the mobility in the back channel, which has been
attributed to enhanced Coulomb scattering at the front interface [20, 28, 29]. It was
found that BOX thinning does not deteriorate the quality of the silicon film and its
interfaces, and thus the above effect of much higher back-channel mobility in UTB
SOI MOSFETs with ultra-thin gate dielectrics holds for the thin BOX [20].
In this section, we focus on the evolution of the effective mobility in UTB SOI
MOS structures with high-k gate dielectric when shifting the conduction channel
in the film from front to back interface. The effective mobility was extracted by the
front-gate split C–V measurements for various Vgb. Analysis of the C–V curves
measured for various Vgb and their derivatives was used for separating regions
where front or back conduction dominates, as described in Sect. 2.1.
Figure 6 shows experimental leff versus the inversion-carrier density Ninv for
various Vgb obtained for a SOI MOSFET with 145-nm-thick BOX. Open and full
symbols in Fig. 6 indicate regions where, respectively, front or back conduction
dominates, and dashed lines indicate regions where front and back channels
co-exist. It should be noted that in UTB SOI devices, the measured mobility
involves the contributions from scattering at both silicon film interfaces, which
cannot be completely separated, especially at low Ninv and weak asymmetry of the
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Fig. 7 Experimental effective mobility as a function of
Vgb at constant Ninv = 1012
cm-2 for 145-nm-thick BOX
(full symbols, top axis) and
11.5-nm-thick BOX (open
symbols, bottom axis). (TiN/
HfO2, EOT = 1.75 nm,
W = 10 lm, L = 10 lm)

Fig. 8 Carrier concentration
distributions in the silicon
film for a constant sheet
inversion-carrier density
Ninv = 1012 cm-2 and different back-gate biases
obtained by QM numerical
simulations for tSi = 11 nm,
tof = 1.75 nm,
tBOX = 145 nm, and
NA = 1015 cm-3. Shown in
the inset is the normalized
charge centroid versus backgate bias

front and back surface potentials, when the conduction is determined by volume
inversion. However, from Fig. 6 it is clearly seen that mobility is much higher
when the back conduction dominates. The maximum back-channel mobility
exceeds the front-channel mobility by more than factor of 2. With activation of the
front channel the carrier density in the back channel remains essentially unchanged, so that further increase of Ninv is due to the front channel, therewith the larger
contribution of the front channel, the lower averaged mobility (dashed lines).
Figure 7 shows the variation of the experimental effective mobility with Vgb at
constant Ninv = 1012 cm-2 in undoped UTB devices with thick (top axis) and thin
(bottom axis) BOX and TiN/HfO2 gate stack. The corresponding carrier concentration distributions and the position of the charge centroid in the silicon film
obtained by QM numerical simulations are presented in Fig. 8. It can be seen from
Fig. 7 that, for given devices, application of positive Vgb, which shifts the inversion-
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Fig. 9 The position of the
inversion-layer centroid
obtained by QM numerical
simulations as a function of
Ninv with Vgb as a parameter
(tSi = 11 nm, tof = 1.75 nm,
tBOX = 145 nm, NA = 1015
cm-3)

charge centroid away from the front interface, allows to increase the value of leff
by 2.7 times compared to that at Vgb = 0 V. By correlating the data in Figs. 7, 8, we
can conclude that, for given Ninv, the maximum mobility value is observed when the
charge centroid is located approximately at a distance of *0.7 tSi from the front
interface, that is, when the charge centroid is closer to the back interface. This
indicates the presence of additional scattering defects at the front interface.
An important point in Fig. 7 is that the maximum leff value related to the back
channel is the same for thick and thin BOX, which demonstrates that BOX thinning does not deteriorate the quality of the back interface, being in agreement with
results presented in [20]. Note that for the thick BOX, the steepest increase of leff
is observed at low Vgb (\10 V), which can be attributed to a sharp variation of the
position of the charge centroid in the range of small Vgb when conduction is
determined by volume inversion (Fig. 8). The gentle initial slope of the leff(Vgb)
curve observed at small Vgb (\1 V) for the thin BOX in Fig. 7 is due to substrate
depletion effect; further increase of positive Vgb results in a sharp rise of leff,
similar to that for thick BOX.
Figure 9 shows the inversion-layer centroid (the average inversion-layer distance from the front interface) versus Ninv for different Vgb obtained by QM
numerical simulations [18]. By combining the data presented in Figs. 6 and 9, we
plotted in Fig. 10 the experimental leff as function of the normalized position of
the charge centroid in the silicon film for various values of Ninv extracted from QM
simulations. It is clearly seen that when the charge centroid moves from the front
interface to the back interface, leff increases. The maximum value of leff is
observed when the charge centroid lies in the bottom half of the film, namely, at a
distance of 0.73 tSi from the front interface, and not in the center of the film, when
symmetrical DG-like carrier distributions are provided. In this context, it is
interesting to compare mobility in SG and DG modes in the case of different
scattering rates at the front and back interfaces.
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Fig. 10 The experimental
leff as function of the normalized position of the
charge centroid in the film for
various values of Ninv (W/
L = 10/10 lm, TiN/HfO2,
EOT = 1.75 nm)

So far the comparison between mobility in DG and SG operating modes has
been performed only for SOI devices featuring identical quality of the front and
back interfaces [26, 27]. Below we will demonstrate that in the case of the devices
with distinctly different two interfaces, the mobility improvement in the DG mode
may be much stronger than for the devices with identical two interfaces. In the
case of UTB SOI devices with thick BOX, the DG-like conditions (providing
symmetrical carrier concentration and electric field distributions) are realized
when Ninv_DG = 2xNinv_SG [26], that is, when Ninv_front = Ninv_back. The experimental procedure for finding the appropriate Vgf and Vgb values that provide such
conditions is illustrated in Fig. 11. The comparison between mobility measured in
the DG mode and SG front- and back-channel operating modes is presented in
Fig. 12.
For the DG mode, the inversion-carrier density in Fig. 12 corresponds to 1/2
of the total inversion density which provides the same Eeff as in the SG mode
[26]. It can be seen from Fig. 12, that mobility in DG mode is noticeably lower
than in SG back-channel operating mode. However, mobility in DG mode is
significantly (more than factor of 2) higher than in SG front-channel operating
mode, which differs from the case of SOI films with identical quality of the two
interfaces, when for the films with thicknesses around 10 nm only a modest
(\5%) mobility improvement is observed in DG mode at low Ninv [26, 27].
Thus, in the case of SOI films with a higher scattering rate at the front interface,
a significant mobility improvement can be obtained in DG mode for a wide
range of Ninv: for low Ninv, when conduction is determined by volume inversion,
this improvement is due to shift of the charge centroid further from the
front interface featuring higher scattering rate, while for high Ninv, when coexisting front and back channels are almost independent, this improvement is
due to the fact that half of the carriers (back-channel carriers) feature much
higher mobility.
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Fig. 11 The experimental
procedure for finding Vgb(Vgf)
values giving DG-like conditions (tSi = 11 nm,
tBOX = 145 nm)

Fig. 12 The comparison
between mobility measured
in the DG mode and front and
back-channel mobilities
measured in SG modes
(Ninv_DG/2 = Ninv_SG,
tSi = 11 nm,
tBOX = 145 nm)

The presented mobility results allow for better understanding the transport
properties of UTB SOI MOSFETs with ultra-thin and high-k gate dielectrics and
provide an additional motivation for the employment of the back-gate control
schemes.

4 Impact of the Back-Gate Bias on the Gate-to-Channel
Tunneling Current and Drain-to-Gate Current Ratio
An important parameter of the advanced UTB SOI CMOS devices, featuring ultrathin gate dielectrics, is gate tunneling leakage current which determines power
consumption and the limits for the gate dielectric scaling. Previous experimental
studies have shown that gate leakage current in a SOI device is affected by
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Fig. 13 The gate tunneling (left axis) and drain (right axis) currents measured as a function of
the front-gate voltage at various back-gate voltages in thick BOX a and thin BOX b UTB SOI
devices (TiN/HfO2, EOT = 1.75 nm, Vd = 50 mV, W/L = 10/10 lm)

Fig. 14 Experimental drain/gate current ratio as a function of Vgf for various Vgb: a thick BOX;
b thin BOX. It is clearly seen that application of Vgb to lower the threshold voltage significantly
improves the Id/Ig ratio in the subthreshold region and near threshold. (TiN/HfO2,
CET = 1.9 nm, Vd = 50 mV, W/L = 10/10 lm)

back-gate bias due to the change of the electric field distribution in the body [30].
However, in the case of undoped UTB SOI films, no change in the gate-to-channel
tunneling current Ig is observed when the back gate is positively biased up to large
values of Vgb, though it strongly increases the drain current (Fig. 13). A noticeable
variation of Ig in the subthreshold region is observed only for negative Vgb; in
strong inversion Ig remains nearly unchanged. As a result, the Id/Ig ratio significantly increases with application of Vgb lowering the threshold voltage, especially,
in the subthreshold region and near threshold (Fig. 14).
Basically, the tunneling current is determined by the product of the charge
available for tunneling by tunneling probability. So invariability of Ig with variation of Vgb resulting in strong variation of the drain current may appear to be
surprising. Insensitivity of gate tunneling current to application of positive Vgb can
be qualitatively explained as follows. The gate tunneling current is observed only
in the range of Vgf where the front channel is activated. At high positive Vgb, in the
above range of Vgf the front and back inversion channels co-exist, and the potential
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Fig. 15 Potential distributions in the silicon film upon strong inversion at the front interface and
various a positive Vgb and b negative Vgb and the corresponding electric field distributions for
c positive Vgb and d negative Vgb, obtained by classical numerical simulations [18] for
tSi = 11 nm, tof = 1.75 nm, tBOX = 145 nm, NA = 1015 cm-3

distribution in the silicon film exhibits a minimum, where the electric field is zero,
as illustrated by Fig. 15a, c. In the point of the potential minimum, the electric
field changes its direction, so that the electric fields in the front and back channels
have the opposite direction. Thus, only the front-channel inversion charge gives a
contribution to the gate current. Since the front-channel threshold voltage for the
inverted back interface VTHf_back_inv is independent on Vgb, the carrier density in
the front channel Ninv_front at certain Vgf is the same for different positive Vgb. In
other words, application of positive Vgb increases the total inversion charge contributing to the drain current, while the inversion charge contributing to Ig remains
unchanged. Furthermore, when both interfaces are biased in inversion such that a
point of the potential minimum or zero electric field exists in the film, the electric
field at the front interface in the silicon film Esf is determined only by the frontchannel inversion charge qNinv_front because the contribution of the doping charge
in undoped UTB SOI films is negligible Esf & qNinv_front/eSi. Since for positive
Vgb, Ninv_front(Vgf) does not change with Vgb, the front-surface electric field Esf(Vgf)
and thus the electric field in the front-gate dielectric also does not change with Vgb.
This is confirmed by the electric field distributions obtained by classical numerical
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simulations for strongly inverted front interface and various Vgb presented in
Fig. 15c. It can be seen that for Vgb C 0 V, the electric field at the front interface
and the electric field in the front-gate dielectric, and thus tunneling probability, are
unaffected by Vgb. Therefore, since both the carrier density available for tunneling
and tunneling probability are unchanged by Vgb C 0 V, the gate tunneling current
Ig also must remain unchanged.
It is more difficult to explain the behavior of the gate tunneling current for
negative Vgb. As can be seen from Fig. 13, negative Vgb decreases the gate current
in weak inversion, while in strong inversion, Ig remains almost unaltered. For
negative Vgb, the electric field in the film is unidirectional, so that the total carrier
density can contribute to Ig. In this case, both the carrier density available for
tunneling and the electric field in the gate dielectric change with negative Vgb,
featuring, however, the opposite trends in respect of Vgb, namely: at the same Vgf,
Ninv decreases with negative Vgb due to increase of VTHf, while Eof increases due to
increase of the electric field in the body (Fig. 15b, d). Whether or not the above
opposite trends allow for explaining the observed invariability of the gate-tochannel tunneling current with negative Vgb at high Vgf is unclear. Thus, an
understanding of this observation requires further investigations, involving systematic QM simulations of gate tunneling current in undoped UTB SOI MOS
devices for various back-gate biases.

5 Conclusions and Possible Implications of the Discussed
Effects in the Back-Gate Control Schemes
Based on the analysis of coupling characteristics, it has been shown that advanced
UTB SOI MOSFETs with ultrathin gate dielectrics feature enhanced modulation
of the threshold voltage by the opposite-gate bias (or increased slope of coupling
characteristics) compared to the classical Lim-Fossum model, due to QM effects
caused by the electrical confinement. This QM effect is important even for relatively thick-film SOI MOSFETs (with tSi [ 10 nm), whose threshold voltage is
usually considered to be unaffected by quantization effects. Furthermore, this
effect cannot be properly described by the conventional ‘‘QM effective gate
dielectric thickening’’ at the conduction side because of the strong variation of the
carrier confinement in low-doped ultra-thin films at threshold conditions.
It has been found that in advanced UTB SOI MOSFETs featuring ultra-thin
high-k gate dielectrics and both thick and thin BOX, mobility at the front interface
is significantly (more than twice) lower than at the back interface, indicating
additional scattering defects at the front interface. It was shown that in UTB SOI
MOSFETs with strongly different scattering rates at the two interfaces, mobility at
low and moderate inversion (being of particular interest for low-power devices)
is highly sensitive to the position of the charge centroid in the silicon film, and
thus to bias at the second gate (more sensitive than in the case of identical
interfaces).
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Based on the comparison of mobilities for thick and thin BOX, it has been
found that BOX thinning does not degrade the quality of the silicon film and its
interfaces.
The special features of the back-gate effects in UTB SOI MOSFETs discussed
in this paper are useful not only for deep understanding of coupling and transport
behaviors of these advanced devices, but they may be of advantage in the backgate control schemes.
In the back-gate control schemes, back-gate bias is used to modulate the frontgate threshold voltage through interface coupling [10–12]. From this viewpoint, an
increased slope of the coupling characteristics inherent to UTB SOI MOSFETs
with ultra-thin-gate dielectrics is beneficial.
Then, as follows from the mobility results, in the case of ultra-thin gate
dielectrics, application of the back-gate voltage to increase the drive current in the
active mode should also bring about the mobility enhancement due to shift of the
charge centroid away from the front interface, featuring high Coulomb scattering.
Furthermore, from the analysis of the behavior of the gate tunneling current
with back-gate bias, one can expect a large dividend in the drain/gate current ratio
in the active mode. This should provide additional improvements in the device
performance.
Thus, special features of the back-gate effects in UTB SOI MOSFETs discussed
in this paper may be of advantage in the back-gate control schemes.
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Part IV

Sensors and MEMS on SOI

SOI Nanowire Transistors for Femtomole
Electronic Detectors of Single Particles
and Molecules in Bioliquids and Gases
V. P. Popov, O. V. Naumova and Yu. D. Ivanov

Abstract The need for high-throughput, label-free multiplexed sensors for
chemical and biological sensing has increased in the last decade in the newer
applications like healthcare, genomic and proteomic diagnostics, environmental
and industrial monitoring; quality control, core defense and security areas, etc.
Human genome decoding was prolonged during 13 years and has shown a complex relation between genes, proteins and illnesses. But the amount of genes is
only 3 9 104, while the amount of proteins is as high as 5 9 106. To decode this
amount of proteins a massive set of samples with biological solutions should be
analyzed using fast and massively parallel analyzing tools.

1 Introduction
Only parallel collection and analysis with a matrix of sensor elements will provide
the ‘‘bandwidth’’ necessary for protein decoding. The task is complicated by the
large differences for different protein contents in bioliquids ranged from micro- to
attomole amounts [1]. High sensitivity and selectivity combined with wide range
of analyte concentration measurements in bioliquids and gases are needed.
In order to make these challenging sensor elements, nanowire (NW) field-effect
transistors (FETs) were nanostructured using a ‘‘top-down’’ approach in highquality monocrystalline silicon-on-insulator (SOI). The SOI film has a thickness
of a few tens of nanometers. Electronic detection of biochemical interactions or
label-free physical adsorption of particles or molecules on the open surface
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Fig. 1 a N-type Si nanowire conductance change due to a change of the surface potential uS at
the moment of particle absorption of a positive (top) or negative (bottom) effective charge;
b DESSIS simulation of electron density in a nanowire with a 30 9 30 nm cross-section and a
single negative charge placed at the surface of the 1 nm native oxide covering the NW. The NW
is doped with phosphorus to a concentration of No = 1016 cm-3

channel of NW FETs is possible in an electrolytic environment (Fig. 1). These
immobilized substances serve as a virtual gate for FETs changing channel conductivity from one to ten orders of magnitude depending on their concentrations
and the effective charges they carry. Even a single charge located at the surface of
a 30 9 30 nm lightly doped Si NW can cause more than a 10% change in carrier
concentration across the channel (Fig. 1b).
High sensitivity to chemical and biological substances is usually achieved in
sensor elements by having a large ratio between surface area and volume. This
requirement is automatically satisfied in nanosized NW sensors. In addition, there is
a good size compatibility between the sensor and the sensed species. In the present
work, the nanostructuring of silicon on insulator layers with a thickness of a few tens
of nanometers was carried out at the last stage of electronic nanochip fabrication by
etching in a fluorine and chloride plasma mixture. Electrical characterization confirmed that the fabrication approach produces a high-quality SOI nanowire transistor matrix with open channels operating in wide temperature range down to
temperatures close to liquid helium. The sensitivity of NW FETs to negative Clions in aqueous solution (pH 6) was shown to be as high as 10 femtomoles. The
sensitivity of NW FETs to negative protein BSA molecules in a pH 7.4 buffer
solution was shown to be much better than 1 femtomole and single-cell organisms
such as viruses and bacteria were within the detection limit. Using NW FET matrix
it is also possible to provide the sensing for toxic gases in the ppb–ppm range.

2 Optimization of the Fabrication Technology
for NW Sensors
To optimize device sensitivity, a lot of efforts were made to minimize the serial
resistance of the SOI NW FETs and to lower the noise from the interface states and
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metal contacts. Si nanowire transistors are the most promising sensor element for
electronic sensing of biochemicals, chemical toxins and pathogens [2, 3] due to
the compatibility of silicon and SiO2 with body tissues and liquids. For clinical or
even home use the sensors should be integrated with CMOS electronics. In our
approach nanometer sizes were obtained using electron beam lithography and
etching in a fluorine–chloride gas–plasma mixture after standard CMOS processes. To study the prospects of SOI-nanowire transistors (NW FETs) as sensing
elements for electronic biochips (using open channels in nanowire transistors) and,
in particular, organic molecules in bioliquids, microfluidic biochips [4] were
manufactured with the following parameters: silicon layer thickness, t, of
10–50 nm, a natural oxide thickness on the nanowire surface of less than 2 nm, a
nanowire width, w, of 20–500 nm. The length of the nanowires is 10 lm, and
there are 12 nanowires on each chip. The diameter of the sensitive zone is not less
than 2 mm.
The NW FET are SOI structures with a 300-nm buried oxide layer thickness;
the thickness of the top silicon layer was 10–50 nm. The SOI structures were
fabricated by a technology developed at the Rzhanov Institute of Semiconductor
Physics of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences [5]. A specific
feature of SOI structures used in the present work was the fact that the interface
between the top silicon layer and the buried oxide was the bonding interface. The
original SOI structures with the silicon layer thickness equal to 400–500 nm had
the n-type of conductivity, which determined the regime of SOI NW FET operation in accumulation of electrons and, hence, ensured higher values of mobility
than in a hole channel.
The mobility of the charge carriers in the used SOI structures was found on the
basis of the gate characteristics of the test MOS transistors with a channel length of
2 lm, which were produced by a standard CMOS technology on SOI with a 400nm top silicon layer. The substrate of the SOI structures was used as a gate for
forming an inversion channel near the bonding interface. Using the gate characteristics IDS(VG) (IDS is a drain–source current and VG is a gate voltage) and the
algorithm proposed in [6, 7], we determined the mobility of the charge carriers as a
function of the effective electric field leff (Eeff).

3 SOI NW Fluid Cell
The top silicon layer thickness was reduced from the initial value to 10–50 nm in a
consecutive cycle of operations: thermal oxidation and oxide removal in hydrofluoric acid. Applying optical lithography to nanometer silicon layers, we fabricated SOI transistors consisting of drain–source areas connected by a silicon
ribbon (10 lm long and 3 lm wide). A SOI transistor image obtained by an optical
microscope is shown in Fig. 2a. The linear NW sizes of the SOI transistor were
decreased to 15–500 nm by the method of lateral nanostructuring of SOI with the
use of electron lithography and gas–plasma etching. Electron lithography
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Fig. 2 a Optical microphotograph of single sensor element based on the nanowire (NW) field
effect transistor FET with 10 lm open channel between source (S) and drain (D); b Schematic
cross-section along the nanowire channel with raised highly doped S–D polysilicon regions and
Al metal contacts
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(with a Raith-150 lithograph) combined with gas–plasma-enhanced chemical
etching (in SF6:CFCl3 mixture) was applied at the final stage of SOI NWT fabrication (after the contacts were formed), which did not involve high-temperature
annealing for eliminating defects generated during SOI nanostructuring. In the
course of gas–plasma chemical etching, the substrate bias with respect to the
plasma was within 10 V to minimize radiation damages. Thus, the conditions close
to the gas etching process were provided.
Highly doped by phosphorous 250 nm source–drain raised regions were used
for contact formation as standard steps in the CMOS technology. They provided
good ohmic contacts to 10–50 nm SOI layers and low length of impurity diffusion
near 0.2 lm, while for the thick SOI layer (200 nm) an initial channel concentration (6/8) 9 1016 cm-3 is reached at the distance 1.5/1.8 lm (Figs. 3, 4). The
following technologies were applied to SOI layers to create ohmic contacts (drain–
source areas):
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Fig. 4 Simulation of donor distributions near the source and drain regions after P+ implantation
and annealing at 950°C, 20 min in SOI layers with two thicknesses: a 200 nm, b 30 nm

1. deposition of a polycrystalline silicon film 250 nm thick by the low pressure
chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) method;
2. doping of the polycrystalline silicon film by phosphorus;
3. doping activation at 950°C;
4. deposition of an aluminum film;
5. post-metallization annealing at 420°C.
Individual SOI NWTs were insulated from each other by a silicon dioxide film
obtained by tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) pyrolysis in the LPCVD process. Such film
allows multiple exposure of biosensors in various solutions. A special fluid cell
was developed for SOI NW FET tests to ensure a microflow of the biochemical
fluid or gases to the SOI NW FET containing chip (Fig. 2).
Special treatment was used to stabilize the surface properties before and during
the measurements in the atmosphere or/and in the different bioliquids. The free
surface of NW FETs was treated by the following two types. In treatment 1, a
solution H2O2:H2O = 1:4 was used to remove organic contaminations from NW
surface. The duration of this stage was a varied parameter. Then the native-oxide
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Fig. 5 a Mobility of electrons versus their concentration for different NW width, WNW (with
permission from [8]); drain current dependence on the width WNW of NW channel: b1 in the air; 2
into PBS solution

layer was removed from NW surface by treating this surface in aqueous solution of
hydrofluoric acid, HF:H2O = 1:50, during 30 s. After each stage in treatment 1,
the surface was rinsed with deionized water. The second cleaning treatment,
treatment 2, was as follows: first, the surface of NW FETs was treated during
4 min with Remover Shipley solution, conventionally used in microelectronics for
removing organic contaminations from structure surfaces; this step was followed
by treating the samples in acetone (CH3–C(O)–CH3) (for 1 min) and washing them
in deionized water. The natural oxide was removed from the silicon surface by
treating the samples for 30 s in HF:H2O solution (HF:H2O = 1:50). Treatments of
the NW surface in hydrogen peroxide for times not shorter than 3 min allow
removal of organic contaminations after prolonged storage in air. With such
treatments, reproducible stable states for subsequent treatment of this surface in
hydrofluoric acid solutions can be achieved.
The drain-gate characteristics of the SOI NW FETs were measured using LabViewÓ data acquisition board and software from National Instrument Corp. (USA).
The measurements were performed either in air or in a liquid cell with deionized
water or test buffer solutions with different pH values and protein contents. Other
important details of measurements were presented already in our work [8].
The values of the effective low field mobility in nanowire structures with small
thickness of silicon layer (25–50 nm) were calculated according to [7] and were
equal to 400–600 cm2/(V s) for electrons in accumulation (Fig. 5). These values
are comparable with the data, obtained for field effect transistor with high quality
thermal oxide on volume silicon [7].

4 Operating Parameters of the Fluid Cell
The important parameters for the sensor operating are (1) the range of the operating temperatures, (2) the time of reading of signal, (3) the stability of signal and
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Fig. 6 Time dependence of
current (logarithmic and
linear scale on the inset) for
device with w = 100 nm and
t = 30 nm measured on the
air, into pure H2O (pH 6) and
with the different content of
HCl molecules (Mol/L)

(3) the sensitivity of detecting of the bio particles. Figure 6 shows the time
dependence of current for devices with w = 100 nm and t = 30 nm measured in
air, into H2O (pH 6) and the different HCl solution. The device demonstrates the
high sensitivity to the environment ambient, to switching from one solution on
another when system in air (equilibrium is installed during 2–2.5 min) and stability of characteristics.
The main problems in the formation of SNWT are to create high-qualitynanowires with low density of surface states, high mobility of charge carriers and
low resistance ohmic contacts to ensure high sensitivity of the sensor elements.
Novosibirsk Institute of Semiconductor Physics (ISP) has developed the process of
SOI NW FET matrices with undoped silicon high mobility channels and the virtual
gates of adsorbed substances for use them as a bio-chemical sensors with femtomole sensitivity. The proposed routing using optical and electronic lithographies
on few nanometer silicon layers based on the standard high temperature CMOS
processes in the starting phase and the formation of perfect silicon nanowires
without a silicon dioxide degradation parameters by RIE procedure at the last stage
of the routing, provides low defect levels on surface and linear dependence of the
conductance on the width of nanowire WNW even without additional thermal
treatments (Fig. 5b).
The sensitivity of NW FETs to the HCl concentration (to the negative ions Cl-)
in aqua solution (pH 6) was shown to be as high as 10 femtomoles. Response of
device to the BSA molecules is shown in Fig. 7.
The effective charge accumulated on the SOI NW surface (DQs) after immobilization of BSA molecules was calculated from the flatband voltage shift (DVFB)
of measured Ids–Vg curves (inset of Fig. 7) and the buried-oxide capacitance CBOX
as DQs = DVFBCBOX/q (here q is the electron charge).
The linear dependence between protein concentration and trapped charge is
obtained at the lower concentration of BSA. The resolution on the voltage axis for
Ids–Vg dependencies is much lower than 10 mV. It corresponds to the measured
value of DQs = 1011 cm-2 and determined by design parameters of SOI. Linear
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approximation of DQs–CBSA curve on the CBSA axis allows to expect the limit of
detecting as high as 10 attomoles for used NW FETs. Confirmed in our experiments sensitivity to the BSA molecules near 1 femtomole (about 600 molecules in
1 mm3 of liquid) is among the best world results in this area (Fig. 8). Our measurements show the ability to sense single cells like E. coli, or hepatitis B viruses,
or liver cancer proteins in the specific reactions of immobilization by using this
electronic biosensor. The last method is essential for early diagnosis and treatment
of dangerous diseases. The operation of SOI nanowires from liquid He to 250°C
temperatures allows to register adsorption–desorption kinetics for many gaseous
substances too [9].
To increase the sensitivity and selectivity the sensor is covered (sensitized) by
the special substance enlarging adsorbing rate of elected particle. An electronic
chip with the array of elements, integrated control schema alerting sensitized
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Fig. 9 a Immobilization scheme of protein molecules in microdroplets (inset dark area with
FETs activated by antibodies, see text); b microfluidic cell for delivering gases or bioliquids

management and microcell, ensuring gas or liquid flow serves as a universal
electronic sensor platform, promising to use in various areas such as organic
molecule detectors in bioliquid cell or toxic/explosives in the atmosphere. An
example of using this biochip in clinic for multipurpose diagnostics by antibody/
antigen specific reactions with immobilized proteins is presented in Fig.9, where
each NW FETs are marked by A, B—antibodies for a-fetoprotein detection (antiAFPim); C—reference point; D, E—antibodies for surface antigen of hepatitis B
virus HBsAg (anti HBS NE3im); F—antibodies for troponin (a marker of myocardial infarction). The results of measured sensitivity are also presented in Fig. 8.
Similar biochips can be used for developing the universal platform of electronic
biosensors for chemical and biological analysis for environmental, medical and
private purposes.

5 Advantages of the SOI NWs Fluid Cell
The main advantage of the nanowires manufactured by lateral nanostructuring on
the structure of silicon on insulator (SOI) is the use of the buried oxide (BOX)
structures as a gate dielectric and the silicon substrate as a back-gate (BG)
resulting in SOI nanowires the functions of nanowire field effect transistors (NW
FETs). Accordingly, when registering adsorbed particles not only the conductance
modulation of SOI nanowires is recorded, but their subthreshold transistor characteristics are matched to ensure exponential dependency of conductivity on the
surface potential instead of linear one at simple surface conductor modulation.
Another important advantage of NW FETs is their compatibility with standard
CMOS technology that allows to create a lab-on-chip (LoC), integrating sensory
elements with control and processing information schemes.
Developed routing has allowed creating transistor like nanostructures with
undoped channel and high charge carrier mobility and heavily doped contact areas
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(Fig. 2b). Minimum values of effective mobility in the nanowire structures with
the thickness 10–50 nm and the width 20–100 nm are restricted by 400 and
100 cm2/(V s) for electrons in accumulation and the holes in inversion, respectively. These values are comparable with the data for FETs with thermal oxide on
bulk silicon.
The SOI nanowire transistors isolated in the chip matrix using protective TEOS
allow multiple exposing of these SNWTs in the various solutions and buffer liquids and reproducibility of the measurements. In particular, we showed, that
negatively charged HCl- ions in demonized (DI) water is detected in the concentration as low as 10-14 M with stationary conductivity established in the real
time interval \2 min. Sensor design provides a reproducibility of the measurements for protein molecules of bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS solutions
(KH2PO4) with pH = 7.4 (5 mM) in the interval of the concentrations 10-15–
10–4 M when nonspecific hostage molecules trap to the open silicon channel.
It means that electron lithography and gas–plasma RIE etching are suitable for
manufacturing the silicon nanowire transistors, which are sensitive to the seizure–
release of single organic molecules even without additional thermal treatments to
remove the process violations. Confirmed sensitivity to BSA molecules near 1
femtomole (about 600 molecules in 1 microliter of liquid) is among the best world
developments in this area and provides detecting a single viral particles and cancer
cells, as well as toxic and pathogen substances in the specific reactions of
immobilization by using this electronic nanosensor, that is essential for the safety,
early diagnosis and treatment of dangerous diseases.
Thus, the developed in the present work technological process of SOI NW FET
nanostructuring provides a maximum compatibility with the standard CMOS
technology using nanowire formation on the last stage. The low-temperature and
‘‘low-defect’’ method of SOI nanostructuring based on gas–plasma etching and
raised polysilicon contact formation with subsequent high dose ion doping allow to
get the charge transport characteristics of SOI NW FETs like in the bulk silicon.
On the basis of the elaborated processes the biochips with matrixes of SOI
nanowire transistors were manufactured and their femtomole sensitivity to the test
organic and inorganic molecules was confirmed as powerful as the world’s best
results.
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Sensing and MEMS Devices in Thin-Film
SOI MOS Technology
J.-P. Raskin, L. Francis and D. Flandre

Abstract Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) technology is emerging as a major contender
for heterogeneous microsystems applications. In this work, we demonstrate the
advantages of SOI technology for building thin-film field-effect biosensors and
optical detectors, physical and chemical sensors on thin dielectric membrane as
well as three-dimensional (3D) microelectromechanical (MEMS) sensors and
actuators. The flatness and robustness of the thin membrane as well as the selfassembling of 3D microstructures rely on the chemical release of the microstructures and on the control of the residual stresses building up in multilayered
structures undergoing a complete thermal process. The deflection of multilayered
structures made of both elastic and plastic thin films results from the thermal
expansion coefficient mismatches between the layers and from the plastic flow of a
metallic layer. The proposed CMOS-compatible fabrication processes were
successfully applied to suspended sensors on thin dielectric membranes such as
gas-composition, gas-flow and pressure sensors and to 3D self-assembled microstructures such as thermal and flow sensors.

1 Introduction
Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) technology has now been widely demonstrated and
recognized to be a mature and viable alternative to mainstream bulk silicon (Si) for
the integration of high-speed, low-power digital [1] and analog/RF [2] CMOS
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circuits, as well as niche applications under extreme high temperature [3] or
radiation operating conditions [4]. Indeed, the use of SOI substrate is likely the
best way to overcome the limitations of bulk technology. The insulating layer
blocks charges transport between the active layer and the substrate, positioning
this technology as the best one for radiation and high-temperature environments,
like outer space, military or industrial and automotive sectors. In addition, the
reduction of parasitic capacitances and leakage currents allow better highfrequency performances and lower power consumption when compared to silicon
bulk process.
Recently, SOI technology has also been applied to Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) [5, 6]. The buried oxide (BOX) present in the SOI material is
successfully used as an etch-stop layer for wet or dry bulk micromachining, either
from the back or from the front side of the wafer. For instance, a stacked
BOX/silicon membrane can be obtained by releasing the silicon substrate from the
backside of the wafer. The high quality of the top crystalline silicon film enables
semiconductor devices such as temperature sensors, microheaters, metal oxide
semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs), microwave circuits to be built
within the membrane in order to improve thermal or electrical insulation. The
membrane can also play the role of a structural support for mechanical sensors,
such as pressure sensor for instance.
A brief overview concerning the most recent achievements with respect to
SOI-CMOS devices and MEMS structures co-integration is given hereafter in this
section. The combination of SOI-CMOS with MEMS is ideal in terms of lower
power consumption of analog interface circuits and faster response of MEMS
sensors. From the technology point of view, the BOX offers a natural etch-stop
layer or intrinsic sacrificial layer when designing membranes, cantilevers or
interdigitated capacitances. A wide variety of processes have been proposed for
monolithic integration of electronics with micromechanical devices, either the
MEMS process first, last or intertwined with the CMOS process. As it remains rare
to find a fully integrated process at a single site, SOI-CMOS-MEMS are most of
the time sequentially fabricated through separate foundries. This allows a selection
of standard or tailored SOI substrates, whereas specific and tailored steps have to
be performed in order to prevent the CMOS circuits to be damaged by the MEMS
release or to prevent high aspect ratio MEMS to impair the planar processing of
CMOS devices [7].
The MEMS processing of SOI-CMOS transistors provides a thermal insulation
beneficial to uncooled infrared (IR) and TeraHertz (THz) sensors, to chemical gas
sensors operating at high temperature and to flow measurements [8–12]. The BOX
is a natural etch-stop for the backside removal of the silicon substrate by Deep
Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE), thus SOI technology is preferred over regular
CMOS technology since thermal insulation is achieved easily [9]. Transistors
thermally insulated by MEMS processing become highly sensitive active bolometers while the performances of as-processed transistors are not degraded by the
post-CMOS-MEMS processing [8]. Uncooled IR sensors and THz imagers have
higher performances at a lower cost compared to state-of-the-art uncooled sensors
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based on bolometers implemented in non-CMOS materials like vanadium oxide or
amorphous silicon [8, 9]. Subthreshold operation of the MOS transistors is preferred since the conduction mechanism at that regime is based on diffusion, which
is very sensitive to temperature variations [9]. Still based on DRIE, obtained thin
membranes can be used for smart gas sensors operating at high temperatures
([300°C) [10, 11]. The high temperatures are obtained by microheaters embedded
in the membrane using p-type MOSFETs, polysilicon or Pt resistors. The in situ
temperature measurement is then done with differential transducing circuits [10].
A fully integrated gas sensor with automatic temperature reading was demonstrated with a power consumption of 57 mW at 300°C and a thermal response of
10 ms [10]. The same sensing platform integrated with zinc oxide nanowires was
recently demonstrated for hydrogen sensing with a power consumption of 16 mW
at 300°C [11]. An array of SOI-CMOS micro-thermal shear stress sensors was
used for flow measurements at macro-scale [12]. The flow sensor was fabricated
with a commercial 1-lm SOI-CMOS process and a post-CMOS DRIE back etch,
the CMOS aluminum metallization served as sensing material. Small sensors
(18.5 9 18.5 lm2 sensing area on 266 9 266 lm2 oxide membrane) and large
sensors (130 9 130 lm2 sensing area on 500 9 500 lm2 membrane) feature low
power (100°C temperature rise at 6 mW) and a small time constant of only 5.46
and 9.82 ls for the small and large sensing areas, respectively. These devices are
robust under transonic and supersonic flow conditions and successfully identified
laminar, separated, transitional and turbulent boundary layers in a low speed flow
[12].
The monocrystalline layer of the SOI substrate offers a structural layer for
mechanical transduction, such as cantilevers, with performances independent from
the CMOS technology. Resonant cantilevers integrated in a CMOS chip have a
high mass sensitivity reported in the range of 8 ag/Hz, used to determine e.g. the
time-resolved evaporation rate of glycerine drops in the attoliter range [13, 14].
The monolithic co-integration of SOI-CMOS with MEMS is also of interest for
accelerometers using interdigitated capacitive transducers with a thickness of
10 lm and above [15–17]. Analog devices demonstrated a monolithic high-g
acceleration sensor (ADXSTC3-HG) to measure in-plane acceleration up to
10,000g while subjected to 100,000g in the orthogonal axes, and packaged in an
eight-pin leadless chip carrier [16]. Special tricks have to be adopted in the processing of both parts when a thick SOI layer is used, such as trench isolation [15]
or micro-bridge interconnections [17]. Such examples show that after adaptations
the fabrication technology can be applicable widely to high-dense integration of
monolithic CMOS-MEMS on thick SOI wafers with capacitive transducers, or
similarly that Multi-Users Multi-Chips modules for SOI-CMOS-MEMS can be
developed successfully for a wide set of applications [17, 18].
Besides sensing applications, SOI RF-MEMS compatible with CMOS and
high-voltage devices have been proposed for system-on-a-chip applications integrating for instance RF-MEMS switches with driver and processing circuits for
single-chip communication applications. SOI high-voltage, CMOS devices and
RF-MEMS capacitive switches were fully integrated with high-resistivity SOI
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substrates, showing an insertion loss of 0.14 dB and isolation of 9.5 dB at 5 GHz
[19]. Still in the signal filtering domain, 22–25 MHz bulk lateral resonators with
100-nm-wide air gap on partially depleted SOI with quality factor as high as
120,000 were demonstrated under vacuum at room temperature [20].
In this chapter, based on several experimental research results on the material,
process and component properties, we aim at demonstrating in Sects. 2 and 3, 4 and 5
how field effects into thin monocrystalline silicon film, bulk and surface micromachining techniques, respectively, can be used for the fabrication of fully integrated
microsensors and actuators in SOI-CMOS technology. The co-integration issue of
the microstructure with its associated electronics will also be addressed. Through this
chapter the residual stress in thin films is a key parameter not only associated to the
reliability of suspended sensors on thin membrane but also as a tool for assembling
original three-dimensional (3D) MEMS.

2 Nano-Interdigitated Array Gate Thin-Film SOI MOSFET
for Biosensors
Label-free electronic biosensors are crucial components for the seamless integration of proteomics with information technology. Electronic biosensors have
strongly benefited from the development and application of nanotechnologies.
Among recent proposed devices, nanowire sensors have attracted much attention
because the large surface-to-volume ratio of nanowires potentially increases sensor
sensitivity to the single-molecule detection level [21–29]. Nano-interdigitated
arrays (nIDAs), employed as capacitance and impedance sensors, also show
promises of high sensitivity [30–34]. However, their reliability is limited by any
conduction path (for example a nanoscale dot) between two combs, and their
sensitivity is deteriorated by high ion concentrations, such as typically found in
biological solutions. On the other hand, ion-sensitive field-effect transistor, in
which the gate of a MOSFET is replaced by an ion-sensitive membrane, serves as
more macroscopic biosensors. But this type of sensor suffers from a low sensitivity
and needs to integrate a reference electrode [35].
In [36], we propose and demonstrate a new protein sensor by opening nanotrenches in the gate electrode of a conventional SOI MOSFET to allow biomolecules to get access to the surface of the gate oxide, thereby effectively creating a
nIDA-gate MOSFET. The binding reaction of antibody Ixodes ricinus immuno
suppressor (anti-Iris) protein [37, 38] to its corresponding antigen (Iris) is used as
test system to establish the sensitivity and specificity of our sensor. When the antiIris antibody binds the Iris antigen attached to the fingers of the nIDA, the same as
the case of the nIDA capacitance sensors, the total gate capacitance is increased,
which is monitored by the enhancement of the drain current in the MOSFET. Most
importantly, the increase of net positive charges existing in the protein layer results
in a negative shift in the threshold voltage, which also gives rise to the significant
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enhancement of the drain current. This makes the present sensor more sensitive
than nIDA capacitance sensors. The nanotailored gate provides more available
binding sites for the antibody molecules compared to dielectric-modulated fieldeffect transistors with a vertical or planar nanogap [39, 40]. Besides, for a given
antibody–antigen pair, the sensitivity of the present sensor can be improved by
optimizing the geometrical parameters of the MOSFET. Moreover, this sensor
with real-time and label-free capabilities can easily be used for the detection of
other proteins, DNA, viruses and cancer markers.

2.1 Sensing Principle
The nIDA-gate MOSFET sensor has to be seen as an integrated transducer which
converts the protein binding process directly into a measurable current without any
labeling. The sensor is composed of a source and a drain connected by a silicon
channel capacitively coupled to a nIDA-gate (Fig. 1a). For the sake of clarity, we
first focus on two fingers only (Fig. 1b). One is used as the control gate while the
other remains floating. The drain current in the silicon channel linearly depends on
the total gate capacitance, which consists of two capacitances in series: the gate
oxide capacitance (Cox) and the coupling capacitance (Cc). The coupling capacitance is the sum of the inter-finger capacitance (Cfin) and the fringing capacitance
(Cfrin). When antibody binds to a specific antigen attached to the finger’s surface of
the nIDA-gate, the Cc enhancement caused by the variation of the dielectric
parameters (such as dielectric permittivity and protein layer thickness) promotes
an increase of the drain current in the sensor. On the other hand, it is known that
the protein carries positive charges [41, 42], thus with the binding of the antibody,

Fig. 1 Schematic nIDA-gate MOSFET sensor. a Three-dimensional structure showing source
and drain regions connected by a silicon channel (blue) capacitively coupled with a nanointerdigitated array gate (yellow). b Cross-section of two fingers, showing the successive binding
of the thiol linkers, Iris and anti-Iris biomolecular layers, the gate oxide capacitance (Cox), finger
capacitance (Cfin) and fringing capacitance (Cfrin)
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the net positive charge attached on the surface of the nIDA-gate is increased. This
is analogous to increasing charges in the oxide of conventional nMOSFET, which
results in a negative shift in the threshold voltage, thereby increasing the drain
current as well. Conclusively, the drain current increase, caused by the enhancement of the total gate capacitance and the threshold voltage shift, provides a direct
detection for the binding of complementary antibody–antigen pairs.

2.2 Sensor Fabrication Process
The sensors are fabricated on p-type SOI wafers. The silicon body of the sensor,
including source, drain and channel regions, is defined by UV lithography and
Reactive Ion Etching (RIE). The source and drain regions are heavily doped by
Arsenic. A 33-nm-thick SiO2 is thermally grown to form the gate oxide and isolate
the sidewalls of the silicon body. Then, the gold nIDA-gate is built by e-beam
lithography and lift-off process. Generally, any metal, even polysilicon, can be
used as gate material. However, gold is selected here because it allows using selfassembled monolayer (SAM) thiol as a linker [43, 44] to anchor proteins. The bare
nIDA-gate has a finger width of 100 nm and repeat period of 200 nm. Finally, to
eliminate any interference and protect the electronic leads from being chemically
etched or damaged during sensor tests, the area outside of the nIDA-gate is covered with a layer of PolyMethylMethAcrylate (PMMA). Thus, only the nIDA-gate
is exposed to the environment during sensor testing.
After fabrication, the cleaned sensor is immediately immersed in a 2 mM
ethanol solution of 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (11-MUA, 95%) for 24 h to
form SAM linkers over the surface of the gold nIDA-gate. The carboxylic acid
groups of the SAM are then activated by immersion in an aqueous solution of
N-hydroxysuccinimide (0.05 M NHS, 98+%) and 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (0.2 M EDC, 98+%) for 30 min, followed by
rinsing in water [45]. The antigen is then covalently grafted onto the sensor by
immersing the activated surfaces for 1 h in an aqueous phosphate-buffered
solution of the Iris antigen (1 mg/ml in PBS). At that stage, the sensor is ready
to detect the targeted anti-Iris antibody. To ensure saturation of the binding
biomolecules, the sensor is immersed in anti-Iris solutions of varying concentrations for 1 h. The sensor is subsequently rinsed with distilled water and blown
dry with nitrogen.

2.3 Current Response
The drain current as a function of gate voltage (IDS–VGS) characteristics of the
sensors are then measured by using HP4156C in air. Figure 2a plots the IDS–VGS
characteristics of a typical sensor, in the bare state, after grafting the thiol linkers,
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Fig. 2 Experimental current responses during protein detection. IDS–VGS characteristics for
a a typical sensor, in the bare state, after grafting the thiol linkers, anchoring the Iris receptor, and
binding the antibody (0.36 ng ml-1), and b in the cases of non-specific and specific antibody
bindings

anchoring the Iris receptor, and binding the antibody from a 0.36 ng/ml anti-Iris
solution. For a given gate voltage, the drain current in this sensor is markedly
increased after each step. Particularly, after grafting the thiol linkers, a -0.6 V
shift in the threshold voltage (Vth) is observed, followed by a shift of -1.4 V when
the Iris receptor is anchored with the thiol linkers and finally Vth shifts by -0.3 V
after binding the antibody. According to the simulation results presented in [36],
we suggest that the high enhancement of the drain current is mainly attributed to
the net positive charge increase in the biomolecular layers, which results in a high
current response in the present sensor. This is an advantage of our sensor over the
nIDA capacitive sensors.
The selectivity of the sensor is assessed by replacing the anti-Iris antibody solution with a highly concentrated (2 mg/ml) solution of non-specific antibody 286F7,
an antibody directed against the thyroid stimulating hormone (thyrotropin) [46].
A very small current change is observed in Fig. 2b. Then a droplet of anti-Iris
antibody with a concentration of 360 ng/ml is positioned onto the same device, a
significant current change is obtained. This sensor has 45-nm-high, 50-nm-wide
floating gate, 80-nm-wide control gate, 80-nm-wide inter-finger distance, and
30 lm 9 25 lm detection area. The significant current change is attributed to the
specific binding between the anti-Iris antibody and its antigen. However, it should be
noted that the small current change in the case of the non-specific antibody is due to
the fact that a few thiol linkers without binding antigen may attract the positive
charges existing in non-specific protein or the positive ion present in the buffer
solution. Even so, the concentration of the non-specific antibody is much higher than
that of the specific antibody. Therefore, we can conclude that the present sensor has a
good selectivity.
Those experimental results show that conventional devices can be turned into
high sensitivity nano-biosensors simply by redesigning their components at the
nanometer scale. The reason for the high sensitivity of the sensor is the modulation
of the drain current not only by the dielectric parameter changes of the biological
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layer but also by the changes of charge concentration originating from the
biological layer. The sensor is able to detect the binding reaction of a typical
antibody (anti-Iris) at a concentration lower than 1 ng/ml. The detection limit can
be strongly improved by optimizing the geometrical parameters of the nIDA-gate
MOSFET, such as finger width and height, inter-finger distance, detection area,
channel width and thickness as well as gate oxide thickness. The sensor exhibits a
reproducible specific detection for anti-Iris antibody and a high selectivity. Furthermore, the sensor fabrication is mostly compatible with CMOS technology as
the nIDA-gate is added by using post-processing steps. This novel nano-biosensor
is thus expected to find widespread use for the integration of biotechnology with
information technology.

3 Blue/UV Sensors in Thin-Film SOI
Optical detection at low wavelengths close to blue and ultraviolet (i.e. for
k \ 480 nm) is commonly used in biomedical and environmental fields. For
example, DNA concentration measurement, bacteria or protein detection require
optical light whose emission wavelength is below k = 300 nm. On the other hand,
UV and ozone rates are measured in upper wavelengths close to k = 400 nm. So,
there is a real need for miniaturized sensors able to detect in this wavelength range.
In addition, such applications require low levels of detection, due to the low power
of the emitted optical signals to monitor. It is thus of importance to minimize
photodiode dark current and to achieve high optical responsivity in order to reach a
detection sensitivity as high as possible.
The optical responsivity of a photodevice can be defined as:
R¼

ID  IDark
Popt

ð1Þ

where ID is the total current flowing through the device, IDark is the dark current
and Popt is the incident optical power.
Whereas photodetectors in (Al)GaN-based technologies can target high optical
responsivity below k = 300 nm thanks to their appropriate bandgap [47], silicon
devices absorb light as a function of their thickness up to wavelengths close to
1,200 nm. A solution to specifically and efficiently absorb low wavelengths with
silicon-based technologies is to implement the sensors in thin silicon layers based
on SOI technology [48]. Thin-film SOI structures are more and more used due to
their insulating properties for integrated circuits (ICs). This provides the opportunity to implement a complete system-on-a-chip and is a way to fabricate a lowwavelength photodetector with a low-cost process. As this type of microsystem
can be useful for complex manipulations in biomedical labs, there is an opportunity to replace existing large-sized and expensive apparatus with portable
photosensors.
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Fig. 3 a Cross-section view of an interdigitated PIN lateral photodiode with typical dimensions
for the SOI technology at UCL. b Simulations and measurements of spectral responsivity of the
lateral PIN photodiodes for two different SOI technologies

In [49], the influence of the fabrication process parameters on light absorption
of lateral PIN photodiodes designed and characterized in various SOI technologies
is discussed. The standard SOI-CMOS technology available at Université catholique de Louvain (UCL) features a 80-nm-thick top silicon layer which is optimum
for the absorption of light emission below k = 400 nm. The thin Si film is separated from the silicon substrate by a 400-nm-thick BOX. A CMOS process silicon
oxide of 280 nm, which consists in a gate oxide of 30 nm and an interdielectric
oxide of 250 nm, covers the photodiode. In addition, an anti-reflection coating
(ARC) of 50 nm is deposited on the top of the wafer. This ARC can be either
silicon nitride (Si3N4) or alumina (Al2O3) since their refraction index is quite
similar. The design of a PIN diode always faces the trade-off between a small
intrinsic length providing an increase of the photogenerated electron–hole pairs
collection but also a considerable increase of the dark current and a larger intrinsic
length that reduces this dark current but increases electrons–holes recombination
and thus decreases the photogenerated current through the device. Based on the
specification of the UCL SOI technology, an intrinsic length of Li = 8 lm is
chosen. The other lateral dimensions, i.e. anode and cathode lengths, respectively,
Ln and Lp, have to be as short as possible to maximize the photosensible area of the
device but their size is fixed by the technology, which is in our case:
Ln = Lp = 9 lm taking into account the contact and metal interconnects.
The responsivity of the SOI PIN photodetector is measured by steps of 10-nm
wavelength with optic fiber direct illumination from a high power light source. The
optical characterizations of the fabricated devices presented in Fig. 3 (curve 2)
agree quite well with the simulation results (curve 1). The differences below
k = 400 nm may be explained by process variations (e.g. slight thickness variations of the oxide and ARC over the total area of the photodiode). High responsivity values in UV, close to R = 0.1 A/W with a spectral cut-off wavelength of
kc = 450 nm and an attenuation of 90% over 50 nm, are obtained. Measured dark
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current is as low as IDark = 10 pA and corresponds to the simulated value for a
photodiode with a total surface area of 1 mm2 and a reverse bias of Vd = -0.5 V.
Based on the same multilayered structure (i.e. using similar material layers
stacked in the same order) of PIN diode, a new design based on an industrial
150 nm fully depleted (FD) SOI-CMOS technology [50] has been investigated.
Featuring a Si film thickness of 50 nm, our simulations (curve 3 in Fig. 3) indicate
higher responsivity values thanks to an increase of the sensitive area (the anode
and cathode lengths are reduced to less than 1 lm) and the cut-off wavelength
lower than kc = 400 nm due to the reduction of the silicon film thickness and the
attenuation of 90% is now achieved over 200 nm because of the thicker top oxide
for that industrial process. Another important improvement would be achieved by
reducing the front silicon oxide thickness while keeping the 40-nm-thick silicon
nitride ARC. It would reduce the oscillations in the bandwidth and considerably
increase the responsivity values.
Starting from a standard SOI wafer, the responsivity of the photodetector can be
improved by adding specific layers (anti-reflection) as mentioned above but also
by etching parts of detector stacked layers (BOX) as proposed in [49]. Indeed, SOI
technology can be extended to the so-called Silicon-on-Nothing (SON) technology
[51] by etching a part of the buried silicon dioxide. Etching an air cavity of
250-nm-deep below the intrinsic channel of the SOI PIN photodiode improves its
responsivity at k = 400 nm [49]. Moreover, the air cavity can also be used for
special applications, i.e. in introducing particles or gases in the cavity for a
detection based on the refraction index variation.
The designed and fabricated SOI PIN photodetectors have been implemented
with a current-to-frequency converter [52] and in a biomedical DNA detection
system [53]. The aim of the second system is to measure DNA, in closed tube
containers, at very low concentration levels. The photodiodes are directly illuminated with a 280 nm ray of light and the tube container is placed along the direct
optical path, between the light source and the photodiodes. With natural DNA
absorption peak at around 280 nm wavelength [54], we can expect a monotonic
relation between the DNA concentration and the induced photocurrent (e.g. a
lower photocurrent for larger DNA concentration, and a large photocurrent for the
smallest DNA concentrations). Experimental results presented in [53], using a
wide range of DNA concentration (from 400 to pg/ll), demonstrate higher efficiencies with respect to commonly used methods or apparatus in a biology and
clinical labs.
In [55], the temperature influence on the performance of a lateral SOI PIN
photodiode when illuminated by low-wavelength optical illumination, in the range
of blue and UV, has been investigated. Experimental measurements were performed from 100 to 400 K and two-dimensional numerical simulations were
conducted. Experimental results show that the current generated by these wavelengths incidence reduces both at cryogenic and moderately high temperatures,
reaching a maximum value around 250–300 K while further temperature increase
causes another current rise. Two-dimensional numerical simulations show that the
current reduction observed at low temperatures is caused by the bandgap
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narrowing, whereas its increase at high temperatures is related to the doping and
temperature dependence of carrier lifetime.

4 Bulk Micromachining: SOI-MEMS Sensors on Thin
Membranes
In the recent years, dielectric membranes have been used in microsensors fabrication. The main interests of such membranes come first from their thermal
insulating properties which are particularly adequate to reduce the electrical
consumption in gas and flow sensors [56–58] or increase the sensitivity in IR
sensing applications [59]; second, they take part in the sensing mechanism such as
for ultrasonic transducers [60] or pressure sensors applications.
Furthermore, co-integrated sensors appear being particularly advantageous.
Indeed, the sensor and its associated electronics can be placed on the same die
increasing the signal-to-noise ratio and the integration level of the sensor, its
miniaturization and drastically reducing its packaging costs. Beyond its well
known electrical advantages, SOI technology appears particularly suitable for
MEMS applications and especially for membranes fabrication. Indeed, the BOX
constitutes a natural back-etching stop layer, allowing the release of thin and
stress-controlled membranes. Moreover, the released thin monocrystalline silicon–
BOX stack corresponds to the mechanical membrane with the possibility to
co-integrate the transducer part into the active thin silicon layer. The interest for
SOI technology in the fabrication of suspended sensors on thin dielectric membranes is demonstrated at the end of this section.

4.1 Fabrication of Thin and Flat Dielectric Membranes
The membrane supporting suspended sensors has to combine low thermal conductivity (i.e. small thickness) with high mechanical strength (i.e. large thickness)
[61]. While insuring compatibility with a FD SOI-CMOS process, of interest for
micropower or high-temperature applications [62], the 400-nm-thick buried thermal oxide of the SOI substrate can advantageously constitute the first part of the
membrane. A second part of the membrane stack is composed of the densified
Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) oxide layer related to the
interconnect dielectric between the polysilicon and aluminum layers of the CMOS
process. For mechanical robustness, a nitride layer must be added and the thickness must be chosen such as to compensate for the high residual stresses present in
the deposited films. The thermal oxide usually shows a compressive residual stress
(rox) equal to 250 MPa while the film of nitride undergoes a tensile residual stress
(rnit) equal to about 1.2 GPa. The total stress of the sandwich layer is calculated
by:
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rtot ¼

tox rox þ tnit rnit
tox þ tnit

ð2Þ

where tox and tnit are the thicknesses for the oxide and nitride, respectively.
Equation 2 shows that the ratio between the two thicknesses should be equal to
4 to generate a flat membrane with zero bending moment. However, in practice,
the best choice is to take a ratio equal to about 2 to have a slightly tensile
membrane and to take into account its high critical lengthening [63]. In practice,
based on stress measurements [64], we selected thicknesses of 300 nm for the Low
Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD) nitride layer and 290 nm for the
PECVD oxide layer for a total thickness of around 1 lm with low overall residual
stress (80 MPa) and low stress gradient (0.78%).
The sensor fabrication process is optimized in order to be integrated in intermediate and post-processing of a standard IC SOI-CMOS fabrication. As presented at the end of this section for the case of a pressure sensor, in comparison
with the standard SOI-CMOS process, only two more masks are needed for the
intermediate processing: the first one for patterning silicon on the membrane
location and the second one for etching the nitride layer.

4.2 Integrated Microheater
As will be shown later in this section, thin dielectric membranes can be useful in
the design of high performance gas and flow sensors based on a suspended
microheater. The design chosen for the heater is a loop-shaped phosphorous doped
polysilicon resistor (Fig. 4) optimized based on finite element simulations
(ANSYS software) in order to achieve low-power consumption and high thermal
uniformity. A 340-nm-thick phosphorous doped polysilicon is used for the heater
Fig. 4 Packaged polysilicon
micro-heater on
440 9 440 lm2 membrane.
On-chip aluminum connections (bright lines) and gold
wires to the package can be
seen
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Fig. 5 Influence of the
membrane thickness on the
microheater power consumption versus membrane temperature (open triangles and
open circles are simulations
results)

because it is the common material and thickness for a gate in CMOS and
SOI-CMOS fabrication. The doping level is imposed by the IC process to get a
resistivity of around 25 X/square. This value is a good trade-off between thermal
uniformity and low-power consumption [65].
The membrane dimensions have also a strong influence on the microheater
performance. Increasing its thickness by a factor of 2 increases the power consumption by about 30% at 400°C (Fig. 5), whereas using a membrane thinner than
1 lm leads to a decrease in power, thermal uniformity and also in membrane
robustness. On the other hand, large surface membranes lead to high thermal
insulation but are also detrimental to robustness. The active area of our membranes
can be heated to working temperatures equal to 400°C with 25 mW only, which is
a much better result in comparison with other published microheaters [66, 67].
Thermal uniformity was confirmed by thermo-reflectometry measurements [68].
Thermal ageing and reliability tests (deformation, high-frequency switching and
high temperature) were performed in order to validate the high reliability of the
membrane.

4.3 Gas Sensors
This last decade, most of the commercially available metal oxide sensors are based
on screen-printing onto ceramic substrates. As the sensing mechanism of these
devices relies on chemisorption reactions that take place at the surface of the metal
oxide, the devices must be heated at temperatures of approximately 300°C, in
order to enhance the reaction. As a result, the power consumption of commercially
available devices is too high for portable or hand-held applications. Additionally,
ceramic substrates have a high thermal inertia, which makes it difficult to modulate
the operating temperature of the sensors. Attempts to join these high-temperature
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Fig. 6 Top view images of a gas sensor integrated on top of thin membrane using a SOI wafer as
starting substrate: a the sensing area and connections for the loop-shaped polysilicon microheater
and the interdigitated Ti-Pt electrodes, b zoom-in on the gas-sensor active area

materials with a standard silicon process have only been moderately successful
[69]. Silicon resistive sensors operating at these temperatures generally suffer from
reduced thermal stability and durability. Gardner et al. [70] have designed sensors
using composite structures with a platinum resistive heater embedded in low stress
silicon nitride with electrodes exposed for metal oxide deposition. Other sensors
based on nitride or oxy-nitride, membranes including micro-calorimeters have
been reported [71–75]. Although these sensors have shown exceptional thermal
stability as well as the durability to withstand thermal cycling, the process is not
fully CMOS compatible, and so suffers from a higher cost to produce and does not
present the possibility of circuit integration. Resistive heaters based on a
polysilicon resistor have been reported, even though these devices have a tendency
to suffer from two major short falls. Specifically, the high doping level required for
the polysilicon resistors puts significant stress into the membrane, and they show
poor long-term thermal stability. Other type CMOS-compatible sensors have been
successfully fabricated by Suehle et al. [76] through a commercial foundry
(MOSIS). These sensors are based on aluminum oxide micro-hotplates and
polysilicon heaters. Aluminum tends to limit the operation temperature due to
electromigration and this leads to increased power losses.
In [77], the design of a micro-hotplate gas sensor based on SOI technology has
been demonstrated. After the complete compatible SOI-CMOS process to fabricate
the loop-shaped polysilicon microheater (Fig. 4) and closed electronics, titanium
(10 nm)–platinum (200 nm) interdigitated electrodes are evaporated and patterned
by lift-off on oxide film (Fig. 6). Evaporation followed by lift-off is an easier
technique and more economical than sputtering but produces X-rays which shift
the threshold voltage of the CMOS transistors. By annealing the wafer at 432°C
for 30 min under forming gas, the trapped charges in the gate oxide are removed
and the threshold voltage returns to normal. The gap width between interdigitated
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electrodes is critical to achieve a good sensitivity. The height of the electrical field
lines will depend on this gap width: a thicker sensitive layer will require higher
electrical field lines to sense up to the layer surface, and therefore a wider gap. The
gap width can also have an impact on the selectivity between gases. Finally, high
resistance values (i.e. wide gap and low fingers number) are required when high
temperature need to be reached since the resistivity of the gas sensitive layer
decreases with the temperature. The membrane is finally released in a single postprocessing step, consisting of a backside bulk micromachining with a tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH)-based etching solution.
Two kinds of sensitive layers are deposited using two different techniques.
Well-known sputtering is the more common technique but allows to deposit only
very thin layers (around 0.6 lm). Drop coating and screen-printing techniques are
more interesting since they offer a better sensitivity to gases thanks to their higher
thicknesses (between 2 and 20 lm for screen-printing and around 10 lm for drop
coating).
Using a standard RF sputtering technique [78], sensitive layers of tin (SnO2)
and tungsten (WO3) oxides are deposited by lift-off on the membranes after the
wafer backside etching, as the last step before the dicing and encapsulation. As
described in Sect. 4.1, the membranes yield is not damaged by the photolithography thanks to the high membrane robustness. The drop coating is performed on
other sensors after their packaging and wire bonding using an electronically
controlled system formed by a pneumatic injection part connected to a syringe.
The pastes are prepared from tin and tungsten nano-particles and an organic solvent. Once the deposition is made the sensors are left for 10 min for leveling and
after that are dried in an oven for 5 min at 150°C. The firing process is performed
in situ using the sensors heating element at 400°C during 24 h in order to completely eliminate the organic vehicle and to obtain adhesion of the active layer to
the substrate.
A series of tests are conducted by introducing all contaminants into the test
chamber using dry air as carrier gas and monitored the resistance of the sensors
during the measurement. The gases under test are carbon monoxide, nitrogen
dioxide, ammonia, ethanol, acetone, and methane. During the measurements the
relative humidity is kept between 10 and 15%. The sensors detect the volatiles
(observe the sharp decrease in sensor resistance represented in Fig. 7) and soon
after the exposure, their resistance increases towards the baseline value. This
shows that after the volatiles have crossed the sensor chamber, the sensors are in
the presence of clean air again. Sensors operate at three different temperatures
(150, 200 and 250°C) set by applying a current to their heating resistor
(polysilicon microheater). The sensitivity of the sensors is defined as Ra/Rg,
where Ra is the resistance in dry air and Rg is the resistance in presence of gas.
The results show that the sensors sensitivity increases with the operating temperature. The tested sensors show high selectivity to ethanol, ammonia and NO2.
Both type of active layers (SnO2 and WO3) deposited with either RF sputtering
or drop-coating, are sensitive to ethanol vapor (Fig. 8) [77]. At the same time,
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Fig. 7 Time response to
10 ppm ethanol of the SnO2
drop-coated sensors

Fig. 8 Sensitivity of sputtered and drop-coated SnO2
sensors to ethanol at various
working temperatures from
150 to 250°C

the drop-coated tungsten trioxide sensors show good response to ammonia and
nitrogen dioxide [77].
The sensor response time ranges between 30 and 45 s, depending on its operating temperature. It is defined as the time it takes to reach 90% of its steady value
after exposure to a gas. Generally, the sensor response is faster when operated at a
higher temperature. The response of the sensors to variations in the ambient
moisture was also studied in [77]. It was observed that the sensor resistance
decreases when the relative humidity is increased. Furthermore, when the sensors
operate at higher temperatures, the change in their resistance caused by a change in
the moisture level is higher. It has been demonstrated that the devices with dropcoated active layers are more affected by changes in the moisture level than the
sputtered ones. These results are in accordance with previous studies on gas
sensors with thin and thick active layers [79]. However, the response to moisture
can be considered as moderate, when compared to the sensitivities found for the
different vapors studied.
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4.4 Flow Sensors
Based on the suspended microheater presented in Sect. 4.2 a calorimetric-based
flow velocity sensor can be designed by integrating thermopiles (such as Al/
PolySi) close by the heating area along the gas flow (Fig. 9). Many gas-flow
sensors reported in literature are said ‘‘CMOS compatible’’ [80] but most of them
use layers or processing steps which are not inherent in standard ICs fabrication.
Furthermore, only a few have been actually produced following standard CMOS
processes. The originality of our design is that it is compatible with a standard
SOI-CMOS process, on the same wafer than ICs. On the other hand, many different flow sensing principles can be found in the literature, leading to a difficult
choice between low-power consumption, high airflow rate range, sufficient flow
rate sensitivity, and compatibility with IC processes. Our sensor challenges most
recent realizations by providing attractive trade-offs between these parameters for
a large range of applications.
Measurements in the presence of nitrogen flow reveal a good sensitivity on a
large airflow rate range (0–8 m/s) for the flow transducer (Fig. 10). In comparison
with published results, our design offers the advantage to reach high temperatures
at very low-power consumption, as well as a good response time (25 ms), which
contributes to provide a high sensitivity to flows [81]. In comparison with the
CMOS-compatible sensors published in the literature, our devices based on a
simple design and process provide good results owing to the high performance of
the 1 lm thin dielectric membrane.

4.5 Pressure Sensors
While thin ONO membrane from a SOI substrate was first designed in the gas and
flow sensing context for its effective thermal isolation, it provides quite interesting
mechanical properties for building pressure sensors as demonstrated in this
section.
In order to sense the mechanical deflection of the membrane under pressure,
beside the more classical passive resistors mounted in Wheatstone bridges
[82–85], novel active structures have been developed and already reported
[86–89]. These inherently co-integrated solutions are using transistors mounted in
ring oscillators placed on thick silicon membranes, as pressure sensitive elements.
Offering a frequency output, such systems give an advantageous alternative to
analogue output signal sensors, by easing their interfacing, reducing their noise
sensitivity and allowing easy non-linearity compensations by the use of a microprocessor. In this section, we present Voltage Controlled Oscillators (VCOs) in
SOI technology, directly implemented on a thin and released dielectric membrane
for sensing mechanical pressure.
The samples followed a standard SOI-CMOS process with a very few extra
fabrication steps for the definition and building-up of the released dielectric
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Fig. 9 Calorimetric flow
sensor with one direction of
detection

Fig. 10 Measured differential voltage across the
thermopiles as a function of
the applied flow velocity for
two membrane sizes

membrane. Figure 11 presents the different fabrication steps for building a thin
SOI pressure sensor with its electromechanical transducers and ICs directly integrated on top of the released thin membrane. A h100i Unibond SOI wafer, with a
100 nm top thin silicon film and a 400-nm-thick BOX, is 25 nm oxidized to bring
a protection to the Si film during the first steps of the process. A photolithography
is performed and the active film is removed from the future membrane areas with a
SiCl4-based RIE etching (Fig. 11a). Next, the active zones are defined by a patterned LPCVD nitride film which acts as a mask for locally wet thinning the
top silicon film and for the LOCOS oxidation (Fig. 11b, c). This mask is removed
by wet etching. Following that, another LPCVD nitride layer is deposited
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Fig. 11 Schematic illustration of the process flow of the multilayered membrane with lying
MOS device: a SOI thin film locally removed from oxidized starting SOI wafer on future
membrane areas, b LPCVD silicon nitride film deposition and patterning according to the active
zones, Si local wet thinning c LOCOS oxidation, d membrane’s nitride film deposition and RIE
patterning, e gate oxidation and channel implantation, f source and drain implantation, g deposition of interconnect oxide, aluminum s-gun evaporation and passivation layer deposition,
h wafer’s substrate grinding, metal layer evaporation and patterning, TMAH membrane release;
the final system configuration
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and patterned, which constitutes the second layer of the membrane stack and
covers all membrane areas except active devices locations. The etching of this
latter film is performed by a combination of SF6- and CHF3-based plasmas.
Although SF6 provides an interesting 2.5:1 selectivity between nitride and oxide as
well as a end-of-attack detection, CHF3 is adopted to terminate the nitride film
etching for precaution reasons: in case of oxide overetch the silicon film would be
very rapidly etched with SF6. From this point, wafers follow a standard SOICMOS process with gate oxidation, channel implantation, polysilicon gate deposition and patterning, source and drain implantation, interconnect oxide deposition,
metal layer evaporation and passivation oxide deposition (Fig. 11e–g). Finally, at
the back end of the process, the wafers are thinned by grinding from 725 lm down
to 200 lm and the membranes are released by back-etching (Fig. 11g). This
release is performed in TMAH-10% solution at 90°C with addition of 35 g/l of
dissolved silicon powder and 15 g/l of APS (ammonium persulfate), ensuring a
nearly infinite selectivity to aluminum used as back mask.
Several devices lying along the border of the released thin membrane are
measured: n- and p-transistors, with or without channel doping and two different
channel sizes (L 9 W: 3 9 3 lm2, 20 9 20 lm2). Figure 12a shows representative IDS–VDS characteristics with and without applied force on the membrane for a
20 lm 9 20 lm nMOSFET. Figure 12b presents the current variation IDS related
to the induced strain in the transistor channel. These measurements are in good
agreement with values obtained by Gallon [90].
A smart pressure transducer can be obtained by integrating CMOS ring oscillators on the membrane. This configuration gives a direct digital output, avoiding
external analogue circuitry and thus is less sensitive to noise compared to the
conventional Wheatstone bridge. A pressure change on the membrane induces a
variation of the oscillator frequency. This variation is related to the delay variation
of each inverter due to the piezoresistive effect induced by the stress in the channel
resistivity of the MOSFETs:
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Referring to the SOI transistor piezoresistive coefficients [90], designing
inverters with n- and p-MOSFETs channels, respectively, parallel and perpendicular to the strain will increase the VCO frequency. Choosing the opposite
configuration (nMOSFETk and pMOSFET\) should lead to a decrease of this
frequency. Ring oscillators are very sensitive to temperature because of the
dependence of the carrier mobility, the threshold voltage (second-order effect), and
the piezoresistive coefficients (first-order effect). By considering the frequency
ratio of these two oscillators, first-order effects due to temperature and supply
voltage variations can be suppressed and pressure sensitivity is amplified. Each
ring oscillator is made of seven CMOS inverters. Channel dimensions are Lp =
Ln = 12 lm, Wp = Wn = 24 lm and the ring oscillator is 150 lm 9 150 lm in
size. The VCOs are located at the borders of the membrane where the stress is
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Fig. 12 Output characteristics of perpendicularly oriented (gray lines) and parallel (black lines)
intrinsic nMOSFETs at various gate biases: a IDS–VDS curves with (dashed lines) and without
(solid lines) applied stress on the membrane, b the corresponding IDS increase as a function of the
drain voltage. L = 20 lm, W = 20 lm

Fig. 13 Optical photograph
of an oscillator pair at the
border of a membrane. Left
oscillator the nMOS devices
are parallel to the stress and
pMOS are perpendicular, and
the devices are inversely
oriented for the oscillator on
the right

larger (Fig. 13). When VDD = 2 V, the oscillator frequency is 5.55 and 4.96 MHz
for the configuration with nMOSFET\ and nMOSFETk , respectively. Measurements under pressure are presented in Fig. 14. As predicted, we have a positive
and negative shift of the VCOs oscillation frequencies according to their orientation. The positive shift is more important due to the higher piezoresistive
coefficients sum for this configuration. Eventually, the difference of resonance
frequency without applied pressure can be attributed to the internal residual stress
of the membrane.
Sensitive edgeless transistors placed at the centre of a 250-lm-side membrane
(Fig. 15a) are characterized in dynamic regime. For dynamic measurements, the
devices are mounted in series with a resistor and placed close by the edge of a
bladed rotor, which can rotate up to 135 rpm. The spectral response of the system
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Fig. 14 VCOs resonance frequency shift according to their orientation when a force is applied at
the centre of the membrane: a the channel of nMOS devices are parallel to the stress while the
pMOS are perpendicular, b the channel of nMOS devices are perpendicular to the stress while the
pMOS are parallel

Fig. 15 a Optical photograph of a nMOS edgeless transistor (W = 72 lm, L = 2 lm) placed at
the center of a membrane. b Spectral dynamic response of a nMOS edgeless transistor excited at
various rotor blade speeds: 830, 921, 1,067 and 1,215 Hz, respectively

is given in Fig. 15b at various blade rotation frequencies, from 830 and 1,215 Hz.
It is worth noting that the output signal is clear and accurate with respect to the
rotor speed over this range of speeds, revealing a real opportunity of application of
this kind of active element sensors. Some low amplitude noisy peaks are distinguishable in the graph, which can be attributed to the basic character of the
packaging technology in use for these first experiments. Hence, the compactness,
the sensitivity and the dynamic response of these systems allow us to figure out a
wide range of possible applications, such as propeller shaft speed measurements
[91].
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5 Surface Micromachining: 3D Thin-Film SOI-MEMS
Sensors and Actuators
This section aims at demonstrating the major interests of using SOI wafers for the
fabrication of surface micromachined MEMS sensors and actuators. The surface
micromachining techniques can be defined as the release of a material layer
(structural layer) by the selective underetch of a thin sacrificial layer. Starting with
a SOI wafer, the BOX can be used as a sacrificial layer for the release of a
freestanding thin silicon layer which acts as the structural layer.

5.1 3D Surface Micromachined Microstructures
Microcantilevers-based sensors are silicon beams that are typically less than 1-lm
thick. The term 3D is used here to design a structure presenting a non-flattened
geometry, i.e. an out-of-plane curvature when the reference plane is the silicon
substrate wafer. 2D microcantilevers are widely used in atomic force microscopy
(AFM), mass sensing, contact sensing and force measurements. Classically with
MEMS-based cantilevers, a change in surface tension or surface stress, due to
interfacial interactions between the surface and the environment or intermolecular
interactions on the surface [92], is detected electrically by a piezoresistive gauge or
a piezoelectric resonance frequency shift (static or dynamic mode). 3D microcantilevers have an out-of-plane movable part, which can be viewed as the artificial copy of short cat whiskers or hairs which are sensitive to air flow impinging
on it or to temperature variations.
Building true 3D geometries is a major challenge for the MEMS community,
most mature MEMS being bi-dimensional microstructures involving only lateral
movements (except perhaps micro-mirrors). Self-assembling microstructures are
mainly studied for the development of out-of-plane inductors which allow isolation from the lossy silicon substrate, improving quality factor and self-resonance
frequency [93]. Various techniques, such as melt hinge pad [94] or plastic
deformation magnetic assembly [95] are used to generate out-of-plane deflections.
Recently, new processes and applications have been investigated for 3D MEMS.
The fabrication of a tunable capacitor based on the reflow of photosensitive
cyclotene resist has been proposed in [96]. Sasaki et al. report on a SOI-MEMS
process based on 3D multilayered structures for the fabrication of thick 3D
buckled structures [97]. These techniques add extra and tricky fabrication steps to
the classical CMOS process.
Providing solutions for the co-integration of MEMS or NEMS with state-of-theart thin-film SOI MOS technology can then be seen as a mainstream technology
for not only the fabrication of highly integrated low-power MOS circuits but also
as a technology platform for the fabrication of high quality MEMS and NEMS
sensors and actuators.
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In this section, we present a simple one-mask SOI-MEMS process, compatible
with a classical CMOS technology, for the fabrication of 3D self-assembled
microstructures. Our process relies on the control of the chemical release and on
the control of stresses appearing in multilayered structures which originate from
the thermal expansion mismatch between the material layers as well as the control
of the plastic yielding of a metallic layer. Similar methods, using stresses as the
self-assembling technique, have been proposed in the literature [93, 97] but the
thermal and plastic properties of metallic films were never analyzed or systematically used in the fabrication of such structures.

5.2 Design Principle
The control of stresses in thin films is a major issue for microelectronics and
micromachined structures. Residual stresses are, for many reasons, considered as
detrimental and huge efforts have been made to mitigate their effect. On the other
hand, in some cases such as in self-assembling microsystems, use can be made of
those stresses to generate a desired geometry. In our case, the stress gradient
building up in multilayered systems is used as the assembly mechanism.
The residual stresses in a micro- or nanostructure can have different origins:
(a) intrinsic stresses are those resulting from the growth or deposition of a film,
and (b) extrinsic stresses are the ones induced by external factors. The main source
of extrinsic stress is the temperature. Those stresses arise from the difference in
thermal expansion coefficients (a) of the materials composing the multilayered
structure. Since materials are deposited or grown at high temperature and have
different a, the deformation upon cooling of each layer is different, resulting in a
stress gradient across the multilayer.
When dealing only with elastic films such as Si3N4, SiO2 and Si, a thermal
cycle (heating up followed by a cooling down) has no effect on the stress as long
as chemical stability of the material is ensured, e.g. no diffusion takes place. On
the other hand, working with plastic films makes the stresses dependent on thermal
history. The room temperature tensile stress of a metallic layer deposited on an
elastic substrate usually increases after a thermal treatment [98, 99]. This stress
increment results from the plasticity of the Al layer, and is affected also by the
hardening capacity and temperature dependence of the flow properties. As
explained later, the use of a thermal treatment to enhance stress gradient across the
multilayered structures is crucial for successful assembling of our microstructures.

5.3 3D MEMS Fabrication Process
A SOI wafer with a100-nm-thick monocrystalline silicon thin film on top of a 400nm-thick BOX lying on a 780-lm-thick bulk silicon handling substrate is
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Fig. 16 One-mask process flow for the fabrication of self-assembled 3D SOI-MEMS

considered as the starting material. The fabrication of 3D capacitive sensors
requires the deposition of two layers on top of the silicon film forming the active
layer of the starting SOI wafer. As a result of thermal expansion mismatch
between layers, important stresses will then be induced in such multilayered
structures that are then controlled a posteriori by monitoring the stack thickness.
The aluminum layer is then deposited at a temperature of 150°C.
As illustrated in Fig. 16, the multilayered structure is made out of three
layers. Starting with a SOI substrate, a 250-nm-thick layer of silicon nitride is
coated using LPCVD silicon nitride. Then, a process known as ‘‘loading’’ is
implemented which consists in cooling the system to room temperature (20°C)
from the thin-film deposition temperature (i.e. 800°C for silicon nitride). In a
standard CMOS process, LPCVD nitride is used to define the active zone of SOI
MOSFETs or the n- and p-type doped zones in a bulk CMOS process. Thirdly, a
third layer of 900-nm thick of aluminum is then evaporated at 150°C and represents a new loading phase. During these two cooling processes, stress builds up
in the layers as a result of the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between
the two materials.
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After a single photolithographic step to pattern the structures as desired, the
aluminum film is firstly etched by a chlorine-based plasma. Subsequently,
a SF6- and SiCl4-based plasmas are used to etch, respectively, Si3N4 and Si, while
aluminum is used as a masking material due to its lack of chemical reactivity with
the considered plasma.
The release of the microstructure must then be performed by withdrawing the
buried silicon dioxide (SiO2) located below the thin silicon layer by using a
mixture of concentrated hydrofluoric acid (HF 73%) and isopropanol 1:1. After
further rinsing in pure isopropanol, the samples are dried in a critical point dryer
(Tousimis 915B) in order to avoid adhesion of the beams to the substrate. The
critical point dryer operates by replacing isopropanol after the wet release by
liquid CO2 and vaporizing it by applying temperature and pressure above the
critical point, thus avoiding the formation of liquid drops in between the beam and
the substrate. Finally, the last step of the process consists in a thermal annealing
after release, in order to promote the assembling of the microstructures by modifying the stress state in the upper plastic layer. The material grain size and
morphology and therefore the electrical and mechanical properties of aluminum
depend strongly on the annealing temperature. The duration of the thermal treatment necessary to achieve assembling depends on the annealing temperature. The
choice of the annealing method is a trade-off between high tensile stress and
preserving aluminum quality. In [100], it has been demonstrated that a thermal
annealing at 432°C in a forming gas (95% nitrogen, 5% hydrogen) for 30 min is
sufficient to self-assemble the microstructures and thus to obtain the desired 3D
MEMS. This thermal treatment is similar to the last step of our SOI-CMOS
process used to improve the metal-(poly)silicon contacts as well as to reduce the
gate oxide interface traps. It could then be performed without modifying the
thermal budget of our standard CMOS process thus insuring CMOS compatibility
of the proposed 3D MEMS process.
SEM images of several out-of-plane microstructures obtained by this process
are given in Fig. 17, showing the design flexibility offered by this process.
Since the CMOS circuits and the 3D MEMS are made with the same materials,
our team has been focusing these last years on the co-integration of surface
micromachined sensors with their associated electronics on the same chip. Two
main process flows have been proposed in [101] for the release of the 3D MEMS
co-integrated with their associated SOI-CMOS electronics: either the BOX is used
as sacrificial layer (etch in HF-based solution) and the top thin silicon film is part
of the multilayered stack 3D MEMS, or the top silicon layer itself is used as
sacrificial layer (etched by SF6 plasma) in the MEMS areas. Figure 18 shows the
main process steps for this later case. The co-integration of the CMOS electronics
and 3D microbeams requires three extra lithographic steps in comparison with the
complete CMOS process. One photolithography must be performed to protect the
MEMS areas when processing the IC (implantation, etching, etc.) and two additional photolithography steps are required to protect the IC when processing only
the MEMS devices (etching and release). As presented in the next section, this
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Fig. 17 SEM images gallery: a spiral beams, b capacitive plate, c thermal actuator (zoom),
d rectangular bolometer, e interdigitated capacitor, f inductor, g spirals, h circular bolometer,
i thermal actuator

Fig. 18 SOI MOS-MEMS co-integration process flow
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process flow has been successfully used to build 3D MEMS flow sensors with their
associated SOI-CMOS electronics.

5.4 Flow Sensor
The sensing mechanism of our flow sensors is based on interdigitated structures
where half of the fingers are self-assembled while the others remain in the substrate plane. If air flows parallel to the substrate surface, the assembled fingers
bend upwards or downwards, depending on flow direction resulting in a lower or
higher capacitance between out-of-plane and flat fixed fingers. From a process
point of view, the release of only half of the fingers is simply obtained by
designing the fixed fingers wider than the others as can be seen in Fig. 19a. The 3D
capacitive cantilevers are connected at the internal nodes of CMOS ring oscillators
made of five inverters in order to perform a capacitance-to-frequency conversion.
In order to get rid of electronics drift due to temperature or humidity variations, the
absolute resonance frequency of the capacitive 3D MEMS ring oscillator is continuously compared to its of an identical ICs loaded with in-plane interdigitated
capacitors built on the same chip. The frequency shift between both ring oscillators
is directly related to the gas velocity flowing at the surface of the chip.
Measurements under air flow are presented in Fig. 19b. The flow bends downwards the cantilevers, increases their capacitance and, therefore, lowers the
oscillating frequency. For a range of flow velocities from 0 to 20 m/s, there is a
measurable change in capacitance (3D MEMS) over a range of 75–275 fF which
translates to relative frequency shift of more than 11%.

Fig. 19 a SEM picture of a co-integrated 3D MEMS capacitive sensor with its associated
SOI-CMOS circuit, a ring oscillator with an output buffer. b Frequency response of the 3D
capacitive MEMS oscillator with and without applied air flow [109]
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Table 1 Review of some published flow sensors results
Ref.
Technology
Static power consumption Flow range (m/s) IC compatibility
[105]
[106]
[107]
[108]
Our work

Si substrate
Membrane
Bridge
Membrane
Surface machining

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

2–18
0.01–200
0–4
0–8
0–20

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

The three first are on bulk micromachining techniques and composed of a microheater and
thermopiles

These sensors consume extremely low power, present high sensitivity and large
sensing range as well as occupy low chip area (Table 1). The main advantage of
this simple architecture, out of the process simplicity, is the absence of static
power consumption when compared to classical solutions proposed to sense flow
or temperature in the literature using thermopiles [81], piezoresistive transducer
[102], hot-wire anemometer [103], etc.
Another advantage is the possibility to change the sensitivity or sensing range
by changing the sensors geometry. Lower or higher speed flow can be sensed by
decreasing or increasing, respectively, the cantilever stiffness. Stiffer (softer)
cantilevers can be obtained either by reducing (increasing) the length or by
increasing (decreasing) the thickness. Practically, flow sensors arrays composed of
cantilevers characterized by various lengths have been considered in order to
generate a wide range flow sensing.
To assist with the design of flow sensors, the mechanical and electrical
behaviours of the microsystems can be predicted using analytically simplified
cases or finite element analysis (FEA) simulations. As well as electrical simulations, the mechanical behaviour under various stimuli is also a key parameter for
optimization. Given the thermal budget and elastic multilayer properties of the
flow sensor, FEA simulations and analytical models can be used to optimize
sensor design. Using the classical curvature method to extract the materials
properties, simulations and simple analytical modelling of the 3D elements generate results in very good agreement with measurements of the fabricated
microstructures [104].

5.5 Thermal Sensor
Under a substantial increase in temperature, the out-of-plane component of these
interdigitated capacitive thermal sensors (bolometers in Fig. 17) bends downwards
because this part is made up of three different layers (Si, Si3N4 and Al from bottom
to top). Each layer is characterized by its own thermal expansion coefficient
(around 2 9 10-6, 3 9 10-6 and 20 9 10-6°C-1, respectively). As aluminum
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Fig. 20 a Built capacitive thermal sensor (insets cantilevers position at different temperatures).
b Response of thermal sensors composed of 200-lm-long fingers (2-lm-thick top Al layer) with a
1.5 lm spacing

expands 10 times more than Si and is 1-lm thick, a large bending motion
downwards occurs, resulting in temperature detection. The structure shown in
Fig. 20a is composed of 200-lm-long interdigitated fingers with a gap of 1.5 lm
between adjacent fingers. The insets in Fig. 20a present the position of the
assembled cantilevers as a function of temperature, for temperature ranging from
20 to 300°C.
Those structures were then electrically measured at different temperatures,
allowing us to relate a resonance frequency shift or capacitance value shift to a
given temperature. A shift of around 17 GHz was observed for a temperature
ranging from 20°C (45 GHz) to 300°C (28.3 GHz) with a large shift between
200°C (38 GHz) and 300°C. Capacitance values at 9 GHz (plateau in measurements) range from 66.4 to 82.9 fF with values in the same range for temperatures
between 20 and 100°C. The best sensitivity both for capacitance and self-resonance frequency is thus in the 200–300°C range.

5.6 Magnetic Sensor
The out-of-plane magnetic flux is converted into a mechanical force by Lorentz
force F on the M-shaped Si3N4–Al bilayered cantilever (Fig. 21):
F ¼ BIL sinðhÞ

ð4Þ

I is the half-loop current, L the top beam length, B the magnetic field flux density
across this beam and h the angle between the magnetic field and the current
flowing into the top beam. A piezoresistive gauge located at the M-shaped cantilever anchor converts the bending motion of the beam into an electrical signal.
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Fig. 21 Si-Lorentz magnetometer with its integrated
Wheatstone bridge. Sensor
response in mV for different
rectangular currents at 4 kHz

Fig. 22 Si3N4–Ni micro-tweezers

The piezoresistor is then incorporated into a Wheatstone structure with three other
fixed resistors. As shown in Fig. 21, the response is linear over a large range of the
magnetic field (from 1 to 1,000 G) with a small offset at 0 V. The output voltage
signal for the Lorentz force-based device for different values of current through the
bridge shows a sensitivity of 0.2 mV/G [110].

5.7 Thermal Actuators
Under a substantial and controlled local heating by Joule effect in thin conductive
layer, the out-of-plane cantilevers bend downwards because of different thermal
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expansion coefficients. Building circular cantilevers assemblies (in place of
straight in line), a Si3N4–Ni bilayered micro-tweezer for the release or capture of
micro-compounds (cells, proteins, microbes, yeasts, etc.) is shown in Fig. 22.

6 Conclusions
The great potential of SOI technology for MEMS fabrication has been described
through several sensing applications.
It has been demonstrated that the electronic transport into the thin top silicon
channel of a SOI wafer is quite sensitive to the binding of biomolecules at its
surface. nIDA-gate MOSFET biosensors have been designed and fabricated by
opening nanotrenches in the gate electrode of a conventional SOI MOSFET to
allow biomolecules to get access to the surface of the gate oxide. Those integrated
SOI biosensors are highly sensitive, compact and label-free.
Thin SOI PIN photodiodes exhibit an intrinsic remarkable optical responsivity
in blue and ultraviolet wavelengths which are commonly used in biomedical and
environmental fields.
Starting from a SOI wafer, the sacrificial and the structural layers are already
available. Indeed, in the case of bulk micromachined sensors, the handling silicon
substrate is the sacrificial layer and the BOX is the structural layer (part of the thin
membrane) and, in the case of surface micromachined 3D sensors, the BOX is the
sacrificial layer and the top thin silicon layer is the structural one. The CMOS
compatibility issue has also been addressed.
Suspended sensors on thin membranes as well as 3D self-assembled micromachined interdigitated sensors were successfully built in thin-film SOI-MEMS
technology thanks to the control and use of residual stresses building up in multilayered structures.
The proposed processes require only steps compatible with a classical
SOI-CMOS process and constitute thus a solution for the co-integration of sensors
with their associated electronics— read-out circuit. Moreover, thanks to the simplicity of the proposed processes, reliability from die to die and from wafer to
wafer is quite high.
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Floating-Body SOI Memory: The Scaling
Tournament
M. Bawedin, S. Cristoloveanu, A. Hubert, K. H. Park and F. Martinez

Abstract In this paper, we present an overview of the typical device architectures
of the single transistor capacitorless dynamic random access memory (1TDRAM). This memory uses only one transistor and takes advantage of floating
body effects in SOI and SOI-like devices. The principles of operation and key
mechanisms for programming are described. The various approaches are compared
in terms of architecture, performance and potential for aggressive scaling.

1 Introduction
As the storage capacitance must be kept constant, for the next generations of
conventional 1T-1C (1 Transistor ? 1 Capacitor) DRAM cells beyond the 22 nm
technology node, the miniaturization of the bulky storage capacitor will become
more and more difficult. In the future, several existing solutions like trench or
stacked capacitors using high-k materials will remain expendable but at the
expense of the lost of performances and cost rising. Several years ago [1–5] a new
generation of DRAMs using only one transistor, called 1T-DRAM, was proposed
as an alternative to the usual 1T-1C DRAM architecture. This memory cell uses
the floating body of a single transistor to hold the information, i.e. to store the
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Fig. 1 Schematic cross-section of a partially depleted (PD) SOI nMOSFET used as a 1T-DRAM
memory cell and the corresponding current transient for 0 state (undershoot) and 1 state
(overshoot) resulting from the lack or excess of majority carriers (holes), respectively

charge. As for 1T-1C DRAM cells, the crucial performance factors are a high
retention time, sufficient sensing margin, low programming bias which enable lowpower consumption, and further cell scalability. In that way, the floating body
(Fig. 1) of the SOI or SOI-like transistors provides naturally an ideal storage
environment to achieve competitive performances within a small storage volume.
The 1T-DRAMs take advantage of parasitic floating-body effects in SOI transistors
where the body is isolated. All these floating-body effects originate from the nonequilibrium of the body majority carriers.
In all 1T-DRAM variants, bit ‘1’ (1-state) reflects the temporary generation of a
majority carrier excess in the body which increases the potential and hence the
drain current. Conversely, bit ‘0’ (0-state) features a lower current due to
the removal of majority carriers from the body. The majority carrier variation in
the body can be sensed by measuring the current difference between the ‘0’ and ‘1’
states (Fig. 1).
These memory cells can be classified in different groups with respect to the way
the excess of majority carriers is generated i.e. depending on the 1-state programming methods. In a nMOSFET based 1T-DRAM, the 1-state current level I1
is triggered thanks to the excess hole charge generated into the body. This extra
charge can be achieved by (1) impact ionization, (2) bipolar junction transistor
(BJT) effect, (3) band-to-band (B2B) tunneling generation and (4) gate tunneling
current. The programming of the 0-state current level I0, i.e. the body hole charge
removal, is usually achieved by forward biasing the drain- or source-body junction. Due to the lack of efficiency of the hole extraction during the 0-state programming, the current level I0 remains of the same order of magnitude as I1. As a
consequence, the threshold voltage shift (due to the body hole charge variation)
produces poor cell signal sensing margin, i.e. low |I1 - I0| difference. To improve
|I1 - I0|, dynamic coupling between front and back gates in fully depleted (FD)
SOI or double-gate MOSFETs can be used.
The next two sections introduce the methods for programming and reading the
‘1’ state (Sect. 2) and ‘0’ state (Sect. 3). The physics principles of the various
types of 1T-DRAM, their performance in terms of programming speed, bias and
power consumption, and the technological solutions for further optimization and
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scaling are critically reviewed in Sects. 4 and 5. Finally, several candidates able to
survive aggressive miniaturization and to meet the demand for higher speed and
lower power consumption are presented. In this article, only n-channel MOSFETs,
i.e. with P-type body, are considered, but the same issues can be applied to pchannel 1T-DRAM.

2 Programming 1-State
During the 1-state programming, the amount of majority carriers (holes) in the
body is enlarged. This induces a dynamic decrease of the threshold voltage
(VTH ? VTH - DVTH1) and an increase in drain current I1. The threshold voltage
shift DVTH1 (or DVTH0) results from the combined effects of the hole charge and
the corresponding body potential variations. In the following, the body charging
mechanisms are reviewed.

2.1 Impact Ionization (II)
A frequently used method for the 1-state programming consists in generating holes
inside the body by impact ionization (Fig. 2a) [2, 3, 6–12]. A relatively high
positive drain voltage VD is applied while the front interface is in inversion mode
(VD [ |VGF - VTH|). The holes generated at the pinch-off region, close to the
drain, move and accumulate into the body (Fig. 2a, inset).
During the programming, the front-gate voltage VGF remains unchanged (same
as in hold and read conditions), while the drain voltage VD is pushed from a low
value (*mV) to a higher one (*V). As the body/drain junction is reverse biased,
when the holes are filling the body, the floating body potential increases above the
steady-state level it had before the programming stage (Fig. 3a). For the 1-state
reading (or hold), VD is switched back to its low level. As the excess hole charge
remains inside the body, the potential shift DVB achieved during the programming
period is preserved, inducing a ‘dynamic’ VTH lowering, hence an increase in drain
current. During the reading/holding period, as the body potential is higher than its
steady-state value, the stored holes are gradually evacuated through the body-tosource/drain junctions.
Hence the body potential returns gradually (*ms) downward to steady-state
(Fig. 3a). This leads to a drain current overshoot or return to equilibrium with time
(Fig. 2a). It is worth mentioning that the reading is non-destructive since the low
drain voltage (*mV) does not enhance significantly the ‘parasitic’ hole current
leakage.
While the impact ionization condition allows fast 1-state writing speed and
relatively large sensing window, hot-electron injection can induce an undesired
shift in the threshold voltage VTH during cyclic 1T-DRAM operations. On the
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Fig. 2 External bias signal sequences and schematics for the write/read 1-state programming by
a impact ionization, b bipolar junction transistor (BJT) effect 1st method, c BJT effect 2nd
method and d band-to-band tunnelling (B2B) generation. Plotted versus time are the front-gate
voltage VGF, drain voltage VD, body potential VB and drain current ID

other hand, the hot electrons injected into the gate oxide produce a premature
degradation affecting the memory cell retention time. Furthermore, for the next
1T-DRAM generations to achieve a faster programming, the impact ionization rate
will have to be enhanced. This unfortunately means higher VD and hence higher
power consumption. Finally, higher voltages would require on-chip charge pump
circuits which increase the area of peripheral circuits and affect the array
efficiency.
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Fig. 3 Front surface variation during the writing/reading of the a 1-state programmed by impact
ionization and b 0-state programmed by the forward drain biasing method

2.2 Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT)
The second method for 1-state programming takes advantage of the intrinsic BJT
effect which can be activated in the floating body of SOI MOSFETs. In that case,
the source (N+), body (P) and drain (N+) act as the emitter (or collector), base and
collector (or emitter) of the BJT (Figs. 2b, c). To turn on the BJT effect, a hole
current has to be generated in the base. Since the base is floating, the body
potential increases during the programming. As for the previous method, BJT
produces a threshold voltage lowering, hence a current increase. Two BJT programming methods are reviewed, their difference residing in the way the excess
holes are created.
(a) Historically, the first BJT programming method [2, 3] was introduced at the
same time as the impact ionization method. It consists in applying a negative VD
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pulse embedded into a negative gate VGF pulse (Fig. 2b). The programming starts
by switching VGF to a negative value which has to be large enough (*V) to enable
and keep an accumulation layer at the front interface. Then, VD is also pushed to a
high negative value. At this stage, the body/drain and body/source junctions are
forward and reverse biased, respectively. If VD is large enough, the energy of
electrons flowing from the drain to the source enables the generation of electron/
hole pairs by impact ionization at the body/source junction (Fig. 2b, inset). Before
the reading (or holding) stage, the drain voltage is switched back to its reading low
value (*mV) prior to the gate, in order to keep the stored hole charge in the body.
The main advantage of this method is the power consumption reduction due to
the low effective current flowing between the drain and the source during the
programming: (1) the BJT gain b is low (IS = IDb/(1 ? b)) and (2) the base hole
current Ih resulting from the impact ionization is small (IS = bIh).
(b) In the second BJT programming method [13–15], the bipolar effect is initiated with different bias conditions (Fig. 2c). To enable BJT, a VGF pulse is now
embedded into a high positive drain voltage pulse. Notice that during the reading
or holding, VGF is kept at a negative value lower than the front flat-band voltage
VFBF (VG \ VFBF \ 0) in order to preserve the hole charge stored previously. At
the programming onset, VD is increased while VGF is held below VFBF: holes are
generated by impact ionization in the body through the reverse biased body/drain
junction. Nevertheless, as explained above, the resulting hole current Ih is small
and the BJT effect is not significant. To write the 1-state, the VD value is close to
the breakdown voltage of the parasitic BJT but not enough to trigger on the bipolar
current.
The next step consists in amplifying the hole generation. In order to do so, VGF
is pushed to a higher value ([VFBF) to lift up the body potential VB by dynamic
gate coupling enough to increase the BJT current Ih gain (b) and drive the latch
condition, b(M - 1) & 1, where M is the impact-ionization multiplication factor.
As the body potential is increased, the source/body junction becomes forward
biased and the BJT turns on increasing the collector current ID. Hence, the impact
ionization and the resulting hole base current Ih are drastically enhanced. As a
result, electrons are injected into the body (base) from the source (emitter), due to
the forward biased source/body diode and are collected by the drain (collector).
The extra drain current enhances the impact ionization, which, in turn, drives the
body to be more positive and enables a regenerative action to occur. Prior to
reading (or holding), VGF is switched back to its negative reading value while VD
is maintained high. Since Ih is now large enough, the body potential (and current
ID) remains ‘pinned’ to its high level. The negative VGF (\VFBF) stores the generated holes at the front interface. To perform the reading, a high positive VD pulse
is applied. Consequently, the body potential VB increases by dynamic coupling
and again turns on the BJT and drain current.
It is interesting to mention that the (drain) latch voltage decreases as the
channel length is reduced. This dependence is due to a larger impact-ionization
multiplication factor M and a higher gain b. The (M - 1) value increases as the
carrier-velocity saturation is more easily reached in short-channel devices
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Fig. 4 a Cross-section of a tri-gate 1TDRAM using the BJT effect programming technique [15]
and b comparison between the impact ionization and the B2B tunnelling injection methods in
terms of body potential variations during the 1-state writing [16]

providing a lower VD value at saturation. Furthermore, the higher b value is due to
the shorter base length (LCH). Hence, under latch conditions, the value of VD is
expected to be gradually lowered as LCH decreases.
The fact that the back gate is always grounded (VGB = 0 V) stands as the main
advantage of the second BJT method. It can be applied to a variety of advanced
SOI technologies [15] such as partially depleted (PD), fully depleted (FD), doublegate, FinFET, or Tri-Gate (Fig. 4a).
Compared to the previous programming techniques, other improvements are the
fast read and write operations (*2 ns) [13]. It is worth noting that the impact
ionization through the drain junction is not the only mechanism generating holes
during the programming and reading. Indeed, the net potential drop at the gate
edges can reach values up to 4 V [14]. Therefore, at the gate-to-drain (source)
overlap region, holes can also be generated by band-to-band tunneling or impact
ionization. This aspect is beneficial for improving the programming speed and
stabilizing the 1-state drain current, but can deteriorate the retention time and the
device reliability (see Sect. 4).

2.3 Band-to-Band (B2B) Tunneling
The holes generated by B2B arise from the gate-to-drain (source) overlap region
(Fig. 2d, inset) [8, 16–20]. In order to produce the holes, the drain/oxide interface
is in strong inversion; the band bending and the local electric field must be large
enough to allow holes (electrons) tunneling from the conduction (valence) band
into the valence (conduction) band. The holes are collected by the body and the
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electrons flow toward the drain contact. During the programming, a negative VGF
pulse (BVFBF) is applied while VD remains positive (Fig. 2d). At the programming
onset, if a high negative gate bias is used (VGF  VFBF), the body potential
decreases by dynamic gate coupling and becomes negative (Fig. 4b). As the holes
cannot be supplied and accumulated instantly, the front interface is initially
depleted. While the holes are gradually filling the body, the potential increases
until it reaches equilibrium (*0 V) when the accumulation layer is completed.
Compared with the other programming methods, the holes are not able to escape
through the source because the body potential is negative. Therefore, the storage
and the body potential variation are more efficient. Obviously, if the programming
time is too short, the resulting body potential increase and the programming
efficiency are reduced. At the reading onset, VGF is increased up to or above VTHF
(Fig. 2d) and the holes stored at the front interface are pushed down toward the
bottom interface.
If the net potential drop |VG| ? |VD| on the gate is increased, the electric field
and hence the B2B generation are enhanced. As a result, the programming time
can be readily shorted by increasing either |VG| or VD. To reach a competitive
programming speed compared with the II method, the total signal swing
|VG| ? |VD| has to be increased by about 20% [16] but it remains similar to the
BJT method. Moreover, the B2B method features a striking advantage which is
low power consumption. Indeed, the B2B current is much lower than the drain
current arising from impact ionization or BJT. Finally, the reliability of the
memory cell, programmed with B2B, is expected to be superior to the impact
ionization method.

2.4 Gate Tunneling Current
The use of the parasitic direct tunneling current through the gate oxide in a body
contacted PD SOI pMOSFET was proposed and demonstrated by Guegan et al.
[21] for 1T-DRAM application. In this specific device, a N+ body contact is left
floating and the polysilicon gate covering the body contact is N+ doped in order to
allow a strong injection of electrons (here the majority carriers) by tunneling from
the polysilicon conduction band into the body (Fig. 5). The amount of electrons
injected from the conduction band ECB into the body through the body contact
determines the storage capability of the memory cell. Notice that as electron
tunneling is more efficient, a pMOSFET was used instead of the conventional
nMOSFET for the 1T-DRAM application. To program the 1-state, a negative gate
bias is applied and the resulting ECB tunneling current induces the body potential
decrease. As the n-type body potential becomes negative, a higher drain current
can be observed. The main advantages of this method are: (i) the low bias and (ii)
the power consumption reduction as compared with the 1-state programming by
impact ionization and B2B tunneling (reduction by 6 and 2 orders of magnitude
respectively).
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Fig. 5 1T-DRAM 1-state
programming using the
electron gate tunnelling
current from the conduction
band (ECB) of a N+ poly gate
within a partially depleted
p-MOSFET. The N+ body
contact is left floating
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3 Programming 0-State
To program the 0-state, a deficit of holes has to be created in the body. During the
programming, the holes are removed and the body potential decreases. As a result,
the effective threshold voltage is enhanced (VTH ? VTH ? DVTH0) and the drain
current lowered. It is obvious that the 0-state programming technique has to be
compatible with that of the 1-state especially for embedded applications where the
memory cell array configuration must be taken into account. Basically, two
methods are available for removing the holes from the body.

3.1 Forward Biased Junction
In order to expel the holes (Figs. 3 and 6a), the front-gate voltage VGF is kept at
the reading voltage (CVTHF) [2, 3, 7] (or pushed to a negative value [8, 10, 12])
while a negative voltage (*V) is applied on the drain contact. The body/drain and
body/source junctions become forward and reverse biased, respectively. Consequently, the hole current injected from source inside the body is much lower than
the one extracted through the drain junction: the holes are readily evacuated from
the body.
This technique is reliable and fast since the time response of the forward body/
drain junction to the bias switch is nearly instantaneous. Nevertheless, the resulting
body potential variation is not really efficient and the 0-state current level usually
keeps the same order of magnitude as the 1-state (*lA). This augments the power
consumption during the reading and alters the retention time.

3.2 Capacitive Coupling
Let us assume that VGF is below the front flat-band voltage VFBF and a hole
accumulation layer stands at the front interface. A fast removal can be performed
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Fig. 6 External bias signal sequences for the write/read ‘0’-state operations by a ‘forward bias
junction’ and b capacitive coupling

by applying a front-gate pulse higher than VFBF (Fig. 6b) [13–15]. When the gate
voltage increases, the body potential follows by capacitive coupling. As the
potential increases, the front interface becomes depleted and the body/drain and/or
body/source junctions become ‘forward biased’. Therefore, the holes are evacuated through the junctions. For reading, the gate is switched back to a negative
value and the body potential decreases by capacitive coupling to a negative value.
Since the holes cannot be accumulated instantly, the body potential is pinned to its
negative value as well. The return to equilibrium during the reading or holding
depends on hole charging mainly via the junction leakage current ILEAK. Leakage
is detrimental because it makes the 0-state drain current increase, altering the
retention time.
In Fig. 6b, the capacitive coupling method is applied to produce a body
potential VB decrease which prevents the BJT activation during the reading.
During the 0-state programming, the drain voltage keeps a high positive value
for compatibility with the whole BJT 2nd method. This means that a positive small
source voltage pulse has to be applied in order to avoid that the BJT turns on and
charges the body. On the other hand, the source voltage cannot be too high in order
to allow the holes to leave the body.
Despite the signal complexity increase, an additional drain level can be used to
write 0 (3 instead of 2 different VD bias levels). As previously, the front-gate
voltage is pulsed up to raise the body potential while VD is kept below the
breakdown voltage of the BJT. Hence, the holes are readily evacuated through the
body/source junction without latch activation [22, 23].
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In FD SOI or double-gate 1T-DRAM, the capacitive coupling method can also
be used to cut-off an inversion channel standing at one interface by applying a
negative voltage pulse on the opposite gate [17, 18]. This method, currently used
in the MSDRAM (see Sect. 5.3), allows achieving very fast programming time and
ultra low 0-state drain current level (1 nA/lm). Consequently, the drain current
sensing ratio (I1/I0) and the retention time are greatly improved.
The main difficulty resides in combining all these 0 and 1-state programming
methods to achieve simultaneously the best compatibility with a specific technology (PD SOI, FD SOI, double-gate, FinFET…) and high performances, i.e. low
programming voltage, high retention time and high signal sense margin (maximum
DVTH). The retention time is defined by the minimum current difference (I1 - I0)
detectable by the sensing circuit. The recently developed current sense amplifiers
are able to detect a current difference down to 3 lA. All together, the performance
improvement implies a reduction in power consumption.
When a memory cell is embedded into an array, the entire bias configuration
and the disturb conditions have to be taken into account. During the programming
of a cell standing in a word line, the word (row) and bit (column) line biases are
also applied to other cells belonging to the same row and column. Moreover, the
number of signal lines has to be limited in order to reduce the complexity of the
control circuits. To be reliable, a single memory cell should have a stable retention
time of a few seconds at room temperature to secure a ‘disturb free’ memory array.

4 Performance Improvement and Scaling
The partially depleted (PD) SOI 1T-DRAM (Fig. 7a) allows reducing the memory
cell size compared to usual 1T-1C DRAMs. The next question concerns the scalability and reliability of the 1T-DRAM itself as well as its compatibility with
more advanced SOI technologies (e.g. FD, FinFET).
Gate
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Fig. 7 Cross-section of SOI nMOSFETs: a partially depleted (PD) with a hole quasi-neutral
zone and b fully-depleted (FD) with a back accumulation layer. TD and TSi are the depletion layer
and silicon film thicknesses, respectively. COX and CD are the front-gate oxide and depletion
layer capacitances; VGB and VFBB are the back-gate and back flat-band voltages
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As the effective channel length LCH decreases, the improvement of the retention
time and current signal margin (|I1 - I0| or DVTH) remains the critical target and
also the 1T-DRAM weakness. When LCH shrinks, the hole storage volume is
reduced and the maximum electric field is enhanced. This is beneficial for
improving the 1-state writing speed, i.e. to reduce the programming voltage and/or
time. However, the 0-state retention time can be noticeably altered by parasitic
hole generation. If the current sensing margin can be increased, the retention time
is improved because it takes longer for the memory cell to recover its steady state
and reach the minimum acceptable |I1 - I0| difference.
On the other hand, short-channel effects (SCE) can reduce further the storage
volume and the threshold variation DVTH during the 1-state programming. Another
drawback of the SCE which deteriorates the 1-state programming is the draininduced barrier lowering (DIBL). Indeed, when a high drain voltage is applied to
induce the impact ionization, the body/source barrier is lowered. Hence, the
generated holes can escape more easily through the source and the storage efficiency is deteriorated. Notice that for this reason, the DIBL effect is less relevant
for B2B generation technique as the body potential is negative at the programming
onset (Fig. 4b).
In PD devices, the channel doping can be increased in order to suppress the
SCE and enlarge DVTH (= DVTH0 ? DVTH1) (Fig. 8a) [7, 10]. Hence, the junction
depletion spreading effect is reduced while a higher current sense margin is
achieved. It corresponds to increased effective storage volume and current difference |I1 - I0|, leading to longer retention time. On the other hand, when the
body doping increases, the effective potential barrier at the source/body junction is
enhanced reducing the hole leakage into the source for a more efficient hole

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 a Threshold voltage versus back-gate (or field plate) bias VGB in 0 and 1-states of a fullydepleted 1T-DRAM for two different channel dopings (adapted from [7]). b Statistical
distribution of the memory cell 0-state I0 and 1-state I1 read currents of 1,000 transistors in a
96 kb memory array plotted for several front-gate voltages VGF (from [7])
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storage. Unfortunately, a too high body doping augments the junction leakage
current ILEAK during the reading and induces random dopant fluctuation (RDF)
effects [7, 24]. While ILEAK degrades the retention time, the additional RDF effect
produces random changes in DVTH and fluctuations in read current (Fig. 8b). Since
the read current also varies with time and only its statistical distribution is known,
the comparison with a reference cell current to identify the 0 and 1-states is
problematic and requires special sensing circuit design [25–27]. Notice that, when
the impact ionization programming technique is used, if the body doping
decreases, the maximum electric field at the body/drain junction is lowered. Then,
higher VD and/or longer programming time are required to achieve the same
performance. This means that it becomes difficult for a PD 1T-DRAM to be scaled
aggressively [6, 19].
The RDF effect and the junction leakage current are attenuated if the channel
doping decreases. This is beneficial for the memory reliability and stability as well
as for retention time improvement. However, when the doping is lowered, DVTH
and therefore the current sense margin decrease. It is not clear if by optimizing
other technological parameters one can simultaneously take advantage of a low
doping and keep a decent current sensing margin.
In PD SOI MOSFETs, the threshold variation DVTH can be approximated by
DVB(CD/COX) [7], where the body potential variation DVB is proportional to the
change in hole density. This model remains valid for FD SOI MOSFET if the back
channel is in accumulation mode i.e. behaves like PD devices. To increase the
depletion layer capacitance CD and hence DVTH, the depletion layer thickness TD
has to become thinner (Fig. 7a). This means that the channel doping in PD
MOSFETs should be increased. A more efficient approach is to use FD devices
where a thin depletion layer can be achieved by decreasing the silicon film
thickness TSi (&TD) while the back interface remains accumulated by applying a
negative voltage VGB on the back gate (Fig. 7b). It can be observed that, as VGB
becomes more negative, the 1-state threshold shift DVTH1 is nearly constant
whereas the 0-state DVTH0 increases and finally saturates when the back interface
enters in strong accumulation regime (VGB \ -2 V, Fig. 8a). Remark that if the
back interface is depleted, then CD is connected in series with the buried oxide
capacitance, hence the resulting CD is much lower and DVTH is drastically
reduced.
In FD devices (Fig. 7b), the channel doping can be decreased to the ‘intrinsic’
value while keeping an excellent current sense margin as long as a sufficiently
negative VGB is applied. Since ILEAK and the RDF are reduced, the retention time
is enhanced. As the silicon film thickness decreases, ILEAK reduction also originates from the smaller effective junction area (ILEAK  TSi). When a P+ doped
back gate or a P+ field plate is used with FD devices (Figs. 7b and 9a, [10, 12]), the
maximum DVTH (i.e. the maximum sensing margin) can be further improved by
increasing the plate doping [7]. It is also obvious that the optimal |VGB| can be
lowered to a less negative bias if a thinner BOX is used. The amplification factor
(CD/COX) of DVTH can be enlarged with thicker front-gate oxide TOX. Finally,
thinner films are suitable for scaling [28].
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Fig. 9 Cross-section of a well structure implanted for compatibility purpose between the floating
body cell (FBC) memory array and the peripheral circuits (from [10]) and b very thin silicon film
1T-DRAM using a 45 nm logic technology (TEM picture from [11])

These considerations naturally lead to adopt FD SOI as the solution to overcome the short-channel effect and improve the retention time and the reliability of
the 1T-DRAM by reducing the silicon film thickness TSi and the channel doping.
However, in fully depleted SOI, the use of a common back-gate voltage VGB
different from 0 V induces compatibility problems with the peripheral circuits and
requires special implantations under the back gate (Fig. 9a). On the other hand, a
common VGB limits the possible combinations of the different 0 and 1-state programming methods. To the best of our knowledge, only the second generation BJT
method (Fig. 2c) allows keeping a common grounded VGB for all the memory cells
embedded in the same array while enabling the capacitive coupling method which
is the most efficient 0-state programming technique without disturb issues. This is
made possible because the front inversion channel is not required during the
reading and programming periods (Fig. 4a). Regarding the dependence on TSi,
there are two opposing mechanisms, the body coefficient (CD/COX) and the body
storage volume capacity. The body coefficient increases as TSi decreases while the
storage capacity is reduced. Due to these competing mechanisms, an optimum
point was found between 50 and 80 nm [29, 30].
In FD SOI, as the back-gate oxide decreases, the electric field at the gate-todrain overlap region is enhanced, deteriorating the retention time of 0-state by
enabling parasitic B2B tunneling generation due to the negative VGB. However, it
is demonstrated [12] that the FD SOI 1T-DRAM can be scaled down while
keeping the electric field strength and the electrical characteristics constant. In this
case, the operation bias and the thicknesses of the front oxide, back-gate oxide and
silicon film should also be reduced. In order to keep the electric field constant,
special technological ‘improvers’ can also be used, for example lightly doped
drain LDD [10] or gate non-overlap regions [14]. These techniques tend to reduce
the parasitic B2B tunneling generation and consequently extend the retention time.
Regarding the back-gate voltage, if it is not sufficiently high, the holes cannot be
kept in the body efficiently, so the VTH shift and, consequently, the current sensing
margin is reduced. For too large negative back-gate bias, in addition to hole
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leakage increase arising from parasitic B2B tunneling at the back gate-to-drain
overlap, the hole accumulation at the back-gate interface will remain even at the
0-state hence, the current sensing margin drops down to zero.
All previous considerations highlight that the ultimate technological step to be
considered for the 1T-DRAMs is their implementation within double-gate (DG)
devices [6, 9, 13, 17, 19, 31, 32]. Indeed, with FD devices, in order to improve
memory cell performances and achieve low bias operation, it is necessary to use
thinner silicon film and BOX. In addition, as a negative VGB is required to improve
the hole storage, separated wells have to be implanted below the back gates in
order to ensure that the other surrounding circuits work properly [10]. Finally, in
double-gate devices, the back gate of each transistor can be controlled individually, which enables to get rid of additional technological steps and take full
advantage of the different programming methods [9, 13, 17].
In double-gate devices, as the thin body efficiently ‘collapses’ the electric field
lines from the drain, a thicker gate oxide can be used avoiding drain-induced
barrier lowering (DIBL) while keeping a moderate off-state leakage. By combining
a thin silicon film thickness and thick gate oxide, double gate DG 1T-DRAM has
the capability to convert the small body potential gains DVB into larger DVTH
shift. With vertical structures (FinFET with separated gates), one gate can easily
be manufactured with a thicker oxide.

5 Are We Ready for the 22 nm Tournament?
We have evoked the advantages of the different programming techniques and the
scaling effects on the SOI 1T-DRAM performance. We now review several
combinations of the programming methods and technological processes which
highlight the most promising candidates to scaling. In the following, variants of
1T-DRAMs using FD, PD and double-gate devices are briefly described. The
performance in terms of programming bias, retention time, and current sense
margin are provided quantitatively, for various programming methods. We will
also introduce more exotic and hopefully promising memory cell architectures,
demonstrated so far only by numerical simulations.

5.1 Toshiba Approach
In the first example (Fig. 9a, [10, 12, 24]), the feasibility of a FD SOI 1T-DRAM
cell was experimentally demonstrated for 90 nm technology node in a 128 Mb
memory array. Numerical simulations were performed for the devices toward the
32 nm technology. The impact ionization and the forward bias techniques are
used respectively for the 1 and 0-state programming. To improve the retention
time and the current sensing margin, the CMOS process includes LDD, a
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relatively high channel doping (3 9 1017 cm-3) and P-doped field plate. In
addition, Co salicide and Cu wirings are used to reduce the parasitic source and
drain resistances which usually degrade the current signal. The gate length, the
front-gate oxide, buried oxide and the silicon film thicknesses were 145, 6, 25
and 43 nm, respectively. The 1 (0)-state programming voltages were +1.5 V
(-2.3 V) for the front gate and +2.2 V (-1.5 V) for the drain. The plate bias
VGB is fixed at -2.5 V. A DVTH of 420 mV and a retention time of 70 ms were
achieved for a temperature of 85C.

5.2 Intel Approach
A stand-alone FD SOI 1T-DRAM memory cell (Fig. 9b, [11]) was fabricated with
a 45 nm logic technology. Simulations were used to demonstrate the viability of
the memory for 16 nm technology node. No details were provided on the programming methods and bias levels. Nevertheless, since (i) the worst-case disturb
condition occurs at high drain voltage and lowers the retention time due to residual
B2B tunneling generation and (ii) the 0-state current level has the same order of
magnitude as the 1-state, it is reasonable to assume that the impact ionization and
the forward bias programming methods were applied. To improve the retention
time, low doped source/drain implants were used. A high-k dielectric was
implemented. The gate length, width, and the thicknesses of the BOX and Si film
were 55, 65, 10 and 22 nm, respectively. The thinner BOX allowed reducing
significantly the back-gate voltage.
Since the silicon film is very thin, the channel can be undoped. This allows
suppressing the RDF effects and lowering significantly the junction leakage
current. A DVTH of 400 mV can be achieved with a VGB of -2 V. The maximum retention time at the worst disturb condition is 25 ms for a temperature of
85C. Notice that, if the worst-case disturb condition is not taken into account,
the hold retention time can reach about 100 s at 85C and in an array configuration up to 25 ms at 85C. It is explained that the main physics phenomenon
responsible for the retention time degradation is the SRH recombination/
generation.

5.3 Z-RAM
PD SOI 1T-DRAMs were fabricated with 100 nm design rules and tested in the
memory cell array condition [13–15]. The second generation BJT effect and the
capacitive coupling techniques were respectively used to program the 1 and
0-states (Fig. 2c and 6b). To improve the retention time, a non-overlap structure
was implemented. It allows decreasing the maximum electric field and hence
reducing the leakage current during the holding and reading operations. Indeed,
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the maximum B2B tunneling generation peak usually occurs at the gate-to-drain
and -source overlap regions. Moreover, the lower electric field drastically
decreases the SRH generation rate by four orders of magnitude compared with
conventional devices. Notice that a high channel doping (1018 cm-3) is needed in
order to increase the impact ionization generation during the 1-state programming.
This allows reducing the programming time and drain voltage.
The gate length, front-gate oxide and Si film thicknesses were 55, 5 and 80 nm,
respectively. The gate voltage (-1 V) and drain voltage (3 V) were the same for 1
and 0-state programming, whereas a source voltage of 0.5 V was used only for the
0-state programming. The back gate is kept grounded. For this particular programming technique, a DVTH larger than 500 mV and an excellent I1/I0 current
ratio (104–106) are achieved. Thanks to the underlap regions, a retention time of
70 ms could be obtained at 85C.
These programming modes, previously proposed by Okhonin et al. [13], can be
applied to advanced technologies like MuGFET devices (Fig. 4a). For a fin width
of 11 nm and a gate length of 50 nm, a retention time of 1 ms at 125C was
reported [15]. Recently [33], it was demonstrated with the second Z-RAM generation in 45 nm CMOS SOI technology, that the effect of the source/drain
asymmetry can produce a significant bias reduction (by 15%) and retention
improvement (3 times higher).

5.4 MSDRAM
The Meta-Stable DRAM (MSDRAM) memory cell physics principles are based on
the MSD hysteresis effect illustrated in Fig. 10a [34]. Note the very wide memory
window and the current ratio I1/I0 which exceeds six orders of magnitude. The
MDRAM [17] is the first 1T-DRAM taking full advantage of double-gate operation which allows combining the low consumption and superior reliability (thanks
to the B2B tunneling for 1-state programming) with the efficiency of the 0-state
programming by dynamic gate coupling. This preliminary demonstration used
large area FD MOSFETs fabricated with unoptimized technology, which explains
the disproportionate bias levels. It is clear that specific source and drain architectures [18] allow enhancing the retention time while reducing the programming
voltage and/or time.
The MSDRAM scalability was demonstrated by 2D simulations of a 50 nm long
channel memory cell with DG configuration and ultra thin BOX (Fig. 10b). The
gate and drain voltages used for programming, reading, and holding have been
restricted to less than 2 V, without affecting the MSD effect. The performance is
remarkable: I1/I0 = 103 at the reading onset, 14 s retention time for I1/I0 = 10, and
5 ns programming time. Recent measurements confirm that the MSD memory
effect is maintained in small MOSFETs with gate area of 0.1 lm2 (0.35 9
0.35 lm). However, the sensing margin needs to be further improved by appropriate technological solutions [18, 29].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 a Measured drain current ID versus decreasing (reverse scan) and increasing (direct
scan) front-gate bias VGF. MSD effect is observed for direct scan where ID saturates. The applied
back-gate VGB, source VS, and drain VD voltages are 30, 0 and 0.1 V, respectively. This nMOSFET had 400 nm thick BOX, 6 nm thick gate oxide, 80 nm thick Si film and 5 9 1016 cm-3
doping. The gate length and width are respectively 1.5 and 20 lm. b Simulated short-channel
DG-MSDRAM: drain current ID versus time during the ‘0’-state and ‘1’-state reading cycle. VGB
and VD are 0.25 and 0.1 V and the silicon film thickness and the channel length are 40 and 50 nm
respectively. The front and back-gate oxide thicknesses are 3 and 6 nm and the body doping is
1016 cm-3. A retention time TR of 14 s with I1/I0 = 10 is achieved at 30C. During the 1-state
writing by B2B tunnelling, VD and VGF are equal to 2 and -1.5 V with a programming time TP
equal to 5 ns

5.5 Vertical Channel 1T-DRAM
In order to reach the ultimate integration with an effective feature size of 4F2, a
vertical version of the double gate 1T-DRAM (Fig. 11a) has been developed [35–
37]. The first reported variant proposed a gate-all-around MOSFET architecture
with a vertical channel called the Surrounding Gate Vertical Channel (SGVC) cell
(Fig. 11b, [35, 36]). The main advantage is the channel length which is not an area
limiting factor anymore. The SGVC cell can be fabricated on bulk Si substrates
and uses a common source structure, which makes the 4F2 structure possible and
allows achieving superior scalability. The memory operation has been investigated
by 2D numerical simulation and SGVC cells were successfully fabricated. The
majority carriers can be generated either by impact ionization or by B2B tunneling.
Notice that the experimental demonstration was performed on an array of memory
cells with relaxed size (6F2) for practical purpose. Considering a sensing margin of
about 3 lA (here 40 lA/lm), the effective retention time at room temperature is
4 ms. As the retention time required for embedded eDRAM application is a few
ms at 85C, the SGVC cell has still to be improved since the retention time will be
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Fig. 11 a Vertical independent double gate 1T-DRAM with common source (b) called the
Surrounding Gate Vertical Channel (SGVC) cell [35]. c Similar concept tested for scalable
DRAM down to the 22-nm technology node [37]

strongly deteriorated with increasing temperature. Another attempt was made with
the same type of structure (Fig. 11c, [37]). Similar performances were achieved
with a retention time slightly improved (10 ms at room temperature for a sensing
margin of 3 lA/lm).

5.6 The Thyristor-RAM (T-RAM)
The T-RAM aims to compete with standard 6T-SRAMs and 1T-1C embedded
eDRAM. An SOI thyristor provides a positive regenerative feedback which results
in very large sensing margin [38, 39]. The difference is that the four-transistor
CMOS used as bistable latching circuitry for SRAM is replaced by the PNP–NPN
bipolar latch of a single thyristor device, which reduces the cell area by a factor of
four, enables high-density and provides low-power operation. Despite the density
of integration is not as high as for Z-RAMs, the development of 32 and 22 nm
versions of the SOI T-RAM was announced for low-power cache applications. The
Thyristor-RAM technology has been successfully implemented on Bulk and SOI
CMOS and its manufacturability was demonstrated within an 18 Mb synchronous
SRAM memory chip with excellent yield and reliability.

5.7 Engineered Body 1T-DRAM
In order to improve the retention and sensing margin performances, several exotic
architectures and material combinations were also tested. First, we introduce
briefly a non exhaustive list of engineered body techniques which were used to
improve the hole storage efficiency and were demonstrated via extensive 2D
numerical simulations.
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Fig. 12 The floating
junction gate (FJG) cell
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(a) The floating junction gate (FJG) cell is a 4.5F2 capacitorless DRAM cell
with a ‘U-shaped’ floating gate (FG) connected to the drain through a gated p–n
diode inside the body (Fig. 12). The U-shaped FG is used to improve the storage
volume as well as to extend the channel length and hence reduce SCE like DIBL
and punchthrough. To program the FJG cell, the FG is electrically charged or
discharged by the current flowing through the gated p+ (top region of the FG)–n+
(drain) diode.
The 1-state is achieved by injecting positive charges into the FG which produce
a relatively high potential increase in this region. This FG potential shift induces in
turns by ‘dynamic’ coupling an increase of the electron channel density, i.e. of the
drain current below the U-shaped FG. As the p+/n+ junction is reversed biased, a
high positive drain and negative MOS-gate voltages have to be applied. Hence, the
reverse hole current is enhanced thanks to B2B tunneling in the gated diode.
0-state is programmed by removing holes from the FG by forward biasing of the
p–n junction diode. The hole current flows from the FG into the drain and pulls
down the FG potential. According to the simulation results, the retention time can
reach 6 s at room temperature thanks to the low leakage diode current density. The
sensing margin is about 300 lA/lm at the reading onset.
(b) ARAM Concept is an original architecture for 1T-DRAM proposed in [40, 41].
A-RAM enables the coexistence of electron and hole layers even in SOI transistors
with ultrathin body, by suppressing the supercoupling effect [42]. The supercoupling
prevents hole and electron layers facing each other when the silicon film thickness
becomes lower than 10 nm. The A-RAM physically isolates holes and electrons in
two semi-bodies which respectively serve for majority carrier storage and electron
current sense (Fig. 13). The A-RAM isolation offers the possibility to maintain
electron and hole layers facing each other, on each side of the dielectric layer MOX,
even in ultrathin SOI films that are necessary for CMOS scaling. To write 1
(Fig. 13c), the excess of holes is generated by impact ionization or band-to-band
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Fig. 13 a A-RAM cell schematics. Channel length is compatible with 45 nm node and beyond.
MOX is typically 4 nm thick. b A-RAM reading bit ‘0’ and c reading bit ‘1’

tunneling in the upper storage semi-body. These extra holes induce a dynamic
increase of the upper semi-body potential. Hence, by ‘electrostatic’ coupling an
electron channel (i.e. a drain current) can be sensed in the lower semi-body. By
contrast, if no holes are stored, the electron current in the sense semi-body is zero (bit
‘0’, Fig. 13b).
Different operation modes can be considered depending on the body thickness.
A-RAM is compatible with single-gate (SG-SOI), double-gate (DG-SOI) and
FinFETs devices. This concept has been validated so far by numerical simulations.
The proof-of-concept still needs to be verified at the experimental level (processing and measurements). Although similar programming principles are used for
the FJG cell (see Sect. (a) and a comparable retention time is achieved, the ARAM, architecture seems to be more realistic for practical application in terms of
process complexity and scaling. Remark that the A-RAM structure and operation
remind the HRAM which was proposed previously in GaN/AlGaN heterostructures [43].
(c) The single-transistor quantum well (QW) 1T-DRAM [44] uses an engineered body integrating within the Si film a thin layer of a material with a different
band gap (here SiGe). This layer serves as storage well for holes (Fig. 14a). The
QW also gives the possibility to modulate the spatial hole distribution within the
device (option not available with the conventional 1T-DRAMs). It was demonstrated theoretically an improvement in the current sensing margin and scalability
characteristics. Compared with 1T-DRAM, this QW memory has the ability to
store the holes closer to the front gate inducing enhanced VTH shift and retention
time. As the QW devices are more scalable thanks to the introduction of the extra
‘storage space’, the effect of the volume reduction with the channel length is
lessened.
(d) A convex channel 1T-DRAM structure (Fig. 14b) using the BJT programming technique was proposed to improve the retention time [45]. The holes
are stored beneath a raised gate oxide which may be filled by a smaller bandgap
material (e.g. SiGe). As the holes stored during the 1-state programming reduce
the body/source (drain) potential barrier, they easily diffuse through these junctions filling the SiGe region. The convex channel architecture provides a physical
well for more effective storage of holes. Moreover, if a smaller bandgap material is
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Fig. 14 Engineered body 1T-DRAM with a body Si/SiGe/Si stack [44] and b convex channel
structure filled by SiGe [45]

used in the convex channel region, a deeper potential well is formed improving
further the sensing margin and retention time. Similar concepts have also been
investigated in vertical and planar [18] double gate devices.

5.8 Engineered Source/Drain 1T-DRAM
If using a hetero-layer within the Si-body would improve the storage efficiency,
another way to increase the retention time can be achieved by reducing the current
leakage through the source (drain)-body junction.
(a) The band-gap engineered source and drain floating body cell (BESD-FBC)
[46] was proposed to induce a deeper potential well in the body within a fully
depleted SOI MOSFET. To increase the body/source (drain) potential barrier, a
higher energy band offset was created with silicon–carbon (SiC) source and drain
regions (Fig. 15a). As a deeper potential well is formed due to valence band offset
(DEv), more holes can be stored in the body. Impact ionization was performed for
writing 1 and forward biased drain–body p–n junction current was used for writing
0. The BESD-FBC has been demonstrated using 2D simulations and compared
with conventional SOI 1T-DRAM. Due to DEv, the sensing margin would reach
100 lA/lm, which is about three times larger than usual 1T-DRAM (36.5 lA/
lm). It was shown that the hole leakage at source can be two or three orders of
magnitude lower during the 1-state programming.
(b) The dopant segregated Schottky barrier (DSSB) [47] technique was
implemented within the source/drain region of a FinFET (Fig. 15b). This device
also uses a specific material gate stack which allows combining the 1T-DRAM
with the non-volatile functionality of a Flash memory (see Sect. 5.10).
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Fig. 15 a The band-gap engineered source and drain floating body cell (BESD-FBC) [46]. b The
dopant segregated Schottky barrier (DSSB) [47]. c Silicon-On-Insulator with Block Oxide
process for 1T-DRAM application [48]

This particular engineered DSSB S/D aims to speed up the Flash memory programming operation while attenuating effectively the short-channel effects within
the FinFET device. At the same time, as SCE are significantly reduced, the body
volume available for the hole storage is increased together with the 1T-DRAM
retention time and sensing margin. To take advantage from the Schottky S/D
barriers in a capacitorless 1T-DRAM, a dopant segregation technique with a
partial silicidation process at the S/D was used. It allows the hole current flowing
into the floating body what would be impossible with ‘pure’ metallic Schottky
barriers. By considering a minimum sensing margin of 3 lA (for the device
considered, 100 lA/lm), the DSSB retention time at room temperature was about
70 ms. Notice that, in order to improve the 1T-DRAM performances, a comparable architecture with a specific Si–SiO2 process was developed [48]: The fully
(partially) depleted SOI with self aligned block oxide (bFD(PD)SOI, Fig. 15c).
The simulation results showed that an improvement of 87% for the sensing current
margin (at the reading onset) is expected as compared to equivalent SOI devices
(same body thickness with raised S/D).

5.9 Optically Assisted 1T-DRAM
Even if the exploration of photonics for the use in computers has increased in the
last decades, electronics still remains superior to optics in many ways. Totally
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optical computers are not a reality yet, but computers which combine together
electronics and optics, called electro-optic hybrids, are under development. On the
other hand, the optical interconnections have attracted interest as candidates for
next-generation interconnections in advanced ICs. If optical interconnections
replace the electrical ones, they could also be applied to conventional memory
technologies. Nevertheless optically operated memory in DRAM applications has
not been studied yet. For the first time, 1T-DRAM programming assisted by
optically generated hole was proposed and demonstrated experimentally in [49].
The 1-state programming method is based on the BJT operation triggered by a
source of light (halogen). Thanks to this method, the gate voltage pulse which was
used to pull up the body potential and switch on the bipolar latch is not required
anymore. During all the operations (read, hold, program), the gate voltage keeps a
constant negative value. The maximum sensing margin at the reading onset is
54 lA (here 900 lA/lm with a fin width of 60 nm) allowing a data retention time
over a few seconds at room temperature. Although the worst disturbance for the
0-state holding, arising from the light pulse programming, has not been investigated yet, the proposed programming method could be considered as a promising
candidate for electro-optic hybrids in memory applications.

5.10 The Unified RAM (URAM)
The ideal memory device or the so called ‘universal memory’ would satisfy three
requirements: high speed, high density and non-volatility (Fig. 16a). Unfortunately, such a memory has not been developed yet and these three different targets
have been ‘magnified’ separately (SRAM, DRAM, Flash). Hence, if a single
transistor can integrate different memory functions, a paradigm shift from ‘scaling’
to ‘multifunction’ would drive the evolution of the silicon technology
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NVM

D
R
A
M

NVM

NVM

Unified
Memory
Density

Front Gate

Flash

Back Gate

Front Gate

Retention

Drain
N+

BOX
Back Gate

SRAM

(a)

(b)
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Fig. 16 a Performances targeted for the ideal or the so-called ‘Universal Memory’. Schematics
of the unified memory combining the non-volatile (NVM) functionality of the ONO flash and the
volatile functionality of the 1T-DRAM in b a separated double gate planar MOFET with one
ONO gate and c a FinFET with separated gates and two ONO layers for multi-bit application
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(more Moore). The URAM aims to combine the non-volatile memory (NVM) and
DRAM functionalities in a single transistor.
Up to now, non-volatile memories like Flash and 1T-1C DRAM could not be
integrated on a single chip without additional process steps and high cost. On the
other hand, NVM needs high reliability (good cycling and retention at elevated
temperatures) combined with low voltages and high program speed. Therefore, it
is increasingly difficult to integrate conventional NVM and DRAM on a single
chip while maintaining these severe requirements and low costs.
The URAM concept consists in implementing, a charge trapping layer for NVM
applications and a PD or FD SOI device to insure the 1T-DRAM effect (Fig. 16b).
Indeed, this new concept allows combining both volatile and non-volatile functions in a single memory transistor, leading to reduced processing costs. The NVM
core region can be composed by an oxide/nitride/oxide (ONO) stack; electrons
being injected and trapped in the silicon nitride layer like in a standard SONOS
memory. The programming and erasing steps can be achieved using either Fowler–Nordheim or hot carrier injection through a tunnel oxide above the channel of
the transistor. On the other hand, the floating body is used as a storage area for the
1T-DRAM function. The URAM concept is attractive and preliminary results were
published by Korean groups [50–53]. Excess holes are usually generated by impact
ionization for the 1T-DRAM 1-state programming and are accumulated in the
lowest potential area of the floating body. The main method to write a ‘0’ is to
sweep out the excess holes of the floating body by forward biasing the body/drain
junction as usual in 1T-DRAM.
The combination of a high density non-volatile memory with floating-body
1T-DRAMs, integrated on the same cell structure, is a promising architecture in
terms of density increase and cost per bit decrease. However, it is difficult to
avoid interference between programming voltages of 1T-DRAM and NVM. Thus,
the disturbance between the two memory functions (especially in programming
and erasing modes) has to be further investigated [54–59]. Moreover, the
threshold voltage shift resulting from each memory function (volatile and nonvolatile) must be de-correlated. In particular, optimized reading procedures will
have to be developed overall if a multi-bit functionality (number of states [2) is
targeted (Fig. 16c).

6 Conclusion
The floating-body SOI memory is not an intellectual exercise anymore; it could
compete in the DRAM market although many improvements have still to be
achieved. One of the serious concerns is the retention time deterioration at high
temperature ([85C). There are several 1T-DRAM options, the principles of
which have been discussed and compared. Among the basic mechanisms, we
prioritize B2B tunneling for 1-state programming and capacitive coupling for
0-state as in MSDRAM. In terms of CMOS scaling, double-gate transistors are
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best suited devices and vertical configuration seems to be promising candidate to
reach the minimum cell feature size.
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Abstract Recent research on advanced SOI materials and devices has delivered
rich and informative data, enabling further progress in science and technology.
However, some of the results still look intriguing, likely to open new space for
investigation and developments. In this chapter, we have selected a variety of
multi-angle problems which may stimulate dedicated SOI research. When available, experimental arguments and scenarios are proposed.
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SOI is situated at the crossing of the two Moore Avenues: one is going vertically,
the other laterally. The vertical avenue is measured in nanometers, for the ultimate
transistor feature size, and in billions for their number in a System-on-a-Chip. SOI
will certainly take us beyond, simply because the device miniaturization is far
easier if transistors are fabricated ‘on-insulator’. The SOI world will feature
denser, smaller, and faster circuits. As for the lateral avenue, it departs from the
traditional miniaturization-driven scaling in order to meet the needs for enriched
circuit functionality. SOI is compatible with the co-integration of heterogeneous
technologies and multi-functional devices.
Converting dreams into reality requires dedicated work in material and device
science, technology and circuit design. Although SOI MOSFETs already exhibit
high performance, our goal is to explore innovative physics-based and technological solutions for further improvement. This task is not easy because SOI is a
complicated structure with nanometer-thick stacked layers and special mechanisms governing its electrostatics and transport properties. For example, gate intercoupling and floating-body effects can be detrimental or advantageous depending
on the device architecture, designer skills and envisioned applications. The SOI
field of research is vast, with many questions that are still open.
In this paper, we take a non-conventional approach. Instead of demonstrating
how we succeeded in solving a particular SOI dilemma, we will present a selection
of problems that today remain without a convincing solution. We will describe
these problems in terms of systematic measurements and, when necessary,
numerical simulations. More or less mature arguments will be offered that may
help to complete the understanding of the SOI-related mechanisms.

2 How can the Density of Traps be Measured in Ultrathin
SOI Wafers?
Pseudo-MOSFET (or W-MOSFET, Fig. 1a) is an undisputable technique for
the in situ material-level characterization [1]. Recent progress shows that the
method can be enriched by adding magnetic field and noise measurements.

Fig. 1 a Pseudo-MOSFET configuration and b typical current–voltage characteristics
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 a Power spectral density versus frequency in pseudo-MOSFET showing 1/f noise.
b Normalized noise versus drain current for three values of probe pressure P

Pseudo-MOSFET current–voltage characteristics are shown in Fig. 1b. The density of back interface traps Dit is usually deduced from the subthreshold slope.
Typical values for good quality SOI wafers, mandatory for high performance
CMOS circuits, are Dit = 1011 cm-2 eV-1 (detection limit) or less.
Noise is well known to yield an accurate evaluation of interface trap densities in
MOSFETs. The question is whether the noise in pseudo-MOSFETs can be used in
order to improve the detection limit of Dit.
Figure 2 shows, for the first time, noise measurements using the W-MOSFET
set-up with pressure probes. The noise follows the celebrated 1/f law (Fig. 2a) and
it generally arises from carrier trapping-detrapping (carrier number fluctuations)
rather than mobility fluctuations [2]:
SId ðf Þ g2m kkTq2 Nit
¼ 2
I2d
Id WLC2ox f c

2

ð1Þ

where SID is the noise spectral density of the drain current ID, WL is the device
area, gm is the transconductance, Cox is the oxide capacitance, kT is the temperature
in energy units, k is a characteristic tunneling distance, and Nit is the density of slow
traps (also known as border traps) located in the oxide next to the interface. The
densities of border traps and interface states Dit are inter-related by Dit = k Nit [2].
The model of carrier number fluctuations is confirmed by the noise dependence
on drain current (Fig. 2b): a marked plateau in weak inversion, followed by a
decrease in strong inversion. Two additional observations can be invoked:
• The (gm/ID)2 curve parallels the variation of the spectral noise density as predicted by Eq. 1.
• The noise is nearly independent of the probe pressure, hence it is not generated
by the contact resistance. (A higher pressure is known to lower the contact series
resistance [1].)
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The problem comes when Dit is extracted from these noise curves using the
equation above. We obtain a trap density 1–2 orders of magnitude higher than the
value indicated by the subthreshold slope.
In W-MOSFETs, the channel width and length are not well-defined. The aspect
ratio W/L was determined from comparison with both four-point probe measurements and numerical simulations: W/L = 0.75 [1]. For Dit extraction we had to guess
the device area (S = WL). Since the distance between probes was 1 mm, we
assumed L = 1 mm and S = 0.75 mm2. This simple calculation is most likely
naive. Indeed, the back gate induces an inversion layer over the entire sample, which
is much larger than the area defined by the source-drain separation. Minority carriers
are trapped everywhere on the inverted area, impacting the noise level. In other
words, the effective surface for drain current flow and noise are not equivalent. As
further evidence, when the probe separation is increased, the noise level does not
scale as L2. Why?
The role played by the surface area in the excess noise observed in W-MOSFETs requires further investigation. But the fact that the noise is higher than
expected also points on the possible role of the top wafer surface which may act as
a source of additional noise. This brings us to the next question.

3 Can the Channel-to-surface Coupling in W-MOSFETs
be Used as a Detection Platform?
It has been demonstrated that the W-MOSFET characteristics in ultrathin SOI films
depend on the quality of the top surface. Comparing wafers with passivated and
bare (unpassivated) surfaces, we find a significant threshold voltage shift (on the
order of volts) and mobility difference (by tens of %) [3]. The coupling between
the channel and the opposite interface is well documented in SOI MOSFETs, but

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 a Image of the film surface (30 nm Si on top of 145 nm buried oxide) with deposited gold
nanospheres and b W-MOSFET current–voltage characteristics showing a strong hysteresis due
to particle charging. Slow VG scan with 0.2 V steps and 0.2 s delay time
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often ignored in W-MOSFETs. The idea is to take advantage of this coupling for
sensing applications.
Gold nanoparticles, which are promising for detection and medical inspection,
were deposited on the surface of SOI wafers (Fig. 3a). We used a two-step procedure
for particle attachment: first, the SOI surface was treated with an amino-propyl-triethoxy-silane (APTES) solution and, secondly, colloidal gold particles of 5 nm or
50 nm diameter were dispersed on the surface. According to the direction of the
gate-bias scan, the nanoparticles get charged or discharged, leading to a strong
hysteresis in the W-MOSFET current–voltage characteristics, as shown in Fig. 3b.
Increasing the gate voltage VG from zero to a positive value creates an electron
inversion channel and the gold particles become gradually charged with electrons.
This trapped negative surface charge induces an electric field that lowers the body
potential and the channel density. This is why reversing the VG direction from a large
positive value to zero produces an ID(VG) curve with a clear increase in threshold
voltage. A similar hysteresis is observed for VG scan between zero and a negative
bias. Here, the threshold voltage of the accumulation P-channel (i.e., the flat-band
voltage) is increased by the net positive charge trapped in the gold nanoparticles.
Figure 3b shows that the hysteresis amplitude reaches 3 V in 30 nm thick SOI
film. In thinner films the effect is even larger. Knowing the capability of sense
amplifiers (in the lA and mV range), shifts of several volts are a luxury. But we still
need to examine the charging mechanism and its efficiency. A rough estimate
indicates that a DVG * 1 V shift corresponds to a charging of DQ = CoxDVG
& 2 9 1011 electrons/cm2 at the interface where the electrons flow. In our case, it
is the opposite interface that is actually charged, hence the value above should be
modified by the interface coupling coefficient which depends on the capacitances of
depleted film, buried oxide (BOX) and surface traps [4]. The multiplication coefficient converting DQ at the interface to DQ at 30 nm above the interface is roughly
(1 ? Cit/Csi). Since the density of gold particles is 4 9 108 cm-2, we infer that
each 50 nm diameter sphere traps about 103 electrons.
We now can formulate appropriate questions related to Au particles:
•
•
•
•

Is this analysis quantitatively correct?
What is the maximum charge the balls can accommodate?
For ultimate sensitivity, should the golden balls be larger or more numerous?
Is the method sensitive enough for detection of DNA and other molecules
attached to the nanoparticles?

4 What is the Origin of Parasitic Conduction
in P-channel GeOI MOSFETs?
Germanium-on-insulator (GeOI) devices are attractive mainly because the hole
mobility is high, leading to excellent performance of P-channel MOSFETs [5–8].
GeOI can be fabricated by Smart-Cut starting from bulk-Ge or epi-Ge wafers [7].
GeOI can also be synthesized by the ‘Ge condensation’ technique, where the Si
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atoms of an SOI layer with SiGe cap are replaced by Ge atoms [9]. Increasing the
Ge concentration from 10% to 100% causes a remarkable improvement in hole
mobility whereas the electron mobility is dramatically degraded [9]. This ‘mobility
balance’ is still a puzzle; ad-hoc technological solutions are envisioned for
co-integrating P-channel MOSFETs on GeOI and N-channel MOSFETs on SOI.
Figure 4a shows ID(VG) characteristics of an undoped GeOI pMOSFET, where
two undesirable features can be observed: a positive threshold voltage and a parasitic
channel that carries a large leakage current. The leakage is suppressed when the back
interface is driven in accumulation (VBG = ? 60 V) which is the sign of a conducting back channel for VBG = 0 V. In other words, the threshold voltage of the
back interface is also shifted towards positive values of VBG. Intentional N-type
doping is an efficient way to disable the back-channel leakage since the threshold
voltages at the front and back interfaces are both increased (Fig. 4a). However, body
doping is not a preferred solution for fully depleted (FD) transistors because the hole
mobility is strongly degraded by Coulomb scattering.
The origin of the parasitic back channel can be explained by a mysterious Ptype contamination of Ge film. The experimental behaviour of Fig. 4a is reproduced by numerical simulations if very large (NA = 3 9 1017 cm-3) body doping
is assumed. For VBG = 0 V, the transistor would be only partially depleted: the
undepleted P-doped region connects the source and drain, enabling the leakage
current to flow (Fig. 4b). For VBG = ? 60 V, the transistor becomes fully
depleted, suppressing the leakage path.
Atomistic simulations indicate that hydrogen passivation in Ge may be
responsible for parasitic P-type doping [10]. At the experimental level, it is known
that the threshold voltage shift at low temperature depends on the Fermi level
variation and yields a precise doping value. Our recent measurements (Fig. 5)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 a Drain current versus front-gate bias in two GeOI pMOSFETs. The severe leakage
observed in the undoped transistor is reduced by applying VBG = ? 60 V. The intentionally
doped transistor features well behaved characteristics with no excessive leakage. b Simulated
curves for various P-type parasitic doping levels
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Fig. 5 Front-channel
threshold voltage versus
temperature in 9 lm long
GeOI pMOSET. The
asymmetric double Dit
distribution (inset)
reproduces the low
temperature behavior as well
as the experimental
characteristics of Fig. 4a

demonstrated that the doping level is very low (4 9 1015 cm-3) in GeOI
MOSFETs [11]. This means that the leakage current cannot be attributed to large
body doping (Fig. 4b).
An alternative scenario assumes the co-existence of donor and acceptor interface states, both related to unpassivated dangling bonds and located near the
valence band edge [12]. The two Gaussian distributions illustrated in the inset of
Fig. 5 enabled us to reproduce the Vth(T) behaviour (Fig. 5) as well as the measured ID(VG) characteristics (Fig. 4a). The acceptor states are responsible for a
negative charge large enough to bring the back interface into weak/strong inversion regime even for VBG = 0 V. This negative charge also explains the positive
threshold voltage in P-MOSFETs and the poor performance of N-MOSFETs,
where the inversion layer formation is delayed and the electron mobility degraded.
Thus our results indicate that parasitic conduction is not caused by doping
contamination of the Ge channel. We can explain the data by invoking interface
traps with a particular energy distribution. But perhaps there exists yet a third
explanation…

5 Are there Strong Competing Effects of Strain
and Neutral Defects in Short Channel MOSFETs?
Strain is an efficient booster of the carrier mobility. A popular solution is to
transfer strain from the Contact Etch Stop Layer (CESL) into the body [13]. The
strain intensity depends on the transistor geometry and dimensions. CESLengineered strain can be tuned to maximize performance of short transistors.
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Figure 6 shows the effect of compressive strain on the hole mobility. The mobility
gain reaches an impressive maximum (+80%) for 100 nm long P-MOSFETs.
Then, for even shorter devices, the mobility decays.
The mobility variation with channel length indicates the strain localization at
the channel extremities. Detailed mechanical simulations confirm the presence of
narrow (* 50 nm) ‘stressed pockets’ at the corner between source/drain regions
and offset spacer [14]. In a long MOSFET (* 1 lm), most of the channel region
remains unstressed. By contrast, in sub-100 nm long devices, the strain is strong
and uniformly distributed along the channel.
An intriguing feature in Fig. 6 is the superior mobility improvement at the back
channel. It is clear that the strain effect is transmitted from CESL through the
ultrathin film. However, is there a logical reason why the strain increases in the
vertical direction, as we go from the top to the bottom interface?
The next question concerns the severe degradation in hole mobility for devices
shorter than 100 nm. Among several competing mechanisms, we can cite:
1. Stress relaxation: disagrees with numerical simulations.
2. Series resistance: our mobility extraction method eliminates these effects.
3. Semi-ballistic transport, which would give l * L, is unlikely to occur above
30–50 nm.
4. Additional scattering mechanisms in short devices, presumably related to
neutral defects [15].
Neutral defects, generated during the source/drain implantation or the gate stack
processing [16], are concentrated near the source/drain junctions. Long devices are
free from their influence whereas, in short transistors, the defective ‘edge’ regions
overlap leading to an increased density of defects. Also possible is the Remote
Coulomb Scattering due to lateral depletion in the source/drain regions, next to the
metallurgical junction [17].
Mobility measurements at low temperature bring additional information, as
shown in Fig. 7. The mobility is expected to increase steadily from 300 K to 77 K
as a consequence of attenuated phonon scattering. This variation is indeed
observed for long channels (Fig. 7) and also for short or long back channels [17].
However, the front mobility in short MOSFETs shows an unusual saturation. The
benefit of strain, visible at 300 K, tends to disappear at 77 K.
The mobility dependence on temperature and gate length reveals the adverse
effects of strain, neutral defects and Coulomb scattering rate, which all are highly
inhomogeneous along the channel. A recent analytical model [17], combining
these ingredients with the Matthiessen rule, was able to reproduce the experimental results of Figs. 6 and 7. But with enough adjustable parameters, any
experiment can be matched… Is Matthiessen’s rule able to sort out all possible
contributions?
Two arguments can be invoked to explain why the back-channel mobility is
higher and exhibits a more predictable evolution with temperature. First, the
channel is located at a Si–SiO2 interface and does not suffer from scattering on the
Coulomb centers located in the high-K top dielectric. Second, there may be less
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Fig. 6 Hole mobility versus
channel length in SOI
MOSFETs with compressive
CESL stressor. 8 nm thick
SOI film

Fig. 7 Hole mobility versus
temperature in long and short
SOI MOSFETs with
compressive CESL

impact from the neutral defects. However, it is unclear whether one can reasonably
assume a vertical distribution of defects when the Si film is less than 10 nm thick.

6 What is the Origin of Hysteretic Effects
in Multiple-Gate MOSFETs?
The floating body of SOI transistors can be manipulated such as to trigger strong
hysteresis effects, which are useful for memory applications: meta-stable dip
(MSD), bipolar transistor latch, etc. [18]. The principle of the capacitorless
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 a MSD hysteresis induced by scanning the front gate of a fully depleted MOSFET.
b MSD-like hysteresis in Triple-Gate FinFET induced by scanning the back gate

single-transistor dynamic memory (1T-DRAM) is to modify the amount of majority
carriers stored in the body for achieving two distinct values of drain current.
Figure 8a illustrates the MSD hysteresis effect used in MSDRAMs [19]. The
back gate VGB is biased in moderate inversion and the front gate VGF is scanned
from depletion to strong accumulation and vice versa. When VGF is switched from
0 V to -3 V, the body goes into deep depletion and the drain current is suppressed. This 0-state is maintained as long as the front accumulation channel is not
formed. The 1-state is programmed by increasing VGF to -6 V, at which point
band-to-band tunneling at the drain supplies enough holes to complete the accumulation channel. Switching VGF to -3 V results in a large electron current at the
back channel simply because the transistor is in equilibrium mode.
We have tried to reproduce the MSD hysteresis in Triple-Gate SOI FinFETs.
The front-gate voltage is biased in inversion, while the back-gate voltage is swept
back and forth from positive to negative values, i.e., the body/BOX interface varies
between depletion and accumulation. As shown in Fig. 8b, the hysteresis on
ID(VGF) curves is strong enough for memory applications. Surprisingly, the sense
of hysteresis is the reverse of what we observe in the MSD effect of Fig. 8a. Is this
contrast due to the 3D configuration of FinFETs?
When the back-gate voltage is swept from negative to positive value (direct
sweep), the majority carrier generation is efficient enough to build the back
accumulation layer ‘instantly’. The device is at equilibrium and the current flows
in the top and lateral channels. The current variation simply reflects the gradual
decrease of the front threshold voltage with back-gate bias.
During the reverse sweep, the back channel moves from depletion into accumulation regime. However, the back accumulation layer cannot be formed immediately,
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as the hole generation is too slow. One could expect the body to reach deep depletion,
cutting off the front inversion channel. Nevertheless, this prediction is not confirmed
in Fig. 8b, where the ‘reverse’ current remains surprisingly high, larger than the
‘direct’ current.
Why is the MSD effect upside-down in FinFETs? Presumably, the body does
not experience deep depletion because the electrostatics is dominated by the front
gate, which covers three sides of the fin. This explains why the front current is not
switched off. Since the back interface is depleted (not accumulated as for the
‘direct’ scan), the front threshold voltage is comparatively low and the current is
higher. The two current levels merge for back-gate voltage below -80 V, when
enough holes become available and accumulate at the BOX interface. However,
the way that holes are generated when the back-gate bias is scanned remains
puzzling: band-to-band tunnelling near the very thick BOX or front-gate leakage
current induced by back-gate coupling?
Two experimental facts bring light on the origin of this specific current
behaviour. First, bringing light actually suppresses the hysteresis effect because
photo-generated holes promptly complete the accumulation charge. Second, in
very narrow fins, the MSD hysteresis tends to disappear due to the neutralization of
the back-gate effect which is blocked by the lateral gates. Will we see 1T-DRAMs
based on this reciprocal MSD effect?
Memory effects can be enhanced by functionalizing the BOX. Our measurements were performed on Triple-Gate FinFETs with oxide-nitride-oxide (ONO)
BOX [20]. The Si3N4 layer is used to store the charge for volatile or non-volatile
memorization. Hysteresis effects occur when the back-gate voltage VGB is sufficiently high to inject/remove electrons into/from the nitride film (Fig. 9).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 Hysteresis in Triple-Gate FinFETs with ONO BOX. a Current versus front-gate bias
measured at zero back-gate voltage. The hysteresis is due to the pre-charging of the BOX.
b Current versus back-gate bias measured with the front-gate voltage in moderate inversion. The
hysteresis results from the dynamic change of the charge trapped in the BOX
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The combination of coupling and trapping effects is illustrated in Fig. 9a.
ID(VGF) curves were measured at VGB = 0, after long electron trapping
(VGB = ? 50 V for 30 s) or detrapping (VGB = -50 V for 30 s). The hysteresis
denotes a shift in front-channel threshold voltage corresponding to the amount of
charge trapped in the Si3N4 layer. Excess electrons in the BOX decrease the back
surface potential. By electrostatic coupling, the front-channel threshold voltage
increases and shifts the curves to the right. The opposite effect is observed after
electron detrapping.
Unlike flash memories, where the carrier flow and trapping occur at the same
interface, in ONO FinFETs it is the remote trapping in the BOX which induces the
front-gate threshold voltage variation. The advantage is that the carrier flow no
longer disturbs the stored charge.
Dynamic memory effects are shown in Fig. 9b. The drain current was measured
as a function of back-gate bias, back and forth, after an initial hold time of 30 s.
When VGB is initially negative, holes are trapped in the ONO, hence the frontchannel threshold voltage is low and the current is high. As VGB increases to
positive values, electrons are dynamically trapped and increase the threshold
voltage. As a consequence, the ‘reverse’ curve shows much lower current. Starting
the measurements from positive to negative VGB leads to similar conclusions,
except that the curves are shifted to the right.
The current hysteresis (memory window) is amplified when the initial starting
voltage is higher because the amount of detrapped electrons (or trapped holes)
increases. The memory window decreases in narrow fins where the fringing fields
from the lateral gates tend to prevent Fowler–Nordheim tunneling by blocking the
ONO potential.
An interesting feature in Fig. 9b is the hump observed for ‘reverse’ scans. We
speculate that the hump reflects the contribution of the back channel current, which
is no longer masked by the front channel when its threshold voltage is large. A
more important question refers to the applicability of this ONO hysteresis effect
for developing ‘unified’ memories combining volatile and non-volatile
functionalities.

7 Why is the Mobility Degraded in Small Nanowires?
Gate-all-around (GAA) nanowire transistors (NWTs) are most promising candidates for future CMOS due to reduced short-channel effects. Simulation results
indicate that the gate lengths in these devices can be scaled down to as small a
dimension as the NW diameter itself [21].
3D-stacked Si and SiGe NWTs with high-K/metal gate stacks were fabricated
at LETI (Fig. 10a). Circular shape NWTs were formed by annealing in hydrogen
ambient [22]. All NWTs exhibit near-ideal subthreshold swing (* 60 mV/dec)
and very low DIBL (7 mV/V) for L = 100 nm gate length. On-currents at
VDD = 1.2 V are equal to 13.3 mA/lm and 7.5 mA/lm in N- and P-channel
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 10 a Vertically stacked 3D nanowire transistors with high-K/metal gate and b effective
electron mobility versus inversion charge for NWT with different cross-sections

Fig. 11 Effective mobility
versus inversion charge in
nanowire transistors with
rectangular and circular shape

NWTs, respectively. These extremely high values are due to the 3D configuration
of the 3-level vertically-stacked NWTs and to the normalization by the channel
width as seen from the top.
In all NWTs, the effective mobility drops as the width shrinks below 10 nm [22].
In particular, very poor mobility is observed in 5 nm circular NWT (Fig. 10b).
Is this degradation related to subband splitting and carrier/phonon confinement?
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The comparison between rectangular and circular NWTs with comparable size
is shown in Fig. 11. Rectangular NWTs exhibit lower mobility than FD planar
MOSFETs which is partly due to the contribution of (110) sidewalls. A circular
shape leads to marked mobility degradation at low inversion charge. In this region,
the mobility is limited by Coulomb scattering involving oxide charges, high-K
dipoles and interface traps. Why is this type of scattering more pronounced in
circular NWTs?
Charge pumping measurements indicate a threefold increase in the density of
traps despite the beneficial effect of H-anneal [22, 23]. Is it due to the continuously
varying surface orientation in circular NWTs?
Figure 11 also shows that in very strong inversion, where surface roughness
scattering prevails, the mobility is higher for the circular NWTs. We believe that
the surface roughness has been improved during hydrogen annealing.
A more generic debate is open on the applications of nanometer-size NWTs.
The combination of mesoscopic properties and technological limitations leads to
concerns about variability issues. Can the extreme sensitivity of nanowires to
fluctuations and surface charges be turned into a practical advantage? Can the
NWTs be used for memory and sensor applications?

8 How can the Tunneling Current be Discriminated
in Tunnel-FETs?
The tunneling field-effect transistor (TFET) [24] is of interest due to its complete
CMOS process compatibility. The TFET structure is similar to that of MOSFET,
except that the dopant types in source and drain are different. This gated PIN diode
is operated in reverse mode. The current is induced by band-to-band tunneling
(BTBT), which makes it theoretically possible to reach extremely low OFF currents as well as an ultra-low subthreshold slope (S) below the ideal MOSFET value
of 60 mV/decade at room temperature [25, 26]. In order to enhance the ON current, TFETs with multiple-gate structure [27] and lower bandgap semiconductors,
such as Ge and SiGe, have been reported [28, 29].
One difficulty is to simultaneously achieve high ION, low S, and low leakage. In
symmetrical TFETs, the leakage current under opposite gate bias is large, because
interband tunneling occurs at either the source-channel or the drain-channel
junction depending on the sign of the gate bias. This problem was solved in our
TFETs by inserting an intrinsic regions LIN separating the drain contact from the
channel (Fig. 12a). Since the BTBT rate is directly determined by the maximum
electric field Emax, it can be largely reduced at the drain side due to the increase of
LIN. At the source side Emax does not change and the tunneling rate in ON state
is constant.
Figure 12b shows the experimental results for NTFETs with different LIN. In
agreement with the simulation, the leakage current can be effectively suppressed
by increasing LIN to 50 nm. It should be noted that the threshold voltage and S are
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 12 a Configuration of asymmetric N-channel TFET. The gate is positively biased and the
BTBT occurs at the P+ source junction. b Experimental current versus gate voltage characteristics
for variable length of the intrinsic region (L = 400 nm, VD = 1 V)

independent of gate length. This is due to the fact the tunneling current, governed
by the maximum field at the tunneling junction, is unaffected by the carrier
transport in the channel.
A challenging aspect is to assess the precise origin of ION. In general, the
tunneling current is smaller than theoretically predicted by simple models and not
clearly distinguishable from other possible current sources. Our low-temperature
measurements indicate that the temperature variation of ION follows the Kane
tunneling model [30], where temperature-induced bandgap changes determine the
tunneling rate. But, is there any other mechanism likely to contribute to ION?
Thinner gate oxides do improve the subthreshold characteristics and ON current.
Nevertheless, the subthreshold swing in our devices is never below 60 mV/decade
at 300 K. Why?
Digging further, we performed noise measurements. In very small area MOSFETs, the typical 1/f noise, due to carrier trapping and detrapping, turns into 1/f2
RTS noise (Random Telegraph Signal). In TFETs with large area, RTS noise is
always observed, suggesting that only a discrete number of traps are active. This
tends to confirm that the dominant current mechanism is tunneling. Indeed, the
tunneling rate is only affected by the trapping process at the Si–SiO2 interface just
above the tunneling junction which is very narrow (around 10 nm). Is this argument convincing enough? How can we enhance the tunneling current?

9 Conclusions
In this paper, we have raised a number of questions related to state-of-the-art SOI
materials and devices. Each topic was illustrated with measurements and/or simulations. Tentative explanations have been proposed, even if they still are at a
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preliminary stage. These issues have been selected to develop curiosity and
stimulate further research. But, the list of questions is far from being exhausted.
Acknowledgments We would like to thank our supporting organizations (Eurosoi+, Nanosil,
WCU, etc.) and our SOI colleagues.
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